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Foreword

The Microgravity Materials Science Conference was held June 10 - 11, 1996 at the Von Braun Civic Center in Huntsville, Alabama. It was organized by the Microgravity Materials Science Discipline Working Group, sponsored by the Microgravity Science and Applications Division at NASA Headquarters, and hosted by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and the Alliance for Microgravity Materials Science and Applications (AMMSA). It was the second NASA conference of this type in the microgravity materials science discipline. The microgravity science program sponsored approximately eighty investigations and sixty-nine principal investigators in FY96, all of whom made oral or poster presentations at this conference. The conference’s purpose was to inform the materials science community of research opportunities in reduced gravity in preparation for a NASA Research Announcement (NRA) scheduled for release in late 1996 by the Microgravity Science and Applications Division at NASA Headquarters. The conference was aimed at materials science researchers from academia, industry, and government. A tour of the MSFC microgravity research facilities was held on June 12, 1996. This volume is comprised of the research reports submitted by the Principal Investigators after the conference and presentations made by various NASA microgravity science managers.
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The 1996 Microgravity Materials Science

NASA Research Announcement (NRA)

Michael J. Wargo, Sc.D.
michael@microgravity.msad.hq.nasa.gov
Program Scientist for Materials Science
June, 1996
• Goal: Use microgravity to seek and understand quantitative cause and effect relationships between the processing, properties and structure of materials.
  – Electronic and Photonic Materials
  – Metals and Alloys
  – Glasses and Ceramics
  – Polymers

• Current Research Areas:
  – Crystal Growth
  – Materials Solidification
  – Thermophysical Property Measurements

• Potential benefits:
  – Better understanding and control of materials properties for applications varying from high performance opto-electronic devices to corrosion resistant metals
  – Better understanding and prediction of microstructure controlled properties of cast metals and alloys
  – Improved utility of mathematical models for predicting materials properties during terrestrial processing
• NASA Research Announcement (NRA)
  ■ Ground based research
    ▶ Provides the intellectual underpinnings of the flight program
    ▶ Experimental and theoretical
    ▶ Well articulated microgravity relevance
      ▶ Demonstration of the role of gravity; benefits to be accrued from conducting research in microgravity
      ▶ Support for the microgravity materials science program
    ▶ Funding for up to 4 years
    ▶ Average $100k/year
  ■ Flight experiments
    ▶ High scientific and technical merit
    ▶ Well articulated need for a long duration, high quality microgravity environment
    ▶ Experimental and theoretical maturity to support a Science Concept Review within approximately two years
    ▶ Average $175k/year
• Advice from the Reviewers
  ■ Reviewers appreciate clear and concise writing.
    ▲ Proof read text and use clearly marked figures with appropriate captions.
  ■ Reviewers will not "read between the lines."
    ▲ While they may be familiar with your previous work, they will not assume that you are aware of important issues unless you indicate them explicitly.
    ▲ What materials are to be investigated (experimentally or theoretically)
  ■ Appendices and supplementary material should be added judiciously.
    ▲ Reviewers appreciate inclusion of publication reprints that report previous results that are key to the success of the proposed work. However, these should be kept to an absolute minimum.
Proposals

- Schedule
  - NRA Release: Fall, 1996
  - Proposals Due: Spring, 1997
  - Reviews: Spring/Summer, 1997
  - Selections: Summer/Fall, 1997

- Review Process
  - Panels: proposals grouped by common theme
  - Proposals initially read and evaluated by at least 3 reviewers
    - Lead Primary Reviewer
    - Second Primary Reviewer
    - Reader
  - Scoring is by panel consensus: It is the score of the panel, not individuals.
  - Significant emphasis on scoring consistency
• Advice from the Reviewers (continued)
  ■ Reviewers expect proposals written within the designated guidelines that provide the information required for evaluation.
    ▲ In some cases microgravity relevance is vague or non-existent
    ▲ Length (20 pages)
    ▲ Supporting material (appendices/supplementary material)
    ▲ Budget
  ■ Collaboration: Multiple Proposals vs Long, High Budget Proposals
    ▲ Reviewers typically preferred separate proposals where clear indication was given to collaboration with other proposers.
    ▲ Reviewers opined that large, expensive proposals were difficult to evaluate.
      • If they were within the length guideline, there was not enough detail concerning each part.
      • If they were outside the length guideline, reviewers saw this as unfair to other proposals that stayed within guideline.
Mr. Robert C. Rhome, P.E.
Division Director, Microgravity Science and Applications Division
NASA Headquarters

*Presentation charts from Monday’s morning session*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Discipline</th>
<th>Ground-Based Principal Investigators</th>
<th>Flight Definition Investigators</th>
<th>Flight Principal Investigators</th>
<th>FY 96 Total</th>
<th>FY 95 Total</th>
<th>FY 94 Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing New*</td>
<td>Ongoing New*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion Science</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluids &amp; Transport Phenomena</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Science</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Temperature μg Physics</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>148</strong></td>
<td><strong>79</strong></td>
<td><strong>26</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>298</strong></td>
<td><strong>276</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>225</strong></td>
<td><strong>38</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
<td><strong>298</strong></td>
<td><strong>276</strong></td>
<td><strong>243</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "New" represents PIs who were not funded in FY 95 and who were selected for FY 96 funding from peer-reviewed proposals submitted in response to a NASA Research Announcement in that discipline.
## Microgravity Science Principal Investigators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Discipline</th>
<th>Ground-Based Principal Investigators</th>
<th>Flight Definition Investigators</th>
<th>Flight Principal Investigators</th>
<th>FY 96 Total</th>
<th>FY 95 Total</th>
<th>FY 94 Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>New*</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>New*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion Science</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluids &amp; Transport Phenomena</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Science</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Temperature μg Physics</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>148</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**: "New*" represents PIs who were not funded in FY 95 and who were selected for FY 96 funding from peer-reviewed proposals submitted in response to a NASA Research Announcement in that discipline.
Development of the Microgravity Science Research Community

Office of Life and Microgravity Sciences and Applications

FY 1992 (Shuttle Era)
- 41 Flight Investigators
- 11 Flight Definition Principal Investigators
- 62 Ground-Based Principal Investigators

FY 1996 Current Program
- 36 Flight Investigators
- 38 Flight Definition Principal Investigators
- 224 Ground-Based Principal Investigators
- 52 Graduate Student Researchers

FY 1999 (Space Station Era)
- 40 Flight Investigators
- 50 Flight Definition Principal Investigators
- 250 Ground-Based Principal Investigators
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- Professor John H. Perepezko (chair), University of Wisconsin
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- Dr. Michael J. Wargo, NASA Headquarters
MATERIALS SCIENCE DISCIPLINE

Goals

- Develop the basic understanding of relationships between microstructure and properties of materials during microgravity processing.

- Apply process modeling and advanced processing concepts to achieve designed microstructures.

Objectives

- Utilize the microgravity environment to advance the understanding of materials processing, including phase transformations during solidification and deposition, transport phenomena and structure-property relationships.
FIGURE 1  Characteristic duration and acceleration levels. Source: Microgravity Science and Applications Division, NASA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microgravity Environment</th>
<th>Materials Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Buoyancy Driven Convection Flows Minimized</td>
<td>Precise Temperature and Composition Control for High Quality Crystals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Body Force Effects Minimized</td>
<td>Uniform Spacing and Alignment in Multiphase Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Containerless Melt Processing</td>
<td>Eliminate Contamination and Nucleation Due to Containment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interfacial Phenomena</td>
<td>Wetting and Surface Energy Driven Flows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benchmark Materials
Priorities

Technological Applications

> Containerless Processing
> Directional Solidification/Crystal Growth
> Casting

Science Knowledge Base

1. Solidification Kinetics and Undercooling
2. Microstructural Morphology/Prediction
3. Process Analysis and Modeling
4. Interfacial Phenomena

Critical Support Base

- Ground based experience
- Thermophysical property data
Research Areas

- Solidification Kinetics and Undercooling
  - Nucleation
  - Undercooling
  - Metastable Phase Development
  - Competitive Growth
  - Microstructural Transitions
  - Glass Formation

- Microstructural Morphology/Prediction
  - Plane Front Solidification
    - Single Crystals
    - Aligned Composites
    - Phase Spacing
- Interface Instability
  > Cells
  > Dendrites
  > Segregation

- Microstructural Scale
  > Coarsening/Coalescence
  > Scaling Laws

• Process Analysis and Modeling
  > Macrosegregation
  > Heat and Mass Transport Analysis
  > Structure Prediction
• Interfacial Phenomena

  > Surface Energy Driven Flows
      (Temperature or Composition Gradients)
  > Particle Incorporation
  > Wetting Behavior
  > Bubble Formation - Porosity Control
  > Joining Applications
A LESSON

There is abundant and compelling evidence that any space experiment must be planned, executed, and analyzed carefully following the knowledge base developed from terrestrial studies. When this approach has been pursued, real progress and significant advancement of microgravity science have been achieved.
General Issue

Reliable Processing and Analysis Models Based on a Sound Ground Based Experience and Established Thermophysical Properties are Essential. **ALL** Microgravity Materials Science Studies Should be Designed, Executed and Interpreted on This Basis.
Solidification Processes

![Diagram of solidification processes showing environment, mold, mushy zone, and interface]

Heat Transfer Coefficients
Interface, environment

Heat evolution
Mushy zone model

Material properties
Process Analysis and Modeling

- Assess role of individual variables
- Control and Vary Independently Process Parameters
- Reduce Complex Processes to Fundamental Units
- Explore Regimes Unavailable to Experiment
- Design Experiments to Emphasize Phenomena of Interest
- Interpret Results
- Improve Yield from Microgravity Experiments
Thermophysical Properties

- Emissivity, Electrical Conductivity, Optical Properties

- Calorimetry
  - Specific heats
  - Heats of mixing, formation, transformations, ...

- Transport Coefficients
  - thermal conductivity
  - viscosity
  - diffusion constants

- Density Data

- Thermodynamic Modulii
  - thermal expansion coefficients
  - compressibility, etc.

- Vapor Pressures and Activity Coefficients

- Surface Tension/Interfacial Energies
Experimental Results

\[ D = A T^2 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>T [°C]</th>
<th>A [10^{-11} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}]</th>
<th>Mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sn(Sn112)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>270-775</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>FSLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn(Sn124)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>270-775</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>FSLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In_{80}Sn_{20}(Sn124)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>260-900</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In_{80}Sn_{20}(In113)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>260-900</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In_{85}Sn_{15}/In_{75}Sn_{25}</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>260-900</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In(In113)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250-750</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb(Pb204)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>350-1055</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb(Sb123)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>700-800</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn(In)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>350-1055</td>
<td>8.00*</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In(Sn)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>250-750</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: \( D = AT^2 + B \) with \( B = 1.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \).

Different Theories:

Arrhenius: \[ D = D_0 \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{kT}\right) \]

Vortex(Frohberg): \[ D = \frac{r_0^2 v_0}{2 z Q^2} (kT)^2 \]

Hard Spheres(Enskog): \[ D = \frac{3}{8} \sigma(T) \frac{\pi}{6 \xi g(\sigma)} \sqrt{\frac{kT}{\pi M}} \]

Eyring(Hicter): \[ D = B \cdot T + D_0 \exp\left(-\frac{Q}{kT}\right) \]
Selfdiffusion Lead
Pb204 in Pb

 SELFDIFFUSION OF Pb204
 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
 \[ D = 5.06 \times 10^{-11} \cdot T^2 \]

 SELFDIFFUSION Pb204
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 SIMS-ANALYSIS
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BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS

Benchmark Experiments are designed to achieve a measurement accuracy not possible in a one gravity environment. This would imply testing of theories to new levels of resolution that will serve as a standard for years. This area encompasses research on transient and equilibrium phenomena, as well as other thermophysical measurements of interest to Materials Science.
Fig. 3. Plot of dendrite tip velocity as a function of supercooling for both terrestrial, and microgravity data sets.
A-1. DENDRITE COARSENING

CD-85-16832
Figure 9.38 Summary of experimental data on lamellar spacing versus rate of solidification in Pb–Sn alloys [From H. E. Cline and J. D. Livingston, Trans. Met. Soc. AIME 245, 1990 (1969).]
Research Areas in Electronic Materials

- Convection and segregation effects during physical vapor transport growth (examples, HgCl, ZnSe, SiC).

- Segregation, convection, and double diffusive transport during directional freezing of optical and semiconductor crystals (e.g. PbBr₂, bismuth germanium oxide, dinitrobenzene, GaAs).

- Marangoni and thermally-driven convective fluid flow behavior during solution growth (e.g. TGS, KDP).

- Solidification of semiconductor alloys with wide miscibility ranges (e.g. Si-Ge).

- Containerless processing of high purity semiconductor and superconductor crystals (e.g. yttrium barrier copper oxide).

- Solidification of uniform binary organic materials with large nonlinear optic coefficients (e.g. m-Nitroaniline-Cl-Nitroaniline).

- Marangoni effects during liquid encapsulated Bridgman growth (e.g. GaAs).

- Magnetic damping effects during directional crystal growth.

- Reduction of stress generation and twinning during directional freezing (e.g. CdTe).

- Defect Generation - Knowledge is largely empirical. Influenced by melt flow.

  > Growth Rate and Flow Contributions
  > Concentration and Distribution
  > Explanation for Reduction in μg
Defect Structures for USML-1/Cd$_{96}$Zn$_{04}$Te/Primary
1-g (200x)

Defect Structures for USML-1/Cd$_{96}$Zn$_{04}$Te/Secondary

Dr. David Larson.
Research Areas in Glasses and Ceramics

Containerless Processing
Epitaxial and Single Crystal Growth
Glass Formation
Nucleation
Surface and Interfacial Phenomena
Glass Processing (Fining)
Composite Formation
Fiber/Whisker Fabrication
Foam Production
Bulk Transport Phenomena
Crystal Growth
Phase Separation
Bubble Dynamics
Glass Processing (Melting and Homogenization)
Ceramic Powder Processing/Sintering
Joining
Gas Phase Processing/CVD
Thermophysical Properties
Chemical Reaction and Kinetics
Colloid Processing
Combustion Synthesis
FGM
Granular Material Flow
Non-Contact Shaping
Figure 2.—Slumping of samples with low W content sintered in gravity at 1477 °C for 30 min. Ratio of Ni to Fe, 7:3.

Figure 4.—Classic stages of liquid-phase sintering involving powders that form a liquid on heating: (a) Presintered. (b) Sintered for 1 min (liquid formation and spreading). (c) Sintered for 15 min (complete densification).
Research Areas in Polymers and Macromolecules

Areas of interest:

Non-linear optical materials
Solvent selection
Monomer synthesis
Processing
  vapor deposition
  photopolymerization
  sol-gel
  solution growth

Fundamental phenomena:

Polymerization mechanisms
Nucleation phenomena
Growth kinetics
Effects of convection
Morphological studies
Defect Concentration (esp. NLO)
Stratification (particles and aggregates) and anisotropy
SEM micrographs of 1μm thick films of copper phthalocyanine deposited during STS-20 flight and ground control - Courtesy of 3M Corporation
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RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

• Electrodeposition

• Joining

• Novel Materials

• Extraterrestrial Materials (HEDS)
Microgravity Materials Science: Ground and Flight Research Resources and Procedures

Robert Snyder
Joel Kearns
June 10, 1996
Resources

- Science, Engineering and Management Staff - 30 years of Experience
- Ground Research Facilities/Support
- Definition of Objectives/Requirements
- Flight Experiment Technology
- Scientific Flight Apparatus
  - Existing
  - To New Specifications
Resources

- International Cooperation
- MEPHISTO (CNES)
- TEMPUS (DARA)
- AGHF (ESA)
- LIF (NASDAQ)
- MIM (CSA)
Resources: Ground Based

• Drop Towers and Tubes (MSFC/LeRC)
• DC-9 Parabolic Aircraft (LeRC/DFRC)
  – Aircraft Apparatus
• Specialized Apparatus/Instrumentation
Resources: Near-Term Flight

- LMS Mission (1996)
  - PEP/CGH using AGHF
- MSL-1 Mission (1997)
  - LPS/DPIMS using LIF
- USMP-4 Mission (1997)
  - AADSF/IDGE/MEPHISTO
- Glovebox Investigations (Shuttle & Mir)
- Small Apparatus for Shuttle Middeck
Resources: Space Station

- EXPRESS Rack for Small Apparatus - 1999
- Microgravity Sciences Glovebox - 1999
- Space Station Furnace Facility - 2000
- High Gradient Furnace with Quench - 2000
- Low Gradient Furnace (ESA) - 2001
- MSP-1 Mission (2001)
- Additional Apparatus to Follow
Procedures: Flight

• Science Concept Review
  – Science Objectives/Requirements
  – Experiment/Apparatus Concept
  – Evaluation by Peers

• Requirements Definition Review
  – Experiment/Project Plan
  – Evaluation by Peers
This paper will mainly concentrate on the ground-based and flight programs and the procedures necessary to accomplish them. As most of you already know, one joins the microgravity science program by writing a proposal in response to one of our bi-annual NASA Research Announcements (NRA's). In addition to the rigorous peer review that your proposal receives for the science you propose, your proposed need for a microgravity environment is carefully evaluated. The maturity of your science and your reasons for doing the experiment in space divide the proposals into those recommended for ground-based research and those recommended for flight definition.

This division of the research program became necessary after the early days of microgravity science when all good proposals were put into the flight program. As we have developed an understanding of the microgravity environment with its advantages and limitations, our opportunities to fly have not increased as fast as the number of excellent proposals we receive. We have also appreciated that the ground-based program provides a way to develop a good idea wherein the precise role of gravity can be defined and analyzed before incurring the pressures of a flight experiment.

The microgravity environment is different than your laboratory in more ways than just the gravity level. As a result, NASA has developed specific ways of helping you to get your experiment into orbit. These processes have evolved into a fairly complex system that is very strange to the neophyte scientist who is used to directing his or her own experiments in the laboratory down the hall. Although the Space Shuttle was originally planned to be a familiar environment for scientists with easy access to the racks using commercial instrumentation, the reality is significantly different.

Since access to the Space Shuttle and its resources are more limited than first anticipated, NASA has developed procedures to assure that only the best experiments will go into space. Grouping experiments together so they can share a single facility and its resources is one way of maximizing access to the limited resources available on orbit. The facility
must balance all of the many scientists' needs and compromise is necessary in many areas. However, each scientist has certain basic requirements that must be met for his or her experiment's success.

These statements and explanations of what is needed in terms of experiment operation and performance to satisfy the objectives becomes an agreement between the Principal Investigator and NASA. It sets forth a clear understanding of the science objectives for space. The Science Requirements Document supersedes the original proposal and becomes the major document used by project managers and engineers to define the experiment. Changing or augmenting the Science Requirements Document is difficult once the facility and its supporting documentation for the mission takes shape. Enumerating the various reviews of safety, hardware verification, and testing is unnecessary, but these reviews do assure that the hardware will function as defined. Although the NASA system is cumbersome, it does work. If the Science Requirements Document is clearly understood by the scientists and engineers, and the facility is designed and tested to satisfy these requirements, reliable experimental results will be produced. In many cases, these results will be unanticipated but this will rarely be due to the hardware.

Assuming that the science research and hardware develop according to schedule and costs, the next challenge is how the science is to be done in the facility once it's in space. The simple answer is that you write procedures for somebody else to do your experiment. However, the way you would do your experiment must be put into a format that the engineers planning the resources and facility operations will understand and interpret correctly. Preparing these procedures can be as important as developing the facility itself. Finally, when the time comes for your experiment to fly in space, you must proceed through a cadre of mission operations personnel who have translated your science requirements and procedures into NASA's own functional objectives, experiment timelines, and training manuals.

Although this process is not what was visualized when the Principal Investigator was first accepted into the flight definition program, there is help available. NASA has tasked civil service scientists in materials science, most with Ph.D.'s, to work with you in getting your experiment into space. When a flight definition experiment Principal Investigator is named, a NASA Project Scientist is assigned to answer questions and interface with other
NASA personnel. The Project Scientist will spend a significant amount of his or her time helping to get the experiment into orbit.

The system is complex, but the results from space have been exciting. As the microgravity science program evolves and all parties become more comfortable with this strange way of doing science, we can look forward to new discoveries and new challenges. It is important to remember that acceptance into the flight program brings the scientist into contact with many new people and their part of the experiment. Use your NASA Project Scientist to understand how these other team members can help you.
Recent precise microgravity experiments [1] and related calculations [2] give us more confidence that the physics of instability of a growing rough interface is adequately reflected quantitatively by the picture developed since the mid-century. Still it remains much room to elaborate behavior of dissipative structures in poly- and even in one-component systems with rough interface.

Growth of a rough interface is determined by the isotropic interfacial kinetic coefficient and interfacial stiffness. Interface kinetics is also so fast that transport phenomena determine growth rate at the radii of the interface curvature exceeding ca. 10\(\mu\)m or even less. If, however, the growing interface is singular the interface kinetics is strongly (and singularly) anisotropic and slow enough to control even growth rate of the mm-size crystals not saying on their polygonal shape. Growth rate is determined not only by molecular incorporation at steps (i.e. not on the whole surface) but also by step generations by dislocations and 2D nucleation [3]. These circumstances make the growth kinetics of faceted crystals much more complex and provide more space for coupling of transport and non-linear interfacial phenomena.

This overview [4-9] talk was focused on stability of an infinite vicinal interface growing by propagation of equidistantly separated elementary steps. The problem is: will such step train pertain regular equidistant arrangement or will it transform by itself into bunches of steps alternated by low step density regions?

Our earlier experiments with NH\(_4\)H\(_2\)PO\(_4\) (ADP) crystals discovered that if mother aqueous solution flows in the same direction as the steps the flow induces strong destabilization [4]. Mutually opposite step and solution flows are stabilizing. This destabilization and stabilization are
caused by solution flow drag of the inhomogeneous diffusion field within the boundary layer just above the growing perturbed surface with inhomogeneously distributed steps. This diffusion field inhomogeneity is strong because the incorporation rate at the interface is proportional to the step density so that the logarithmic derivative of the interface kinetic coefficient ≈ 1/\bar{p}, \bar{p} being the vicinal slope of the unperturbed interface. Typically, \bar{p} ≈ 10^{-2} - 10^{-3}. For comparison, if the interface is rough, this derivative is ≈ \bar{p} and effect disappears at \bar{p} << 1. In general terms, the described kinetic and flow induced stabilization/destabilization effect is associated with symmetry breaking by both the interface kinetics and the liquid flow.

Further development of the described instability results in steepening of the step bunches traveling along the growing surface and appearance, sometimes, macrosteps with their risers possessing simple crystallographic orientations. The step bunches possessing high density of elementary steps trap point defects in amounts different from the one by widely separated elementary steps. Therefore, the bunches produce in the crystal bands of material which properties are different from the ones of material made by single steps. Such bands have been revealed and studied on Czochralsky Si, LPE GaAs [10], and LPE GaP (T. Tambo, K. Pak and T. Nishinaga, see [3] p. 194). Steep risers may also lose their stability producing inclusions of mother liquor. Such inclusions arranged in chains normal to the step bunch riser and parallel to the growing face have been observed by Yu. G. Kuznetsov on NH₄H₂PO₄ crystals growing from aqueous solutions in our laboratory.

We may therefore conclude that morphological instability of a growing vicinal face results in essential internal inhomogeneity of the single crystal which are not induced by external variations of growth conditions associated with liquid flow.

Linear perturbation analysis was employed in which originally flat interface declined from singular orientation by the small angle with tangent ≈ \bar{p} was perturbed into a periodic wave with the wave number \( k_x \) [4-8]. This perturbation causes modulation of step density and, thus, of the diffusion field above this interface even if one ignores the wavy shape of the interface. The latter, however, induced additional perturbations in the liquid flow. Recent analysis [9] shows that the
hydrodynamic perturbations may be noticeable for long waves, of the order of several centimeters for other typical parameters, and may be ignored for shorter wavelengths. Therefore, modulations of step density superimposed on the unperturbed tangential liquid flow is the most important stabilizing or destabilizing factor.

It was found that, for the stabilizing mutually antiparallel step and solution flows there exist a critical shear flow above which the interface should be stable with respect to perturbations of any wavelength, i.e. absolutely stable. For $\bar{p} = 10^{-2}$ and step kinetic coefficient $\beta_u = 0.1 \text{ cm/s}$, diffusivity $D = 10^{-5} \frac{\text{cm}^2}{\text{s}}$, this shear flow is $0.63 \text{ s}^{-1}$. This complete stabilization comes from the fact that anisotropic kinetics suppress the long wave perturbations while surface stiffness suppresses the short wave ones.

Let us assume now that the solution or melt are stagnant with respect to the crystal lattice, as it may be achieved at zero gravity. Then, the growth step motion is equivalent to the counterflow of solution which should cause stabilization. Such self-stabilization effect was predicted in our calculations both for solutions [6], melt [7] and alloy [8] growth. In this case, the higher the growth rate at a given average unperturbed step density, the more stable is the interface. Again, surface energy stabilizes interface with respect to the short wavelength perturbation (large wave numbers $k_x$) with relatively weak dependence on the growth rate $V(k_x \sim \sqrt{V})$. The anisotropy of interface kinetics, on the contrary, stabilizes the interface with respect to the long wave perturbations (small $k_x$) and thus expands stability area in the plane $(k_x, V)$, roughly to a half-plane corresponding to sufficiently large $V$ (see [6, 9] for graphs).

The solution flow stabilizes or destabilizes the interface if the flow rate at a distance $k_x^{-1}$ from the interface becomes comparable to the phase velocity $v_x$ of step bunches traveling along the growing interface. At low vicinal slopes, $\bar{p}$ (more precisely, if $\beta_u \bar{p} / D k_x \ll 1$), the phase velocity is not much different from the average step velocity. At conventional supersaturations of several percent, the step velocity is ca. $10^{-4} \text{ cm/s}$ (for $\text{NH}_4\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4$), in aqueous solution at room
temperature. Therefore, at $p = 10^{-3}$ and $k_x = 10^2 cm^{-1}$ the solution flow becomes important if the shear $S = V_xk_x = 10^{-2} S^{-1}$. (Shear $S$ is defined as the derivative of the tangential flow rate $\vec{u}$ with respect to the coordinate, normal to the interface.) For comparison, natural convection producing flow rate $u = 0.1 cm/s$ corresponds to the shear $S = u/\delta = 0.1 s^{-1}$ even for the thick hydrodynamic boundary layer $\delta = 1 cm$. Therefore, the described flow effects on stability might be important even in slightly moving solutions. Experiments in well defined and very slow flows are desirable.
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In Situ Monitoring of Crystal Growth using MEPHISTO
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I. Objectives

The primary research objectives of this investigation are to determine the morphological stability threshold of faceted interfaces in the absence of convection and to understand the role of interfacial kinetics on the morphological stability under diffusive conditions during unidirectional solidification of Bi alloyed with Sn.

II. Microgravity Research

Under terrestrial (1-g) conditions, the role of interfacial kinetics can be masked in the presence of thermosolutal convection, particularly if hydrodynamic fluctuations are present. The diffusion-dominated microgravity environment experienced on orbit is therefore essential for studying interfacial kinetics effects during solidification.

III. Background

Facet formation is a common feature during solidification of many technologically important materials, particularly elemental and compound semiconductors such as Si, Ge, GaAs and GaSb. In these materials, atomic attachment on atomically flat interfaces requires an additional driving force in the form of interfacial supercooling, also termed the kinetic undercooling. For the growth of atomically flat interfaces, the presence of solutal atoms or impurities are particularly important because they can poison the interfaces, resulting in a change in the local growth rate or, in extreme cases, a change of the habit plane of the growing crystal. Also of importance is the presence of defects such as screw dislocations and twinning which can markedly affect the growth anisotropy. In addition, theoretical calculations indicate that the anisotropy in surface tension and interface kinetics is one of the underlying causes for the existence of preferred growth directions in cells and dendrites, and also extend the morphological stability threshold, thereby affecting the distribution of the solute in the grown crystal.

IV. Experimental Procedure

The MEPHISTO facility is designed to simultaneously process three samples, each approximately 900 mm long and 6 mm in diameter. One of the samples is dedicated to the study of Seebeck signals, which allows in situ measurement of the solid/liquid interface temperature.
during solidification. Another sample is used for Peltier marking, which involves passing brief electrical pulses to mark the shape and position of the interface for later metallographic examination. The third sample, which incorporated two thermocouples, is used for temperature measurement as well as for resistance measurements to track the position of the interface. The internal structure of the MEPHISTO facility is shown in Figure 1(a), while the arrangement of the experimental samples along with important dimensions, positions of the two solid/liquid interfaces, locations of thermocouples and the temperature profile are shown schematically in Figure 1(b). For the USMP-2 flight experiments, Bi alloyed with 0.1 at.\% Sn rods were prepared in 5.8 mm diameter quartz crucibles. The rods were then removed from the crucible and inserted in 6 mm diameter quartz tubes for integration in the flight hardware. The gap between the rod and the tube, which is later filled by argon gas, is necessary for the thermal management of the hardware. During the experiments, the middle ~50 cm length of the samples was melted, thus creating two s/l interfaces. One of the furnaces was kept stationary and the other moved back and forth at rates from 1.85 $\mu$m/s to 40.01 $\mu$m/s in order to melt or solidify the desired region of the samples. In order to eliminate the gap between the sample and quartz tubes, spring-loaded compensators are used to push the unmelted ends together, effectively filling the tube with the liquid metal.

V. Results

It was found that the interface was nearly flat, with a slight curvature (concave toward solid) near the solid/liquid/crucible triple junction. The development of a plane front microstructure is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the transition from the faceted cellular/dendritic structure of the earth grown portion of the sample to a plane front morphology at the moving interface. As shown, only a few dominant orientations emerge from the initial (rapidly cast) microstructure. A schematic overview of the microstructural evolution of the resistance sample grown in space is shown in Figure 3. For solidification at velocities ranging from $V_1 = 1.85$ to $V_3 = 6.71$ $\mu$m/s, the growth occurs in a planar mode, with only two grains observable in the cross section. In contrast, distinct cellular morphology was seen at velocities $V_5 = 26.88$ and $V_6 = 40.01$ $\mu$m/s. The microstructural evolution at the intermediate $V_4$ velocity (13.34 $\mu$m/s) appears to be cellular in one grain, and planar in the other. The transition to cellular mode was detected in one grain, but not in the other, after approximately 14 mm of directional solidification. The other grain continued to grow in a plane front mode until the end of the solidification cycle (30 mm). The Peltier and Seebeck samples generally had microstructures similar to those shown in Figure 3, except that no cellular growth was observed at $V_5$ in these samples.

In general, anisotropic interfacial properties are expected to play a role in the morphological stability of planar interfaces, as well as the evolution of cellular and dendritic structures; this has been predicted theoretically\textsuperscript{1,3} by extending the linear stability analysis\textsuperscript{5} in the weakly nonlinear regime. These treatments indicate that such anisotropies tend to stabilize the growth of a planar interface. The flight experiments generally support these predictions. However, the most interesting aspect of the transition at the $V_5$ (26.9 $\mu$m/s) velocity was the existence of a distinct bias toward preferential breakdown of some grains. The preferential breakdown is shown via a low magnification micrograph in Figure 4. It can be seen that the bottom grain continues to grow in the plane front mode for a significant distance while the upper one is growing in a cellular mode. The distance of separation between the morphological instability of the two grains at this velocity is approximately 1.2 cm.
Cellular transition at a higher growth velocity (V6: 40 μm/s) exhibited features which were similar to those at V5, except that the differential instability of the neighboring grains was not as pronounced. We believe that it is the anisotropy in interfacial kinetics, rather than in the surface energy or thermal conductivity, which is exerting a strong influence on the morphological stability. However, as the growth rate increases, the faceted interface(s) go through a kinetic roughening transition, behave as non-faceted, and reduce the stabilizing effect of interfacial kinetics.

The interfacial undercooling was measured using the Seebeck technique in which the differential thermo-emf is measured from two s/l interfaces, one stationary and the other moving. The stationary interface acts as a reference junction for the moving interface temperature (interfacial undercooling), which can be measured from a differential signal at the sample ends. For isotropic materials or single crystals, the differential voltage is directly proportional to the interfacial undercooling, while for polycrystals and particularly for anisotropic materials, additional terms are introduced from effects associated with thermo-emfs of grain boundaries in the gradient zone.

Figure 5 shows the Seebeck generation during a 2 mm solidification cycle at the beginning of the space experiment. Upon stopping the furnace translation, the signal increases through a transient, which is related primarily to the solutal decay (diffusional decay of the solute-rich boundary layer and concurrent decay of the chemical undercooling), with some early contributions from thermal and kinetics adjustments as the interface comes to rest. As such, the Seebeck voltage change upon stopping the furnace translation is due to contributions from chemical (ΔTc), kinetic (ΔTκ), and capillarity (curvature related, ΔTc) sources. For plane front solidification, the capillarity contribution can be ignored, while the chemical contribution can be calculated provided the convecto-diffusive state of the liquid can be quantified.

The temperature depression due to compositional changes for the purely diffusive state can be calculated using the classical approach. The governing equation for the plane front solidification in initial transient (for the present velocity, a steady state would be achieved at a distance > 15 cm) is:

\[ C_i = C_0 \left(1 - \frac{k}{k} \exp \left(-\frac{V}{D_i} x\right) + 1\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The chemical contribution is then given by:

\[ \Delta T = m_i (C_i - C_0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( C_i \) is the composition of the liquid at the interface, \( C_0 \) is initial alloy composition (0.1 at.%), \( k \) is the equilibrium partition coefficient (0.029), \( V \) is the growth velocity (1.85x10^4 cm/s), \( D_i \) is the liquid diffusivity (5.315x10^3 cm^2/s for Sn in Bi for an average temperature in the gradient zone of 435.5°C), \( x \) is the distance solidified and \( m_i \) is the liquidus slope (-2.32 K/at.%).

Based on the above equations, the temperature depression due to compositional changes after 2 and 7 mm solidification is 0.155 and 0.533 K, respectively, from which we can deduce the magnitude of non-solutal contributions such as the kinetic undercooling. The resulting values corresponded to a kinetic undercooling of 0.055 and 0.07 K after 2 and 7 mm solidification, respectively.
The kinetic undercooling in the case of dislocation-assisted growth is generally related to the growth velocity by:

\[ V = a \Delta T_b^n \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( V \) is the growth velocity and \( a \) and \( n \) are constants. In order to compare with microgravity experiments, the kinetic law for pure Bi single crystals was previously determined based on 72 measurements at growth velocities ranging from \( 2 \times 10^4 \) to \( 9.5 \times 10^3 \) cm/s. The resulting values for \( a \) and \( n \) were \( 0.0274 \) cm/s(K)^{n} and 1.65, respectively. The above-determined interface kinetics supercoolings compare well with those calculated based on the kinetic undercooling for pure Bi single crystals (0.048 K), using eq. 3. However, it should be emphasized that the constants in eq. 3 were derived for pure Bi single crystals, which can be appreciably different for the rate equation for alloys.

VI. Summary

The morphological stability of various crystallographic orientations is significantly affected by the anisotropy in interfacial properties of the faceted alloy in general, and the interface kinetics in particular. The post-flight microstructural analysis showed that the growth of one grain occurred in a plane front mode while the neighboring orientations exhibited a transition to a cellular mode. The most important aspect of such a staggered breakdown was the relatively large extent to which the plane front growth continued in one orientation.

The differential Seebeck signals allowed the monitoring of interfacial phenomena. While these signals are extremely sensitive to the interaction between thermal gradients and local microstructural detail, the magnitude of kinetic undercooling could nevertheless be calculated from the decay in the Seebeck signal at the end of solidification.

VII. References

Figure 1: (a) Mephisto core assembly and (b) arrangement of the experimental samples and the temperature profile.

Figure 2: Microstructural appearance of the interface between the earth and microgravity processed portions of the Peltier sample.

Figure 3: Summary of sample sections preserved during final solidification.
Figure 4: Microstructural appearance showing that the top grain is cellular while the bottom continues in a plane front mode for 12.2 mm before transitioning to cellular growth.

Figure 5: Seebeck signals that correspond to the 2 mm directional solidification in plane front growth with columnar grains.
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Introduction

The principal objective is to prepare single-molecule polymer particles and crystals in isolation from each other and from invasive solvent and/or cosolutes. Most knowledge about single polymer molecular properties is restricted to the behavior of isolated chains in very dilute solutions1. For isolated single- or few-molecule particles, one is able to control polymer-polymer interactions in order to compare the effects of interchain and intrachain entanglements on the chemical and physical properties of an amorphous polymer particle or a polymer crystal.

Routes to single molecules

From an extensive literature search and preliminary experiments, we found five different methods suitable for separation and solidification of single macromolecules: (1) the Langmuir method2, (2) electrospray3, (3) freeze drying of glassy solutions4, (4) rapid precipitation5 and crystallization and (5) microemulsion polymerization6. For methods (1) to (4) it is always essential that the polymer solution used for the experiments is dilute enough to ensure the presence of single molecules without intermolecular entanglements. The methods are different approaches to transfer the isolated molecules into isolated solid particles. The fifth method achieves the single-molecule particle via hindering the polymerizing molecules from mixing in
the first place. The Langmuir and the electrospray method seemed to be most promising and versatile and are therefore discussed in detail in the following.

Isolation and characterization:
1. The Langmuir method

For the Langmuir method a dilute polymer solution is spread onto a liquid surface. Ideally the liquids are immiscible and the polymer is not soluble in the liquid of the subphase. The polymer solution forms a thin layer on top of the subphase and the polymer chains are isolated from each other because of their low concentration (see fig. 1). When the top solvent is evaporated, the polymer chains stay separated and single-molecule particles remain on the surface of the subphase.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 1: Principle of the Langmuir method**

Single-molecule particles were prepared with this method from a $1 \times 10^4$ wt% poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, $M_n = 1.4 \times 10^6$) solution in benzene, spread onto a water surface at 80 °C, because PEO is not soluble in hot water. After collecting and annealing at 45 °C for 10 h, regular shaped crystals result. The morphologies were analyzed with a transmission electron microscope. Besides monoclinic structures, twinned crystals were found. Also observed were crystals with deviations from regular crystal faces, which are probably caused by insufficient molecular length to complete the crystal, a phenomenon directly related to the single molecule structure.
2. The electrospray method

The electrospray (ES) technique is applicable to a wide range of polymer/solvent combinations and is relatively simple and controllable. Polymer solution is sprayed through a metal needle and an electric field at the needle tip charges the surface of the emerging liquid, dispersing it by Coulomb forces into a fine spray of charged droplets. The small charged droplets evaporate while drifting to the counter electrode. Due to the relative involatility of charge carriers, the charge density increases during evaporation. The droplets disintegrate on reaching the Rayleigh stability limit, at which the Coulomb forces overcome the surface tension that holds the droplet together. Individual droplets do not split evenly, but emit a tail of much smaller offspring droplets. After repeated fissions those small offsprings lead ultimately to gas phase single-molecule ions.

Fig. 2: Sketch of the electrospray setup

Experiments were performed with an amorphous polymer (polystyrene, PS) with $M_w$ of 330,000 and low polydispersity ($M_w/M_n = 1.26$). To keep the polymer chains separated, dilute solutions ($3 \times 10^{-6}$ to $1 \times 10^{-4}$ wt%), well below the critical overlap concentration were used. Chloroform was used as solvent. Its high ionization potential should facilitate the charging of the polymer in preference to the solvent. Electrosprayed samples of PS were obtained with the setup shown in fig. 2. Sample targets were investigated with a scanning electron microscope (see fig. 3).
Figure 3 shows round particles well separated from each other. Clearly two different kinds of particles can be distinguished: Those with a diameter between 80 and 120 nm, and much smaller ones with a diameter of about 20 nm. An analysis of 20 electron micrographs of different regions of a target shows a similar bimodal size distribution in each region. Since the polymer is nearly monodisperse, different particle sizes must originate from different numbers of polymer chains in the particle. Based on particle size, polymer density and molecular weight, it was found that the smallest particles are indeed single molecule particles. A large particle with an average diameter of 95 nm consists of around 400 polymer molecules. Since a nascent droplet with a typical radius in the micrometer range would contain several hundred polymer molecules, the larger particles evidently originate from simple evaporation of initial droplets without undergoing a large number of fission processes. Either such droplets are not initially charged or the process of droplet subdivision with charge separation is impeded.

A possible explanation is as follows. Starting with a nascent droplet, the first fission process generates several small offspring droplets and a relatively large residual droplet. The small off-springs contain only zero to three polymer molecules and account for most of the small particles...
observed. In the residual droplet the concentration increases very rapidly with the number of generations due to solvent evaporation. After only a few fission processes entanglements of the polymer chains begin to occur, impeding further fissioning. The number of fission processes is therefore limited by the overlap concentration of the polymer.
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**Fig. 4: Mean particle diameter of the large cluster versus concentration for electrosprayed polystyrene (M_n=330,000)**

To verify this hypothesis electrospray was performed using different concentrations of polystyrene in the initial solvent. Bimodal size distributions resulted in each case. The minimum size of small particles was unaffected, corroborating that those particles are single molecule particles. The size of the bigger particles decreased with concentration. A log-log plot of the particle diameter versus the concentration reveals a straight line (see fig. 4). The experimentally found exponent of 2.6 instead of 3 reflects an additional influence on the particle size from the increased number of fission processes possible at droplets with lower initial concentrations.

**Conclusion and outlook**

This work has showed, that the Langmuir method as well as the electrospray method are suitable
for the isolation of single molecules. The electrospray has in addition the unique advantage that one can tailor the number of chains in a particle. Via variation of the initial concentration we were able to produce particles with different sizes and accordingly around 5, 10 and several 100 molecules in it. Therefore the electrospray is ideally suited to address questions related to the behavior of defined single-, few- and multi-chain polymer particles, although quantities are limited. For the crystalline polymer PEO, we were able to study the particle shape as a function of the annealing time. The main goal of future research is to extend the range of molecular variables and single-molecule systems available for study. The annealing and crystallization conditions could be easily controlled with an electrospray apparatus under microgravity conditions. The produced particles could be trapped rather than collected at a target. Those trapped particles are free floating under microgravity conditions and have no interactions between each other. Therefore the crystallization kinetics of particles of different chain numbers can be studied without any influence of coalescence or surface effects.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the spreading of liquids and the wetting of solid surfaces in a microgravity environment exhibit a number of interesting phenomena. Many of these phenomena are also technologically important in fabricating high-performance parts in space such as the structural components needed to build the space station or similar large space platforms. The ability to manufacture geometrically complex, lightweight and high-performance composite parts in space primarily depends on controlling flow processes such as filling a mold cavity, spreading or coating of a solid surface, and impregnation of a porous fiber preform. For example, most high-performance molding operations involve impregnation of a fibrous preform where the balance between viscous and surface forces as well as nonisothermal effects significantly affect the fluid behavior. Hence, favorable processing conditions for obtaining superior products may exist in a microgravity environment.

PROPOSED STUDY

The proposed study involves the experimental and theoretical investigation of impregnation of a porous medium placed in a thin gapwidth, diverging planar cavity. In particular, the radially diverging flow and spreading of a Newtonian and a viscoelastic thermosetting resin through: i) ceramic porous media, and ii) glass fiber preforms will be studied. These materials are used most often to fabricate high-performance molded parts and are particularly suitable for lightweight space structures. In addition, the possibility of utilizing a surface modification process invented at the University of Oklahoma to facilitate wetting of the ceramic porous media and fibrous preforms with an organic resin will be investigated. The real-time diagnostics for the bulk flow behavior
and the spatial formation of macro- and microvoids will be accomplished by optical means as well as piezoelectric transducers. In the case of impregnation by an organic thermosetting resin, the effect of microgravity on the fiber/resin interface and adhesion quality will be analyzed at micron and submicron levels with an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and a Small Angle X-ray Scattering system (SAXS) after the resin is fully cured. Microgravity experiments will also be conducted to determine important molding parameters on earth.

In this investigation the following microgravity related phenomena will be analyzed:

- The dynamics of the bulk fluid motion and the dynamic shape of the free surface under microgravity.
- The effect of gravity on the interrelation between the external pressure, free surface velocity, bulk volume fraction of the preform, and average pore size.
- The effect of microgravity on the development of micro- and macrovoids within the porous media. The spatial distribution of void density and size with respect to flow direction.
- The effects of external as well as exothermal heating on the microgravity flow patterns, pressure built-up, void formation, and impregnation stability.
- The effects of surface modification and surfactants on the microgravity impregnation of porous media. The role of surfactants in formation and possible reduction of void size and overall void content.

**STATEMENT OF WORK**

This research project involves a four-year experimental and theoretical study of dynamic impregnation process of both isotropic and anisotropic porous media under normal and microgravity conditions. The research effort, in general, can be classified into following primary areas.

**Impregnation Experiments**

The main experimental setup will be a disk-shaped, thin gapwidth mold cavity where the fluid is introduced at the cavity center. This cavity will be assembled using a top and a bottom plate (i.e.,
mold walls) separated by a thin spacer plate. The experimental setup, known as a center-gated disk, will generate a time-dependent, two-dimensional, axisymmetric diverging flow. Since the mold cavity thickness is rather small compared to its overall planar size, significant shear gradients exist through the thickness in addition to the deceleration components on the flow plane. This flow geometry and a similar experimental setup has been used to investigate dynamic contact line behavior [1]. With this setup, filling experiments can be performed at 5-50 psi inlet pressure using corn syrup and silicone oil (viscosity at 2,000 cp) with total filling time ranging from 3 to 30 s.

In the initial stages of this study, isothermal filling experiments will be conducted using silicone oil with viscosities ranging from 5 to 2,000 cp. If the radius and thickness of a mold cavity are in the range of 4" - 6" and 1/8" - 3/8", respectively, it is estimated that the mold can be completely filled within 2 to 20 s with a flow rate ranging from 1 to 45 cm³/s. In this flow rate range, gear, diaphragm or peristaltic pumps can be used to inject silicone oil with viscosity up to 2,000 cp and inlet pressures up to 100 psi. Within the range of these experimental parameters, impregnation characteristics of: 1) alumina (Al₂O₃) based isotropic ceramic foam material (manufactured by Hi-Tech Ceramics, Inc.) and 2) glass preforms with plain, unidirectional, and 4 Harness Satin weave patterns (manufactured by Textile Technologies Industries and Atkins & Pearce) will be analyzed, as they are readily available, relatively inexpensive, and commonly used in the composites industry. The surface modified versions of these materials will also be tested. The porosity of the ceramic foam and the volume fraction of glass preform within the mold is another important experimental variable to be studied. It is anticipated that impregnation of at least two different porosity levels for the ceramic and three different volume fractions (e.g., 30-60%) for the glass preform will be investigated. Speed of the fluid front, spatial pressure drop, and macroscale void content will be evaluated based on real-time diagnostics using piezoelectric transducers. For isothermal experiments, the top mold wall will be made of clear acrylic so that the wetting of top wall and impregnation can be observed and video taped for further analysis. Both 1-g and ground-based microgravity experiments for the isothermal case are anticipated to be completed within the first two years. The experimental data will help us to quantify the effects of fluid viscosity, inlet pressure, porosity, and capillary phenomena under different filling conditions. In addition, fundamental formulation of the dynamic filling of anisotropic porous media in
microgravity is expected to be accomplished. Thus, numerical models can be developed to incorporate important physical phenomena uncovered by the microgravity experiments.

Subsequent experimentation will study impregnation using a non-Newtonian, thermosetting resin. Best candidates for such experiments are low viscosity epoxy resins which are specially developed for resin transfer molding. Among these, Derakane (DOW Plastics), Tactix (DOW plastics), and Hysol (Dexter) offer the best processing windows. Our choice at this point is Derakane epoxy vinyl ester resins with viscosity less than 400 cp at 25°C. Upon heating, the viscosity is expected to drop to 100 cp or less at 40-60°C. The total cure time can be adjusted from less than one minute to several hours by selecting the proper mix of catalysis, promoters, accelerators, and retarders [2,3]. To control the reaction kinetics, the temperature profile of the mold needs to be regulated. Embedded surface heating elements will be used to heat the mold to a specific temperature. The upper limit for the mold temperature is approximately 65°C. This temperature setting is sufficient for the fast cure of Derakane resins. During non-isothermal filling and curing experiments, the radial temperature variation on the mold will be continuously monitored to quantify the microgravity and capillary effects on the filling rate, temperature distribution and overshoot due to exothermic reactions. Another important aspect of non-isothermal impregnation with a thermosetting resin is the use of specially treated silica based preforms to achieve much better wetting characteristics and minimum void content.

**Surface Modification and Formation of Microvoids**

The wetting properties of the glass preform will be modified in two stages. In the first phase, the effect of surface active agents or surfactants on microvoid formation will be examined. The real-time ultrasonic measurements will be an important tool in evaluating the effectiveness of different surfactants in eliminating microvoids. Appropriate surfactants should facilitate wetting of the highly polar silica surface with an organic resin. Surfactants have been used previously in epoxy resins, such as in the formulation of aqueous emulsions. However, they were optimized for stabilization of the colloidal phase, not for wetting. The use of surfactants in these systems is not trivial and simple addition of an arbitrary surfactant will probably not be successful. To be effective in wetting, the surfactant must be present at the advancing front. In situations of
equilibrium wetting, large lyophobes favor wetting as they tend to drive the surfactant out of solution to the front and do the best job. However, in a large surface area matrix, the surfactant molecules are rapidly depleted from solution. As such, mass transfer resistance of surfactant diffusion to the three-phase contact region may dominate and compromise any beneficial effect. We propose to overcome this problem by pretreatment of the preform with surfactant. With a low point of zero charge, silica can be easily coated with a cationic surfactant like cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). Figure 1 shows data from our labs for the absorption of CTAB onto a large surface area, porous silica powder. At very low coverages (below the region covered in these earlier experiments), surfactant molecules adsorb as individual species in the so-called Henry's Law region. At higher concentrations, there is a marked increase in slope with greater rates of adsorption for a given increase in concentration of the bulk. This signifies the onset of cooperative adsorption and the formation of surface aggregates. Adsorption continues to increase until the surface is saturated or the critical micelle concentration is reached and aggregate formation begins in the supernatant. The exact structure of the aggregates on the surface at different points of the adsorption isotherm has been firmly established. At high coverage in the plateau region, it is generally conceded that aggregates are bilayer in nature. Intermediate points, however, may be hydrophobic monolayers called hemimicellas or patchwise bilayers. Consequently, the character of surfactant effects on wetting by the resin could depend strongly on the particular region of the adsorption isotherm utilized. We know from our own experience that both cationic and nonionic surfactants adsorb nicely onto silicas [4]. We will evaluate preforms modified with representative surfactants such as cetyl trimethylammonium bromide and octylphenol polyethoxylate. If effective, this would represent an easy method for prior treatment of the preform to reduce the formation of microvoids.

Material Characterization and Microscopic Testing

Complimenting the real-time acoustic studies, small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) will be used to fully characterize voids both locally and globally with size ranging from one nanometer to, say, ten microns. Acoustic analysis gives both local and global information about larger voids; for smaller voids global information will be determined via
SAXS while local information will be determined via AFM. The University of Oklahoma SAXS system uses pinhole optics, hence the overall properties of the voids, such as number density and size distribution, as well as any void anisotropy can be examined. Scattering patterns will be measured in the fiber directions and the two transverse directions to quantify the anisotropic morphology. Samples will be microtomed and the microtomed surface will be examined with a Digital Instruments AFM located at the University of Oklahoma. This method will allow us to examine distributions of voids in a plane for different parts of the mold simply by microtoming different parts of the sample. AFM measurements will also be used to help interpret data from SAXS measurements, since SAXS provides an indirect measure of void morphology while AFM directly images the voids.

Fig. 1 Adsorption Isotherm for CTAB on HI-SIL 233.
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An electrochemical method to visualize flow and measure diffusivity in liquid metals

T. J. Anderson and R. Narayanan
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fl 32611

Objectives: The main objective of this program is to develop and demonstrate a novel electrochemical sensor for determining the fluid dynamic state in low Prandtl number, opaque liquid metals at high temperature. The basic idea is to use solid state electrochemical cells constructed at the container boundaries to control and detect the concentration of a tracer species. In this project, yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is used as a solid oxygen-ion-conducting electrolyte and separates a ‘working’ liquid metal electrode from a ‘reference’ electrode. Atomic oxygen, dissolved in the liquid metal at the ppm concentration level, is detected by electrochemical cells operating in the galvanic mode. The same cell configuration is also used to establish localized concentration boundary conditions through coulometric titration of oxygen. Information about the dynamic state of the liquid metal is then obtained by perturbing the oxygen distribution in the liquid and observing the dynamic response of the measured EMF of the detection cells.

The magnitude of convective velocities encountered in the microgravity processing of liquid metals (e.g., bulk crystal growth of semiconductors) can be comparable to diffusive velocities. Thus accurate values of the oxygen diffusivity are necessary to separate the diffusive component of the oxygen flux from the convective component. Unfortunately, gravity driven convection in the melt prevents accurate measurement of the mass diffusivity of oxygen in liquid metal systems on earth. A second objective of this project is to perform the necessary ground based investigations that will lead to the flight definition of a series of microgravity experiments to measure the temperature dependent diffusivity of oxygen in liquid metals. In addition to providing accurate values of the oxygen diffusivity for the flow visualization studies, these results should provide the research community with a benchmark for the development of improved ground based cell configurations. Another science objective of this study is to establish the constitutive behavior of “Fickian” diffusion of oxygen in liquid metals. Available ground-based data is insufficiently accurate to discern if the temperature dependence of the diffusivity is of the classical Arrhenius type. The results of a recent German microgravity experiment, however, suggest a non-Arrhenius functional form.

Need for Microgravity: The outcome of this research program will be a tool to experimentally determine the convective state in a contained liquid metal system. As such this tool should be useful to those performing microgravity research on a variety of processes including bulk crystal growth of compound semiconductors and the casting of metals.

Although a variety of methods have been used to study the fluid dynamics of high temperature, opaque liquid metal systems, many of these techniques are of low sensitivity, intrusive, or not easily adaptable to flight based experimentation. In contrast, this tool is non-intrusive (the oxygen levels are typical of those present in liquid metal processing) and capable of detecting velocities as low as $10^{-4}$ cm/sec.
This technique is also highly adaptable to flight experimentation given power, weight, safety, and signal level requirements. This method to visualize flow provides a fresh approach to a difficult problem that has the potential not only to enhance our understanding of the fluid dynamics of low Prandtl number fluids, but also provide a critical experimental link between computational fluid dynamics and processed material properties.

Both experimental and modelling results indicate that convection driven by solutal or thermal gradients is present in ground based diffusivity experiments. These results include an order of magnitude increase in the measured diffusivity of oxygen in liquid tin when the solutal gradient is reversed in transient or steady state titration experiments and observations of changes in the measured diffusivity when varying the alignment of the cell axis with respect to the gravity vector or varying the aspect ratio of the cell. This should lead to flight measurements of the oxygen diffusivity in liquid metals to provide a benchmark for this popular electrochemical technique and give insight into the functional form of the diffusivity in liquid metals.

Summary of results: The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated by this team in initial studies in which an alumina tube was fitted with 17 micro-electrochemical cells and 9 thermocouples. See Figure 1. A series of experiments was performed at various values of the Rayleigh number in which the oxygen concentration was abruptly changed at the bottom liquid metal/solid electrolyte interface and monitored at the other cells located along the tube circumference. The results of these experiments clearly indicated convective dominated transport as expected at 1 g.

This feasibility study was performed in a cylindrical geometry and the transitions to different dynamical states predicted for this geometry were observed. Specifically, the measurements provided evidence for convection driven by small transverse gradients below the critical Rayleigh number. Experimental evidence was also obtained on the formation of unicellular flow patterns or axisymmetric flow cells depending on the aspect ratio, formation of vertically stacked flow cells, and the transition to oscillatory flow. These typical flow patterns are schematically depicted in Figure 2. The experiments were conducted by introducing oxygen at the bottom sensor and observing the response at the other sensors which were placed along the ampoule wall at various heights and azimuthal positions. Evidence of axisymmetric flow in an experiment conducted in an aspect ratio (height/radius) of 1.2 is given in Figure 3a. Here it was seen that the response from 4 azimuthally displaced sensors for a given height was nearly identical, the slight offset at long times arising from possible furnace asymmetry. An experiment conducted in a taller cell with an aspect ratio of 3 gave a unicellular pattern. On account of a unicellular pattern the response from the 0° sensor could be expected to be consistently greater than the response from the 180° sensor. An increase in the Rayleigh number indicates an increase in flow velocities and one would expect that the difference in the response from these two sensors would decrease. This is all seen in Figure 3b. An experiment performed in an aspect ratio of 5.3 gave evidence of vertically stacked flow. The experimental arrangement was also tested in a pulsing mode. Here the idea was to resonate with natural frequencies in the convective state, to amplify the signal and thus improve the sensitivity of the technique. The flow velocity estimated from theoretical scaling arguments compared favorably with values calculated from experimental
measurements. A key development in advancing the technique was the incorporation of micro electrolyte rods in a non conducting container.

Considerable progress has been made in the experimental determination of the oxygen atomic diffusivity. Measurements have been made in liquid tin as a function of temperature. As a result there is evidence that solutal convection can corrupt the measurement of oxygen diffusivity in liquid metals. Experiments conducted with different cross sections were performed to determine the geometrical effect on the extent of convection. Figure 4 shows the results of a typical set of experimental runs made in a square base and circular base geometry. As seen the measured diffusivities were lower in a square base geometry indicating a lower level of convection in a square base cell compared to a circular base cell. This was expected from predictions from fluid mechanical models.

Future plans call for an examination of binary melts, molecular dynamic simulations of the diffusivity and assessment of the flow visualization sensor for different liquid systems and geometries. This ground based work will put us in a firm position to perform future microgravity experiments to answer such questions as: What is the correct functional dependence of diffusivity on temperature? What is a benchmark value as the diffusivity to judge and design improved ground experiments? What are the limitations and ranges of validity of the novel flow visualization sensor?

Acknowledgment: The experiments were performed by Dr. C. Mallika and Mr. S.K. Prasad. This work was funded by NASA through grants NCC8-51 and NCC8-20
Figure 1. **ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL DESIGN USED IN PRESENT FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDIES**
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Figure 2. **Schematic of Flow Profiles**
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Figure 3a. Concentration profiles showing axisymmetric flow pattern. (Aspect Ratio = 1.2, Ra = 2425, Melt: Pb)

Figure 3b. Concentration profiles recorded at different Rayleigh numbers for a fixed aspect ratio. (Aspect Ratio = 3.0, H = 1 cm)
Figure 4. Comparison of the measured diffusivity values for a circular and square base geometry.
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Introduction

The overall objective of this project is to increase knowledge of the physics controlling solidification in immiscible alloy systems. The investigation involves both experimental and theoretical aspects and includes the development and testing of a model for monotectic solidification. The model consists of two parts. The first portion involves a stability analysis to determine the conditions necessary for coupled growth. The second portion involves a detailed analysis of the events taking place at the solidification front. Testing of the model will require directional solidification of a range of alloy compositions at several solidification rates. Due to a tendency towards sedimentation in these immiscible systems and the possibility of convective instability, experimentation must be carried out under low-gravity conditions.

The monotectic reaction \((L_1 \rightarrow \alpha + L_2)\) which occurs in many immiscible systems should make it possible to produce aligned fibrous composite structures through directional solidification. It should even be possible to produce these desired structures in the miscibility gap region (hypermonotectic alloys) if the proper processing conditions are utilized. Steady state growth conditions and interface stability will simply require use of the proper thermal gradient to growth rate ratio during processing \((1 \rightarrow 7)\). However, almost every hypermonotectic alloy known produces a solute boundary layer that results in convective instability. The flows generated and the resulting composition variations along the sample strongly affect the ability to maintain a
stable, macroscopically planar solidification front (5). The Coupled Growth in Hypermonotectics (CGH) experiment is designed to investigate the ability to establish stable growth conditions in these intriguing alloy systems. Details of the experiment including the specialized requirements for processing immiscible alloys are covered in the following sections.

**Furnace Assembly**

In the CGH experiment it is desirable to use a relatively high thermal gradient (approximately 100°C/cm) in order to obtain reasonable growth rates (approximately 1 μm/s). The furnace facility made available for this experiment was the Advanced Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF). The AGHF uses a tungsten- rhenium wound heater core and molybdenum diffuser block which provides a hot zone capable of reaching temperatures of 1400°C for short time periods. In the cold zone of the AGHF heat is extracted by an assembly containing a low melting point liquid metal which is held in direct contact with the cartridge. This furnace configuration has the capability of providing high thermal gradients but the capabilities are somewhat hampered by the necessity to use a protective cartridge assembly around the ampoule containing the sample. In addition, the samples utilized in this study are highly conductive (Al-In alloys) which further impedes the ability to reach high gradients. The end result is that thermal gradients of approximately 85°C/cm can be maintained using a sample temperature of 1100°C in the hot zone.

**Ampoule Design**

In order to properly carry out the desired experimentation several factors must be addressed concerning ampoule design. One of the most important factors for processing immiscible alloys is selection of the proper ampoule material in order to control wetting behavior of the alloy. In addition, it is necessary to design the ampoule assembly so that it is possible to avoid the formation of free surfaces due to thermal contraction of the melt and solidification shrinkage during processing. Alloy production and sample loading procedures must also be utilized which will minimize the formation of any voids during processing due to dissolved and/or entrapped
gases. Also, it is desirable to design an ampoule assembly that can help control thermal end effects so that a relatively uniform solidification rate is maintained during processing.

For immiscible alloys, segregation may occur when the lower volume fraction immiscible liquid phase perfectly wets the ampoule walls. In preparation for this experiment, it was necessary to test a range of ampoule materials to determine if the wetting characteristics were compatible with the aluminum-indium alloys to be processed. Materials which were perfectly wet by the indium-rich immiscible liquid were unsatisfactory. Obviously, in order for an ampoule material to be acceptable it must also be chemically compatible with the molten sample for extended time periods. Long duration exposure tests were also carried out on the alloy/ampoule combinations at temperatures of 1200°C in order to identify any reactions. When both contact angle and chemical compatibility factors are considered, the only acceptable materials tested in this study were aluminum nitride and hot-pressed silicon nitride.

The sample material utilized in this investigation, an aluminum-indium alloy, goes through a rather significant expansion and contraction during heating and directional solidification. This expansion results in more than 2 cm of displacement at the end of the sample and must be accommodated. In the ampoule design for the CGH experiment, sample expansion and contraction was accommodated using a piston and spring assembly. The piston acted on the melt to prevent free surface formation and as such must had to be located at the hot end of the ampoule. For the AGHF design, the spring must also be placed in the hot zone of the furnace and can see temperatures approaching 1300°C. In the current ampoule assembly special carbon coil springs are being used that were designed and produced specifically for this application. The finite length of the samples results in variations in the heat transfer conditions during directional solidification that lead to a non-uniform solidification rate. In previous tests the solidification rate at the ends of the sample have been found to be as much as three times those at the central portion of the sample. In the current experiment, the thermal end effects have been reduced by artificially extending the thermal length of the main sample by adding dummy samples at the hot and cold end. These dummy samples are separated from the main sample by aluminum nitride pistons. The lengths of the hot and cold dummy samples can be adjusted in order to minimize variations in the solidification front velocity. The addition of the dummy
samples changed the maximum deviation from the nominal solidification rate from a factor of approximately 2.5 to a factor of approximately 1.3.

The ampoule assembly first considered for this experiment utilized a dummy sample on the cold end which extended almost to the end of the ampoule. Initial modeling of the anticipated temperature profile indicated that heat loss due to conduction down the dummy sample to the furnace cold zone would make it impossible to reach the desired temperatures for homogenization. This difficulty was solved by replacing a portion of the dummy cold sample with an alumina piece which served as an insulator. By breaking the high conductivity path it was possible to reach temperatures in excess 1200°C in the main sample region of the ampoule.

A sketch of the ampoule assembly developed for and currently being utilized in this experiment is shown in Figure 1. The assembly consists of a high temperature graphite spring, a graphite compression limiter, aluminum-nitride pistons, main and dummy samples, an Al₂O₃ rod and a silver chloride seal.

Results of Ground Based Tests

Extensive ground based testing has been carried out in order to evaluate the performance of the ampoule assembly discussed above. Experiments have been carried out using both the engineering model of the AGHF, which is essentially identical to the flight furnace, and a prototype of NASA's High Gradient Furnace with Quench (HGFQ) which may be used aboard space station. Some of the first tests demonstrated the ruggedness of the AlN ampoules when an over conservative thermal protection circuit caused furnace shut down after the sample had been at 1200°C for several hours. Safety interlocks built into the software prevented furnace reactivation until the sample had completely solidified and cooled to several hundred degrees Celsius. However, it was possible to remelt the sample and go through the normal processing steps without any deleterious impact on the ampoule. For most ampoule materials, when metallic samples are solidified and remelted, cracking results in total loss of the ampoule assembly.
Difficulty was encountered in some of the early tests when the aluminum-indium alloy leaked past the piston into the carbon spring area at the hot end of the ampoule. Since aluminum will react with carbon at these temperatures to form aluminum carbide, the spring can be destroyed due to this leakage. The ampoule assemblies that were being utilized in these early runs had a significant variability in the piston to bore gaps. Measurements were taken from assemblies that did not leak and indicated that, at least for the initial spring pressures utilized (approximately 0.1 atm pressure on the melt), leakage did not occur for a piston to bore gap of 40 μm. In the final design, higher spring pressures were utilized which resulted in pressures of approximately 0.3 atm on the melt. A piston to bore gap of between 14 and 20 μm was utilized for these ampoule assemblies.

Thermal gradients and solidification rates were determined in these tests from thermocouples attached in grooves along the outside of the ampoules. The results from these tests revealed thermal gradients of approximately 85°C/cm in the AGHF engineering model furnace. Gradients of up to 140°C/cm were obtained in the prototype of the HGFQ. Solidification rate variations, as
determined from the thermocouples, were somewhat surprising. Results indicated lower solidification rates at the beginning and end of solidification of the main sample with a slight maximum in between. This variation, which is opposite that predicted, may be caused by the lower thermal conductivity AlN pistons at each end of the main sample. While this solidification rate variation was not expected it may prove beneficial by helping to maintain interfacial stability during the initial and final transients which occur during directional solidification.

The LMS mission is scheduled to launch on June 20, 1996. Three Al-In samples will be processed during this mission using the ampoule assembly described above. Results of these experiments will be reported during the Fall of 1996.
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Introduction

This study is designed to investigate the influence of convection on morphological stability of the solid-liquid interface during directional solidification in immiscible systems. Recent findings\(^1,^2\) indicate that gravity level has a dramatic influence on the structure obtained during directional solidification in these systems. Evidence from ground based experimentation by the investigators indicates this variation in microstructure may be due to fluid flow which occurs on both a microscopic scale at the solid-liquid interface and on a macroscopic scale during the solidification process\(^1,^3\). The overall fluid flow generated appears to be capable of disrupting the coupled growth process necessary for the development of desired fibrous microstructures.\(^1,^4\)

This study will combine observations made utilizing transparent metal-analog systems with a detailed analysis of fluid flow on a microscopic and macroscopic scale. The first step will involve a theoretical analysis to determine the anticipated fluid flow at the solidification front. The analysis will then move into a combined experimentation/theoretical stage where experimentation will be carried out to either verify or disclose weaknesses in the theoretical
portion of the analysis. The findings will make a significant contribution to a better understanding of the role of fluid flow on steady state solidification and coupled growth in immiscible alloys.

**Background**

It should be theoretically possible to process a hypermonotectic alloy under conditions that would result in coupled growth between the $L_2$ and $S_1$ phases.\(^{15}\) Solidification under these conditions would result in an aligned fibrous microstructure consisting of fibers of the $L_2$ in a higher volume fraction than that found for the monotectic composition. The composition variations and temperature gradients during solidification of a hypermonotectic sample could be maintained such that the liquid temperature never fell into the region of liquid immiscibility. As a result, the primary phase, which is $L_2$ in this case, would not form in advance of the solidification front and the sedimentation problems usually associated with processing hypermonotectic alloys could be avoided.\(^{14}\)

Unfortunately, alloys processed under conditions which should easily result in morphological stability and a macroscopically-planar solidification front usually do not produce the desired microstructure.\(^{14}\) A simple analysis reveals that steady-state directional solidification in a hypermonotectic alloy would result in a composition profile which causes the liquid density to increase with distance from the solidification front. This variation could lead to convective instability.

Recent results indicate a strong dependency of the microstructure on gravity level, and thus convection, during processing. Low-gravity conditions (0.01g) obtained using NASA's KC-135 zero-g aircraft resulted in the formation of an aligned fibrous microstructure, while a less desirable, dispersed microstructure was produced during the high-g (1.8g) portions of flight. These results support the hypothesis that the breakdown of coupled growth is due, at least partially, to buoyancy driven flows.
Schematic of the solidification front observed during coupled $S_1$-$L_2$ growth in hypermonotectic samples.

**Development of the Model**

We propose to model first the temperature and solute distribution in the liquid at the solidification front. This will be done both on a microscopic and macroscopic scale. The sketch in Figure 1 shows a typical structure at the solidification front. This structure will be utilized as a starting condition. Obviously, the thermal and solutal fields will lead to density variations in the liquid which will tend to drive convection. The model will take into account the microscopic density variations in the liquid between the fibers at the solidification front and the macroscopic density variation brought about due to the general depletion of solute in advance of the solidification front for a hypermonotectic alloy.

For growth of a bulk sample of hypermonotectic composition, two distinct length scales appear, namely, the interrod spacing, which is of the order of micrometers, and the sample size, which is of the order of centimeters. We will initially consider these as separate problems, and only attempt to study their interaction after a thorough understanding of each is developed. For
growth at the monotectic composition, the central problem is understanding the microscale phenomena, while for growth at hypermonotectic composition, there is the possibility of bulk convection which may disrupt the coupled growth of composite structures.

At the microscale level, the coupled growth of a monotectic has many similarities with the coupled growth of eutectics. Recently, the theory of coupled eutectic growth, which is based on the Jackson and Hunt theory,\textsuperscript{6} has been extended by numerical computations\textsuperscript{7} and the underlying assumptions have been elucidated.\textsuperscript{8-10} Initially, we will extend the Jackson-Hunt eutectic theory to monotectic growth. While the basic geometry of eutectic and monotectic growth are similar, in eutectic growth it is an excellent approximation to neglect diffusion in the two solid phases. For monotectic growth, one of the phases formed is now a liquid and diffusion is clearly important in this phase. In addition, in monotectic growth there is a fluid-fluid interface which can give rise to fluid flow driven by gradients of surface tension.

On the macroscopic level, except for growth at the monotectic composition, the solute concentration changes from approximately the monotectic composition at the interface to the bulk composition far from the interface. To treat the macroscopic flow problem, we propose to average over the microscopic features. Basically, this will provide boundary conditions at the interface, which will differ from the single phase problem, but will allow us to treat the bulk flow using the methods previously developed.\textsuperscript{11} Such calculations would determine the processing conditions, namely, temperature gradients, growth velocity, and bulk composition, necessary to avoid the onset of thermosolutal convection. For hypermonotectic compositions sufficiently far from the monotectic, the system will be convectively unstable. We propose to use a finite element code to model the fluid flow in the unstable regime. Such calculations would provide flow velocities and determine macrosegregation during monotectic growth. The development of this model will lead to a better understanding of the relative significance of the factors effecting solidification in immiscible systems.
Experimental Verification

Following the development of the theoretical model, experimentation will be carried out for verification. A transparent metal-model system will be utilized in order to facilitate flow visualization. Initial experimentation will be carried out with very small cell spacings (approximately 10\(\mu\)m. The small spacing between cell walls will result in a very large damping effect on fluid flow. After results are obtained for this small cell spacing, the cell thickness will be increased slightly in order to decrease damping and the experimentation repeated. Close attention will be paid to any changes in fluid flow resulting from the reduced damping. The thickness of the cells will be systematically increased and the effect of reduced damping quantified. The resulting increase in fluid flow is expected to eventually lead to the disruption of the coupled growth process at the solidification front.

Experiments will be carried out using a temperature-gradient-stage microscope and will be archived using time-lapse video tape recording. This approach will facilitate determination of the flow velocities for comparison with velocities predicted from the model. The succinonitrile-glycerol (CH\(_2\)CN\(_2\)-(C\(_3\)H\(_5\)(OH)\(_3\) system will be utilized for this study.

Summary

This study will investigate the influence of fluid flows on processes at the solidification front and the structures obtained during directional solidification of immiscible alloys. The first portion of the investigation will involve the development of a model describing fluid flow during the solidification of immiscible materials. This portion of the project will be followed by experimentation designed to test the ability of the theoretical model to predict fluid flow in samples processed under one-g conditions and the effect of this fluid flow on sample morphology. Fluid flow will be regulated through the use of thin sample cells that will help damp fluid motion. The findings from this study will result in a dramatic improvement in the level of understanding of immiscible alloys and the influence of fluid flow on the coupled growth process.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Ostwald ripening (coarsening) involves the growth of large particles at the expense of small ones in a polydisperse array. The driving force for coarsening is the reduction of interfacial area, hence energy, that accompanies growth as solute atoms are transported by diffusion from small to large particles. The first complete theories of diffusion-controlled coarsening were published in the seminal papers of Lifshitz and Slyozov [1] and Wagner [2] (LSW). In the LSW theory the precipitates are assumed to be spherical and sparsely dispersed throughout the matrix, their mean separation far exceeding their average size. One prediction of the LSW theory is that the average particle radius, \( \langle r \rangle \), increases with aging time, \( t \), according to the familiar kinetic law

\[
\langle r \rangle^3 - \langle r_0 \rangle^3 = kt,
\]

where \( \langle r_0 \rangle \) is the value of \( \langle r \rangle \) at the onset of coarsening (\( t = 0 \)) and \( k \) is a rate constant. Another important prediction of the LSW is the distribution of particle sizes. Most relevant to this project is the prediction that there must be a small decrease in the residual supersaturation, \( X_\alpha - X_\alpha^g \), with aging time, where \( X_\alpha \) is the average solute concentration in the \( \alpha \)-phase matrix at \( t \). \( X_\alpha - X_\alpha^g \) obeys the asymptotic relationship [1]

\[
X_\alpha - X_\alpha^g = (\kappa t)^{-1/3}. \tag{2}
\]

The rate constant \( \kappa \) is related to the physical parameters of the system by the equation [3]

\[
\kappa = \frac{D\Delta X_e}{9} \left( \frac{G_m^*}{\sigma V_m} \right)^2, \tag{3}
\]

where \( D \) is the coefficient of solute diffusion in the continuous \( \alpha \)-phase, \( \sigma \) is the free energy of the particle/matrix interface, \( V_m \) is the partial molar volume of solute atoms in the dispersed (precipi-
\[\Delta X_e = X_e^\alpha - X_e^\beta,\] where \(X_e^\alpha\) and \(X_e^\beta\) are the solute concentrations (in atom fraction) of the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) phases in true thermodynamic equilibrium (particles of "infinite" size). \(G_m^\alpha\) is the second derivative of the molar free energy of mixing, \(G_m^\alpha\), of the \(\alpha\) phase with respect to composition, evaluated at \(X_e^\alpha\). \(R\) is the gas constant and \(T\) is the absolute temperature. The rate constants \(\kappa\) and \(k\) are related as \(k = \kappa / \ell^3\), where \(\ell\) is the so-called capillary length [4]; \(\ell = 2V_m / \Delta X_e G_m^\alpha\).

It has long been recognized that the LSW theory should be modified in some way to account for the fact that in any system containing a finite volume fraction, \(f\), of precipitates there must be diffusional interactions, or overlapping diffusion fields, that affect the rate at which an individual precipitate grows. Also, when \(f\) is large physical encounters among the growing particles can become important. Considerable theoretical effort has been directed towards finding a quantitative solution to this problem. The differences among the theories and the extent to which they have succeeded in predicting the effect of \(f\) on coarsening behavior have been reviewed [4-6]. All extant theories predict that finite \(f\) accelerates the growth rates of individual particles because the diffusion distances decrease as \(f\) increases. The temporal dependence of \((\tau)\) is unaffected by \(f\), but \(k\) in equation (1) must be replaced by \(k_f = kF(f)\), where \(F(f)\) is some function of \(f\) which depends on the particular theory [in the LSW limit \(f = 0\) and \(F(0) = 1\)]. This, in turn, influences the particle size distributions, invariably broadening them. There is also an effect of \(f\) on \(\kappa\), such that \(\kappa\) becomes \(\kappa_f = k_f (\ell(u))^3\) [3], where \((u) = \langle \tau \rangle / r^*\) and \(r^*\) is the radius of a particle that is neither growing nor shrinking at time \(t\) (in the LSW theory \((u) = 1\), i.e. \(r^* = \langle r \rangle\)). When \(f > 0\), \((u) < 1\); the extreme value of \((u)\) in the limit \(f = 1\) is \((u) = 8/9\) [7].

Ostwald ripening has been intensively investigated in solid alloys in which the dispersed phase is coherent with the continuous matrix phase. Coherency introduces the issues of the influence of elastic energy on the morphology of individual particles and spatial correlations among groups of precipitates. The research activity in this aspect of coarsening behavior is currently quite intensive, and much of the progress to date has been summarized in a recent review article by Voorhees [4]. The motivation for investigating coarsening in liquid systems is that the underlying assumptions of the LSW theory are ideally fulfilled when the continuous phase is a liquid. In a liquid matrix the particles of the dispersed phase, be they liquid or solid, are usually spherical in shape, and both the continuous and dispersed phases are free of the internal stresses that complicate Ostwald ripening of coherent precipitates in solid systems.

Experimental investigations of Ostwald ripening in liquids are difficult to execute because they are plagued by the differences in mass density between the dispersed and continuous phases, which produce gravity-driven sedimentation forces in terrestrial laboratories. In principle, sedimentation
can be circumvented in experiments conducted in a microgravity environment. Under these circumstances the only other difficulty that arises is the possible existence of a temperature gradient, which can influence the ripening process by Marangoni convection. The various phenomena that can affect Ostwald ripening in liquids are described in a comprehensive review article by Ratke [8].

**Coarsening in Liquids**

Experimental work on coarsening in liquids has been done in terrestrial laboratories, and many of these experiments have dealt with the coarsening of solid particles in a liquid matrix in the context of liquid-phase sintering; the liquid matrix here is actually the minority phase. In the only microgravity experiments done to date, Kneissl and Fischmeister [9] investigated alloys containing from 2 to 5 wt. % Pb, over which the volume fraction of Pb varies from 0.0032 to 0.020. The alloys were cooled as rapidly as possible from the temperature of ripening (450 °C), in the hope of preserving the dispersions in the state to which they had evolved. The microstructures were then examined afterwards using metallographic methods, which severely limited the amount of data obtained. Kneissl and Fischmeister were able to examine only one microstructure from each alloy because it was possible to use only one aging time. Their entire analysis of the kinetics and particle size distributions was obtained from examination of the microstructures before and after the space flight. For this reason the data of Kneissl and Fischmeister have been re-analyzed and re-interpreted [10,11], the effect of being attributed to Marangoni motion during cooling.

**EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM**

Experiments on coarsening in liquids under microgravity conditions can yield a much greater quantity of reliable data if the investigation does not rely exclusively on post-mortem metallographic examination. The novel objective of this research is to investigate coarsening by continuously monitoring the electrical resistivity, $\rho$, of the liquid as a function of $t$. The scientific basis for this approach is the dependence of $\rho$ on $X^\alpha$, which varies with $t$ according to equation (2). In principle, $\rho$ is affected by both the precipitate and matrix phases in any two-phase alloy. However, Rossiter [12] has shown that for a dilute dispersion of spherical particles in the limit of small $f$, the resistivity of the two-phase alloy is described by

$$\rho \equiv \rho_m \left(1 + \frac{3f}{2}\right).$$

(4)

where $\rho_m$ is the resistivity of the continuous (matrix) phase. When $\rho$ depends linearly on $X^\alpha$, which is often the case for dilute solutions, we can write

$$\rho_m - \rho_A = KX^\alpha,$$

(5)
where $\rho_A$ is the resistivity of the pure solvent (A) and $K$ is a calibration constant. Therefore, when $f$ is very small $\rho = \rho_m$, which then depends uniquely on $X^\alpha$.

There are two factors that can influence the accuracy of the data. One is a potential limitation imposed by the physics of the coarsening process itself and the other is a limitation associated with temperature control. Using values of the other parameters relevant to the coarsening of liquid Pb in Zn at 450 °C published by Kneissl et al. [13], namely $D = 3 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$, $V_m = 18 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^3/\text{mol}$, $X^\alpha \alpha = 0.0046$, $X^\beta \beta = 0.93$ and $\sigma = 0.114 \text{ J/m}^2$, and taking $(u) = 1$, it can be shown that $\kappa = 1.34 \times 10^{13} \text{ s}^{-1}$. This value of $\kappa$ is 9 to 12 orders of magnitude larger than those typical of solid systems. Such a large value of $\kappa$ implies that between 10 and 1000 s, the concentration of Pb in solution can be expected to decrease by $\approx 1.53 \times 10^{-5}$, i.e. by only about 15.3 appm at 450 °C. The changes in solute concentration accompanying coarsening in liquids will generally be the order of tens of parts per million! Using data on the variation of $\rho$ with solute concentration in liquid Zn-Pb alloys [14], the resistivity can be expected to change by 0.027 n$\Omega$·m between 10 and 1000 s at 450 °C. Changes this small are readily measurable using modern instrumentation, and variations much smaller than this can be detected without difficulty.

In reality, however, the temperature coefficient of the resistivity of liquid metals is so large that without a unique experimental arrangement, the expected temperature fluctuations during normal temperature control would completely eliminate any chance of measuring the changes in $\rho$ estimated above. It can be shown that this effect is nearly 2000 times larger than the change in resistivity we expect from the change in solute concentration during coarsening. To overcome this problem we intend to use a containerless method of measuring electrical resistivity called differential resistometry, which involves measurements of the change in inductance of mutual inductance coils; several comparable methods are in use today [15-19]. In this technique the specimen containing the two-phase mixture of, say, Pb droplets dispersed in a Zn-rich liquid matrix, is configured as part of a bridge circuit in which one of the other legs is a dummy specimen maintained at exactly the same temperature. The dummy specimen is ideally a saturated liquid solution of Pb in Zn at the experimental coarsening temperature, so that its composition is constant as a function of aging time. The output of the bridge circuit will therefore depend only on the difference in concentration between the actual and dummy specimens, and will be unaffected by temperature fluctuations since both the actual and dummy specimens are always at exactly the same temperature. There is no need to measure absolute values of $\rho$ because only the change of $\rho$ with aging time is important. The frequency of the bridge circuit must be chosen so that the resistance of the bulk liquid is measured, rather than the surface resistance, but it is not difficult to show that the skin depth exceeds a typical specimen diameter (e.g. 2 mm) at readily accessible frequencies (~10 kHz).
There are numerous potentially interesting alloy systems with liquid monotectics that can serve as potential candidates for the proposed research, but in view of previous efforts the best candidates are the Zn-Pb and Pb-Cu alloy systems. In Zn-Pb alloys the dispersed phase consists of liquid Pb droplets, while in Pb-Cu alloys the "droplets" are solid Cu particles. Ratke et al. [10,11] and Uffelmann et al. [20] have concluded, based on limited data, that the coarsening behavior in these two systems deviates from the predictions of the LSW theory and later modifications thereof. Whether or not the deviant behavior is real, and not due to experimental difficulties, there is at least some information on these alloys that will be of value for guiding new experiments. The behavior of other alloy systems will also be explored; Zn-Bi alloys and Pb-rich Pb-Zn alloys, in which coarsening of liquid droplets or solid particles in a liquid matrix can be investigated, depending on composition and temperature, are prime candidates. In all the alloy systems the principal objective will be to investigate the role of volume fraction at much smaller volume fractions than those in other liquid alloys investigated to date. The coarsening of liquid Pb droplets in the Zn-rich Zn-Pb alloys studied by Kneissl and Fischmeister (0.003 < f < 0.020) clearly satisfies the requirement that f be small.

Proof of concept will be tested in two different ways: 1. The first attempt will be to investigate the output of the bridge circuit as a function of time when both of the active legs contain pure liquid Zn. In this case the output of the circuit should be either zero, if perfectly balanced, or constant, if there is a slight imbalance. In either case the output should not vary with fluctuations in temperature of the furnace as it is being controlled. The circuit will be tested in this way for temperatures up to about 600 °C. The experiments will involve trial-and-error winding of Cu coils, using Cu sheathed in high-temperature insulation, wound on quartz or ceramic forms. Different solutes will then be added to the Zn in one of the legs of the bridge circuit and the change in resistivity noted. The results will be compared with published data on the concentration dependence of resistivity, and other liquid alloys will be tested to establish the accuracy of the technique. 2. The second test of the proposed method will be to perform an actual aging experiment on a well-studied solid system, in this case Cu-rich Cu-Co alloys. Coarsening in this system has been investigated by several groups [6], but never by in-situ experiments such as those proposed. If the changes in ρ during coarsening of coherent f.c.c. Co precipitates, the volume fractions of which are quite small in these alloys (0.005 to 0.03 is common), can be detected, the prospects for succeeding with the proposed liquid alloys will be excellent. The reason for this optimism is that the dependence of resistivity on concentration in Cu-Co alloys is only about four times larger than in Zn-Pb alloys (though the temperature dependence of ρ for solids is generally much smaller than for liquids). Therefore if the experiments provide meaningful data on coarsening in Cu-Co alloys, the expectation is that they should succeed in liquid systems as well.
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Objectives and Preceding Research

Through the development of atomic probe and surface spectroscopic techniques considerable advances have been made recently regarding the understanding of interactions of solid surface with small molecules at up to monolayer coverage. However, large gaps still exist in the understanding of heteroepitaxial overgrowth of a substrate under steady-state conditions of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and vapor etching (CVE) particularly in regimes of high fluxes of reactants and products. High reactant flux is important in the context of (i) stoichiometry control for compounds exhibiting high decomposition pressure at the process temperature and (ii) high throughput, which, along with maintaining low thermal budget, is an important aspect of single wafer semiconductor processing. Since the kinetic limitations to growth and the need for relief of process induced strain favor rapid processing at elevated temperature over low temperature processing, we focus in this paper onto conditions of rapid thermal organometallic chemical vapor deposition and vapor etching at superatmospheric pressure.

We build in this study on preceding research based on low pressure chemical vapor deposition, especially pulsed chemical beam epitaxy (PCBE) and a novel method of real-time process monitoring, p-polarized reflectance spectroscopy (PRS)\cite{1}. Although the anticipated work at superatmospheric pressure presents challenging problems that do not exist under the conditions of PCBE significant information can be gained from the low pressure work to guide research at higher vapor density, which is briefly reviewed here. In PCBE pulsed ballistic beams of the source vapors, e.g., t-butylphosphine(TBP) and triethylgallium (TEG) for GaP growth, are directed onto a substrate wafer, e.g., a Si (100) wafer that is heated from the backside inside an evacuated chamber. Figure 1 shows the implementation of PRS. A HeNe laser, chopper and Glan-Thompson polarizer mounted outside the deposition chamber provides for a chopped highly p-polarized beam of light that impinges onto the substrate at its pseudo-Brewster angle. At this angle of incidence,
the reflectance for p-polarized light is of the order of $10^{-5}$ thus establishing high sensitivity to changes in the bulk dielectric function of the substrate and to the deposition of a heteroepitaxial film on its surface. The reflected beam is phase sensitively detected by a silicon photodiode in conjunction with a lock-in analyzer. Also, the scattered light is into a solid angle of $5^\circ$ off the plane of incidence is detected by a photomultiplier in conjunction with a second lock-in analyzer. Since the reactant and product molecules that participate in the surface reactions associated with deposition or etching are polarizable, their individual contributions $P_i$ to the polarization sum up to the $P_{srl}$ of a surface reaction layer (srl), thus establishing a well defined dielectric function of the srl according to $\varepsilon_{srl} = [1+4\pi P_{srl}]$. Therefore the complex reflectivity is described by the Fresnel equations for a four-layer stack: ambient - srl - thin film - substrate which is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a typical PRS signal for steady state growth of GaP on Si(100). The initial rise before commencing growth is due to the temperature-dependent change of the dielectric function upon heating. The extra intensity in the reflected and in the scattered light signals at the onset of nucleation and overgrowth is related to the fact that a corrugated film, in this case composed of islands of GaP and ambient, has an effective dielectric function that is smaller than that for the contiguous film. Thus only upon complete overgrowth of the Si surface by a contiguous GaP film.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the implementation of p-polarized reflectance for a four-layer stack ambient - surface reaction layer - film - substrate
Figure 2. Top: Single wavelength PR intensity and scattered light intensity vs. time for growth of GaP on Si(100); bottom: Correlation of PRS signal and source vapor pulse cycles.

The reflected signal joins into the predicted oscillations due to interference of the partial waves reflected at the substrate/film and film/srl interfaces. Superimposed to these slow oscillations that provide real-time information on the growth rate of the film is a periodic fine structure - not
resolved in Fig. 2 (top). The periodicity of this fine structure shown on a magnified scale in Fig. 2 (bottom) matches the periodicity of the TBP/TEG source vapor pulse cycle. By counting the number of source vapor pulses per interference fringe we can determine the average growth rate per cycle. While for a given height and width of the TBP and TEG pulses changes in the length of the pause after the TBP pulse does not affect the growth rate per cycle, a pronounced increase in the growth rate per cycle is observed with increasing length of the pause after the TEG pulse[2]. Thus the pyrolysis of TBP into surface species that support growth is fast and the conversion of TEG into surface species that support growth is slow, that is, the kinetics of shedding the alkyl ligands of the TEG molecule is a rate limiting step. Another observation that may become important for the anticipated research is that, in steady-state at high source vapor fluxes, several monolayers of GaP may be deposited per cycle. This implies that the reflectance in steady state at high source vapor flux the srl contains more than a monolayer of fragments of TEG and possibly TBP to sustain the growth. In this case, homogeneous chemical reactions can proceed in the srl both in parallel and sequentially to surface reactions[3]. Further details can be extracted from the time dependent rise and decay times in the PR fine structure and extensions of the single wavelength monitoring to spectroscopic measurements. Also, substantial supplementing information can be obtained by combiningPRS with timed mass spectrometric sampling and on-line scanning tunneling microscopy, which for reasons of space cannot be discussed here in detail. The application of remote real-time process monitoring and control has the advantage that the essential information to be gained is collected while the experiment is in progress, so that - based on the real-time information - process modifications can be implemented by the team of ground-based observers, if not in real-time within the execution of a particular run, then at least between successive experiments that are expected to be of substantially shorter duration than bulk crystal growth experiments. Thus the evaluation of experiments becomes decoupled from the scheduling of sample recovery to a large extent.

**Deposition and Etching at High Vapor Density**

The research program on deposition and etching at high vapor densities initiated here is motivated by the potential advantages provided by high nutrient density in the context of throughput and control of compound stoichiometry. The objectives of our research program on CVD and CVE processes at elevated pressure are:

(i) The design, construction and testing of a prototype of the first confinement shell of a vapor processing experimental module (VPEM) comprised of a load-lock/wafer storage, etching and deposition chambers;

(ii) investigations of heteroepitaxy and etching of Ga_xIn_{1-x}P heterostructures as model system;
(iii) software development for process simulation and remote control of data acquisition and process execution.

The overall goal of the program is to establish a comprehensive science base for space experiments and to evaluate engineering options for the construction of the VPEM, including an assessment of cost and critical points in the deployment and maintenance of this module, in particular safety and waste management issues. Under ground-based conditions, uncontrolled natural convection can be avoided by forced channel flow for $Gr < Re^2$, where $Gr$ and $Re$ are the Grashof and Reynolds numbers, respectively. This sets a minimum linear flow velocity $v_f > > \sqrt{\beta_l \Delta T l c g l c}$, where $\beta_l$, $\Delta T$, $l c$ and $g$ are the volume expansion coefficient, the temperature differential along the characteristic dimension of the reactor $l c$ and $g$ is the gravity vector. For the anticipated operating temperature and the reactor geometry shown in Fig. 4, linear flow velocities in excess of 1 m/s are required for nitrogen as carrier gas at 10 bar pressure, corresponding to Reynolds numbers $Re > > 2 \times 10^3$. Thus experimentation at $1g$ must be analyzed in terms transport and homogeneous gas phase reactions.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of fused silica reactor kept at isobaric conditions in first steel confinement shell.
coupled to three-dimensional time-dependent flow and surface reactions leading to deposition or etching. Also, real-time optical process monitoring must anticipate and deal with noise related to scattering that is associated with temporal and spatial variations in vapor density. These are difficult tasks, requiring advances in applied mathematics both with regard to the modeling of fluid dynamics coupled to complex chemical reactions and control theory that are outside the scope of the program discussed here. Fortunately Gr scales with $\sqrt{\text{fg}l}$, so that, at microgravity, much smaller flow velocities can be used and larger temperature gradients can be sustained in the channel under conditions of laminar flow. Thus work in a microgravity environment permits variations in process conditions not accessible on the ground and is desirable for calibration and validation of the predictions of simulations of surface kinetics and well behaved flow. Under conditions of laminar flow, transport is dominated by diffusion across a boundary layer of width $\delta = (l_c x/Re)^{1/2} = (v_a x/\rho v_f)^{1/2}$, where $v_a$ and $\rho$ are the absolute viscosity and vapor density, respectively, and distance $x$ is measured from the leading edge of the substrate wafer in the gas stream. At $x=0$, the rate of impingement of source molecules is given by $Z_a = p_i/(2\pi m_i k_B T)^{1/2}$, where $p_i$, $m_i$, $k_B$ and $T$ are the partial pressure and mass of the vapor species $i$, the Boltzmann constant and temperature. At $x>0$, the diffusive flux $J_{di} = D_i (\partial p_i/\partial z)_{z=0} = D_i \rho_i/\delta \leq (\rho v_f/v_a x)^{1/2} \rho_i$. Since $\rho_i$ is proportional to $p_i$ while diffusivity $D_i = 2k_B^{3/2} T^{3/2}/3\pi^{1/2} m_i^{1/2} \sigma_i p_i$, $J_d$ increases with increasing vapor density, but primarily due to the effects of the total pressure on $\delta$. Since $\rho, \rho_i \propto T^{-1}$ and $D_i \propto T^{3/2}$, process temperature effects are expected to be weak. In summary, experimentation at microgravity provides unique opportunities for the study of diffusive transport coupled to homogeneous vapor phase reactions and heterogeneous surface reactions in vapor deposition and etching at high source vapor flux with real-time monitoring and control of the progression of series of experiments by ground-based teams of investigators. The return on the investments made is expected to be knowledge making an impact on the advancement of materials science and engineering.
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Objectives and Significance

The objectives of the proposed research are to develop experimental and theoretical techniques to design, fabricate, and characterize materials with specialized interfacial properties and to assess the role of gravitational forces in the fabrication of these materials. The desired interfacial properties, to be derived from nanometer-scale and larger functional units self-assembled into ordered arrays at the interfaces of bulk materials, include electronic, biological, and catalytic functions. We have already demonstrated the formation of ordered arrays of individual catalytic molecules including enzymes and polyoxometalates (POMs); we have also demonstrated the ability of individual molecules in these arrays to produce localized electronic behavior, including resonant tunneling. The capability to synthesize materials with well-defined interfacial structures and nano-scale functions may also be extended to assemble multi-layered structures.

The technological thrusts from this work can fill an important gap in the design and synthesis of materials with sophisticated functional properties. Characterization of most real bulk materials with valuable interfacial characteristics, such as catalysts and adsorbents, shows them to retain an appreciable degree of heterogeneity; novel design and synthesis approaches have succeeded in reducing such heterogeneity, but such incremental methods are unlikely to accomplish the task unambiguously. At the other extreme, ideal systems such as single crystals (metals, metal oxides, and organometallic clusters for catalysis; high T_c superconductors) are often difficult to incorporate into true bulk materials, and in those cases they have few direct applications. Similarly, although a broad spectrum of modern techniques has become available to produce small units with complex functionality (proteins via recombinant DNA technology; fullerenes; surfactant assemblies such as micelles and vesicles), the incorporation of these units into technologically useful materials remains an obstacle. Overcoming this obstacle is the goal of this research; the route we will follow is based on our success in preparing and characterizing self-assembled monolayers of proteins and inorganic polyoxometalates on graphite. Self-assembly of these nanometer-size units allows the incorporation of much greater functional complexity than, for instance, the more widely studied
self-assembly of alkanethiols on metals. Nevertheless, our experience shows it to proceed spontaneously and reproducibly; furthermore, although our emphasis to date has not been on functional characterization, we have already observed interesting electronic properties in ordered monolayers of polyanions.

In this research, we will build on our prior work by studying the self-assembly on solid surfaces of inorganic, organic, and biological units. These include the ones we have used to date—POMs as precursors to electronic and catalytic materials, proteins as precursors to biological materials such as affinity sorbents, biosensors, and other devices incorporating aspects of molecular recognition—as well as new ones, including colloidal latices and liquid crystalline polymers, that have applications in corrosion-resistant coatings, tribology and membranes. The characteristic sizes of the adsorbates to be probed in this work span more than three orders of magnitude, from the nanometer to the micron scale, comparison and modeling of which will shed important light upon the underlying mechanisms of adsorption-induced self organization, and particularly the role of gravitational forces.

This research will comprise two specific components:

1. Preparation and characterization of ordered arrays. Most of the arrays we have studied to date were prepared on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and their structure characterized by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We will expand the range of surfaces used and examine the effects of surface and solution properties on array formation, including in situ observation. STM will remain a major component of our structural characterization work, but we will also apply other experimental techniques, e.g., atomic force microscopy (AFM), especially for insulating substrates, sorbates through which tunneling is difficult, and situations where these alternative techniques can yield information beyond that available by STM. Electronic properties can, as we have previously demonstrated, be characterized by tunneling spectroscopy, while catalytic and biological properties will also be probed as appropriate.

2. Theoretical studies of array formation. Theoretical tools such as statistical mechanics, as well as molecular simulations, are increasingly being applied to explain and predict molecular ordering. However, relatively little of this work has involved the study of structure formation at surfaces, particularly for functional units of the colloidal size to be used in our studies. We plan to develop and implement statistical mechanical and simulation techniques aimed at predicting the structure of the interfacial layer. A hybrid Grand Canonical Monte Carlo—Brownian Dynamics simulation tool is proposed to study the dynamics of the adsorbed layers, to interpret the experimental results, and to help in the theoretical modeling.
Microgravity relevance

The microgravity component of this study of the formation and structure of 2-D arrays represents a significant but logical extension of our work aimed at a quantitative understanding of the underlying mechanisms, where intermolecular or interparticulate (colloidal) forces represent the dominant driving force. There are two specific areas in which microgravity can be important. The first is in understanding the fundamental forces involved, and their roles in the formation of ordered arrays. The various colloidal forces scale differently with particle characteristics, notably size, so that as these characteristics are changed, the relative contributions of the forces change. At the lower (nanometer) end of the colloidal size range, gravity is unimportant, so terrestrial gravity should not, in principle, affect ordering. At the upper (micrometer) end of the size range, however, gravity may become important, so an understanding of ordering over the full size range requires that the effects of gravity must be fully accounted for or eliminated in this limit.

The second area of microgravity importance is in fabrication, where the elimination of the deleterious influence of phenomena other than the colloidal forces makes microgravity an attractive environment for studying the phenomena involved. In particular, the minimization of natural convection and gravity-driven contact with container walls in a microgravity environment would permit materials syntheses controlled primarily by the colloidal forces that govern self-assembly.

Research Plans—Experimental

We have previously studied array formation and properties for various functional units, including polyoxometalates, proteins, sugars, polystyrene latices, and liquid crystal polymers. We plan a systematic investigation of the effects on array formation of the particle type, surface characteristics and solution composition. Ideally one would wish to specify conditions for formation of ordered arrays of known structure. The principal control variables are particle nature and concentration, counterion identity, concentration, solvent, and surface. The structural variables to be characterized are array spacing, array symmetry, 2-D vs. 3-D adsorption or deposition, and orientation.

The classes of particles to be studied differ in both shape and properties, allowing us to examine the generality of the propensity for ordering and to demonstrate the variety of potential material properties that can be produced using self-assembly principles. Specifically, we will study POMs, proteins, dendrimers, silica particles, polystyrene latices and rod-like polymers, which differ in a range of characteristics. The dendrimers and silica and polystyrene particles are close to the ideal spherical charged particles on which the theoretical developments will primarily be based. The POMs and proteins we will use are, while not spherical, at least roughly globular; POMs with the
Keggin structure have greater symmetry, while proteins display much more heterogeneity and anisotropy of shape and function. Although their interactions are predominantly electrostatic and van der Waals in origin, the surface properties of the Keggin ions can, in addition, be modified by the addition of prosthetic groups. The rod-like polymers (e.g., poly-β-L-glutamate in m-cresol), on the other hand, are quite different in shape; they also have different surface functionalities, so that the mechanisms of interaction driving self-assembly may be different.

Array formation will be studied on covalent semiconductors such as silicon, polar conductive solids (e.g., partially reduced oxides), and insulators such as mica and quartz, to examine the effects of surface polarity on adsorption and array formation. Since the surface can be examined in an electrochemical cell, the potential of the adsorbing surface can be varied as well in the case of conducting and semiconducting materials. Thus surface characteristics will be varied in both their chemical and electrical properties.

The goal of these experiments will be to determine which of the variables noted above have the greatest influence on the formation of ordered 2-D arrays. In order to accomplish this, a key requirement will be the capability to vary individual parameter values systematically. For this purpose the dendrimers, latex particles and silica particles are likely to offer appreciable size ranges, while the latex particles will offer different surface charge densities. Unfortunately the latex and silica particles are difficult to obtain at the nanometer end of the size range with small degrees of polydispersity, so we will be more dependent on POMs and proteins here. In this case we can vary particle composition systematically, however. For the Keggin ions, for example, systematic variation of composition of $\left[\text{Si}^{4+}\text{W}_{12-n}\text{V}_n\text{O}_{40}\right]^{m-n-8}$ for $n = 0$ to $3$ can be used. In addition, the effects of exchanging $\text{H}^+$ for $\text{N}_4^+$ both before and after deposition will be examined to gain insights into the influence of counterions. For proteins, we have available to us a set of single-site mutants of T4 lysozyme to serve the same function.

For colloidal particles at the nanometer end of the size range, Brownian transport is dominant and the effects of gravity would be expected to be small. However, for larger particles it is important to determine at what point gravitational forces become significant, and hence a benefit would be expected from performing experiments in microgravity. For this purpose we will synthesize silica particles in the range of 20 nm to 1 micron in size by the Stöber process. Such particles can be made nearly monodisperse (a few percent polydispersity) and very spherical. Mixing of particles of different sizes is also possible, as is the intentional introduction of size polydispersity. Acid-washed silica is negatively charged, and hence such particles can serve as analogs to the smaller particles of which we will study self-assembly in aqueous media, with electrostatic interactions dominant. In addition, the silica particles can be coated with a wide variety of silane coupling
agents to achieve near-hard sphere behavior. Alternatively, attractive potentials or repulsive electrostatic potentials can be introduced, and tuned by the appropriate choice of solvent. Using such particles, we will perform paired adsorption experiments with the adsorption surface held horizontal in one case and vertical in the other. Significant differences in the structures of the resulting adsorbate layers can then be attributed to gravitational effects.

Quantitative determination of array parameters and ordering will be carried out by direct imaging, by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the images, and by preparation of radial distribution functions for less well ordered layers; the latter two are especially useful for direct comparison with results of our theoretical work. In addition, fundamental questions regarding the depth profile and uniformity of the adsorbed layer may be answered through neutron reflectivity measurements of adsorbed particles on surfaces corresponding to those for which STM and AFM measurements are available.

**Research Plan—Theoretical**

The main goals of the theoretical program are to determine the relationship between fundamental physico-chemical properties of the nano-particles and the final state and properties of the adsorbed layer. Given robust methods that can fit the experimental observations, fundamental parameter variation studies can be performed to guide the experimental program. The ability to specify molecular level properties and predict the structure and function of the adsorbed layer with some confidence would greatly reduce the experimental work required to understand the system fully. The insight gained can help simplify the experimental program by providing guidance on the sensitivity to molecular properties and make predictions for future experiments on untried systems.

The tools we will use to attain these goals are based on statistical mechanical methods, as well as simulations. Beyond them, we also require methods to infer interaction potentials from bulk measurements. These aspects are discussed below.

Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations provide a direct method to solve the proposed statistical mechanical models for the ordering of nano-scale particles near surfaces, and for interpretation and optimization of the experimental investigations. Further, the simulations extend the theoretical results beyond the model systems amenable to analytical treatment, to systems more closely capturing the complexity of proteins, polyions, and polymers. Our current efforts in high performance computing on massively parallel computers will be modified to study idealized nano-particles in solution in contact with idealized surfaces.
Monte Carlo simulations will be performed to predict equilibrium structures and ordering in both surface layers and in the fully three-dimensional problem. This technique is computationally efficient, can be applied to large ensembles with multiple adsorbing species, and can be extended to calculate chemical potentials for direct comparison with the integral equation theories. The equilibrated systems computed here are to be compared directly with the experimental measurements and provide good initial conditions for studying the dynamical properties of the equilibrated, adsorbed layers by Brownian dynamics.

The simulation results are to be directly compared against the results of the statistical mechanical models to test their validity, and to determine the minimum level of description necessary in the analytical formulation. By fitting the potential of interaction between model particles from bulk solution properties of the actual experimental systems, and determination of the surface properties by standard characterization techniques, the simulations can then be directly compared against the experimental STM/AFM images and results. The goal of this work is to determine if the bulk solution properties and surface characterization are sufficient information to determine the systems' behavior during adsorption. Further, the diffusion and transport of ions and proteins in the surface layer and between the surface and solution can then be studied, properties that are difficult to impossible to determine experimentally.

Summary

These 2-D arrays of discrete biological and catalytic functions represent a new class of materials which provide numerous opportunities both for the development of new catalysts and separation devices, and as model systems for the resolution of long-standing questions in these fields. The combination of experimental and theoretical investigations of these systems will provide an unprecedented opportunity to examine the generality of these self-assembly phenomena, and to develop new synthesis strategies for these novel materials, both in earth-bound and microgravity environments.
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Introduction

The factors that influence the nucleation behavior of a material are important for both scientific and practical reasons. Nucleation from the melt is of course the origin of most solids; therefore, an understanding of the phenomena is essential. In practical terms, an understanding of nucleation and the accompanying impacts of undercoolability and rapid solidification in obtaining unique phases and/or microstructures have the potential for significant advances in materials processing.

In this project, a comprehensive investigation on nucleation of the solid from an undercooled liquid is being conducted using pure metals. The critical factors that affect a liquid's ability to undercool to a significant extent before the onset of nucleation are being sought and quantified using classical nucleation theory as a framework for the undercooling results. Since classical nucleation theory is a theory of thermodynamic fluctuations, particular attention is being placed on the effect of flow in the melt on undercooling. Three ground based containerless processing techniques have already been applied to the effort to obtain sets of undercooling data. These are free fall in the 105 m drop tube at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, electromagnetic levitation at Vanderbilt University, and electrostatic levitation at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. TEMPUS, an electromagnetic heating and positioning unit for conducting containerless experiments, will be used on the Spacelab mission known as Microgravity Sciences Laboratory - I (MSL-1). Experiments on nucleation behavior in laminar and turbulent flow regimes in undercooled melts will be carried out. Statistical comparisons of the results using comparisons of the means and variances of the distributions will be used to determine if the probabilities of nucleation as a function of undercooling are the same in both flow regimes. Therefore, the statistical comparisons of the results will allow greater insight into nucleation phenomena.

Relevance to Microgravity Research

Conclusive experiments to discern the lack of effects of liquid flow on nucleation behavior in undercooled melts (or alternatively, the existence of effects of flow on nucleation behavior) demand well characterized flows within the melts and control of such flows. The experiments also demand accurate measurement of the nucleation temperatures. Ground based techniques cannot presently meet the requirements. On the other hand, operations in a microgravity environment can meet the requirements and, therefore, enable such experiments. The freedom from strong levitation forces and
their side effects allows power inputs and temperature profiles to be fine tuned. This in turns provides the ability to control flows while maintaining identical cooling rates into the undercooled regime. It also promotes sample positioning stability so that accurate temperature measurements can be accomplished. In addition to providing process control, low earth orbit experiments allow for the direct measurement of the heat capacity and viscosity of undercooled liquids to be carried out along with nucleation experiments. The measurements of these thermophysical properties would then result in measures of bulk free energy change upon solidification and the diffusion coefficient, thereby removing major ambiguities in comparing experimental results to predictions of classical nucleation theory.

Background: Classical Nucleation

Through the theoretical development of nucleation phenomena, Classical Nucleation Theory represents a simple but useful starting point in investigations. The classical nucleation rate equation has the form of a thermally activated rate reaction and can be given as:

\[ J_v = K_v \exp\left(\frac{-\Delta G'}{kT}\right) \]

where \( J_v \) is the volume nucleation rate, \( K_v \) is referred to as the preexponential factor, \( T \) is the temperature, \( k \) is Boltzmann's constant, and \( \Delta G' \) is the activation energy for nucleation. From the work of Fisher and Turnbull[1] and the assumption of a spherical embryo, further simplification results in one of the approximations for homogeneous nucleation:

\[ J_v \approx 10^{13} \exp\left(\frac{16\pi \sigma_n^4}{3\Delta G^2 kT}\right) \]

where \( \sigma_n \) is the interfacial free energy between parent and daughter phases and \( \Delta G \) is the volume free energy difference between parent and daughter phases.

In most nucleation experiments, heterogeneous nucleation is assured by either intrinsic or extrinsic impurities. Heterogeneous sites will reduce the solid-liquid interfacial free energy barrier by some amount proportional to the "wetability" of the impurity. The preexponential will also decrease in heterogeneous nucleation by a factor proportional to the available heterogeneous site.

Statistical Analysis of Nucleation Data

In the work of Skripov[2], the Poisson distribution is applied to the statistical analysis of nucleation. Since the formation of solid embryos and nuclei in pure metals is thought to be a process governed by the random fluctuations of density within the liquid, the use of Poisson statistics based on chance occurrences is a satisfying approach to the quantification of the nucleation process. According to the Poisson distribution, the probability of the occurrence of \( m \) accidental events in a time interval \( \tau \) is given by
\[ \omega(m, \tau) = \frac{(\lambda \tau)^m \exp(-\lambda \tau)}{m!} \]

where \( \lambda \) is a constant probability density and corresponds to the mean rate of occurrence of events pertaining to a given set of experimental conditions.

For the statistical treatment of nucleation under non-isothermal conditions, equation 3 can ultimately be transformed to give the probability density function as

\[ \omega(T) = \frac{J \cdot V}{\dot{\mathcal{T}}} \exp \left[ -\int_{T_0}^T \frac{J \cdot V}{\mathcal{T}} \, d\mathcal{T} \right] \]

where \( V \) is the volume solidified by a single nucleation event, \( \dot{\mathcal{T}} \) is the cooling rate and \( T_0 \) is the equilibrium freezing point. The statistical analysis of a set of undercooling data can be performed under the assumption that each undercooling represents one independent stochastic event.

**Determination of Activation Energy and Preexponential with Statistical Analysis**

With a large number of experiments, it is possible to generate a histogram of undercoolings. Histograms are discrete probability distributions which can be normalized accordingly to generate a discrete probability density. Equation 4 can be used to generate a theoretical density curve, which can be compared to the data. In order to find the best fit of the probability density curve to the data, a non-linear fitting routine (the Levenberg-Marquart method in this case) is used. The variables of the fit are \( K_\nu \) and the exponential factor. These two variables are inextricably linked, and, in general, the uncertainty of the fit of \( K_\nu \) and the exponential factor is larger than the covariance of the two variables, i.e. the fit of \( J \nu \).

**Ground Based Nucleation Experiments**

In general, nucleation experiments involve the measurement of the undercooling achieved before nucleation in a continuous cooling experiment. A single sample is melted, raised to a particular temperature and cooled until nucleation occurs. The process is repeated numerous times and a set of undercoolings obtained. This can be accomplished on single samples with electromagnetic or electrostatic levitation processing techniques. Both techniques are containerless and allow repeated experiments to be performed on a single sample without touching the sample. Processing in electromagnetic levitation requires gas flows for cooling. In electrostatic levitation the specimen can be maintained in a vacuum environment. Drop tubes are also used with vacuum environments. However, multiple samples are required for experiments.

Results for zirconium indicate fundamental differences in the nucleation behavior in the different ground based processing techniques using samples of the same purity. The distributions of undercoolings are all non-Gaussian with similar mean undercoolings; however, the distributions are wider for the electromagnetic levitator and the drop tube than for the electrostatic levitator. For
samples of differing purity levels processed by the same technique, the distributions retain the same shape but shift their centers to higher undercoolings (lower nucleation temperatures) as the material purity is increased. Analysis of variance tests indicate that the distributions are different at the 95% confidence level. The values for the preexponential factors and activation energies ranged from $10^8$ to $10^{13}$ and 13 kT to 24 kT, respectively.

The IML-2 Spacelab Flight

Experiments were attempted in TEMPUS on a previous Spacelab Mission. Unfortunately, the positional stability of samples was such that the samples impacted with the sample cage during processing. During the first unsuccessful experiment, it was possible to calibrate the model of sample response to TEMPUS parameters. With this model, the desired time temperature profile and one undercooling (265 K) was achieved during the subsequent experiment before the second sample impacted with the cage. Post-flight analysis of the IML-2 samples showed that the low undercooling was due to cross contamination from other flight samples and the sample holders. During transport, launch and landing, abrasion resulted in particulate material generation. During flight, these particulates floated inside the TEMPUS facility chamber and contaminated all of the samples examined.

MSL-1 Flight Experiment

Along with several improvements made to the TEMPUS hardware, a revised protocol was developed for the MSL-1 mission. Two null hypothesis tests will be used to accept or reject equivalence of nucleation mechanisms in zirconium in the laminar and turbulent regimes. The first test will involve the equality of means. If the hypothesis of equality of means is rejected at the 99% confidence level, the nucleation mechanisms in the two regimes will be said to be different. If the hypothesis of the equality of means is accepted at the 99% confidence level, then a second test, involving the dispersion of nucleation temperatures, will be applied. If the hypothesis of equality of the dispersion of nucleation events is rejected at the 95% confidence level, the nucleation mechanisms will now be said to be different. On the other hand, if the null hypothesis of equality of variance is accepted at the 95% confidence level, the nucleation mechanisms will be said to be the same. Because of the uncertainty in determination of sample variance, a test of variance is less sensitive than a test of means, consequently a lower confidence level is accepted for the test of variance.

Nucleation Temperature Determination

For statistical analysis of nucleation data, a precise determination of the relative undercooling is needed. Thus, in these experiments, absolute temperature accuracy is secondary to relative precision. In each experiment, the melting temperature is measured and the undercooling measurement is related to this fixed temperature. The uncertainty of relative measurements is lower than the uncertainty of the absolute measurement. The temperature measurement uncertainty for low earth experiments in TEMPUS is 1.4 K as compared to 5 K for the ground based techniques.
Monte Carlo Simulations

In order to evaluate the uncertainty associated with the determination of \( K_w \) and the exponential factor from a sampling of undercoolings from the population of nucleation events, Monte Carlo simulations were used. Selection of \( K_w \) and a most probable nucleation temperature uniquely defines the exponential factor and the parent distribution of undercoolings. \( K_w \) and the exponential factor are then used to numerically calculate a nucleation rate \( (J_\nu) \). The nucleation rate is numerically integrated and used to construct a cumulative distribution such that:

\[
F(T) = 1 - \exp \left[ -\frac{V}{T_o} \int_0^T J_\nu(T) dT \right]
\]

This cumulative distribution is a continuous function from zero to one. In the Monte Carlo technique, a random number from zero to one is generated for each undercooling in the sample. The undercooling is then chosen as the undercooling at which the value of \( F(T) \) is equal to the random number. Temperature error is added to the sample by adding a Gaussian distribution of random noise (with a standard deviation equal to the temperature measurement uncertainty) to the undercooling value. The sample is then binned into a histogram and normalized accordingly. The above non linear curve fitting routine is then used to determine the values of the exponential factor and the preexponential term.

Due to the strong temperature dependence of the nucleation equations, the width (or variance) of the probability distribution function is small. Thus, as temperature measurement uncertainty approaches the variance of the parent distribution, the uncertainty in the fitted values increases. As a demonstration, the Fisher-Turnbull expression was used to generate a parent distribution. Two preexponential factors were used, \( 10^{15} \) and \( 10^{33} \) at a common mode undercooling \( T = 0.85 T_o \). This is indicative of experience with achievable undercoolings in zirconium samples. The results are shown in Figure 1. Each data point represents the mean \( K_w \) value from 100 Monte Carlo simulations of a data sample of 100 undercoolings from the parent distribution. The error bars represent the one sigma deviation of the set of \( K_w \) fits. From a sampling standpoint, these calculations represent sets where \( n=100 \) only. At \( K_w = 10^{15} \) the parent distribution is sufficiently wide such that the fitted values recover the "true" value within 2 orders of magnitude when temperature measurement uncertainty is less than 1.5 K. At \( K_w = 10^{33} \), temperature uncertainty drastically affects the ability of the fit to recover the preexponential of the parent distribution.

Preparation for MSL-1 Experiments

In preparation for the MSL-1 experiments, several testing steps are currently being performed. These tests have been designed to verify the proper operation of the TEMPUS facility, to quantify differences between the flight unit and the ground based equipment, and to provide data for the adjustment of modeling parameters such as positioning force and coupling efficiency. During the flight, the first few experiments will be pulsed heating experiments. The thermal profiles resulting from these pulses will be used to verify the accuracy of the high temperature coupling behavior. Upon verification of the thermal modeling and the minimum safe positioning voltages, flow condition testing will be performed
to ensure that two distinct flow regimes are achieved and to provide quantitative information on the character of the flow regimes.

**Nucleation Experiments on MSL-1**

The experiments will characterize the flow regimes and power coupling behavior such that the thermal profiles of the two flow conditions are identical. Approximately 100 nucleation experiments on each of two zirconium samples will be performed. The protocol for nucleation experiments on sample one will begin with ten nucleation experiments in the laminar regime followed by ten experiments in the turbulent regime. All experiments, and combinations thereof, will be checked for independence of undercooling and cycle number. If no linear correlation is found, then 79 additional nucleation experiments will be performed in random order. The last experiment on sample one will be run in the laminar regime. A similar protocol will be run for sample two, except the first block will be run in the turbulent regime, the second block in the laminar regime, then random order will be used until the last cycle, when the sample will be solidified in the turbulent regime. This protocol will yield two sets of data for each sample, a total of four sets.
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**Figure 1:** The effects of temperature measurement error on the calculated value for log $K_v$.
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1) Project Objective and Hypothesis

The study of solidification velocity is important for two reasons. First, the manner in which the degree of undercooling and solidification velocity affect the microstructure of the solid is fundamental. Second, there is disagreement between theoretical predictions of the relationship between degree of undercooling of the liquid and solidification velocity and experimental results.

Thus, the objective of this work is to accurately and systematically quantify the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling for pure metals and alloys. The key theoretical parameters of interface temperature, thermal gradient, and solutal gradient will be extracted through modeling. The results will be examined in order to gain an understanding of the mechanisms controlling interface movement. They will be compared to solidification theory and possible improvements on existing theories will be sought. The primary hypothesis to be examined is that present theories on solidification velocity do not predict the behavior at high undercoolings.

In order to closely monitor the progression of the thermal field developed by recalescence in containerlessly processed metals and alloys, a novel technique using a ten by ten array of photodiodes in conjunction with a high speed data acquisition system has been developed. Of primary interest is the velocity of the solid/liquid interface at undercoolings greater than 10 % of the equilibrium freezing point (T_M), because present theories and reported experimental results diverge above this level. Solidification velocity measurements will be made on pure nickel, pure titanium, nickel based alloys, and titanium based alloys.
The measurement of the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling, with an emphasis on high undercoolings (>10% T_M), requires containerless processing techniques to limit heterogeneous nucleation sites and to directly observe the interfacial movement. Electromagnetic levitation and electrostatic levitation are the ground based methods of containerless processing that are best suited for experiments in which the solidification velocity is determined by imaging techniques.

2) **Experimental Method**

From examination of prior experimental results for the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling it is clear that, in all of the systems, there is a discontinuity in the growth rate with increasing undercooling. It is this phenomena and the mechanisms causing it that will be the primary focus of this research. Presently accepted theory (e.g. Boettinger, Coriell, and Trivedi Theory) and the desire to examine single phase solidification provide the basis for the selection of the specific metals and alloys to be examined in this work.

Based on the slope of the liquidus line, the partition coefficient, the interdiffusion coefficient and solid solubility, alloys were chosen for this experimental effort. Two pure metals were chosen as benchmarks upon which the study of various alloys would be based. All of the alloys with these pure elements were examined and candidates were selected based on the following criterion. The phase diagram had to be well defined in the low solute regime, there had to be enough solid solubility to solidify a range of solute concentrations to a single phase, and the alloys had to be experimentally practical. In addition, the slope of the liquidus line had to be large enough to make the solutal undercooling have a significant contribution to the total undercooling. Finally, from the remaining candidate substitutional alloys, three alloys of each “benchmark” metal were chosen: one with a “small” partition coefficient, one with a “medium” partition coefficient and one with a “large” partition coefficient. An interstitial alloy was also chosen in order to examine a case with a much greater diffusion coefficient. By using this selection process the effect of various amounts of solute, varying partition coefficients, and varying interdiffusion coefficients on the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling will be quantitatively determined.
To the nickel, in order of increasing partition coefficient, tin, silicon, and titanium will be added to examine substitutional alloying effects. The interstitial alloy that has been chosen for study is the nickel-carbon system. To the titanium, again in order of increasing partition coefficient, nickel, platinum, and aluminum will be added to examine substitutional alloying effects. The interstitial alloy that has been chosen for study is the titanium-oxygen system. Table 1 shows the elements and alloys listed along with their solubility limits and their partition coefficient range.

Table 1 - Elements and Alloys Chosen for Investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Maximum Solubility (wt%)</th>
<th>Partition Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel-Tin</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>0.4-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel-Silicon</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.5-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel-Titanium</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.9-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel-Carbon</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium-Nickel</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium-Platinum</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.7-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium-Aluminum</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>0.8-1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium-Oxygen</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each alloy, data sets of the solidification velocity as a function of undercooling will be collected over a range of compositions. Through modeling corresponding to the specific experimental conditions, the bulk undercoolings will be related to interfacial undercoolings, thermal gradients and solutal gradients. These data sets will be compared to present theories relating solidification velocity to undercooling. The areas of deviation between theoretical predictions and experimental data will be examined. This will be done with a concentration on the mechanisms, both microscopic and macroscopic, driving solidification over the entire range of undercoolings achieved.

3) Experimental Results

The solidification velocity of electromagnetically levitated metals has already been measured using ultra high speed imaging. A ten by ten square array of photodiodes in conjunction with a data
acquisition system was employed to observe the progression of the solid/liquid interface during solidification. The output of each photodiode in the array was sampled simultaneously at rates ranging from 2 ms per frame (500 frames per second) to 1 μs per frame (1,000,000 frames per second). The movement of the solidification front was followed by monitoring the progression of the thermal field developed by recalescence. As the solidification front proceeded across the surface of the sample, an image of the lower hemisphere of a levitated and undercooled drop was projected onto the array of photodiodes. Then as the interface moved across the surface of a sample, its bright/dim nature caused an increase in output in each photodiode that it crossed. This allowed the position of the interface to be monitored with the photodiode array as it progressed across the drop's surface. From the data, which was collected as a succession of frames in time, the velocity of the interface was determined. This was done by measuring the distance that the interface moved between frames and dividing by the time between frames.

The surface temperature of the drop was measured during solidification, simultaneously with ultra high speed imaging, by a narrow band pass pyrometer. The output from the pyrometer was recorded at 1 kilohertz using standard data acquisition techniques. The pyrometer was exposed to the same view of the levitated sample as the imaging system via a beam splitter in order to precisely measure the surface temperature of the samples during each experiment.

The solidification velocity of electromagnetically levitated pure nickel, pure titanium, nickel-carbon alloys, titanium-aluminum based alloys, and nickel-aluminum based alloys were measured as a function of undercooling. For pure nickel, the solidification velocity was measured at undercoolings ranging from ~4% T\textsubscript{M} (T\textsubscript{M} is the equilibrium melting temperature) to ~15% T\textsubscript{M}. The results indicate that the solidification velocity increases with increasing undercooling up to ~10% T\textsubscript{M} in the manner described by the equation \( V=0.044\Delta T^{2.7} \). The solidification velocity then remains constant at ~30 m sec\(^{-1}\) with increasing undercooling. For pure titanium the solidification velocity was measured from ~8% T\textsubscript{M} to ~14% T\textsubscript{M}. The results indicate that the solidification velocity begins at 10.3 m sec\(^{-1}\) at 8% T\textsubscript{M} and increases in the manner described by the equation \( V=0.057\Delta T^{2.5} \) up to 44 m sec\(^{-1}\) at an undercooling of 14.4% T\textsubscript{M}. The solidification velocity of three different nickel-carbon alloys was also measured. The alloys consisted of 0.6 a/o carbon,
1.7 a/o carbon, and 2.8 a/o carbon, each alloy being within the solid solubility limit of the system. The undercooling range tested was similar to that of pure nickel. The results indicate that the solidification velocity of the 0.6 a/o carbon alloy as a function of undercooling is similar to that of pure nickel. The solidification velocity of the 1.7 a/o carbon alloy increased more slowly than pure nickel, remained relatively low up to ~12% T_M, at which point the velocity increased to ~30 m sec^{-1}, and then remained constant with increasing undercooling. For the 2.8 a/o carbon alloy the solidification velocity increased even more slowly than the 1.7 a/o carbon alloy up to ~13% T_M and then increased to ~30 m sec^{-1}.

A titanium-aluminum alloy tested was a gamma alloy consisting of 60 a/o aluminum and was tested over undercoolings ranging from ~2% T_M to ~20% T_M. The solidification velocity versus undercooling results for this alloy showed three regions. They were: 1) for undercoolings <9%T_M, the velocity increased slowly with increasing undercooling, 2) for undercoolings between 9% T_M and 18% T_M, the velocity increased rapidly with increasing undercooling, and 3) for undercoolings >18% T_M, the velocity was constant (~10 m sec^{-1}) with increasing undercooling. The effect of solute on the solidification velocity of this alloy was tested by adding erbium to the metal. In general, the effect of the erbium was to slow the solidification velocity and lower the velocity plateau (~4m sec^{-1}) reached by the material at large undercoolings. For comparison the solidification of equiatomic nickel-aluminum was also measured. To date, only two experiments have been run. The results were that, at an undercooling of 11% T_M, the solidification velocity was 1.9 m sec^{-1} and, at an undercooling of 13.1% T_M, the solidification velocity was 2.5 m sec^{-1}. Both velocities are significantly slower than those in TiAl for comparable undercooling (about 3.8 m sec^{-1} and about 4.5 m sec^{-1}, respectively.)

4) Microgravity Relevance

In order to do the research described herein, it is absolutely necessary to use containerless processing techniques. Deep undercooling must be achieved without the triggering of multiple nucleation sites. The presence of a container is likely to inhibit deep undercooling and is likely to induce multiple nucleation when solidification does occur. In addition, as has already been
argued, indirect measurements of solidification cannot discern the presence of multiple nucleation events. However, direct imaging techniques are essential for determination of the true nature of any given solidification process and, therefore, accurate measurements of solidification velocity. Such techniques require containerless processing to freely observe solidification of undercooled melts.

The treatments and theories of solidification velocities are based on quiescent conditions. As long as solidification velocities are an order of magnitude greater than the streamline velocities in the melt, results for quiescent and animated melts will be similar. For pure metals highly undercooled in the electromagnetic levitator, this is the case and, therefore, electromagnetic levitation is a perfectly capable technique. However, for pure metals at lower undercoolings and for many alloys and intermetallic compounds over a very wide range of undercoolings including the higher undercoolings, solidification velocities become of the same order as the streamline velocities in the electromagnetic levitator. In such cases, results are likely to differ significantly from quiescent conditions. Electrostatic levitation induces a charge distribution on the surface of the levitated drop and body forces induce modest flow fields in the melt. The latter is likely to be important only at very low undercoolings in pure metals and low undercoolings in alloys. The role of the charge field perturbing the results has not been treated but effects that impact the solidification velocity could be possible. Drop tube experiments are not practical because the constant observation required by the proposed imaging experiments is not possible. Low earth orbit experiments could eliminate the effects that are induced in the samples by ground based containerless processing techniques, thus confirming or contrasting the ground based experimental results.
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OBJECTIVES

The objective of the research is to determine the microstructural evolution of and thermal interactions between several equiaxed crystals growing dendritically in an undercooled melt of a pure substance. By extending the free dendrite tip growth experiments of Glicksman and coworkers (Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment, IDGE) to the case of multiple equiaxed crystals growing towards each other, a more complete understanding of equiaxed dendritic solidification will be achieved. In particular, microgravity benchmark data will be obtained on the growth and interaction of equiaxed dendrites in the pure diffusion limit and compared to corresponding ground-based experimental data to ascertain the influence of convection. Together with numerical simulations of the experiments, using an inverse approach, this will enable the testing of existing theories of equiaxed dendritic solidification and the development of refined or new models. The proposed research is needed to establish a more firm scientific basis for the coupling of microstructural evolution models to macroscale numerical simulations of casting processes in order to optimize structure and control segregation.

BACKGROUND AND PRESENT STATUS

Equiaxed dendritic crystals can occur in both pure materials and alloys and are present in most castings. Equiaxed dendrites of a transparent model substance are shown in Fig. 1a. A large, fine-grained equiaxed zone is often promoted, through use of grain refiners, mold vibration, or electromagnetic stirring, to reduce macrosegregation and improve mechanical properties. An example of an equiaxed solidification structure, and the effect of inoculation, is shown in Fig. 1b for a nickel-base superalloy turbine blade. There have been numerous attempts at analytically modeling and/or experimentally observing the characteristics of equiaxed dendritic solidification. A brief overview of the most recent developments is provided in the following.

(i) free, steady-state growth of an isolated, branchless dendrite tip into an infinite, undercooled liquid.

Theories have been developed to ascertain the influence of undercooling on the dendrite tip velocity and radius. In recent microgravity experiments, Glicksman and coworkers (IDGE, USMP-2) were able to verify a model based on the Ivantsov solution for diffusion around the tip and marginal stability theory. The effects of convection on dendrite tip growth have been observed in the past, but available theories are of a limited nature and have not been experimentally verified completely.

(ii) approximate models of the growth of an equiaxed dendritic crystal in a unit cell.

Several diffusion-based analyses have been proposed [1-6]. Without resolving individual dendrite arms, a conceptual, spherical envelope is drawn around the crystal, and the one-dimensional diffusion equation is solved in the undercooled liquid between the envelope and the boundary of
the unit cell; see Fig. 2. The knowledge of the diffusion flux at the envelope surface can then be used to calculate the evolution of the internal solid volume fraction inside the envelope. The growth of the envelope is described by the available theory for the free growth of an isolated dendrite tip (see above). For the limiting case of steady growth of a pure substance into an infinite liquid, it can be shown that the internal solid fraction of the grain is equal to the dimensionless thermal undercooling. The main advantage of the unit cell models is that they can readily be incorporated into macroscopic solidification simulation codes to represent the microstructure in a casting. These models have only been validated on a bulk level, through comparisons with measured cooling curves and grain structures. Such comparisons can be ambiguous, mainly because of an inadequate knowledge of nucleation and the presence of convection.

Unit-cell or volume averaged models are of an approximate nature, and some of the important but presently unresolved issues are: (i) the separate consideration of diffusion in the dendrite tip region (to calculate the tip/envelope velocity with the help of the Ivantsov solution) and in the extradendritic space "ahead" of the envelope (to back out the internal solid volume fraction) may not be valid since there is only a single diffusion field in the liquid around the equiaxed dendrite; in particular, the internal solid fraction evolution models have never been scrutinized experimentally; (ii) use of a steady-state growth model (based on the "far-field" undercooling) for the dendrite tip/envelope neglects initial and final transients; a steady-state growth period may, in fact, not exist; the interaction of the diffusion fields of neighboring dendrites, responsible for the final transient, has never been studied; (iii) present models do not account for the non-spherical shape of the crystal envelopes, the crystallographic orientation of the grains, and the three-dimensional nature of the diffusion fields; (iv) present models of equiaxed solidification (not just growth of a free, isolated dendrite tip) that include convection are immature, especially for a multi-crystal system. The proposed experiments and simulations will address these shortcomings by providing data on the transient evolution of the envelope shape and velocity, and the solid morphology and fraction inside the envelope, in a multi-crystal system, for the testing and refinement of unit-cell models.
(iii) direct, microscopic simulations of the growth of equiaxed dendrites.

Recent computations using phase-field models have shown promise to compute dendrite morphologies for purely diffusional transport. The phase field variable identifies the phase at a point, without having to explicitly track the interface. Several numerical results have recently been presented for free dendritic growth from an undercooled melt of a pure substance [7, 8]. These computations are limited to two-dimensions and growth at relatively high dimensionless undercoolings. One of the present co-investigators (B.T. Murray) has performed preliminary phase-field model calculations (unpublished research) to study the interaction of equiaxed dendrites of pure nickel grown towards each other. One example of the calculations is shown in Fig. 3, where two dendrites with four-fold symmetry have their main horizontal branches growing along the same axis. While the high undercoolings used for the simulations are achievable for metals, they cannot be achieved for the transparent organic systems which allow visual quantification of the dendritic growth process. At lower undercoolings (i.e., smaller growth velocities), the extent of the diffusion layer is much larger (relative to the crystal size) and thus requires a much larger computational domain than presently achievable. The ongoing development of adaptive numerical techniques will relax this restriction on high undercoolings in the near future. The proposed microgravity experiment will provide the benchmark data needed for the planned extensions of the phase-field model.

(iv) mesoscopic simulations.

A new model has recently been proposed by one of the present co-investigators (I. Steinbach) that attempts to bridge the gap between the unit-cell models and the direct, microscopic simulations. This model is based on a modified phase-field approach, where the phase-field variable identifies the grain envelope, instead of the solid and liquid phases. The results of sample calculations are presented in Fig. 4 (unpublished research). Due to the reduced computing requirements compared to the direct, microscopic simulations, it is possible to simulate the growth of multiple grains (Fig. 4) as well as growth in three dimensions (Fig. 4bc), both of which are important for simulating the proposed microgravity experiment. Realistic undercoolings can be implemented without difficulty. The model also allows for random orientations of the grains. The main shortcoming of this
Fig. 3 Microscopic phase-field simulation of the on-axis growth of two equiaxed dendrites towards each other (left panels: phase-field contours, right panels: isotherms) (unpublished research, B.T. Murray).

The mesoscopic model is that the local velocity of the envelope surface must be specified through a separate relationship. Unlike the unit-cell models, however, the non-spherical shape of the envelope is resolved and the three-dimensional, transient diffusion field around the envelopes is calculated directly. Thus, using envelope orientation, shape and velocity data measured in the planned experiments, it will be possible to close the model and determine unmeasured parameters.

(v) effects of convection.

Previous ground-based research due to the principal investigator concentrated on the effects of convection on equiaxed dendritic solidification. The drag coefficients of plastic model dendrites and NH₄Cl crystals were measured in special Stokes flow settling facilities [9]. A correlation was developed that allows for the calculation of the drag on a single equiaxed dendrite, based on the concept of a porous envelope. This correlation was extended to the case of multiple equiaxed crystals, covering the full range of crystal densities and solid fractions [10]. Additional data and verification is needed for multiple equiaxed grains in the presence of a significant extradendritic liquid fraction, and the proposed ground-based experiments will lead to an increased understanding of the complicated flow patterns in an assemblage of equiaxed crystals. Solute transport from growing equiaxed dendrites is being measured in separate experiments, where a crystal is dropped in a melt column with a precisely controlled undercooling. By comparing the growth rates in the proposed microgravity and ground-based experiments, additional data on the effects of convection on the growth rates can be obtained.

RESEARCH PLANS

We plan to perform well-controlled equiaxed dendritic solidification experiments on the scale of several crystals to provide benchmark data for testing and refinement of equiaxed microstructure evolution models, both with and without convection. The program is a combination of space experiments (diffusion limit), ground-based experiments (with convection), and supporting analysis and simulation. The experiments will use a modified version of the Millikelvin
Thermostat (MITH) and involve the growth of up to four equiaxed crystals of the transparent, pure model material SCN simultaneously towards each other. Of interest are the evolution of the dendrite morphology, dendrite envelope, internal solid fraction in a multi-crystal setting, and the nature and interactions of the thermal fields around neighboring crystals. The influence of convection will be ascertained by comparing the results of microgravity and ground-based experiments. Critical to the success of the research will be the planned micro- and meso-scale simulations of the experiments, enabling (i) the extraction of additional information about the relation between the experimental data and the physical conditions and (ii) the development of refined or new models for both the diffusion and the convection case. The specific goals and tasks can be summarized as follows:

(i) perform microgravity experiments using SCN and a modified version of the Millikelvin Thermostat (MITH), where up to four equiaxed crystals are grown towards each other; measure the orientation and shape of the crystals, the temporal variation of the velocities of the primary and secondary dendrite tips, dendrite arm spacing and thicknesses, and melt temperatures at selected locations as a function of the initial undercooling;

(ii) perform corresponding ground-based experiments and measurements; visualize and measure the flow field in the growth chamber; explore the possibilities of varying the crystal spacings and measuring the volume change due to phase change (to back out the fraction solidified); compare to microgravity data and quantify the influence of convection;

(iii) perform mesoscopic simulations of selected experiments in the limit of diffusional heat transport, using the measured crystal orientations and dendrite tip velocities, as well as initial and boundary conditions, as input; perform inverse analyses to back out the thermal undercoolings responsible for the observed tip velocities as well as to calculate the solid fraction evolution behind the tips; if possible, compare the latter to the experiments; explore

Fig. 4 Examples of mesoscopic simulations (unpublished research, I. Steinbach).
the possibility of performing mesoscopic numerical simulations including thermal convection in order to better model the ground-based experiments;

(iv) deduce a refined unit-cell (or volume-averaged) model of equiaxed dendritic solidification from the mesoscopic simulations for the diffusion case and, ultimately, extend it to include convection;

(v) perform microscopic phase-field simulations to further the understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms associated with the growth of isolated and multiple dendrites.
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SURFACE MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF STATIONARY MELT POOLS IN SINGLE CRYSTALS OF STAINLESS STEEL
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The formation of surface ripples during welding or by stationary arc or laser melting and the overall gross surface morphological features of melt pools represent problems that have existed for a number of years but which are not fully understood at the present time. Several mechanisms have been invoked to explain the formation of small surface ripples, most of these being related in some way to the effects of capillarity. Surface ripples are sometimes associated with an effect called "solute banding." In this case, the whole melt pool does not appear to move with a constant velocity, and bands can be seen in transverse or longitudinal micrograph sections of the melt pool. In other cases, ripples appear only at the top surface without any in-depth correlation with the overall properties of the original melt.

Kotecki et al [1] studied the formation of ripples in GTA (Gas Tungsten Arc) spot welds. They observed concentric ripples after solidification which they attributed to oscillations of the liquid surface. If the arc plasma is fluctuating, the melt pool oscillated with the same frequency (forced oscillation). If the arc was generated from batteries, oscillations were only observed when the power was interrupted (natural oscillations of the molten pool). These authors made a one-to-one correspondence between the number of ripples observed in the solidified weld and the number of pool oscillations measured during solidification. However, their analytical model of natural oscillations in terms of a vibrating drum membrane was over simplistic. More recently, Postacioglu et al [2] have made a detailed calculation of natural and forced oscillations of a melt pool with particular attention to keyhole formation.
In a now classic paper, Anthony and Cline [3] took a totally different approach to explaining ripple formation during continuous laser melting. They considered the simple situation of a one-dimensional Marangoni flow induced by a surface tension gradient and calculated the pressure difference along the surface. They then converted this pressure gradient into a metallostatic head difference but ignored the capillarity contribution (i.e., the Laplace force).

Nakane [4] has made a detailed experimental investigation of ripples formed during GTA welds, under DC and AC conditions. In DC GTA welds made at a low welding speed, he observed macro ripples which were also associated with solute-band formation. These ripples seem to be due to fluctuations of the arc, and if the velocity is low, they can also be observed on the underneath surface when full penetration welds are made (i.e., massive movement of the pool occurs.) At higher speeds, the macro ripples partially disappear and micro ripples appear. These were due to variations of the rectified arc current (300 Hz).

In the present study, stationary melt pools were formed in austenitic single crystals in order to study the formation of the solidification microstructure, ripple formation, and the overall surface morphology of the solidified melt. Although the melt-pool shape is stationary in this case, the dendritic microstructure can be analyzed using an approach similar to that derived for welds made at constant velocity [5]. The small ripples that form under these conditions can be analyzed using the formalism of standing capillary waves. This formalism will summarized, and the results will be presented and discussed. New problems associated with the overall shape of the solidified melt pool have also been identified, and these will be treated as well.

Abstract

Improved ceramic materials may be obtained by using a mixture, either by size or composition, of fine particles. Critical to the success of such a mixture is the control of the dispersion microstructure during processing. Microstructure formation and rheology of concentrated bidisperse suspensions will be investigated by a combination of Stokesian Dynamics simulation and analytical modeling. Unbounded shear flows and slip-casting will be simulated, and the influence of particle size ratio, volume concentration, shear rate and thermal energy on microstructure formation determined. Analytical models will be developed to predict structure formation and flow behavior during ceramics processing. Owing to size or compositional differences, particle mixtures are subject to gravitational phase separation or demixing, and processing in microgravity may provide an attractive environment for producing advanced ceramics.

Introduction

Ceramics provide a potentially very useful class of materials owing to their physical properties; they are light, hard, resistant to abrasion, chemically inert, stable at high temperatures, and excellent thermal and electrical insulators [1]. Further, by casting from a liquid suspension and subsequently sintering, many complex parts and shapes can be fabricated [2]. Although the resultant properties of ceramics can be outstanding, they often suffer from extreme brittleness. This brittleness is caused by the propagation of cracks, which is in turn due to microstructural defects. These defects may be caused by a number of different factors, such as particle agglomeration, migration or segregation prior to sintering, or due to inhomogeneous volume change upon sintering. If a ceramic's microstructure can be controlled and rendered homogeneous prior to (and after) sintering, optimal material properties may be realized in an economic way.

Typically, high-performance ceramics are produced using monodisperse submicron-sized particulate suspensions from which the ceramics are cast. By controlling the size and processing a dense uniform microstructure may be formed prior to sintering. This route has met with limited success even though the maximum volume fraction of ceramic particulates that can be achieved prior to sintering is 0.74. The limited success may stem from the fact that a perfect crystal of mono-sized particles has slip planes that yield easily, and from the fact that there is still a large amount of void space that must be eliminated upon sintering.
An alternate approach is to use a mixture of particle sizes [3,4]. It is well known that solids fractions of 90% can be obtained with a bidisperse suspension of spherical particles. And even greater loadings are possible with tridisperse systems. Crystalline slip planes can be eliminated with a mixture of particle sizes. In addition to achieving high solids fractions, and therefore reducing potential sintering inhomogeneities, a mixture of two different types of particles can also impart desirable properties in a 'composite' ceramic. For example, zirconia in alumina has been used to arrest crack propagation owing to the transformation toughening of zirconia under stress [5].

Research Objectives

For bi- or poly-disperse suspensions to be successful, the microstructure must be controlled during processing. It has been observed experimentally that for the same total volume fraction, a mixture of two particle sizes leads to a reduction in the suspension viscosity, with obvious advantages for ease of processing [6-14] (see figure 1). Although there are several heuristic models to explain this viscosity reduction phenomena, there is no fundamental explanation and very little theoretical work has been done. Furthermore, the viscosity reduction is only one factor. Of much greater importance is the microstructure formed during processing, for this determines the ultimate success or failure of the ceramic. As an example of the importance flow has on microstructure, figure 2 shows the flow-induced ordering that can occur in monodisperse Brownian suspensions [15,16]. To date there have been no studies of microstructure formation during flow of bidisperse suspensions.

A thorough understanding of the factors that control dispersion microstructure during processing is needed so that rational design of ceramic materials is possible. Will a well mixed dispersion remain randomly mixed, or will size segregation occur under flow? Can a highly ordered microstructure free of defects be formed during processing? Can the maximum solids fraction be obtained leading to optimal ceramic properties? A number of critical questions need to be answered in order to move composite ceramics forward. The objective of this research is to address these questions by a combined numerical and analytical study of structure formation and rheology of bidisperse suspensions under flow. Stokesian Dynamics simulation of concentrated bidisperse suspensions of unbounded shear flows and slip-casting will be conducted, and the influence of particle size ratio, volume concentration, shear rate and thermal energy on microstructure formation determined. Analytical models [17-19] will be developed to predict structure formation and flow behavior during ceramics processing.
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Figure 1. Relative viscosity of a bimodal suspension at high shear rates. Note the pronounced minimum in the viscosity at a certain fraction of large particles (Hoffman 1992).
Figure 2. Projections of the pair-distribution function for monodisperse Brownian hard spheres at a volume fraction of 0.45 determined by Stokesian Dynamics simulation. The left shows the projection in the velocity-velocity-gradient plane and the right shows the projection in the vorticity-velocity-gradient plane. Note the formation of a shear-induced 'string' phase for intermediate Peclet numbers (Phung 1993).
Homogeneous suspensions of metal particles in supercritical nitrogen that can only be formed in a microgravity environment are proposed as the subject of this new study. Microgravity is a crucial part of the experimental program because of three unique effects of this type of environment on the proposed experiments. The first and key effect is that particle settling can be inhibited so that a true homogeneous suspension critical to a novel synthesis approach can be obtained. Specifically, a nitride synthesis approach has been proposed in which the nitride product would be generated from a flame propagating through a controlled density suspension of titanium particles in nitrogen at temperatures and pressures just past the critical point (supercritical nitrogen). This approach offers advantages both as a process technique and as a means of scientific study, namely: 1) The suspension provides a more porous medium than a solid powder compact or a loose bed for transport of nitrogen to reacting particles; 2) The high (approximately 40 atmospheres) but not extremely high pressure provides an adequate and more convenient supply of nitrogen, without bubble formation, for the complete reaction of individual titanium particles; 3) The density and therefore concentration of nitrogen for the limit of kinetically controlled product formation is controllable because of the almost infinite isothermal compressibility near the critical point; 4) The particles can be sufficiently separated by varying and maintaining at microgravity the particle density of the suspension so that, in principle, agglomeration is not a problem; 5) The burning intensity can be controlled by varying and maintaining at microgravity the particle suspension density; 6) The final titanium nitride product will be in the form of powders whose shapes and sizes are in principle controllable through the selection of the initial titanium particles and, at microgravity, unaltered by settling. Such shape and size specific powders are expected to be of great commercial value.
The second effect is that a microgravity environment eliminates the hydrostatic pressure that exists on Earth in a column of fluid simply due to its weight. This hydrostatic pressure varies with position in a vertical column of fluid. For properties of supercritical fluids which are extremely sensitive to pressure, as is the density near the critical point, variations will exist, on Earth, along the column length. To avoid these variations and maintain a homogeneous supercritical nitrogen environment, a microgravity based experimental program is paramount.

A third advantage of microgravity conditions is to provide a "containerless" environment. The quartz and stainless steel materials that will contain the titanium powder have been shown to contribute to the contamination and reduced yield of the nitride product. In microgravity, suspensions can be created and maintained so that wall effects are minimized.

Initial experiments will be aimed at the design and development of a means of formation of a uniform suspension of powder particles in supercritical nitrogen. Subsequent experiments in a microgravity environment will focus on obtaining spatially resolved temperature and particle characteristics across the flame. The microgravity environment envisioned for the initial research is that available on the DC-9 aircraft.

The experiments proposed in the new research program are based on results and interpretations that were developed in a previously funded NASA program, NAG3-1418, on the supercritical combustion synthesis of titanium nitride. The essential results and conclusion of the previous work are now described.

To increase the interstitial mass loading of nitrogen for enhanced product yield in the SHS synthesis of metallic nitrides, the synthesis was conducted in cryogenic nitrogen at supercritical states just above the critical point. This state regime has the unique characteristic that the density increases significantly with pressure. The viability of this concept has been experimentally substantiated for loosely-packed titanium powders. Results showed that the bubbling that characterized the synthesis process in liquid nitrogen was avoided and liquid-like initial densities were maintained. Yields of titanium conversion to titanium nitride of almost 75% were achieved. This level of conversion is comparable to the highest of previously reported values obtained for titanium in gaseous nitrogen at ultra high pressures. Analysis of the experimental supercritical and literature data on high-pressure gas synthesis shows that the yield does not correlate well with pressure in accordance with the previous concept that filtrational transport is the controlling mechanism, especially for the after-burn condition. The data, however, were satisfactorily correlated against fluid density. Mass diffusion is the apparent relevant process for after-burn in
low nitrogen density environments, and nitrogen loading in the interstices of the powdered titanium controls the yield at high initial nitrogen densities.

Three significant contributions evolved from the study. First, the utility of supercritical nitrogen as a means of increasing the product yield in the SHS of metallic nitrides was demonstrated. Specifically, by working in slightly supercritical states, the fluid density and hence the interstitial mass loading can be significantly increased without the need of ultra high pressures as for the synthesis in gaseous nitrogen. Secondly, this approach has been applied to the synthesis of titanium nitride and has resulted in yields up to 75%, which even slightly exceed the highest value previously obtained by using high-pressure gaseous nitrogen. Thirdly, it has been demonstrated that previous and present data on high-pressure TiN SHS can be correlated in terms of the fluid density, instead of the system pressure, which implies that mass diffusion instead of filtration is the controlling process for after-burn in low density environments and that nitrogen loading in the interstices of the powdered titanium controls the yield at high initial nitrogen densities.

Publications resulting from the NASA work.
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Objectives

The quality of metal, oxide, and semiconductor crystals grown from the melt depends fundamentally on heat, mass and species transport in the melt and crystal, and on the interactions of these fields with the formation of microstructure, microdefects, dislocations and voids in the grown crystal. Modeling of these individual processes and understanding their complex interactions is fundamentally important to the successful growth of crystals in a microgravity environment and to the interpretation of experiments from ground-based and microgravity research. The research program described here focuses on the development of simulation tools for analysis of detailed, integrated models of melt crystal growth systems. To be quantitative for modeling microgravity experiments, such models must be three-dimensional and, many times, time dependent, and must include convection in the melt, heat transfer by conduction, radiation and convection in all phases, and species transport in the melt phase. Most importantly, the models must couple together these transport processes to yield an integrated picture of transport throughout the system.

The first goals of this research are to develop robust algorithms for the solution of integrated models of melt crystal growth to allow the analysis of such systems. An important feature of this proposal is the application of scaleable parallel computing to these applications, where scaleable parallel computers can be either clusters of workstations connected by a low-performance network, such as an ethernet, or aggregates of such workstations that are self-contain in one unit and connected by a high-performance fiber optic link. Such machines are becoming commonly available in universities, government laboratories, and industry. The focus of our effort will be the development of an integrated simulation of vertical Bridgman (VB) crystal growth and a simulation of cellular microstructure formation for large collections of cells during binary alloy solidification.

Numerical Algorithms

Many of the numerical algorithms are built around the finite-element/Newton methods that we have developed with good success for the solution of material processing models that represent complex physicochemical hydrodynamics and transport. The numerical algorithms combine accurate finite element and finite difference discretizations of the field equations and boundary conditions, quasiorthogonal mapping methods for coupling the action of free- and moving-boundaries, local mesh refinement for capturing features of these solution fields, and Newton’s method for solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations that arise in the solution of steady-state problems or in implicit integration methods for transient problems. Efficient implementation on parallel computers requires algorithms for the solution of the large (up to millions), sparse, asymmetric and indefinite linear algebraic equation systems that arise at each Newton iteration.

Two approaches are being investigated for this problem: direct LU factorization using concurrent factorization and storage (CFS) and preconditioned iterative methods using Krylov iteration methods and incomplete LU (ILU) factorization and domain decomposition, Schwarz preconditioners; we call these algorithms Schwarz/Krylov methods. The CFS method has the
advantage of the great robustness of a direct method, but suffers from the large memory
requirement and high complexity (operation count) of a direct factorization algorithm. The iterative
methods have low complexity, but can have convergence and efficiency difficulties, unless an
adequate preconditioner is found for the iteration. Both approaches are being compared with each
other, and with classical frontal factorization methods, for the equations arising from finite element
discretization of a two-dimensional natural convection problem, which exhibits all the difficulties
inherent in matrices generated by modeling of physicochemical processes.

The CFS algorithm uses domain decomposition to divide the computational effort for the LU
factorization among the processors of a MIMD parallel computer. The factorization proceeds by
forming the Schur complement on the partition established by the processors; this reduced matrix
is distributed among the processors and factored in parallel. Pivoting during the LU factorization
is allowable within the rows and columns of the matrix on a single processor. The CFS algorithm
has been demonstrated to be more efficient than classical frontal matrix methods on a single
processor and gives good performance on a moderate sized parallel computer. Parallel efficiencies
of between 65 and 75 percent are achieved.

Schwarz/Krylov iterative methods for use with Newton's method have been developed using block
preconditioners for the entire Jacobian matrix based on approximate Schur complement
decompositions. The approximate Schur complement is computed using either an additive or
multiplicative Schwarz, domain decomposition method coupled with an ILU solution for the matrix
on each subdomain. Computational tests for the natural convection problem demonstrate the
robustness and efficiency of this approach, especially for fine finite element discretizations.
Moreover, the Schwarz/Krylov methods are shown to be more efficient that the CFS method with
increasing problem size and are expected to have higher parallel efficiencies.

The Schwarz/Krylov methods are being incorporated into a state-of-the-art simulator for the
Vertical Bridgman crystal growth process that can be used to simulation earthbound and space
experiments. Calculations for the VB system will focus on Bismuth germanate and on the silicon-
germanium alloy. The simulations will be expanded to consider three-dimensional convection,
where model problems will be used to compute flow transitions in systems important for
microgravity processing and to study the effect of g-jitter on three-dimensional flows in vertical
Bridgman crystal growth of semiconductors.

**Dynamics of Two-Dimensional Cellular Solidification**

Experiments, theory and previously limited numerical simulations point to the conclusion that the
cellular solidification interface which forms during solidification of a binary alloy is a
spatiotemporally chaotic state, with the concept of the cellular wavelength only defined in a
statistically-averaged sense. We have developed a fixed mesh, embedded interface simulation for
simulating large collections of solidification cells in an effort to probe this effect and to collect
computational statistics on this phenomena.

The fixed mesh/embedded interface method uses finite difference discretization and implicit time
stepping of the conservation equations for solute and heat transfer on a regular grid with an
embedded interface separating melt and solid. The interface position affects these fields through
the concentration and temperature fields in the grid cells surrounding the interface. The normal
velocity of the interface is computed from the solute conservation equation and used to explicitly
advance in time the interface shape through a kinematic description of the surface in terms of arc-
length and inclination angle. Initial simulations are reported for the succinonitrile-acetone organic
alloy system, which is used in many thin-film solidification experiments. These results show the
onset of cellular dynamics and the beginning of chaotic interactions. A parallel version of the
simulation will be used to simulate large collections of cells and collect statistical data.
Objective

The objective of this research is to extend, for the first time, the laser polarimetry technique for measuring normal spectral emissivity to the microsecond time regime. This will enable accurate determination of the true temperature of liquid specimens at high temperatures in rapid pulse heating experiments. In addition to the measurement of other experimental quantities, the proposed project will yield data on selected thermophysical properties with unsurpassed accuracy that can be used in support of microgravity related research. The properties to be measured include enthalpy, specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and electrical resistivity above the melting temperatures of selected refractory metals and alloys.

Relevance to Microgravity

Thermophysical property values for liquid metals and alloys are needed in modeling solidification and crystal growth, in containerless processing, and for casting and welding design. A number of these processing techniques are currently being practiced in the reduced gravity environment. Our research supports these efforts by providing thermophysical measurements methodology and accurate thermophysical properties data on selected key materials.
Background

Research on materials at high temperatures, including measurements of thermophysical properties, necessitates non-contact methods (optical pyrometry) for the measurement of specimen temperature. Determination of "true" temperature is an extremely important parameter in experiments that involve accurate thermophysical measurements at high temperatures. Yet, because of the difficulties associated with the measurements of high temperatures, large uncertainties exist in thermophysical properties data reported in the literature. Ideal measurements require a blackbody configuration for the specimen that is either impractical or impossible to achieve in high temperature experiments, particularly for liquid specimens. An alternate approach is to determine the true temperature from measurements of surface radiance temperature and a knowledge of the normal spectral emissivity of the specimen surface. Pyrometric techniques are sufficiently advanced to provide the means for accurate measurements of surface radiance temperature, however, determination of normal spectral emissivity for the specific surface presents a serious difficulty.

Available data on emissivity for many materials at high temperatures are in considerable disagreement, even for pure metallic elements. In many cases, the disagreement among the literature data is believed to be largely due to differences in surface roughness and/or to problems such as specimen evaporation, surface contamination, chemical reactions, etc. This suggests that for accurate temperature determinations, it is essential to measure normal spectral emissivity simultaneously with the surface radiance temperature of the specimen.

During the last decade, accurate direct measurements of normal spectral emissivity have been made possible as the result of research conducted at Rice University and Containerless Research Incorporated (CRI) [1,2]. These investigations have led to the development and application of a laser polarimetry technique for the measurement of normal spectral emissivity of electromagnetically-levitated high-temperature liquids. The working principle of the laser polarimetric technique is that, when quasi-monochromatic light of linear polarization is incident on a specularly-reflecting surface at an oblique angle, the reflected light is generally elliptically polarized. By accurately measuring the polarization state of the reflected light, normal spectral emissivity can be determined.

During the past three decades, the development of subsecond pulse-heating techniques at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [3,4] has enabled the measurement of
selected thermophysical properties of a number of electrically-conducting solids at high temperatures (primarily in the range 1500 K up to and including their melting temperature). The measured properties include not only normal spectral emissivity but also heat capacity, electrical resistivity, thermal expansion, hemispherical total emissivity, temperature and energy of solid-solid phase transformations, and melting temperature [5]. The basic technique involves rapid resistive self-heating of the specimen from room temperature to the maximum temperature of interest in less than 1 s by passing an electrical current pulse through it, and simultaneously measuring the pertinent experimental quantities with millisecond resolution.

Three years ago, NIST and CRI began a NASA-sponsored joint effort to integrate the laser polarimeter and the millisecond pulse-heating system to conduct research with the objective of validating and establishing accuracy of the laser polarimetry method and obtaining accurate emissivity data on selected metals.

**Accomplishments**

A high-speed laser polarimeter was developed and integrated into the millisecond-resolution pulse heating system at NIST (Figs. 1 and 2). Operation of the combined system was tested. Accurate measurements of normal spectral emissivity were performed on two refractory metals, molybdenum (Fig. 3) and tungsten, by two independent techniques, namely spectral radiometry and laser polarimetry in millisecond-resolution pulse-heating experiments [6]. The measurements were in the wavelength range 600 to 650 nm and covered the temperature range 2000 to 2800 K for both metals. The agreement between the normal spectral emissivity values obtained by the two techniques was within 1% over the entire temperature range, demonstrating reliability of the direct measurements of normal spectral emissivity with the new laser polarimetry technique. Also, measurements of enthalpy and electrical resistivity were performed on two different specimens (tubular and solid cylindrical) of a nickel-base alloy in the temperature range 1300 to 1500 K. Radiometric measurements on the tubular specimen and polarimetric measurements on the cylindrical specimen yielded property results within 2%, further indicating the reliability of the laser-polarimetric technique. In addition, applicability of the laser polarimetry technique to non-contact detection of phase transformations in metals and alloys at high temperatures was demonstrated by performing a preliminary series of experiments on nickel (magnetic transformation), iron (structural transformation), zirconium (solid-liquid transformation - melting point), and 53Nb-47Ti alloy (solid-liquid transformation - solidus point)(Fig. 4).
Future Research Plans

At present, the high-speed laser polarimetry method is successfully used at NIST in millisecond-resolution pulse-heating experiments on solid materials up to their melting points. Melting point of the specimen is the upper temperature limit for the measurements with the millisecond system. In order to extend the measurements to liquid materials, experiments have to be conducted about 1000 times faster. For this purpose, an ultra-fast laser polarimeter will be developed for use in conjunction with the microsecond-resolution pulse-heating system available at NIST. Operation of the ultra-fast laser polarimeter will enable measurements of normal spectral emissivity (near 650 nm), thus true temperature, of liquid materials. The specimen will be heated from room temperature to any desired high temperature (up to 5000 K) in 100 to 300 μs and the measurement system will operate at 2 MHz rate. This system, the first one of its kind, will be used to accurately measure selected thermophysical properties (enthalpy, specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and electrical resistivity) of selected high-melting-point electrically-conducting liquid materials at temperatures above 1500 K. The materials to be studied include refractory metals, such as niobium, molybdenum, tungsten, and industrially important nickel- and titanium-base alloys, such as Inconel 718, 90Ti-6Al-4V, in the range from their melting point to about 1000 K above their melting point. Additionally, studies will be made to establish the nature of thermodynamic equilibrium in these fast experiments vis-a-vis steady-state techniques, like levitation melting.
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Figure 1. Functional diagram of the overall experimental arrangement including the pulse-heating system and the radiometric and polarimetric instrumentation.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the specimen and the configuration of the pyrometers and the polarimeter. Dimensions are not to scale.
Figure 3. Normal spectral emissivity of molybdenum determined from radiometric (at 624 and 656 nm) and polarimetric (at 633 nm) measurements.

Figure 4. Radiance temperature and normal spectral emissivity of the alloy 53Nb-47Ti before and at the beginning of melting.
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Introduction

The structural perfection of crystal growth strongly depends on the influence of thermally-induced flows in the melt [1-3]. In both ground-based and space-based processing, these velocity fields need to be measured to identify their effects on the physical properties of processed materials. In spite of efforts to minimize fluid flow problems, their influence cannot be completely eliminated. Consequently, measurement of three-dimensional (3-D) three-component (3-C) velocity fields is very essential for optimizing apparatus design and process parameters. The experimental velocity characterization is also vital to validation and improvement of numerical process modeling.

Here, the proposed research is to characterize the 3-D 3-C velocity fields and other important solidification parameters in a Bridgman crystal growth configuration. In this effort, two unique experimental techniques for measuring 3-D 3-C fields will be developed. The developed techniques are then employed to observe the flow fields. In addition to the velocity measurements, other pertinent information will also be extracted from the experiments and then these will be compared with those from numerical modeling. The Bridgman configuration is one
of the most basic arrangements and its investigation is of great technological importance. The ultimate goal of this proposal is to expand the application to space-based experiments in the future through technique perfection and hardware miniaturization, not only for crystal growth but also for other allied areas. Measurements of 3-D 3-C velocity is a profound task in understanding fundamentals of all microgravity-related physics involving fluids [4].

Research Description, Objectives, and Plan

One objective is to simultaneously develop two distinct experimental techniques for 3-D 3-C detection, that is, stereo-imaging velocimetry (SIV) [5,6] and holographic diffraction image velocimetry (HDIV) [7-10], closer to a state appropriate for microgravity experiments. The simultaneous development of the SIV and HDIV is desirable because of their complementary nature. It is believed that these complementary techniques together can eventually cover a broad range of space experiment requirements including complex or transient phenomena. The SIV based on CCD sensing as shown in Fig. 1 is advantageous in system simplicity for building compact hardware and in software efficiency for continual near-real-time velocity monitoring. However, it exhibits weaknesses insofar as it requires relatively low-population large-particle seeding, being based on frame-by-frame tracking of individual particles for velocity extraction, and limited detection resolution, utilizing solid-state imaging arrays. These cause limitations in data-point sampling rate, spatial resolution, and dynamic range. The HDIV approach as demonstrated in Fig. 2 does not have these limitations. It is effective at a high particle population due to its utilization of statistical correlation of diffraction image section patterns for velocity extraction. It also possesses excellent detection resolution due to its use of high quality holographic film for image recording. These characteristics contribute to a high data-point sampling rate, good spatial resolution, and wide dynamic range; however, the velocity extraction is rather involved and allows only post-experiment data processing. Above all, the holographic approach can be a very effective system regarding the detection of 3-D 3-C velocity from a single observation direction without specific particle focusing. It is not constrained by illumination direction. It can thus offer greater experimental freedom, including measurement within hard-to-reach regions.
Another objective is to conduct crystal growth experiments with a transparent Bridgman apparatus and a transparent liquid. The velocity fields in directional solidification and melting processes will be extracted with both the SIV and HDIV in addition to other processing information. In order to achieve our aims of evaluating the applicability of the developed techniques and obtaining the process information through experiments, the Bridgman crystal growth will be accomplished by establishing isothermal hot and cold zones with a minute tilt. This slight deviation from the hydrodynamic equilibrium between the zones can induce 3-D flow perturbation. The flow thus generated will be seeded with tracer particles and captured by the experimental techniques. Other important measurements to be made in addition to the flow field can be temperature by thermocouple thermometry, interface shape by photography, etc.

The third objective is to compare all the results from experiments as well as from computational modeling. In computer simulation of experiments, the experimental boundary conditions and other physical properties will be fed into the existing numerical codes. Two basic forms of detrimental segregation can result from the convection in the solute field in front of the interface: that is, end-to-end macrosegregation by a strong level of convection and radial segregation by a low level of mixing near the interface. Assessment of velocity effects on these phenomena will also be explored. The proposed cross-measurement and cross-evaluation of the velocity fields and other processing parameters is important for enhancing confidence in each experimental method and gaining information that is not possible by the other one. More importantly, the evaluation can allow further refinement of the experimental and numerical techniques for future applications.

The first year will be devoted to the prototype algorithm development for near-real-time velocity measurement by the SIV. During this period, the development of the prototype algorithms for velocity extraction of the HDIV is also pursued. In a parallel effort, a simple experiment will be conducted. Due to the time limitation, the experiment is restricted only to evaluating the initially developed systems and the new velocity-extraction algorithms.
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Figure 1. SIV setup
(a) Hologram recording of the HDIV system

(b) Reconstruction/analysis of the HDIV system

Figure 2. HDIV setup
MICROGRAVITY CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION

Principle Investigator: Ivan O. Clark, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA
Co-Investigators: William A. Jesser, Univ. of VA, Materials Sci & Eng., Charlottesville, VA;
              Paul V. Hyer and Edward J. Johnson, Lockheed Martin, Hampton, VA

OBJECTIVES

Commercial chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes use reactors developed through
decades of empirical trial and error. Better understanding of the complex physical and chemical
processes underlying CVD and validation of emerging computational fluid dynamic codes are
both needed so that future reactors can be designed and processing conditions optimized much
more efficiently and effectively. This research seeks to develop this improved understanding of
the CVD processes through experimental and numerical studies using gravitational effects as an
investigative tool. An important part of the research effort is to determine key features of mean-
ingful reduced-gravity experiments such as maximum acceptable acceleration levels, minimum
experiment time, and critical experimental geometries and instrumentation.

BACKGROUND

CVD is an important industrial process with applications in such diverse fields as semiconduc-
tors, optics, wear- and corrosion-resistance, and coating of fibers for composites. The nature and
quality of the layers formed are dependent on mass and energy transport as well as homogeneous
and heterogeneous chemical reactions and nucleation. In unigravity, scientific studies of the
CVD process are hindered by the difficulty of separating the heat and mass transport due to exter-
nally forced convection from that due to the internal processes of buoyant thermal convection,
buoyant solutal convection, and thermal (Soret) and solutal diffusion. The strong buoyant con-
vection is a dominant effect in the heat and mass transport of CVD. In many cases, the velocity
components due to buoyancy exceed those due to external forced convection [1]. Complications
also arise from the forced convection due to volume changes caused by both chemical reactions
and thermal effects. By conducting experiments in reduced gravity, this strong buoyant convec-
tion will be greatly reduced and other important heat and mass transport effects such as coupled
thermal-solutal diffusion and deviations from the ideal-gas behavior will be resolvable. Better
understanding of these effects is essential in order to achieve desired improvements in perfection, uniformity, and size of grown layers and in order to provide an engineering design basis for CVD systems.

APPROACH

Ground-based experiments and numerical investigations have provided both basic scientific information on the heat and mass transfer effects central to the CVD process and information necessary for defining specific, follow-on reduced-gravity investigations. A horizontal CVD reactor has been used for indium phosphide (InP) deposition by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) from trimethylindium (In(CH₃)₃) and phosphine (PH₃) in hydrogen carrier gas. A replica of the growth reactor flow channel (Figure 1) has been used for flow and thermal field measurements. In the numerical efforts, finite volume techniques have been used to model flow and deposition for MOCVD of InP and CVD of silicon. Additional numerical efforts have focused on thermophoretic corrections for laser velocimetry data and on optimizing experiment geometries and operating parameters for flight experiments.

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

This research has produced results which have enhanced the current understanding of CVD while indicating areas in which further work is needed. The deposition rate of InP thin films has been measured and modeled across the width of the reactor and in regions upstream and downstream from the susceptor for a variety of flow and pressure conditions [2-4]. The deposition pattern of InP demonstrates the importance of modeling and measuring deposition upstream of the leading edge of the susceptor (Figure 2). The growth pattern in this region indicates at least two reaction paths for the deposition of InP on the substrate. These two reaction paths were modeled by assuming that the upstream peak was formed by a relatively low-temperature heterogeneous reaction while a relatively high-temperature, gas-phase reaction was necessary as an intermediate step in the formation of the second deposition maximum. The selection of the reaction scheme was described in detail by Black [3]. As an additional test of the numerical code, the deposition of silicon from silane (SiH₄) was also modeled.
The research has produced results relevant to the design of microgravity experiments. Work performed by this group and others [5] shows that, while highly symmetric flows might be expected from a vertical axisymmetric reactor, very slight deviations from an axial gravity vector can result in highly non-axisymmetric flows. By contrast, flow in a horizontal rectangular duct is relatively stable with respect to small directional changes in the gravitational vector within the vertical symmetry plane. The modeling effort has clearly demonstrated that using gas mixtures to simulate reduced gravity fails due to thermal diffusion effects. Initial indications are that steady experimental gravitational levels of less than $10^{-3}g$ should be sufficient for meaningful reduced-gravity experiments. Flow measurement experiments and numerical modeling have shown the importance of careful inlet design for obtaining fully-developed flow without the occurrence of flow-separation or recirculation in the inlet nozzle. With a 10-degree entry cone, hydrogen (H2) exhibits jet type flow as far as the susceptor while nitrogen (N2) flows develop more rapidly. A blunt entry adaptor with radial inlet shows promise for more rapidly establishing fully developed flow.

This research effort has demonstrated the importance of full knowledge of the thermal boundary conditions for accurately modeling CVD. For this reason, infrared (IR) imaging has been used to provide temperature measurements of three walls of the MOCVD reactor flow channel in hydrogen and nitrogen flows. Figure 3 shows the replica flow channel from above configured with a pair of gold-surface mirrors for the simultaneous acquisition of thermal images of the top and side walls. Figure 4 shows the thermal images. The impact on the upper wall thermal field of the separated jet is clearly visible for the H2 flow. This interpretation is confirmed by the LV measured flow field shown in Figure 5 where the H2 jet is clearly visible in a vertical transverse plane approximately 6 cm upstream of the leading edge of the susceptor. These measurements have shown that the transport gas and flow field strongly influence the reactor wall temperatures. This result strongly suggests that IR imaging techniques can provide a valuable production line tool for CVD fabrication plants. By examining the external wall temperature of the reactor during thermal ramp-up, the affects of minor variations in assembly can be rapidly detected and corrected with resulting increase of production yield.
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Figure 1. Horizontal chemical vapor deposition reactor: (a) photographic side view of replica reactor flow channel used for laser velocimetry showing the stainless steel entry cone, the fused-silica reactor, and the steel exhaust chamber; and (b) schematic of flow channel in the region of the susceptor. Thermal energy for chemical reaction is provided by rf-heating the graphite susceptor. Net flow is from left to right.
Figure 2. Comparison, along the centerline of the reactor, of the InP growth rate predicted by the 3-D numerical model with that determined by experiment. For both cases, the average axial velocity is 3.6 cm/sec and the carrier gas is hydrogen. The vertical lines show the leading and trailing edges of the susceptor with the origin at the leading edge. (a) deposition at 1.0 atm with total mass flow rate of 8220 sccm. (b) deposition at 0.1 atm with total mass flow rate of 820 sccm.

Figure 3. Visual photographic top view of replica horizontal reactor flow channel showing the stainless steel entry cone, the fused-silica reactor, and the steel exhaust chamber as in Figure 1a. The coil around the susceptor region of the reactor is the rf heating coil. Gold-surfaced mirrors have been added at approximately 45 degrees off-vertical to allow the simultaneous infrared photography of the reactor top and side walls. Net flow is from right to left of image. Orientation shown is rotated 90 degrees from Figure 4.
Figure 4. Infrared images of heated CVD reactor for 8000 sccm flow of: (a) nitrogen and (b) hydrogen. (c) is a common temperature scale. Horizontal lines across the images are caused by heating coils. Gas flow is from bottom to top in each image.

Figure 5. Contours in a vertical plane of the axial velocity component of the hydrogen transport gas. Positive axial velocities are in the direction of net velocity. Arrows represent in-plane velocity components.
Title: "Fundamental Studies of Solidification in Microgravity using Real-Time X-Ray Microscopy"
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Metal alloy and semiconductor crystal solidification experiments in microgravity to date have not been designed to provide detailed unambiguous information of the solute distribution in the liquid and the interfacial and phase morphologies, even though these experiments relied on a predicted diffusion limited solute profile along a planar solid-liquid interface to provide the experimental benefit from microgravity. If the experiment design gives direct, continuous, and unambiguous measurement of the fundamental independent variables, (including solute profile, interfacial morphology, phase nucleation and growth in the liquid, and phase incorporation into the solid) the microgravity results will be more consistent and provide a higher resolution test of theories.

Objectives of the Investigation:

The objective of this research is obtain fundamental measurements of the dynamics of solidification in metallic or semiconducting materials with microstructural resolution. These data will be used to test the classical type boundary layer theories as applied to microgravity solidification. The data will also be applied to test coupled growth theories application to the normal and microgravity solidification of eutectics and monotectic alloys. Our method will be to utilize X-ray Transmission Microscopy (XTM) to provide direct measure of the solute profile in the liquid, phase coalescence and growth in the liquid, and the detailed interface morphology (e.g. dendrites and cells) during solidification of metal alloys and semiconductors in normal and eventually microgravity.

Relationship of the Investigation to Microgravity Research:

Precise control over solidification processes is acquired by improvements in the theory. Experimentation to refine the mathematical models require precise knowledge of all pertinent parameters that define the model and to do so during the dynamic processes of heat and mass transport during solidification.

Low-gravity dampening of convective transport as a means to simplify experimental conditions has been pursued with some enthusiasm by the solidification science and technical community. However, the cost of microgravity experiments is very high. Progress in some of the most critical areas of solidification and crystal growth systems utilizing microgravity, has been limited due to a lack of precise knowledge of the fundamental solidification variables. This
necessitates, now more than ever, that space experiments be designed with the highest scientific yield.

Unambiguous testing of current alloy solidification models requires precise knowledge of the shape and extent of the solute boundary layer, real local growth rate, solid-liquid interfacial morphology, as well as formation of the different phases. Experiments that rely on post solidification microstructural and compositional analysis provide only an indirect assessment of these critical variables. A common interfacial marking technique, Peltier Pulsing, disturbs the solidification processes. Interface quenching gives data only at the time of interruption of the solidification process.

As part of the MSAD Advanced Technology Development program we have applied a state of the art sub-micron source, capable of 10 to 100 keV acceleration energies, to image by, XTM, the solidification of metallic or semiconductor alloys in real time with present resolutions of up to 30 µm, Fig. 1.

Figure 1. X-ray Transmission Microscope for solidification studies schematic diagram showing image projection from micro-focus source.
Capabilities of XTM Real-time Solidification Studies

We have successfully imaged in real-time: interfacial morphologies, Fig. 2, nucleation, coalescence, incorporation of phases into the growing interface, and the solute boundary layer in the liquid at the solid-liquid interface, Fig. 3. We have also measured true local growth rates and can evaluate segregation structures in the solid. Unlike techniques that rely on lattice diffraction which cannot be used to image the solute profile or concentration, x-ray transmission (or shadow) microscopy relies on the differential adsorption of the x-ray beam to provide contrast and thus has potential to image concentration gradients in the solid and liquid.

Figure 2. Al 2% Ag interfaces. Each are 2 second exposures at 55 kV acceleration and 200 µA current. Left figure shows planar interface growing at 1 µm/sec; grain boundaries intersect the interface isotherm. Upper right image captured the initial stages of cellular breakdown after the rate was increased to 2 µm/sec from 1.5 µm/sec. The lower right part shows the steady state cellular growth at 2 µm/sec.
Figure 3. A) Al-18 In solid/liquid interface growing at 12.4 μm/sec in a 45 °C/cm temperature gradient showing solute rejection to the liquid after the step increase of translation rate. B) Optical intensity (absorption) profile along the line in A) crossing the solute layer and interface. Solute gradient is clearly seen on the left part of the graph. Increasing In content represents increased absorption. The diffuse interface region is in the marked area. Note the solute layer is not uniform along the length of the interface.

The ability to image these features in real time will enable more fundamental and detailed understanding of solidification dynamics in microgravity than had previously been possible, thus, allowing the full benefits of microgravity experiments be applied towards rigorous testing of critical solidification models.

A microfocus X-ray capability in Spacelab or Space Station would provide the opportunity for better fundamental data for a number of current discipline areas in microgravity materials science. Some examples are particle pushing in composites, semiconductor crystal growth and diffusion experiments. Our XTM experiments verified the feasibility of observing pushing/engulfment by the solidification interface of spherical 30-70 μm zirconia particles in 5 mm aluminum matrix in near real time. Important effects observable in real-time include solid-liquid interfacial curvature due to thermal conductivity difference between the melt and particles or voids, Fig. 4. Semiconductor crystal growth experiments under X-ray radiography have provided the first direct measurement of the extent and structure of the solute boundary layer. Growth conditions can be manipulated to maintain a planar interface during crystal growth by monitoring the process by XTM.

The XTM is also a valuable tool for post solidification metallography. The 3-dimensional distribution of solute and solidification features within the specimen volume can be viewed without sectioning or other treatment when the solute has sufficiently higher atomic mass than the solvent, Fig. 5. Thus the XTM could provide the first practical method for on orbit microstructural (metallographic) analysis by the astronauts or by telescience.
Fig. 4. A 250 µm and a 300 µm void in Al at a solid-liquid interface showing the local curvature caused by the low thermal conductivity of the voids. The interface is growing from right to left at 2 µm/sec in a 45 °C/cm temperature gradient.

Figure 5. Post-solidification high magnification radiomicrograph of Al-1.5 Pb monotectic alloy showing fine fibers of Pb. This specimen was unidirectionally grown at 1 µm/sec in a temperature gradient of 45 °C/cm. The fibers can be seen to grow somewhat aligned on the left and meandering or twisting on the right due to some unknown phenomenon.

We have examined flight ampoules with XTM to observe particle and thermocouple placement, crucible flaws and cracks in collaboration with the Particle Pushing and Engulfment flight experiment (Dr. Stefanescu, UA, P.I.). The value of an in flight XTM to guard against experiment failure and safety assurance is obvious.
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Introduction

Metallic microstructure is of great technological importance to American industry. For many years, materials scientists have studied and correlated the relationships between microstructures and mechanical properties. In particular, the size of microstructural features, such as grain diameter, interlamellar spacing in eutectics, etc., have been correlated with mechanical properties.

Much work has also been done to relate processing conditions to the development of microstructural features. Some of this work dates back to the 1960's, where correlations were made between primary and secondary dendrite arm spacing and solidification parameters such as cooling rate and prevailing temperature gradients.\(^1\)\(^2\) More recently, materials researchers have considered separately the phenomena which go into these correlations, including the roles of nucleation, growth, pattern selection, and crystalline anisotropy.

A first step to understanding the behavior of realistic microstructures is the problem of the growth of a single dendrite. Ivanstov\(^3\) first produced a solution of the field equations for needle crystal growth into an undercooled melt. His solution has the curious property that only the product of the tip velocity and tip curvature is known, i.e., thick dendrites growing slowly and thin dendrites growing rapidly are equally viable. This is contrary to experiment, however, where it is observed that a given set of processing conditions consistently produces dendrites of a particular size. This problem has been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally in recent years. (See the review by Kessler, et al.\(^4\)). Glicksman\(^5\) has examined this problem in a series of elegant experiments, first on earth, and more recently in microgravity where isolated dendrites of transparent materials are grown into a liquid with known undercooling. Direct observation of the growth has provided detailed data for correlations of microstructural length scales with solidification processing conditions. These experiments provide a firm foundation for comparison with theory.

The complexity of the geometry in these structures has made theoretical predictions difficult, however. Several calculations of evolving dendrite shapes have been attempted. The goal of these calculations is to test the theory by comparing computed dendrite shapes and scaling laws with experimental observations. All of these calculations are done numerically, due to the geometric complexity. In some cases the interface shape is followed by front tracking, where the computational grid is locally deformed to the computed shape of the interface, and interfacial boundary conditions are applied explicitly. These methods have generally failed to produce realistic-looking dendrite
shapes because they require a mapping of the mesh to the deformed shape, and the evolving shapes are simply too complicated for this to work.

A very promising approach, called the "phase field model," was proposed by Langer, and then implemented by Kobayashi, Wheeler, et al. and others. In this model, the phase boundary is modeled as a diffuse interface whose limits are defined by values of the phase field parameter, \( \phi \in [0, 1] \), where \( \phi = 0 \) represents the solid, \( \phi = 1 \) represents the liquid, and intermediate values correspond to the interface. Evolution equations, based on irreversible thermodynamics for the phase field can be developed, and these evolution equations are coupled to the thermal (and solute) fields. These models are capable of producing very realistic looking dendrite shapes and are therefore quite promising. There are significant problems in the calculations, which we address in this proposal.

In order for the phase field calculations to be meaningful, the characteristic dimension of the computational grid must be significantly smaller than the interface thickness. However, one anticipates that the interface will traverse most of the domain during the calculation. Virtually all of the work in this area published to date employs a uniform mesh whose characteristic dimension is thus dictated by the thickness of the interface. For example, the work by Boettinger, et al., shows calculations of the evolution of dendrites in a dilute alloy. These calculations were performed on a grid of approximately 400,000 nodes, and the calculations consumed 72,000 CPU seconds on a CRAY Y-MP. Clearly, the computational requirements for these calculations precludes the systematic evaluation of parameter space needed to compare with experiments.

In the section which follows, we describe our ground-based research program to extend the phase field calculations into the more interesting part of parameter space. We believe that these calculations will give us great latitude to examine various theories of dendrite growth and understanding of pattern selection during solidification.

Adaptive Meshing Techniques

We intend to examine pattern selection during phase transformations using adaptive meshing techniques. In these methods, we selectively refine a computational domain in the regions where higher precision is required, and leave the portions of the domain where relatively little variation occurs to be resolved on a coarser scale. These methods are ideally suited to this problem, where the large variations in the field variables are essentially confined to a very narrow region near the moving interface.

There are two key ideas in the application of adaptive mesh refinement. The first of these is a systematic means to determine where the mesh needs refinement through use of an estimator, and the second is the supporting data structure. We adopt for this work the error estimator developed by Zienkiewicz and Zhu, (Z&Z) and the quadtree data structure of Shephard.

This error estimator has been used successfully to locate a solid-liquid interface and regions of high temperature gradients. The estimator is based on predicting a smooth gradient field, and comparing it to the actual gradient field in the finite element solution. We adopt the Z&Z error estimator to identify regions in the mesh which require refinement, as well as regions where unrefinement may be performed.
An error estimator such as this one is particularly useful for locating a moving solidification interface, because there will always be a flux discontinuity arising from the Stefan condition,

\[ \mathbf{q}^\text{solid} - \mathbf{q}^\text{liquid} = \rho L_f \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{n} \]  

where \( \mathbf{q}^\text{solid} \) and \( \mathbf{q}^\text{liquid} \) represent the respective heat fluxes in the two phases at the interface, \( \rho \) is the density, \( L_f \) is the latent heat of fusion, \( \mathbf{v} \) is the interface velocity and \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector to the interface.

The magnitude of the error estimator in each element is used as a measure of the element’s candidacy for local refinement or The algorithms are referred to as adaptive because the mesh density is refined locally, based on the need for resolution. An element is marked for refinement when either (1) the error estimator in the element exceeds a specified tolerance, or (2) after refinement a neighbor element will have a difference in level of refinement exceeding one. These marked elements are then divided.

As an example, we consider the solidification of a dilute binary alloy in a square domain, with uniform initial temperature and concentration. In this problem, we wish to resolve the interface motion and concentration boundary layer which develops ahead of the solidifying interface. This problem is modeled after an analysis by Crowley and Ockendon who considered the one-dimensional solidification of such an alloy in a semi-infinite slab. Rubinstein presented a similarity solution for this problem, where the interface temperature, \( T_f \), and the interface compositions, \( C_1^* \) and \( C_2^* \), are all constant.

At time zero, the temperature of one corner is reduced below the solidus while the remainder of the boundary is insulated, and we follow the evolution of the temperature and concentration fields as the material solidifies. Although there is no analytical solution available for this case, we have assumed that the same interface conditions apply as in Rubinstein’s solution, i.e., that the interface temperature and concentrations are constant and as given in the similarity solution.

A sampling of the solution and meshes for the concentration problem is shown in Figure 1. It is interesting to note that all of the initial elements have been refined at least once in the concentration problem. We have confined our analysis to the initial stages of solidification, where the approximation to the similarity solution should be reasonable. These results clearly demonstrate the viability of this technique for tracking moving solidification interfaces.

Cell Dynamic System Methods

Probably the most common way to explore phase transition kinetics is to solve directly the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equation. To solve the TDGL involves discretizing the PDE on a space-time lattice:

\[ \Psi(x, t) \rightarrow \Psi(n\Delta x, i\Delta t) \equiv \Psi_n^i \]  

and using a time-stepping algorithm such as the explicit Euler scheme

\[ \Psi_n^{i+1} = \Psi_n^i + \Delta t \left[ \frac{\delta F}{\delta \Psi} \right]_n^i \]  

where \( F \) is the free energy functional, \( \Psi \) is the order parameter, \( n \) are a set of integers labeling the lattice sites, and \( i \) labels the time step.
Figure 1: Sequence of meshes and interface locations for the 2-D concentration solution for solidification of a binary alloy from a corner. Note the unrefinement in the solid region, where the gradient is very small.

Of course, the continuum limit must eventually be taken: $\Delta x, \Delta t \to 0$, subject to possible stability criteria giving an upper bound to $\Delta t/\Delta x^2$. The disadvantage of this method is primarily that of speed and memory: to explore asymptotically large times, with a time step tending to zero requires many iterations of Eq. 3.

The cell dynamic system (CDS) method exploits universality in order to overcome this problem. The basic idea is to model the phenomenon directly by a set of coupled maps, defined on a coarse-grained space-time lattice, with spatial cells of dimension of order $2\pi \Lambda^{-1}$, where $\Lambda$ is the wave number to be resolved in the calculation.

As an illustrative example of the application of the CDS scheme to model ordering processes in materials science, consider Figure 2, which shows a complicated many-dendrite aggregate grown using a prototype CDS model for crystallization of a pure substance. The grey scale around the body of the crystal indicates the intensity of the heat field. The dynamic properties, morphologies and scaling laws of solidification were investigated using this simple model by Liu and Goldenfeld. Other interesting applications of CDS models in materials science include studies of directional solidification and eutectic growth.

Research Plan

Our goal is to use the adaptive meshing techniques described earlier to study phase transformations. The objective of this work is to study the evolution of microstructural patterns and scales in order to compare various theories to experimental observations. We plan to examine order-disorder transformations and dendritic growth. The former phenomenon will be studied using the CDS methods, while the latter will be approached using the phase field methods.
As part of the research, we will devise a version of the existing finite-element adaptive grid code suitable for the CDS method. This will be done in two stages, first looking at the simpler case of the non-conserved order parameter equation (TDGL) discussed in the text above, and secondly implementing the mass conservation law with the Cahn-Hilliard equation. We will be particularly concerned with testing for mesh sensitivity and mesh anisotropy effects. To this end, we will calculate scattering form factors, characteristic length scaling and compare with existing numerical results. This exercise is crucial to the verification of the new methods we have proposed.

After developing and testing the codes, we will consider long-range forces, such as strain and hydrodynamic effects, which are known to be important in these structures. As stated before, our ultimate goal is to provide realistic predictions for real materials.

The application of the adaptive mesh refinement scheme for the study of dendritic growth will be carried out in several steps. First, we will recast the phase field equations in finite element form, in order that we may use the error estimator that we have developed. We will consider the resolution of the nonlinear equations using a Newton-Raphson algorithm to improve convergence. It is critical to the success of this work that the algorithms be tested and compared with analytical solutions and published data wherever possible. To that end, we will follow the course of Wheeler, et al., and consider several sample problems which are essentially one-dimensional. These include the growth of a sphere, as considered by Glicksman and Schaefer and a plane. Moving up in complexity, we will investigate the growth of small sinusoidal disturbances on a plane and check that the stability spectrum is accurately reproduced. Finally, we will check our algorithm on non-trivial structures by looking at the problem of melting, rather than solidification. In this case, a planar interface is stable, and we shall attempt to follow the backwards and stable evolution of an Ivantsov parabola into a plane. These tests will give us confidence that the adaptive grid method is computationally efficient and does not introduce any artifactal instabilities into the problem.

During the course of this work, we will attempt to develop a transient form of the error estimator described in the previous section. We believe this is very important in order to reduce the computational cost and ensure accuracy. The present scheme, whereby the calculations are repeated for
each time slot, is not acceptable for the long term. Methods where we project the solution into the future, and base refinement on this projection are likely to be fruitful for these problems, where we have equations to describe the interface motion. We will then move on to consider two-dimensional problems, starting with a pure material growing into an undercooled melt. We will then proceed to consider the growth of alloys, that is adding the concentration field ahead of the solidifying interface.
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Introduction and objectives

Progress in crystal growth on earth or in space will depend on a more fundamental understanding of the important coupling between atomistic-scale processes which control the properties of grown crystalline material and the macroscopic transport conditions imposed by the growth system. Our long-term goal is to understand the mechanisms which influence crystal quality through the hierarchy of length and time scales relevant to these atomistic-scale and macro-scale processes. The immediate goal of the research summarized here is to employ atomistic simulation to understand better the melt growth of cadmium telluride (CdTe) and its alloy cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe). These materials are employed in a variety of technologically important electronic and electro-optical devices; however, the growth of high-quality, large-area single crystal substrates has proven to be extremely difficult under terrestrial conditions. We seek to obtain a more fundamental understanding of the properties of cadmium telluride so that the physical mechanisms responsible for growth can be elucidated. A secondary objective of our work is the prediction of high-temperature thermophysical properties of liquid and solid CdTe.

Relationship to microgravity research

Recent growth experiments of Cd$_{0.96}$Zn$_{0.04}$Te in a microgravity environment aboard USML-1 resulted in material which was far superior in structural perfection compared to earth-grown material under similar conditions. These dramatic results were attributed to the elimination of hydrostatic pressure from the melt column overlaying the crystal due to microgravity conditions, thereby reducing the hoop stresses that occur in a crystal as it grows and cools. In addition, it was speculated that the near absence of hydrostatic pressure allowed for the melt to solidify with minimal wall contact, thereby eliminating deleterious wall interactions. We will utilize atomistic simulation to understand the dynamics of the liquid/solid interface and of the solid material under the stress conditions corresponding to micro-gravity and terrestrial conditions. The work to be performed in this project will support current microgravity research on the melt growth of CdTe compounds and will provide for a quantitative, unambiguous method to understand the subtle effects of microgravity in these systems.

The primary thrust of this work will be to clarify the role of microgravity in interpreting the USML-1 results described above; however, this work promises to support future microgravity research in other substantial ways. Atomistic simulations will provide predictions of the high-temperature thermophysical properties of CdTe and its alloys. Accurate high-temperature properties are needed for reliable materials processing models, but such data are extremely difficult to obtain from experimental measurements (many of which have been undertaken in microgravity...
The prediction of these properties using atomistic simulation clearly complements ongoing and future microgravity process modeling and experimental property measurement efforts. Another likely benefit from this work is that a more complete understanding of the structure of molten CdTe and alloys will aid the development of seeding procedures for melt growth. For earth-based processes, reliable seeding techniques have not yet been developed for these materials, yet such procedures have been identified as one of the most needed process improvement to increase yields. Undoubtedly, as further microgravity experiments on the melt growth of CdZnTe are performed, seeded growth experiments will be desired and the knowledge obtained from atomistic simulations will be invaluable.

Methodology

For the studies described here, we will employ new *ab initio* pseudopotential codes for molecular dynamical simulations using quantum forces developed by Chelikowsky and co-workers. This technique has several advantages over traditional plane wave approaches. This scheme eliminates the fictitious electronic coordinates and finds a self-consistent solution at each time step in the molecular dynamics simulation. By constraining the evolution of the system to the Born-Oppenheimer surface, we may lengthen the time-step involved. Often the molecular dynamics time step can be increased by an order of magnitude or more. This compensates for the time increase from obtaining a self-consistent solution at each step. If one couples this with a Langevin molecular dynamics procedure, then the time step may be increased further as this type of dynamics does not require energy conservation at each step. Another advantage is that this procedure allows one to consider simulations in which the cell volume and shape change in a physical way with temperature and pressure. Since the system is constrained to reside on the Born-Oppenheimer surface, the interatomic forces are "true" forces. Also, insulating systems can be handled as well as metallic, or charged systems. We have successfully applied these techniques to liquid silicon and germanium, and current work is being carried out on liquid gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide. We foresee no problems in extending this work to CdTe.

Specific plans

Initial studies will focus on complexes within the liquid state and their effect on physical properties, melt undercooling, and nucleation phenomena. The propensity for the formation of tellurium complexes in the melt will be a major focus, since this behavior would also be expected to be important in explaining tellurium inclusions in the solid. The generation and propagation of defects in solid CdTe will also be studied and related to the USML-1 growth experiments. In addition, the validity of the cadmium vacancy condensation scenario to produce tellurium precipitates in the solid upon cooling will be assessed. The diffusion of various species, such as Cd interstitials and Zn, through the CdTe lattice will be studied.

Of particular interest is the study of solidification of CdTe. The generation of crystalline defects at the liquid/solid interface and from interactions between the interface and container walls are understood only on empirically. Emphasis will be placed on clarifying these phenomena during the solidification of CdTe. The mechanisms promoting tellurium inclusion capture and twinning will be pursued. Finally, the thermophysical properties of molten and solid CdTe will be predicted for conditions appropriate to melt growth. Especially important are predictions of high-temperature thermal conductivities, melt viscosity, diffusion coefficients, thermodynamic moduli, vapor pressures, and temperature-dependent melt surface tension.
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Research Objectives and relevance to Microgravity

Among the most important issues in any bulk crystal growth process is the reduction of the density of grown-in structural defects and the understanding of the relation between crystal growth and defect generation. The quantitative analysis of defects in semiconductor single crystals is typically complicated by the difficulty in separating the effects from various structural defects. Typically, semiconductor crystals contain a variety of defects; the effects of these structural defects are usually convolved together, making it difficult to quantitatively assess the concentrations of a specific defect type in a particular sample or to unambiguously relate a given defect to the crystal growth conditions.

The objective of the research proposed here is to carry out detailed studies of defect and general distortion distributions in crystals grown in both microgravity and ground based environments.
(e.g. using modified Bridgman or Vapor Transport techniques) using a combination of synchrotron white beam X-ray topography (SWBXT) and high resolution triple crystal X-ray diffractometry (HRTXD). This unique combination of techniques is expected to reveal detailed differences between crystals grown in these two different environments and to enable meaningful assessment to be made of the influence of a microgravity environment on various aspects of the quality of crystals grown therein. SWBXT and HRTXD are complementary analytical techniques which are most sensitive and useful at contrasting ends of the "scale" of defect densities in crystals. By applying both techniques to the same crystals, it will be possible to provide detailed and quantitative assessments of the defect structure from regions that range from highly perfect (where SWBXT is expected to be the superior characterization tool) to highly imperfect (where HRTXD should be the superior method). This unified and continuous view of the defect structure should lead to valuable insights into the effect of growth conditions on the defect generation process. The proposed research program will draw upon the extensive experience that has been gained at the State University of New York - Stony Brook and University of Wisconsin - Madison in the analysis of defects in semiconductors using advanced methods of X-ray diffraction. Prof. Michael Dudley of SUNY - Stony Brook has worked closely with the crystal growth community at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in applying methods of SWBXT to numerous semiconductor crystals grown both on earth and in microgravity. His counterpart, Prof. Richard Matyi of UW - Madison, has been actively engaged in demonstrating the capabilities of HRTXD to a variety of semiconductor materials. By combining these complementary techniques it should be possible to obtain a deeper understanding of the process of defect generation than would be possible with either technique alone, or perhaps by any structural probe.

The significance of the research described here is that it will directly determine the influence of a microgravity environment on the detailed defect and distortion distribution in crystals produced in flight experiments, and will enable direct comparison to be drawn with crystals produced in ground based experiments. Confirmation will be obtained that effects resulting from the limited flight times available for microgravity crystal growth experiments do not exert control over the microstructure of the crystals grown, potentially detracting from the intended assessment of the influence of the magnitude of the gravity vector on these processes. Determination of the
influence of cooling rate on the defect microstructure of crystals is crucial for selection of experimental conditions under which the effects of the gravity vector on crystal growth quality can be usefully investigated. Once such selection has been optimized, differences in microstructure observed in microgravity grown crystals may be safely attributed to the influence of the gravity vector and not to artifacts related to compressed growth schedules.

**Significant Results to Date and Future Plans**

To date, three materials have been studied independently using SWBXT and HRTXD, as funded programs commenced under NRA-93-OSSA-12: CdZnTe, ZnTe and ZnSe. Preliminary comparison of results obtained by these two techniques reveals good agreement.

For example in the case of CdZnTe, SWBXT revealed that the defect structure was very much dependent on the local cooling rate, with the best quality regions being obtained at the slowest cooling rates. The best quality regions were revealed to have dislocation densities less than $10^3$ cm$^{-2}$, with no subgrain structure observable, and with a few Te precipitates observed. An example of a topograph recorded from a CdZnTe crystal, grown by Dr. D.J. Larson, Jr., aboard USML1, is shown in figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) illustrates the diffracted intensity about the 333 reciprocal lattice point from a similar CdZnTe wafer to the one shown in Figure 1(a). The Figure represents a “map” of the distribution of the diffracted intensity in reciprocal space. The data in the Figure is plotted as contours of equal intensity; the minimum contour corresponds to a diffracted intensity of $10^{-0.25}$ counts/second, with the remaining contours being plotted in increments of $10^{0.25}$ counts/sec (i.e. four contours per decade). Fig. 1(b) shows a well-defined crystal truncation rod, or surface streak, which extends perpendicular to the surface. This feature, which arises from the fact that the crystal surface truncates the bulk lattice, contains the dynamically diffracted intensity from the bulk crystal. The presence of a well-defined surface streak is indicative of two qualities of the diffracting crystal: (1) the bulk crystal has sufficient structural perfection in order to diffract dynamically, and (2) the crystal surface is of high enough quality to produce the surface streak at all. It should be noted, however, that the surface streak in this sample is less intense than is
typically seen in samples of highly perfect Ge or GaAs; this degradation is likely to be due to the grown-in dislocation density in this sample. This interpretation is supported by the diffuse intensity located off the surface streak in the vicinity of the 333 reciprocal lattice point. The roughly symmetric distribution of diffuse intensity about the 333 point is indicative of a relatively isotropic distribution of dislocations in the diffracting volume.

Figure 1. (a) SWBXT image recorded from microgravity grown CdZnTe; (b) triple crystal diffraction scan about the 333 reciprocal lattice point of an adjacent slice in the same boule.

Similarly, in ZnTe SWBXT reveals a well defined cellular structure of dislocations with subgrain diameters in the range of 300µm and relative tilts of the order of 5-10 seconds of arc. An example of a topograph recorded from a ground based ZnTe sample, grown by Drs. C.-H. Su and D.C. Gillies at MSFC, revealing such a microstructure is shown in figure 2 (a). Figure 2(b) shows a 111 reciprocal space map of the same sample, which reveals multiple surface streaks; behavior which is characteristic of a sample with large mosaic blocks that are relatively perfect (low in dislocation density) but with a high degree of misorientation with respect to each other. HRTXD results are thus in agreement with SWBXT results.

In ZnSe, a much more even distribution of dislocations was revealed by SWBXT, with no cellular structure being discernible. An example of a topograph recorded from a ground based ZnSe
crystal, grown by Dr. C.-H. Su, revealing this microstructure is shown in figure 3 (a). Fig. 3(b) is a 220 reciprocal space map from a similar ZnSe sample. The absence of any surface streak and both the intensity and the angular extent of the diffuse intensity indicates a highly defective surface region in this sample. This interpretation agrees with SWBXT observations as illustrated in figure 3(a), again supporting our belief in the complementary nature of the two characterization techniques. It should be noted that HRTXD carried out on a ZnSe sample with a cleaved (rather than a polished) (110) surface showed a well-defined surface streak and a large amount of diffuse scatter that was distributed perpendicular to the [110] surface normal direction indicative of a high dislocation density. However, the uniformity of the diffuse intensity suggested that the dislocations are randomly distributed throughout the crystal and not concentrated into subgrain boundaries. This seems to indicate that polishing damage can obscure the true as-grown microstructure in ZnSe.

![Image of crystal microstructure](image1)

Figure 2. (a) SWBXT image recorded from ground-based ZnTe; (b) triple crystal diffraction scan about the 111 reciprocal lattice point of a similar sample. See text for details.

In future work, a complete description will be sought of the type and distribution of all defects present in the crystals to be examined. Crystals will initially be examined in boule form using both SWBXT and HRTXD in reflection geometry in order to reveal the overall distribution of defects and distortion around the cylindrical surface of the crystal. This will help determine the optimal wafering geometry to be adopted for the next stage of the research. Once the boules have been suitably wafered, SWBXT and HRTXD will be used, in sequence, to examine the defect and
distortion distributions in each of the wafers. Information so gathered will then be compiled to reconstruct to complete three dimensional defect and distortion distributions in the as-grown boule. This reconstructed information can then be used to compare with the predictions of growth models. A preliminary attempt at the latter has already been published.\(^5\)

Figure 3 (a) SWBXT image recorded from ground-based ZnSe; (b) Triple crystal diffraction scan about the 220 reciprocal lattice point of a similar crystal.


Abstract
Formation of zincophosphates from zinc and phosphate containing reverse micelles (water droplets in hexane) has been examined. The frameworks formed resemble that made by conventional hydrothermal synthesis. Dynamics of crystal growth are however quite different, and form the main focus of this study. In particular, the formation of zincophosphate with the sodalite framework was examined in detail. The intramicellar pH was found to have a strong influence on crystal growth. Crystals with a cubic morphology were formed directly from the micelles, without an apparent intermediate amorphous phase over a period of four days by a layer-by-layer growth at the intramicellar pH of 7.6. At a pH of 6.8, an amorphous precipitate rapidly sediments in hours. Sodalite was eventually formed from this settled phase via surface diffusion and reconstruction within four days. These diverse pathways were possible due to changes in intramicellar supersaturation conditions by minor changes in pH.
Introduction

Microporous materials include a large group of solids of varying chemical composition as well as porosity. The framework structure is made up of interconnecting T-O-T' bonds, where T and T' can be Si, Al, P, Ga, Fe, Co, Zn, B and a host of other elements.\(^1\) Materials with Si-O-Al bonding in the framework are called zeolites and find extensive use.\(^2\) Study of the nucleation, crystal growth as well as development of new synthesis conditions is an active area of research.\(^3\) Crystal growth of these materials is a complicated chemical process. To the best of our knowledge, the influence of supersaturation on growth of microporous frameworks has not been systematically examined. We report here the discovery that by using reverse micelles as reactants for the growth of zincophosphate sodalite framework, control can be exercised over the supersaturation levels, and distinct crystal growth pathways are observed. Certain surfactant molecules, dissolved in organic solvents, are capable of solubilizing water in the polar core and these entities are called reverse micelles or microemulsions. We have shown in an earlier communication that zinc and phosphate ions introduced via reverse micelles will interact with each other and lead to the nucleation and subsequent growth of zincophosphate sodalite crystals.\(^4\) In this study, we explore this system in more detail. The particle size development, their crystallinity and morphology during crystal growth process has been studied.

Experimental Section

The surfactant sodium bis (2-ethyl hexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) (Aldrich, > 98%) was used to make the reverse micelles. Three solutions were prepared: 0.065 M AOT in n-hexane, 0.2 M Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\) aqueous solution, and 0.5 M H\(_3\)PO\(_4\), 0.24 M NaOH and 0.93 M of TMAOH as another aqueous solution. The zinc and phosphate micelle solutions were prepared by mixing 8 ml of the aqueous solutions with 200 ml of the n-hexane solution in two separate containers. After shaking the mixtures for a minute, the solutions were equilibrated for 48 hours, centrifuged and the remaining aqueous phases were removed from the hexane. The micellar solutions were allowed to age for up to three weeks. The zinc and phosphate containing micellar solutions, aged for different times were mixed in various volume proportions as outlined in the text. The reactions were carried out at
25°C. Elemental analysis was done by inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy and combustion methods. Micelle size and particle growth were monitored by quasi elastic light scattering. \(^{31}\text{P}\) NMR spectra of the phosphate micelle solutions were recorded at room temperature. X-ray powder patterns were determined with diffractometer using nickel-filtered Cu K\(\alpha\) (\(\lambda=1.5405\) Å) radiation. Particle size and morphology were determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy. Non contact AFM measurements were also made on several samples.

**Results**

(a) **Formation of Sodalite:** Sodalite is a member of the microporous family of frameworks and has been extensively studied in the aluminosilicate as well as all silica systems.\(^5\) Solutions of phosphate and zinc micelle aged for 8 days were used as starting materials for sodalite synthesis. Three compositions made by adjusting the relative ratios of the zinc and the phosphate micelle solutions between 0.8 and 1.2 were examined in more detail (identified as compositions A, B and C). \(^{31}\text{P}\) NMR of compositions A, B and C show that they have intramicellar pH values of 7.6, 7.2 and 6.8, respectively.

(b) **Particle Growth Characteristics:** Laser light scattering obtained on all three compositions upon mixing the zinc and phosphate micelles indicated that the initial micelle size is of the order of 15-50 nm. For compositions B and C, there is a period of time in which the particle size remains below 100 nm, followed by a rapid increase. However, the period of time before the growth spurt is very different, about 16 hours for Composition B and less than 2 hours for Composition C, consistent with our visual observations. In the case of composition A, the growth seems more complicated. There is no growth spurt, rather a gradual increase, which reaches a maximum around 36 hours.

(c) **Diffraction patterns of the recovered Particles:** For composition A, the solution remains clear and evidence of reaction is provided by solids appearing at the bottom of the reaction vessel for the first time after 2 days. The diffraction patterns obtained from this sample show that it is sodalite. This shows that the settled particles are already crystalline, implying that crystal growth is occurring while suspended. For composition B, as soon as the solution became cloudy, it was centrifuged. This typically took about 12-16
hours. The diffraction pattern of this solid is characteristic of the sodalite framework. For composition C, examination of the particles formed immediately after the appearance of turbidity are mostly amorphous by diffraction. The settled amorphous solid was monitored by diffraction and transforms to sodalite over a 4-day period. 

(d) Microscopy of the Recovered Particles: Electron microscopy was used to examine the morphology of the solids formed with each composition. Scanning electron micrograph of the crystals obtained after settling (4 days) for composition A show that the sizes of these crystals are between 500-600 nm. The morphologies are cubic crystals, or pyramids (half-cubes). At all observable stages of growth, the morphology of the sodalite crystals remain similar, with size and yield increasing in time. The surfaces of (100) faces of a cubic sodalite crystal were examined by non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM). There appear to be flat terraces followed by steps, roughly aligned with the crystal side, as shown in Figure 1. The step heights were about 10 Å in height, corresponding to a sodalite cage. 

The SEM pictures of the particles obtained for composition B before settling show sizes less than 600 nm and eventually aggregate to form the 2-3 μm settled crystals. For Composition C, first formed are discrete particles of approximately 5 μm. These particles settle, agglomerate and form a contiguous solid with time. Sodalite crystals grow out of this settled solid phase. 

DISCUSSION 

Results above show that it is possible to grow zincophosphate frameworks from reactants initially contained in reverse micelles. We propose that the intramicellar pH is influencing the concentration of nucleating species responsible for formation of zincophosphate sodalite. Thus, in all three compositions (A-C), homogeneous nucleation is beginning in the micelle, and since the supersaturation of the nucleating species is varying, there is a wide range of nucleation rates. Even though the structure of the nucleating species is not identified, the necessity of hydrolysis of the Zn-O-P bond in their formation is recognized. In composition A, where the supersaturation is the lowest, crystal growth proceeds slowly, controlled by surface attachment kinetics. We consider the surface morphology indicated by AFM to be evidence for a layer-by-layer growth,
and is consistent with the cubic morphology observed by SEM. It is known that at low supersaturation, crystals of compact shapes are formed, since the minimum overall energy of the crystal surface is reached under very slow growth, equilibrium-like conditions.\(^6\)

The growth process in Pathway B can be analyzed as an aggregation process. The early morphology of these crystals appears cubic in nature, suggesting that the initial growth process may be similar to that of composition A. The viable nuclei formed grow by incorporating other nuclei. The mobility of the nuclei by diffusion and convection contribute to the aggregation process. Such diffusion controlled micellar collisions have been proposed for growth of silica and carbonate particles. The size that nuclei will have to reach before aggregation begins is of interest. Since Pathway B results in direct formation of crystals from nuclei, particle size analysis during this crystal growth process provides this opportunity and indicates a size of 75 nm before rapid growth ensues.

The differences in crystal growth rates between compositions A and B are being assigned to the differences in micellar pH, which leads to two effects. First, it alters the concentration of solution species. Lazic has recently reported a reduction of the induction period in hydroxyapatite formation from amorphous calcium phosphate as a function of pH.\(^7\) The second effect of pH on crystal growth arises from the surface charge on the particle.

In pathway C, the intra-micellar conditions result in higher supersaturation. This leads to rapid nucleation, and since the induction time for crystal formation is longer, amorphous particles are formed. The morphology of the particles formed initially in composition C supports the high supersaturation hypothesis. If the rate of particle growth is very high, then the heat of precipitation cannot be transferred efficiently into solution. This leads to convection and the particle is surrounded by depleted regions. The particle extends its surface highly anisotropically.

**Conclusions**

This study shows that it is possible to make complicated structures, such as zincophosphate sodalite from reactants contained in reverse micelles. Overall, the reaction chemistry followed the conventional aqueous hydrothermal chemistry. The
internal pH's of the micelles could be controlled with aging. The important discovery, as contrasted to the aqueous system, is that it was possible to control the crystal growth kinetics by using reverse micelles.
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Figure 1. AFM trace of a sodalite crystal obtained via composition A along with the step heights.
The general objective of the ground-based experiments is to advance the scientific understanding of nucleation and materials synthesis from the vapor phase which are strongly influenced by gravity and convection effects. These experiments will provide insights into the fundamental aspects of nucleation and related materials processes and will eventually lead to cloud chamber experiments on nucleation, gas phase polymerization and nanoparticle synthesis in a high quality, long duration, microgravity environment. The overall four-year research plan includes:

1. Vapor Phase Nucleation Studies

Nucleation is one of the most ubiquitous and important phenomenon in science and technology. It plays a role (sometimes central) in materials science and metallurgy, crystal growth and chemical processing, aerosol formation, cavitation, crack propagation, wind tunnels, atmospheric science and cosmochemistry. The major objective of the nucleation studies is to gain an understanding of the factors that control the formation of a new phase through a nucleation process. Measuring the homogeneous nucleation rates for different classes of substances in the vapor phase and comparing experimental data with predictions from different nucleation theories will accelerate the development of a quantitative nucleation theory. In addition, these measurements are important in determining the nucleating ability of different vapors and the conditions of their participation in the formation of ultrafine aerosols.

We plan to study the homogeneous nucleation of different classes of substances (simple fluids, polar, non-polar) using the diffusion cloud chamber technique. Future experiments will be designed to compare the homogeneous nucleation rates obtained for the same fluid under identical temperature, pressure and supersaturation conditions but different gravity fields.
We will also develop a new technique for the study of nucleation on well-defined ions. Since different ionic species are characterized by different mobilities, it is almost impossible to obtain accurate quantitative data on ion nucleation without unambiguously identifying the nucleating ions. The new method is based on Resonant-Two-Photon Ionization (R2Pi), in which well-defined molecular ions act as nucleation centers for the condensation of supersaturated vapors. The details of the ion nucleation experiments have been recently described. These experiments allow, for the first time, to selectively and unambiguously generate specific ions of interest and study their nucleating behaviors during the process of condensation of supersaturated vapors.

2. Polymerization Studies

The study of gas phase polymerization is an important intellectual and technological frontier which promises unique results not only for a fundamental understanding of polymerization reactions, but also for the development of new materials with unique properties. In the past it has been almost impossible to study gas phase chain polymerization because the involatile product molecules condensed out of the gas phase. We have recently explored the application of new methods to study gas phase polymerization and we plan to further develop the following two approaches:

A. Gas Phase Initiation of Bulk Polymerization

Recent research in our laboratory has lead to the discovery of a novel technique for cationic polymerization using metal ions generated in the gas phase by laser vaporization techniques. The ions are pulled toward the monomer liquid by applying appropriate electric fields across the reaction chamber. Using this method, high molecular weight polymers (10^6 units, polyisobutylene) have been synthesized. The polymeric materials also contain micron- and submicron-sized metal particles. Example of a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) is shown in Figure 1-a. The surface morphology of the polymer film obtained is dependent on experimental conditions such as laser power, temperature, pressure and electric field strength. This is a significant result since the incorporation of ultrafine metal particles and clusters into the polymer matrices would greatly extend the scope of these polymeric materials in, for example, electrical, magnetic and optical applications.

Under certain experimental conditions (application of an electric field within the monomer liquid) we were able to deposit polymer wires or stripes as shown in Figure 1-b. The wires are 0.4 µm wide and spaced 2 µm apart. The control of these microstructures is hampered by the gravity effects which introduce convection and nonhomogeneous conditions. We propose to carry out these experiments in space, and we expect to be able to control the microstructures
and the size distribution of the metal particles in the polymer films. These new directions which are explored for the first time, could lead to the production of new polymeric films with unique material properties.

Figure 1-a: SEM micograph of polyisobutylene film containing ultrafine Zn particles.5

Figure 1-b: SEM micographs of polyisobutylene fibers and stripes obtained by applying a secondary electric field within the liquid monomer during the laser vaporization process.5
B. Gas Phase Polymerization in Supersaturated Vapors

We plan to study gas phase cationic polymerization by preparing supersaturated monomer vapors (e.g. styrene, phenylacetylene, isobutylene, etc.) in diffusion cloud chambers and initiating their polymerization by multiphoton ionization of the monomers or by generating metal cations within the supersaturated vapors. The experiments are natural extensions of our previous work on free radical polymerization in cloud chambers.6-8 The difference is that it is now possible to generate well defined ions in supersaturated vapors by using the R2PI technique as already demonstrated by our work on ion nucleation3. The propagation rate constants for free ions are greater than those for free radicals or ion pairs. The initiating ions trigger the propagation of cationic polymer chains in the gas phase. When a single polymer of critical size can nucleate a drop of liquid monomer, the appearance of that drop signals the arrival of the polymer of that size. One can sense the arrival of polymer molecules and measure the rate of reaction in this way. Under microgravity conditions it would be possible to keep the growing polymers in the supersaturated vapor where they continue to propagate to larger sizes and thus kinetic information on the growing large polymers can be obtained. This is also a method to produce very narrow size distributions of polymers since few chains are growing in the vapor phase thus chain transfer and termination reactions can be minimized.

3. Nanoparticle Composites

Nanoscale particles possess several unique properties such as large surface areas, unusual adsorptive properties, surface defects and fast diffusivities. The control and characterization of these properties can ultimately lead to identifying many potential uses, particularly in the fields of catalysis and novel materials. Recently, we have developed a new method for generating nanoscale metal oxide particulates down to 10 nm size by laser vaporization of solids into inert or oxygen containing atmospheres and deposition onto cold surfaces in a diffusion cloud chamber.9-12 A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. Particulate sizes similar to interstellar grains, typically of 10 - 100 nm are obtained readily, and larger particles are possible. Convection plays an important role in determining the particle's size. The composition is controlled by the choice of the solid target and the gas mixture.10 Adjusting these parameters can yield compositions, sizes and topologies over a virtually unlimited range. Mixed particulates are generated by using several metal targets, and the composition is varied by adjusting the number of laser shots on each target. As examples, CuO/ZnO and TiO2/Al2O3/ZnO were prepared.12 The preparation of carbides was also demonstrated by adding CH4, and nitrides by adding N2 or NH3 to the vapor.9,12 Silicate and aluminum oxide particulates are of special stellar relevance, first because of their abundance,
and second, because their refractory nature makes them the first to condense out in protostellar nebulae. The Al₂O₃ and SiO₂ particles examined by SEM exhibit weblike structures as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Experimental set-up for the synthesis of nanoparticles using laser vaporization in a convective atmosphere.¹²

Figure 3: SEM micographs of SiO₂ and Al₂O₃ nanoparticles.
In future work, we plan to generate the composite particulates under microgravity conditions since particle size-induced segregation effects will be dramatically reduced relative to ambient conditions. It should also be possible to grow clusters of certain sizes and make layered structures by artificially applying a gravitational force of specific duration. For example, it will be possible to form layered structures of Si/SiO₂/Al₂O₃ clusters. The use of laser vaporization will make it possible to vaporize several different metals either simultaneously or sequentially and by controlling gravitational forces, it will be possible to deposit multilayers of engineered compositions and particle size distributions.
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INVESTIGATION OF VIBRATIONAL CONTROL OF THE BRIDGMAN CRYSTAL GROWTH TECHNIQUE
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1. Research project objectives

The primary objectives are to

• conduct a parametric theoretical and numerical investigation of vibro-convective buoyancy-driven flow in differentially heated cylindrical containers
• investigate buoyant vibro-convective transport regimes in Bridgman-type systems with a focus on the use of vibration to suppress, or control, convection in order to achieve transport control during crystal growth.
• assess the feasibility of vibro-convective control as a means of offsetting “g-jitter” effects under microgravity conditions
• exchange information with the experimental group at the General Physics Institute (GPI) of the Russian Academy of Science who are undertaking a complementary experimental program.

2. Significance and justification for microgravity research

The character of natural buoyant convection in rigidly contained inhomogeneous fluids can be drastically altered by vibration of the container boundaries or through the introduction of vibration sources into the interior of the fluid. In many terrestrial crystal growth situations, convective transport of heat and constituent components is dominated by buoyancy driven convection arising from compositional and thermal gradients. Thus, it can be concluded that vibro-convective flow can potentially be used to influence and even control transport in some crystal growth situations.

Control of convective transport continues to be an important aspect of crystal growth research. For example, control of convection through static and rotating magnetic fields is being actively pursued by several groups. In some cases, experimenters seeking to avoid buoyancy effects through use of microgravity environments have expressed interest in the use of magnetic fields even under low gravity conditions. However, there are many instances, whether due to materials properties or other practical considerations, use of magnetic fields to induce stirring or suppress flow may not be an option. In such cases, vibrational control could become an attractive alternative.

Recent numerical modeling work at the Institute de Mécaniques des Fluides de Marseille has confirmed that vibration can also be used to suppress buoyancy-driven flows. Furthermore, it was indicated that such suppression would be very effective at reduced gravity levels of $10^{-4}$ g or less. This raises the possibility that, under microgravity conditions, specific controlled vibration can be used to mask undesirable “g-jitter” induced convective effects. Such g-jitter convection can be caused by quasi-steady residual acceleration [1] (due to gravity gradient
and atmospheric drag effects [3]) as well as transient and oscillatory acceleration disturbances [4,5]. While active vibration isolation can be a partial solution, it will not solve the problems that might arise due to the quasi-steady and very low-frequency acceleration components related to the gravity gradient and other orbital factors. Thus as an alternative to vibration isolation, one might envisage using vibration to either suppress flow or to provide flow regimes tailored to particular crystal growth experiments. These flows would not be accessible under terrestrial conditions due to strong natural convection effects. Thus, the microgravity relevance of our proposed work is established.

3. Brief review of relevant research

It has been recognized for some time that oscillatory or pulsatile flow can significantly alter the transfer of mass, heat and momentum in fluid systems [6-17]. For example, analyses of heat transfer in (laminar) oscillating flows have shown that at high frequencies the effective diffusivity, \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \), behaves like \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \propto \Delta x^2 (\omega v)^{1/2} / L \) and, at low frequencies, \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \propto \Delta x^2 \omega^{3/2} v^{1/2} / L \), where \( v \) is the kinematic viscosity, \( \Delta x \) is the cross stream average of a fluid element over half the period of the oscillation and \( L \) is a characteristic geometric distance (e.g., between the plates). It was also shown that heat transfer was most enhanced when the characteristic heat transfer time was equal to half the oscillation period [10].

Buoyant vibro-convective motion can occur when oscillatory displacement of a container causes the acceleration of a container wall relative to the fluid inside. The vibration may be viewed as a time-dependent modulation of steady gravity. In a closed container filled with a homogeneous fluid, the fluid will eventually move as a rigid body with the container. If, however, the density of the fluid is not homogeneous, fluid motion may ensue. This will depend on the orientation of the vibration directions with respect to the local density gradients and, in some cases, a critical threshold must also be exceeded. For density gradients caused by temperature, such motion is called thermo-vibrational. A great deal of work related to the theory of thermo-vibrational convection has been carried out by Russian research groups. The main focus on has been on thermo-vibrational convection starting with the work of Zenkovskaya and Simonenko [18] who first obtained the equations of thermo-vibrational convection in a high frequency limit. Since then there have been many theoretical [19-23] and some experimental (e.g., [24]) studies of the stability of thermo-vibrational flows. One of the main conclusions that can be drawn from these works is that for vibrations with specially chosen axes, the natural buoyancy driven convection which would prevail in the absence of vibration can be suppressed at certain frequencies and amplitudes [23]. This has recently been analyzed in more detail [25] using the full equations of motion and Gershuni's time-averaged equations. The possibility of using vibration as a means of controlling and suppressing convection was confirmed. A comprehensive introduction to vibrational convection and other time-dependent modulation can be found in reference [24].

The problem of vibrational convection arising due to other buoyancy sources, such as compositional density gradients, has also been approached. The onset of purely solutal and thermosolutal convection has been examined for horizontally stratified layers subject to vertical vibration [26,27].
There are several examples of experimental work concerning the influence of vibration on crystal growth from melts and solutions [28-37]. These works involved a wide range in intensities and frequencies (including ultrasound). Experimental attempts to understand how low frequency vibrational stirring might be used to effect rapid mixing in melts and solutions have been made by Liu et al. [34]. The influence of low frequency vibration on interface location and shape during Bridgman growth of cadmium telluride was examined by Lu et al. [35]. Other effects of low frequency vibrational convection on crystal growth include the increase in local perfection of binary compound semiconductors [37], changes in interface shape [30], and the facetting of germanium crystals [38]. The elimination of striations in indium antimonide may also be due to the formation of a stationary melt flow due the torsional vibration [39].

Experimental results also clearly show that in certain cases vibrational convection can provide enhanced nutrient fluxes during the solution growth of Rochelle salt and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) [40,41]. Zharikov [42] identified a characteristic low frequency (< 100 Hz) vibrational flow regime in the liquid near a growing crystal. The form, dimensionality and intensity of the flow were studied and the effects of vibration on heat and mass transfer were analyzed for the case of Czochralski and Bridgman growth of sodium nitrate (NaNO₃). He showed that the vibration could drastically alter the character of flow and concluded that vibration could exert a strong influence on transport and impurity incorporation and locally influence growth kinetics.

Uspenskii and Favier [43] considered the interaction between high frequency and natural convection in Bridgman-type crystal growth. They used the average thermo-vibrational flow equations to theoretically examined the problem of suppressing natural convection using high frequency (~ 10⁴ Hz) low amplitude vibration and compared the efficiency of vibrational damping to that of magnetic field damping. Using the physical properties representative of GaSb, GaAS, etc., they found that under terrestrial conditions, (for high electro-conductivities) the magnetic field is more effective than vibration in damping flow in the horizontal Bridgman configuration. In contrast, for vertical Bridgman, lateral vibration was most effective. The horizontal velocity decreased by a factor of 10 and the vertical velocity by about 20. In comparison a 1 Tesla vertical magnetic field only resulted in a factor of 6 decrease in maximum velocity. They speculated that it might be possible to combine magnetic fields with vibration to reach optimal damping conditions.

4. Proposed research

The proposed research will involve a numerical investigation of vibro-convective transport regimes with application to the control of convection and transport during growth of crystal by the Bridgman technique. The work is motivated by recent developments in the understanding of low frequency thermo-vibrational convection and by current and planned experimental work at the GPI. Although, in principle, the theoretical research described below can be carried out independently of a particular experimental program, information exchange will enable both groups to place their work on a firm practical foundation.

The basic problems to be analyzed will be the suppression or control of buoyancy-driven convection in melts during plane-front directional solidification. The work will involve the analysis of vibrational interaction with natural convection and its effects on the temporal evolution of melt temperature and composition during growth. The philosophy behind our
approach is to use numerical modeling in two ways: synergistically with experimental developments and as a predictive tool. The synergism with experiment will allow careful interpretation of both experimental and modeling results for what can be a highly non-linear physical situation. By exploring regimes and system properties currently inaccessible to experiment, the model can also be used as a predictive tool. The work will involve an extensive investigation of the vibrational flow regimes with and without the presence of natural buoyancy-driven convection and will be initially guided by previous results. As we progress toward our goal of defining the applicability of vibrational control of convection we will compare the ability of vibration to suppress flow with that of a magnetic field and also explore the consequences of using simultaneous vibration and magnetic field control.
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Introduction and Objectives:

The central focus of this program is the study of the effect of microgravity on metastable solidification. Research is on how microgravity influences undercooling in metastable solidification and what effect microgravity has on phase selection and on subsequent microstructural evolution. The technical approach selected involves planning for the upcoming Material Science Laboratory (MSL-1) shuttle-based experiment and conducting related ground-based solidification research in collaboration with the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.

In the ground-based research, we have been employing advanced sensing methods to observe the solidification behavior of the alloys to be studied in space (Fe-Cr-Ni) and of the simpler Fe-Ni and pure Ni systems. Thermal and video imaging is done for dendrite velocities up to 45 meters per second. We are able to observe the progress of the growth front, and its change in morphology at high undercoolings. We can see the metastable-to-stable phase transitions when they occur, and measure relative velocities of the stable and metastable phases as they grow simultaneously into the undercooled melt.

These studies are providing baseline data for interpretation of flight experiments, and also providing new and significant insight into the fundamentals of solidification of undercooled melts. A listing of the publications which have resulted from the current work is included at the end of this report.
**Microgravity:**

Undercooling in containerless processing has shown promise in producing metastable phases and materials which exhibit improved chemical homogeneity and ultra-fine grain sizes. One aim of this research is to achieve greater undercoolings in microgravity than are possible on earth. Higher undercoolings should result in new metastable phases, finer structures, and perhaps novel properties.

We are also seeking to understand the role of convection in the metastable-to-stable phase transition that has been observed in multi-component alloys, notably in the Fe-Ni and Fe-Cr-Ni alloy systems. The delay time observed in this transformation appears to be dependent on solid movement and coalescence, probably the result of convective flow. Ground-based experiments require maintaining a balance between the levitation force and gravity, while space experiments need far less energy to position the sample. With a reduction in melt convection, we look forward to determining the effect of microgravity on the incubation time. Microgravity is thus and integral requirement for the successful attainment of the goals of this program.

**Ground-based experimentation**

Samples of pure Ni, binary Fe-Ni, and ternary Fe-Ni-Cr alloys are electrodynamically levitated, induction heated and then subsequently cooled to produce undercoolings up to about 25% of the absolute equilibrium liquid freezing temperature. A schematic of the experimental facility is shown on the left side of Figure 1. External triggering is used in some experiments to fix the

![Schematic of ground-based equipment](image)

**Figure 1:** MIT high speed digital video facility for containerless undercooling studies

(a) Schematic of ground-based equipment  
(b) Video record of 150° undercooling with 74 µsec between frames
undercooling and nucleus location. The rapid thermal rise accompanying recalescence has been successfully imaged at sufficiently high spatial resolution (64 x 64 pixels) and temporal resolution (40,500 frames per second) to observe interface shape and motion. Dendrite velocities within the melt were calculated from the surface velocities observed by employing a simple geometric model of growth. A mosaic of high speed digital video images obtained from levitated pure nickel nucleation triggering experiments are shown on the right side of Figure 1 where the growing solid appears lighter than the surrounding undercooled liquid. Growth velocities for both glass-encased and containerless samples of nickel are plotted as a function of undercooling in the first part of Figure 2 and compared to current growth theory.

![Graphs showing propagation velocity as a function of undercooling](a) and (b)

**Figure 2:** Propagation velocity as a function of undercooling

(a) Pure nickel samples using both glass-encased and containerless techniques
(b) Fe-15wt%Cr-15wt%Ni steel flight alloy samples with velocity tracking of simultaneous growth of metastable and stable phases into the undercooled melt and growth of the stable phase into the semisolid formed after primary recalescence

Observations from the video recordings were that, (1) an apparent change in morphology of the growth front from angular to spherical occurred in the range of 150-200 K, and (2) when apparent “multiple” nucleation events are observed, the “new” crystal is crystallographically related to the parent dendrite indicating sub-surface connection. Comparable experiments were conducted on the binary Fe-Ni system over a wide composition range. A similar change in interface morphology is observed in the alloy at comparable undercoolings. Some key questions which remain unanswered are why the growth velocity deviates from theory at higher undercoolings and why the apparent growth morphology changes.
Thermal, video, and subsequent metallography show that in most of the binary and ternary alloys studied, over most undercoolings, the BCC phase is the preferred phase to grow (in absence of external chilling). This is the case even though the FCC phase is thermodynamically preferred.

The second part of Figure 2 shows the propagation velocity of the metastable and stable phases for one of the flight alloy systems. Ground-based imaging has also, for the first time, resulted in measurement of the growth of the stable phase into the semi-solid mixture following primary recralsecence, as seen in Figure 2.

After a "primary recralsecence" and subsequent "incubation time" the metastable phase transforms to the stable phase, usually in a "secondary recralsecence". Figure 3 shows this delay as a function of undercooling for several alloys. The left side of the Figure shows the pyrometer traces used to evaluate the incubation time, while the right side shows a plot of this delay time for two hypoeutectic alloys. The delay time between these two recralsecence events appears to result because physical movement of the metastable phase is necessary to create favorable sites for heterogeneous nucleation of the stable phase. Melt convection, from gravity and/or applied levitation power in ground-based experiments, is thought to influence this behavior.

In other experiments we find that by external chilling of undercooled samples, the FCC (stable) phase grows preferentially to the metastable phase. We are currently trying to understand this surprising result through experimental modeling studies.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** Incubation time between recralsecence events

(a) pyrometer traces for various undercoolings of Fe - 15wt%Cr - 15wt%Ni
(b) delay time as a function of initial undercooling for flight alloys
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Preparations for Flight

We have selected Fe-Cr-Ni steel alloys for flight undercooling experiments. The optimal processing conditions have been identified through ground-based modeling and experimentation to address the two key issues of undercooling in microgravity and the effects of melt convection on subsequent microstructural evolution. Two alloy compositions have been selected for study along the 70 weight percent iron isopleth in the ternary alloy phase diagram; one sample of the commercially important Fe-18.5wt%Cr-11.5wt%Ni alloy and two samples with a composition of Fe-15wt%Cr-15wt%Ni will be flown.

On all alloy compositions the first set of experiments involves attempting to obtain moderate undercoolings and measuring the delay between recalescence events; surface tension and viscosity measurements will also be conducted in collaboration with colleagues of Dr. Julian Szekely of MIT. The second set of tests will employ nucleation stimulation using a physical trigger over a wide range of undercoolings to obtain solidification velocity measurements as a function of undercooling and phase. Two coating configurations will be flown to attempt to select the primary phase which will nucleate. Finally, deep undercooling tests will be run under spontaneous nucleation conditions in an attempt to obtain novel solidification microstructures in microgravity in collaboration with Dr. Wolfgang Löser and Dr. Dieter Herlach. Phase transformation delay analyses will also be conducted as part of this phase of testing.

In-flight data requirements have been successfully developed and submitted with the experiment protocol for the upcoming MSL-1 mission on Columbia utilizing the TEMPUS containerless processing facility. Analysis of both ground-based and microgravity processed samples will continue as part of the post-flight activity in support of the objectives of this program.

Publications:
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Introduction

The scientific and technical objective of our experiment on the MSL-1 Space Shuttle mission is to utilize the electromagnetic levitation system, TEMPUS, for the experimental determination of the surface tension and viscosity of metallic melts, in both the superheated and the undercooled state, using the unique attributes of microgravity.

The accurate determination of the thermophysical properties of liquid materials is important for a number of reasons, including process modeling, nucleation studies, and, in general, the study of the physics of the liquid state. However, measurement of surface tension and viscosity is very difficult for reactive and undercooled high melting-point materials. A containerless method is required to measure these properties of undercooled liquid metals, since any heterogeneous contact will initiate solidification of these metastable melts. Also, some controversy exists over whether the temperature dependence of the viscosity obeys an Arrhenius-type ($\mu = \mu_0 e^{\frac{E}{RT}}$) or a power law relationship ($\mu = \mu_0 T^{-n}$). The ability to extend the measurement of viscosity into the undercooled regime may help to resolve this debate.

The transition to turbulent flow is a critical issue for the measurement of viscosity. It is expected that our ongoing work will help in defining the range of experimental parameters that will allow operation in a non-turbulent or transitional flow regime.
**Background**

In an electromagnetic levitation device, a high frequency alternating current is passed through suitably wound coils to generate an electromagnetic field. When a specimen is placed between the coils, eddy currents are induced. These currents heat the sample by Joule heating and interact with the magnetic field to produce a distributed force in the sample (Lorentz force).

A current pulse through the heating coils can be used to deform a levitated sample. The deformed sample would then relax to its original spherical shape \((R_o)\) through a series of oscillations. For small deformations, the frequency of oscillations \(\omega_n\) of mode \(n \geq 2\) is related to the surface tension \((\gamma)\) and density \((\rho)\) according to the Rayleigh formula: [1]

\[
\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{n(n-1)(n+2)\gamma}{\rho R_o^3}}
\]

while the decay modulus of the oscillations \(\tau_n\) is related to the viscosity \((\mu)\) according to an expression developed by Lamb:[2]

\[
\tau_n = \frac{\rho R_o^2}{(n-1)(2n+1)\mu}
\]

The Rayleigh equation has been used extensively for measuring the surface tension of a variety of melts, although some problems were encountered because the molten droplets were not spherical due to the effect of gravity.

An equation has been proposed by Cummings and Blackburn: [3]

\[
\omega_R^2 = \frac{1}{5}(\omega_{n=2,m=0}^2 + 2\omega_{n=2,m=\pm 1}^2 + 2\omega_{n=2,m=\pm 2}^2) - 2\omega_T^2
\]

to correct for gravitational and magnetic effects on surface tension measurements, but the validity of this correction had not been tested until the previous IML-2 mission. Here, \(\omega_R\) is the effective Rayleigh frequency, and \(\omega_T\) is the frequency of the sample's translational motion.

Samples for the experiments in MSL-1 were selected to cover a wide range of melting temperatures, densities and viscosities. An important part of our objective for this flight is to map out the range of operating conditions and materials properties to which this technique is applicable. The experiments will be performed on 7- and 8-mm diameter samples. The sample materials will include Au and AuCu samples for comparison to results obtained during IML-2 and PdSi which is known for its high viscosity at the melting point. In addition and as part of collaboration with other PI's, we will perform these measurements on Zr, Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, and zirconium-based glass forming alloys.
Necessity of Microgravity

Ground based experiments introduce an inherent error in the measurement of surface tension. Also, the perfect symmetry of the samples, possible only in microgravity conditions, eliminates the splitting of oscillation modes that is observed in ground-based experiments. Based on purely theoretical grounds, one of the accomplishments of the IML-2 flight was to provide the first experimental results suggesting the validity of the correction factor developed by Cummings and Blackburn, as mentioned above. Surface tension measurements were obtained for gold, gold-copper and zirconium-nickel samples.

The reason for performing measurements of viscosity under microgravity conditions is quite different. Under earthbound conditions, the levitation forces needed are quite high and the associated rotational component of that force (the curl of JxB) gives rise to transitional or turbulent flows, making the measurement of viscosity impossible for normal metals. However, in microgravity, this internal flow velocity may be greatly reduced because much smaller positioning forces (i.e., about 1000 times smaller than under earthbound conditions) are needed to contain the sample. These reduced forces allow a laminar flow condition which will not interfere with the droplet oscillations.

MHD calculations

The ground-based work for MSL-1 involves extensive calculations to determine to the electromagnetic force fields, the levitation (positioning) forces, the internal circulation in the droplet and the force required to deform the sample. The actual techniques for doing these calculations will be quite similar to those used for the preparation of the IML-2 experiments, which have been fully documented in a number of reports and publications.

More specifically, these calculations involve solving Maxwell’s equations to compute the electromagnetic parameters of the system, using software that has been developed by our group at MIT. Using the electromagnetic body force field obtained from the solution of Maxwell’s equations, we solve the fluid flow equations (mass and momentum conservation) to obtain the velocity fields in the sample. Finally, we combine the expressions for velocity fields within the specimen with the electromagnetic force field equations in order to describe the deformation of the specimen.
Turbulence

It should be stressed that to measure the viscosity of a liquid, the internal flow velocity must be kept below a certain value to ensure laminar flow conditions or to prevent a transition to turbulence.

We know that in the laminar regime, the velocity is proportional to the square of the applied coil current, while in the turbulent regime, the velocity is approximately proportional to the coil current.

The accurate prediction of the transition from laminar to transitional (mildly turbulent or chaotic) flow is a new undertaking for this system; however, previous work on analogous systems can indicate the approximate range over which a transition will occur. For example, the secondary flow pattern of flow between two concentric spheres, with the inner rotating and the outer held fixed (see Fig. 1a), shows many of the features of the flow found in TEMPUS (Fig. 1b).

![Streamlines](image)

Figure 1: Comparison of pattern of secondary flow between two spheres for Reynolds number = 100 (left) [4, p. 204] with that in TEMPUS [5].

The transition to turbulence for this system was measured by Munson and Menguturk and analyzed by Joseph, et al. [4], with the first indication of enhanced viscosity, i.e. transitional behavior, occurring at a Reynolds number of about 290 (See Fig. 2). By analogy with related systems, one may state that such a transition would be likely to occur in TEMPUS when the Reynolds number, Re, defined as:

\[
Re = \frac{uD}{v}
\]
where \( u \) is the fluid velocity, \( D \) is the diameter of the circulating loop, and \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity, would exceed about 300.

![Graph](image)

Figure 2: Torque vs. Reynolds Number for concentric spheres. 
\( R \) is the Reynolds number. [4, p. 212]

In our experiment with a gold sample in the IML-2 mission, the positioning coil control voltage was 5V, and from the damping constant, we obtained a viscosity that was about 13 times the proper atomic value, which would indicate mildly turbulent or transitional behavior.

**Results to Date and Future Plans**

Our efforts have consisted largely of a comprehensive program of mathematical modeling designed to give a detailed understanding of what can be expected from the flight experiments. To date, the main goal of the modeling work has been to develop the methodology and to perform calculations predicting the behavior of levitation-melted/electromagnetically-positioned metallic droplets under both earthbound and microgravity conditions. We have developed substantially improved computational techniques which will enable us to predict sample behavior with much greater confidence, allowing the more rational planning of the experiments.

In addition, our research program has involved collaboration with other members of the TEMPUS team in support and preparation for the mission. These activities include participating in the redesign of the IML-2 TEMPUS coil configuration to allow more stable positioning of samples, the May 1995 KC-135 campaign to test and select a coil system from among various candidate designs, and the January 1996 KC-135 campaign to test refinements for the coil system and demonstrate suitability for the MSL-1 mission.
A critical aspect of our current research involves the characterization of the different possible fluid flow regimes that the sample may experience during processing in TEMPUS. The details of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow are not well understood for this type of flow system. However, laminar flow conditions are essential to the accurate measurement of viscosity values. Our principal task in the coming months is to determine with high degree of precision the critical Reynolds number for such a transition.

We are currently using our modeling tools to perform the calculations necessary to design experiments using exotic materials (e.g., glass forming alloys or deep eutectics) for which this transition can be measured with a ground-based levitation technique. Subsequently, we will use our modeling techniques to extrapolate these results to flight sample materials and conditions. These ground-based results will allow us to bracket the transition from laminar flow during our flight experiments, and hence will also allow us to determine the limits of the oscillating droplet technique for measuring viscosity. These results will also provide a better control of the internal fluid flow in the sample. The control of these flows is important for the experiments on statistical nucleation and solidification front velocity.

Finally, we will concentrate on refinement of the data analysis techniques to improve precision and develop appropriate capabilities for real time data analysis during the mission.
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Introduction

The primary objective of this series of experiments is to detect the effects the low gravity environment on convective mixing during crystal growth. The properties of an array of devices made from material such as PbSnTe are dependent on the ratio of the elemental components. Compositional uniformity in the resultant crystal is only obtained if the liquid is quiescent during growth.

PbSnTe is amenable to study because it is easily compounded, it has a relatively low vapor pressure, and it is miscible with the same crystal structure for all compositions. There is also existing, though limited, literature on its growth and properties. The nominal starting composition for this work is 20% SnTe and 80% PbTe that produces a bandgap to match the long wavelength atmospheric window.

PbSnTe is also interesting from a purely scientific point of view. It is potentially both solutally and thermally unstable due to the temperature and density gradients present during growth. Density gradients through thermal expansion are imposed in directional solidification because temperature gradients are required to extract heat. Solutal gradients occur in directional solidification of alloys due to segregation at the interface. The gradients vary with both experiment design and inherent materials properties.

In a simplified one dimensional analysis with the growth axis parallel to the gravity vector only one of the two instabilities works at a time. During growth, the temperature in the liquid increases ahead of the interface. Therefore the density due to thermal expansion is decreasing in that direction. However, the phase diagram shows that the lighter SnTe is preferentially rejected at the interface. This causes the liquid density to increase with distance away from the interface.
Coriell et al.\textsuperscript{1} have shown that the two opposing density gradients cannot be readily balanced to stabilize the flow. Moreover, both experiments\textsuperscript{2,3,4,5} and numerical analyses\textsuperscript{5,6} have demonstrated that radial thermal gradients will start fluid motion long before the onset of convection predicted by a one dimensional model. Hence, there will always be convection in the liquid.

The new effort on USMP-4 will grow another set of three crystals, again in the segmented ampoule. It will use the orientation that produced the most favorable growth on USMP-3. The variable, this time, will be ampoule translation rate. The growth rate, which is related to the translation rate, is a key growth parameter under control of the experimenter. Higher growth rates produce steeper solutal gradients but less penetration of this vital diffusion zone into the convecting fluid flow. Thus, the growth rate presents a dichotomy of effects; a high growth rate produces a steeper concentration gradient while a low growth rate allows the diffusion tail to extend into the thermal convection cells.

Lead tin telluride was also grown on Space Lab "J" by Kinoshita and Yamada\textsuperscript{7}. Due to the inability to accurately predict the extent of melt back in their experiment, their seed was over 40\% of the total length of the crystal. This subsequently reduced the growth length to a point where it is difficult to determine the effect of convection by looking at the resulting compositional profile. Figure 1 shows Kinoshita's data with our calculations for the two extremes of mixing in the liquid and illustrates the difficulty in seeing the difference between diffusion controlled and convection controlled crystal growth for this particular case.

**Experimental**

The USMP-3 AADSF experiment used a single segmented ampoule to grow three separate PbSnTe crystals in series. The ampoule, represented in figure 2, allows each of the three crystals to grow with different conditions without affecting the outcome of the others. For USMP-3, each
crystal was grown identically except for the orientation of the ampoule with respect to the residual gravity vector. This cell design keeps the composition for the three different regions separated, such that each crystal will have identical starting compositions. Each cell is long enough to reach steady state before the liquid diffusion tail reaches the end of the ampoule.

Figure 3. Growth rate comparison for an ampoule with a single long cell, and a segmented ampoule with three cells. The calculations used the properties of lead tin telluride, and assumed a 900 degree solidification temperature.

Figure 3 shows the calculated growth rates and interface shapes for PbSnTe crystals grown in both the one cell and three cell configurations. As a rough approximation of diffusion controlled growth, the growth rates and interface shapes were calculated assuming a constant composition and melt temperature of 900°C. The figure shows that the growth rate is very similar in each of the three cells for the same growth conditions. If the USMP-3 experiment were completed by stopping and starting growth of a single longer crystal, the growth conditions for each orientation would not be equivalent. The interface shapes, growth rates, and melt composition would all be different.

Ground based research efforts have been manifold and intensive yet all of the factors necessary for complete knowledge to design the flight experiment are still not
known. The earliest efforts were in setting baseline crystal growth parameters and measuring thermophysical properties. Subsequent efforts were on furnace characterization, development of melt-solid interface measurement techniques, and measurements thereof. Other ground based efforts have been in measurements of both steady and periodic fluid flow.

Numerical modeling has been part of this effort from the beginning and will continue to be so. To help extend from simple models to actual crystal growth systems, a heat transfer measurement device has been designed and used to measure ampoule/furnace interactions.

In the USMP-4 experiment the dichotomy of the effects of growth rate are investigated. High growth rates create steep concentration gradients, which exacerbates convection. With low growth rates, the lower concentration gradients extend the diffusion tail away from the quiescent boundary layer near the interface and into the thermal convection streamlines. Hence low growth rates will not only allow more time for mixing per unit length of crystal growth but also expose more of the diffusion tail to the thermally induced convection cells. The bounds of potential growth rates are determined by the crystal length to compositional steady state on the slow end and the need to maintain interfacial stability on the high end.

Concluding remarks

We have a program to study of the effect of gravitational body force on the convective properties of alloy compound crystal growth as modified by both reduced gravity and the translation rate. Our material clearly illustrates these effects.

We are investigating the growth properties as functions of both gravity orientation and growth rate. We have both a strong experimental program and a strong supporting numerical analysis program.

This work and the work in an accompanying effort featuring magnetohydrodynamic damping in the melt will complete the set of experiments on this exciting material.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this research is to further elucidate gravity driven physical phenomena on the growth of the alloy compound semiconductor, PbSnTe. This work, coupled with the past microgravity experiment in the MEA and the existing flight program to grow PbSnTe in the AADSF, is the most comprehensive set of space processing experiments performed to date.

PbSnTe is a semiconductor material with a compositional dependent energy bandgap which is adjustable from 0 ev (40% SnTe) to 6.4ev (100% PbTe). It has a direct bandgap hence it can be used for both infrared lasers and detectors. The utilization of this and other materials in this general class is dependent on both the crystalline perfection of the material and the compositional homogeneity1.

During crystal growth, temperature and concentration gradients often induce natural convection. It has been shown both experimentally and numerically that the flow mode, the solid/liquid interface shape, and solute profiles in a solidifying liquid are greatly affected by natural convection. The variation of convective strength has a direct impact on solute distribution (segregation). The distortion of the interface, in turn, affects convection. Thus a complex interaction exists among convection, thermal solutal gradients and interface shape.

The PbSnTe melt has strong convective driving forces during the growth process. The thermal coefficient of expansion, \( \beta_T \), and the solutal coefficient of expansion, \( \beta_S \), have opposite signs with respect to distance in front of the interface. These expansion coefficients contribute to convection through the thermal and solutal Raleigh numbers.
It is well known that direct, quantitative analysis of convection solute segregation in molten metals and semiconductors is particularly difficult. These materials are generally opaque, which hinders non-intrusive measurements. Thus, most studies are limited to indirect measurement techniques. The role of numerical modeling then becomes crucial in analyzing the system. A better understanding of the complex phenomena in the solidification process can be achieved through synergistic theoretical and numerical analysis in combination with various solidification experiments on earth and in space.

Numerical modeling helps predict the optimum growth conditions for both Earth and space based experiments. The combined behavior of the fluid, thermal, and solutal fields in the melt during space processing can be, in principle, modeled using a fully numerical 3D, time-dependent code. However, only representative portions of the experiment will be simulated due to the complexity of the double-diffusive convection of this experiment.

The application of magnetic fields in this proposal represents an additional challenge to the modeling efforts. The experience of others and by the proposers in simulations of magnetic field interactions with flows in conductive melts have shown that the present knowledge is sufficient for the estimation of the desired fields needed to achieve certain reduction in the flow intensity.

Approach:

This investigation uses a three prong approach. PbSnTe (20% SnTe) is grown on Earth in the superconductor magnetic furnace at MSFC and in Space in a magnetically damped furnace. The investigation also makes copious use of numerical modeling throughout both the Earth and Space experimental portions of the research.

The fundamentals of mhd are a relatively simple marriage of Maxwell's equations and fluid dynamics. The movement, $\mathbf{V}$, of an electrically conductive media in a stationary, to the lab frame, magnetic field, $\mathbf{B}$, will produce an electric field, $\mathbf{E} = -\mathbf{V} \times \mathbf{B}$. The non uniformity of the flow will naturally produce a non uniform electric field hence an electric current, $\mathbf{J}$, will flow and it will be subjected to a Lorentz force, $\mathbf{F} = \mathbf{J} \times \mathbf{B}$, from the same magnetic field that produced its driving force. This new force which is related
to the fluid motion acts as an additional viscosity term and is appropriately called magnetic viscosity. The relative effect of this magnetic viscosity is characterized by the Hartmann number.

Application of this simple theory is complicated by the complex boundary conditions and the non linear aspects of the magnetic field acting on both the current and the force term, consequentially both experimental efforts and numerical analysis are required to understand and utilize the phenomena.

Numerical simulations are an integral part of this study, but not in its traditional sense as an independent study encompassing some, but commonly not all, of the relevant experimental conditions. The direction of the modeling effort is toward the practical rather than theoretical aspects. A key purpose is to optimize the growth for the space experiment. Another major effort will be estimating of the required magnetic field strength in space.

Experiment

The Earth based experiments are relatively straight forward. Crystals are grown in a magnetic field. After growth they are evaluated for compositional uniformity and defect structure. The experimental parameters are ampoule dimensions, temperature gradient, and magnetic field strength and orientation. The solutal driving force can be varied by both changing the growth rate, the temperature gradient, ampoule size, and by changing the starting ratio of SnTe to PbTe. Numerical analysis helps select the experimental matrix.

Experimental results to date of 1 cm diameter crysals grown in a 80 C/cm thermal gradient with growth rate as a parameter are indistinguishable from the totally mixed results obtained without magnetic fields, even with the 5T field. This result, for these conditions, was predicted by our numerical analysis.

The flight experiment will simulate that of the AADSF experiment but with the addition of the stabilizing magnetic field. Depending on further study, a specific Shuttle attitude may be requested for growth such that the crystal is grown with the ampoule axis aligned with the steady state gravity vector.
Numerical analysis

The primary objectives of the numerical analysis portion of this proposal are to provide a quantitative understanding of the complex transport phenomena during solidification of non-dilute binaries (such as PbSnTe), to furnish a numerical tool for furnace design and growth condition optimization, to provide estimates of the required magnetic field strength for low gravity growth, and to assess the role of magnetic damping for space and earth control of the double-diffusive convection. The modeling and solution procedure established previously will be largely retained and refined as the work continues.

In vertical Bridgman growth, the furnace is aligned parallel to the gravity vector. This arrangement results in a great simplification for numerical treatment. The flow and both the thermal and solutal fields are assumed to be axi-symmetric for low convection levels and axi-symmetric boundary conditions. At higher convection levels the flow may form one or more torus-like cells. At 1-g level, the magnitude of the convective flow may be very high, resulting in time-dependent or even turbulent flows which requires transient 3-D analysis.

In the solidification process, the solute concentration at the interface is affected by the removal rate of excess solute rejected at the moving interface. Under ideal conditions (no convection), the rejected solute is transported by diffusion only. In reality, the transport of excess solute to and from the interface is greatly affected by additional factors such as the natural convection. In this study we consider buoyancy forces induced by both thermal and solutal expansions. For PbSnTe, it is important to note that the magnitude of $\beta_s \Delta T$ & $\beta_s \Delta C$ are globally of the same order and a positive change of $\Delta T$ & $\Delta C$ will reduce the density in the buoyancy term in the momentum equation. The segregation coefficient, $k<1$, and $\rho_{\text{solute}} < \rho_{\text{solvent}}$ imply that lighter solute is rejected at the interface. Consequently, the double-diffusive convection is solutally unstable in a classical vertical growth system.

Previous studies reported in the literature, e.g. the pioneering magnetic interaction studies by Kim, Adornato, and Brown consider the thermal volumetric expansion only. However, for non-dilute alloys our results show that the effect of the solutal volumetric expansion is important and should not be neglected. Furthermore, the non-trivial interaction between the thermal and the solutal fields and their
coupled effects on the flow field in the melt through the buoyancy force term intricately depend on the magnitude and orientation of the gravity vector.

During shuttle flight in space, however, the magnitude and orientation of the gravity vector are generally unsteady functions of time. Consequently, the complete flow structure and segregation fields in the solidifying liquid during space growth are still theoretically unknown.

The application of a steady-state magnetic field offers a practical means of suppressing natural convection due to both the steady and unsteady changes in the residual acceleration. When an axial magnetic field is imposed, its effect on the convection in the melt is to interfere with the radial velocity component. As shown by asymptotic analysis, the magnitude of the radial velocity decreases proportionally to the square of the strength of the magnetic field. When the field is large enough, an almost uniaxial flow and hence the desired diffusion-dominant growth condition, may be obtained. Our numerical results suggest that magnetic damping on the convective flow in the melt is effective for micro-gravity crystal growth.

In our models we solve the coupled momentum, energy, and mass transport equations with the Boussinesq approximation applied to the temperature and concentration buoyancy terms. The influence of the magnetic field on the flow is expressed through the Lorentz force. The phase change on the solid-melt interface is determined from the phase diagram. The interface position is simultaneously solved using the front tracking approach. The furnace temperature profile is imposed through a radiative flux on the outer surface of the cartridge, details of which were determined from previous experimental data.

Concluding remarks

This is a study of the effect of gravitational body force on the convective properties of alloy compound crystal growth as modified by both reduced gravity and by magnetohydrodynamic damping. This material will clearly demonstrate these effects.

We are investigating the growth properties as a function of both gravity and magnetic field. We have both a strong experimental program and a strong supporting numerical analysis program. This work
will complete the set of experiments. It will compare the effects of convection, as modified by a magnetic field, on the growth of this material both on Earth and in the Microgravity environment found in low Earth orbit.
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Introduction

Liquid phase sintering (LPS) is a common process for the fabrication of high-performance, net-shape structures. Despite extensive industrial use, several processing difficulties trace to gravity. One easily recognized problem is solid-liquid separation. Like sand settling in water, differences in densities between the solid and liquid phases induce segregation. Consequently, only compositions with small quantities of liquid are fabricated on Earth. The tungsten heavy alloys (W-Ni-Fe or W-Ni-Cu compositions) are particularly sensitive to gravitational effects since the liquid-solid density difference is nearly 9 g/cm³. After sintering on Earth, there is a significant gradient in grain coordination number, grain size, grain shape, and solid phase contiguity with the position in the compact. Grain coalescence occurs at gravity induced contacts, giving gradients from the stress in the microstructure due to gravity that affects the sintered grain size.

Gravity effects are evident at the macroscale as compact distortion. An excess of liquid causes shape loss, with the formation of an “elephant foot” geometry or even puddles of solid-liquid. The factors causing distortion in LPS are not understood. Previous work suggested that it was simply due to the solid-liquid ratio; however, experiments have produced compacts with more than 80 vol.% liquid that retain shape. Compositions that slump on Earth also distorted in microgravity,
but in the latter case they spheroidized. The model arising from these experiments considers three features - solid-liquid ratio, dihedral angle, and solid solubility change in the second phase when it turns liquid.

Our research uses microgravity to isolate gravitational effects on microstructure evolution during liquid phase sintering. The contrast and comparison of ground-based and microgravity samples, processed from the same powders, in the same furnace, using the same cycles provided the needed separation of variables. Modeling efforts conducted in parallel with the experiments provide a basis for assessing current understanding. The initial phase of the microgravity research focused on variations in sintering time and solid content using W-Ni-Fe compositions with a constant Ni:Fe ratio of 7:3, but varying W content from 78 to 98%. A critical parameter is the solid-liquid dihedral angle. Initially, the dihedral angle was adjusted by changing the sintering temperature using W-Ni-Fe alloys. However, we plan to gain more insight by changing the solid solubility in the liquid in the W-Ni-Cu system. This allows simultaneous control of dihedral angle, solubility, solid-liquid ratio, and sintering time.

Science Objectives

Much research has occurred as part of this study and selected citations are given at the end of this document. Because of the large body of previously published work, this document can only hint at the range of findings. At the macroscopic level is concern for understanding distortion in liquid phase sintering. Various solid-liquid ratios were generated by changing the tungsten content from 78 to 98 wt. % with a constant 7:3 Ni:Fe ratio. Distortion was quantified using dimensional variation. Compacts that distort on Earth show spheroidization in microgravity. In microgravity, constraint by the specimen crucible limited reshaping during LPS, resulting in a "belly-band" on the diameter of the high liquid content samples. Thus, the fundamental distortion parameters are the same - conditions that destroy structural rigidity on Earth and lead to gravity induced distortion act in microgravity to allow surface tension forces to reshape the compact. Our research has quantified the slumping behavior versus LPS parameters and traced this to a few key microstructural parameters - solid content, dihedral
angle, and grain size. A viscous flow distortion model accurately predicts the component shape change during LPS. The relationship between connectivity and rigidity depends on bonding between the grains. A model from this research links the formation of a rigid skeleton to the dihedral angle. Experiments with W-Ni-Cu compositions will provide the critical tests to isolate the relations between solid content and dihedral angle leading to distortion.

As a second concern, gravity induces separation of solid and liquid if there are density differences during LPS. In W-Ni-Fe heavy alloys sintered on Earth, the compact bottom has a higher solid volume fraction, a higher contiguity, and a larger grain size. The gradient in solid phase structure is evident as a progressive increase in solid content and grain size with depth from the top surface. The higher solid content at the compact bottom accelerates grain growth. Disagreement exists on the limiting solid content in a freely settled solid region. Parallel experiments using model monosized particles show a cascade of particle density in the settled region that corresponds with observations on hard spheres. The premise from prior work that grains would remain dispersed in microgravity has proven false. Agglomeration occurs to form high solid content regions due to underlying solid-solid sintering, with grain contact caused by Brownian motion.

A major goal is to isolate gravity effects on microstructure coarsening during LPS. Based on experiments with dilute tungsten heavy alloys (50 wt.% W), microgravity samples, and ground-based samples, modifications to coarsening theories have been formulated to predict grain growth during LPS. The formulation accounts for the solid volume fraction effect, and includes gravity induced stress, coalescence, and liquid-solid segregation. The LPS study needs to vary the dihedral angle to change the grain contact area. This was proposed using sintering temperature variation. With a high dihedral angle, the increase in contiguity should reduce the solid-liquid interfacial area and slow diffusional growth. Alternatively, coalescence contributions should increase with a higher dihedral angle in the W-Ni-Cu system. Here solubility will be used to adjust dihedral angle over a wide range without requiring different sintering temperatures.

Beyond the envisioned macroscopic evolution and microscopic coarsening goals, new observations have arisen from the microgravity LPS experiments. These include a revisit to
the derivation of Young’s equation based on new pore-liquid-solid equilibrium geometries. Another feature previously reported and observed in the microgravity samples is the emergence of a stable pore structure. This causes concern that basic models of densification in LPS might be incorrect and that previous suggestions of a buoyancy contribution are correct. Pore structure stability is a puzzling aspect of the microgravity. Accordingly, new ideas on densification, pore elimination, and solid settling in dilute solid content samples are embedded in the reflight experiments.

Research Highlights

The research on the gravitational role during liquid phase sintering has resulted in a significant body of new findings:

- A universal grain size distribution for LPS materials has been isolated and described mathematically, and this distribution agrees with recent independent findings.
- The liquid volume fraction has been linked to the grain growth rate constant and solid-liquid density difference for LPS materials, giving the first LPS coarsening law.
- A model has been created for slumping and distortion during LPS. This model describes the role of gravity, component size, substrate friction, and surface tension on reshaping.
- Grain agglomeration has been predicted and observed in dilute solid content LPS systems and may be applicable to many situations.
- Based on pore stabilities in the microgravity samples, we have revisited the derivation of Young’s equation and a missing gravity term.
- Coalescence has been documented in a zero dihedral angle LPS system to prove Ostwald ripening theories are incorrect in ignoring grain rotation as part of coalescence.
- Early evidence shows a nonrandom radial distribution in the grain size of LPS alloys.
The settled region of Earth-based LPS samples has been analyzed for versus the solid-liquid density difference and included in a model for settled solid regions.

A new generalized grain coordination number versus effective pressure model has emerged that is applicable to loosely packed particles.

Pore structure observations in microgravity LPS samples show a high stability, suggesting a buoyancy contribution to pore elimination on Earth.
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Research Objective

The proposed research aims at bringing to maturity a new concept of crystal growth, namely the avoiding of solidification by mass transport through an established diffusion boundary layer by means of a rotating magnetic field (RMF). Microgravity solidification experiments have shown that even small residual accelerations are sufficient to destroy or prevent the formation of such a layer. The effect of a RMF on solidification is to superimpose a controlled stirring effect on the liquid column. By changing the strength and frequency of the field it is possible to affect the characteristics of the stirring and hence obtain controlled convection in the form of secondary flow which enhances mass transport in an axial direction. The technique enables one to achieve a great deal of control of the solidification process; the crystals obtained, especially those grown in low gravity flights have demonstrated exceptional properties. The principal geometries to be studied are zones in which there are constant dimensions and aspect ratios. During growth the thermal field and the composition field will remain essentially constant. Studies of flow in a cell specially emulating a traveling heater method (THM) zone or a float zone (FZ) geometry will be used to test the effect of field strength and frequency on the flow induced by the RMF. In particular the interaction of the field with buoyancy driven flow, and the transition from laminar to turbulent flow will be investigated, both by test cell measurements and by modeling.

Concurrent with the modeling and test cell studies, crystal growth of CdTe, Cd(Zn,Te) and Cd(Te,Se) by FZ and THM, HgCdTe and HgZnTe by THM, and model materials will take place. It is in the II-VI compounds where interface control is most difficult to achieve that RMF will be most valuable. The ground tests and modeling will be used to provide experimental parameters and define long duration low gravity flights.

Microgravity Relevance

Both the THM and FZ techniques involve temperature profiles which are unstable in a gravitational field; the result is buoyancy driven convection. In 1-g, the RMF can significantly influence the nature of the flow, but the resultant patterns will be complex due to the competing natural convection. Although it is possible that significant benefits might result from using RMF in a 1-g environment and these will be investigated, the full and unmitigated potential can only be fully realized by conducting experiments using this technique in microgravity. A strong data base derived from microgravity grown crystals where the RMF effect can be more easily understood and more directly related to crystal quality will enable better optimization of the technique for future ground based processing. In addition, the float zone technique in low gravity is subject to the effects of surface tension driven convection; the RMF can be tuned to eliminate such a problem. Ground based data acquired from liquid cells operating with a RMF have demonstrated the stirring predicted by models, but the influence from buoyancy driven flow makes the unambiguous influence of the magnetic field difficult to interpret. The construction of a small RMF cell, tailored to fit in a microgravity glove box will be strongly advocated during the program.
**Hypothesis behind Work**

In any directional solidification process, the interface and adjacent fluid environment play crucial roles, and affect the properties of the resulting solid. Under ideal conditions with no fluid flow, a quiescent region adjacent to the solid can be established, and mass transfer can take place through a diffusion layer. In practice such a regime is difficult to produce in any but a few systems. This is even true in a microgravity environment where one would expect the buoyancy forces to have only a small effect on the fluid. Even when such a layer can be produced it is vulnerable to changes in residual acceleration vector as caused by periodic variations in the drag component acting on the vehicle. Thus any diffusion layer tends to be extremely fragile, and can be easily contorted or destroyed by gravitational fluctuations as well as any mechanical or thermal changes.

There is also considerable difficulty involved in controlling interface shape. Due to thermal considerations the resulting interface is concave as seen from the melt in the complex alloys such as those listed. This is likely to lead to the nucleation of new crystals from the walls of the container rather than the annihilation of unwanted crystals. Diffusion controlled growth also necessitates the avoidance of constitutional supercooling. In turn this drives the need for high temperature gradients or very slow growth rates. It is anticipated that faster growth rates can be obtained for THM techniques than are normally achieved; this is one of the current drawbacks to the THM method. The proposed work addresses these problems by equalizing the thermal field and thus flattening the interface, and by transporting material through the zone by means of controlled convection.

There is an additional advantage to the RMF in float zone techniques. the RMF enables one to control the surface driven convection by imposing a controlled regime. The skin effect caused by frequency changes of the magnetic field affects the depth of penetration of the induced rotation and enables the establishment of better control of the surface of the zone. Such control makes it possible to grow material superior to that produced by a conventional microgravity float zone technique.
Introduction

The growth of dendrites is one of the commonly observed forms of solidification encountered when metals and alloys freeze under low thermal gradients, as occurs in most casting and welding processes. In engineering alloys, the details of the dendritic morphology directly relates to important material responses and properties. Of more generic interest, dendritic growth is also an archetypical problem in morphogenesis, where a complex pattern evolves from simple starting conditions. Thus, the physical understanding and mathematical description of how dendritic patterns emerge during the growth process are of interest to both scientists and engineers [1].

The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment (IDGE) is a basic science experiment designed to measure, for a fundamental test of theory, the kinetics and morphology of dendritic growth without complications induced by gravity-driven convection. The IDGE, a collaboration between Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, in Troy NY, and NASA’s Lewis Research Center (LeRC), in Cleveland OH, was developed over a ten year period from a ground-based research program into a space flight experiment [2,3]. Important to the success of this flight experiment was provision of in situ near-real-time teleoperations during the spaceflight experiment [4].

Background on Dendritic Growth Theory

A number of theories of dendritic crystal growth, based on various transport mechanisms, physical assumptions, and mathematical approximations, have been developed over the last fifty years. These theories attempt to predict a dendrite’s tip velocity, $V$, and radius of curvature, $R$, as a function of the
supercooling, $\Delta T$ (see the review by one of the authors [1]). The growth of dendrites in pure melts is known to be controlled by the transport of latent heat from the moving crystal-melt interface as it advances into its supercooled melt. Ivantsov, in 1947, provided the first mathematical solution to the dendritic heat conduction problem [5], and modeled the steady-state dendrite as a paraboloidal body of revolution, growing at a constant velocity, $V$. The resultant thermal conduction field can be expressed exactly in paraboloidal coordinates moving with the dendritic tip. The temperature field solution is known as the Ivantsov, or “diffusion-limited” transport solution. This solution is, however, incomplete, insofar as it only specifies the dendritic tip growth Péclet number, $Pe=VR/2\alpha$, (here $Pe$ is the growth Péclet number, and $\alpha$ is the thermal diffusivity of the molten phase) as a function of the initial supercooling, and not the unique dynamic operating state; $V$ and $R$. The Péclet number obtained from the Ivantsov solution for each supercooling yields instead an infinite range of $V$ and $R$ values that satisfy the diffusion-limited solution at that particular value of $\Delta T$.

In the early 70’s, succinonitrile (SCN), a BCC organic plastic crystal, was developed as a model metal analog system for studying dendritic growth [6]. SCN solidifies like the cubic metals, i.e., with an atomically “rough” solid-liquid interface, yet retains advantages because SCN displays convenient properties for solidification experiments, such as a low melting temperature, optical transparency, and accurate characterization of its thermophysical properties. The use of SCN greatly facilitated dendritic growth studies over the past twenty years, where because of its use, dendritic tip velocities could be accurately measured and used as a critical test of theory [6,7].

Theoretical efforts have concentrated on trying to discover an additional equation or length scale, which when combined with the Ivantsov conduction solution, “selects” the observed operating states (see references within ref [1]). Although the underlying physical mechanisms for these “theories of the second length scale” are quite different, their results are invariably expressed through a scaling constant, $\sigma^*=2\alpha d_o/(VR^2)$, where $d_o$ is the capillary length scale, a materials parameter defined from the equilibrium temperature of the crystal-melt interface, the solid-liquid interface energy, and the specific and latent heats. Although some theories predict the value of this scaling constant, in practice the scaling constant is used as an adjustable parameter to describe dendritic growth data in various materials.

Subsequent experiments with SCN showed that gravity-induced convection dominates dendritic growth in the lower supercooling range typical of metal alloy castings [8]. Convection, unfortunately confounds any straightforward analysis of dendritic solidification based on conductive heat transfer. There have been a few attempts to estimate the affect of natural or forced convection on dendritic growth [9], but these calculations are themselves based on yet unproven elements of dendritic growth theory, and, consequently, can not provide an independent test of the theory. In the higher supercooling range, where thermal convective influences diminish in comparison to thermal conduction, the morphological scale of dendrites becomes too small to be resolved optically at the high growth speeds encountered. The experimental situation prior to the microgravity experiment reported here, was that there appeared to be too narrow a range of supercoolings in any crystal-melt system studied terrestrially that remains both free of convection effects, and also permits an accurate determination of the dendrite tip radius of curvature.
The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment

The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment (IDGE) a NASA sponsored series of Space Shuttle microgravity experiments, was designed to grow and photograph dendrites in the absence of convective heat transfer for a fundamental test of dendritic growth theories. The data and subsequent analysis on the dendritic tip growth speed and size from the first flight of the IDGE, in March of 1994 (USMP-2/STS-62), has demonstrated that although the theory can make predictions that are in reasonable agreement with the results of the experiment, there are several important areas of disagreement [10-13]. The details of the IDGE results and analysis can not be contained in the body of this short report. Rather, this report serves an annotated bibliography of research in dendritic growth and the IDGE.

Results for IDGE on USMP-2

We measured the dendritic growth velocities and tip radii of curvature of succinonitrile in microgravity using the IDGE instrument flown on the USMP-2 platform in the payload bay of the space shuttle Columbia (STS-62). On-orbit microgravity data, when compared to terrestrial dendritic growth data, demonstrate that: (1) convective effects under terrestrial conditions remain significant even up to values as high as $\Delta T = 1.7$ K supercooling. (2) In the supercooling range from 0.47 K to 1.7 K, the data remain virtually free of convective or non-Ivantsov conditions, and may be used reliably for examining diffusion-limited, infinite boundary dendritic growth theories. (3) A diffusion solution to the dendrite problem, combined with a unique (measured) scaling constant, $\sigma^*$, does not yield individual growth velocity and radius predictions consistent with the observed dendritic growth velocities and radii as a function of supercooling. (4) The failure of this conventional formulation is currently attributed to small departures from the Ivantsov thermal diffusion solution, which is formulated for paraboloidal dendrites. Ivantsov’s theory describes the overall dependence of Pécelt number on supercooling, but predicts a value higher (5% - 15%) than the data we observed in microgravity in the diffusion-limited regime. (5) The scaling parameter $\sigma^*$ does not appear to be a constant over a range of supercoolings. Finally, (6) the average $\sigma^*$ measurements from the terrestrial and microgravity data are in good agreement, despite a difference of over six orders of magnitude in the quasi-static acceleration environment of low-earth orbit and terrestrial conditions [10-13].

Before the IDGE, it was not possible to test separately the Ivantsov transport solution and the interface scaling hypothesis. To our knowledge, the IDGE provides the first solid evidence that Ivantsov’s formulation for paraboloidal dendritic growth does not accurately describe dendritic growth in SCN. The approximate agreement achieved between the transport theory and the microgravity data indicates that dendritic growth is indeed most likely governed by the conduction of latent heat from the crystal-melt interface, but the detailed Ivantsov formulation to describe that conduction process is in need of some modification.

One of the key assumptions in the Ivantsov model that we are actively investigating is whether a dendrite can be modeled as a parabolic body of revolution. Early observations of dendrite morphologies lead researchers to approximate the tip shape with a paraboloid. The notion that dendrites are actually not paraboloids of revolution was first demonstrated by the data of Huang.
and Glicksman [7], and more recently by other researchers [14-18] including LaCombe et al. [19]. By assuming the form of a 4th-order polynomial, rather than a 2nd-order parabola, it is possible to characterize more realistically the shape of dendrite tips. Such a fourth-order equation describing a dendritic profile is \( Y = X^2/2 + Q(\phi)X^4 \), where \( X \) and \( Y \) are dimensionless coordinates, normalized with the radius of curvature at the tip of the dendrite. \( Q(\phi) \) will vary with the azimuthal direction, and is generally assumed to be proportional to \( \cos(4\phi) \) [14-18]. However, the recent work of LaCombe et al. [19,20] has shown that the \( \cos(4\phi) \) form does not adequately describe the axial asymmetry. This is seen most readily seen in Fig. 10 of [19] and Fig. 4 of [20] where the \( \cos(4\phi) \) functional form is superimposed upon the experimentally observed data describing the actual shape. Furthermore, for terrestrial data, this shape is seen to be independent of supercooling, i.e., the three dimensional shape scales with the size of the dendrite.

At the lower supercoolings (\( \Delta T < 0.4 \text{ K} \)), variations in the growth speed beyond that due to measurement uncertainties, and a significant deviation of the heat transfer from that predicted from diffusive transport theory with boundary conditions at infinity. Recently, two models, both based on Cantor and Vogel’s confocal parabola modification to Ivantsov [21], described in the *Journal of Crystal Growth* have suggested mechanisms for the heat transfer of a dendrite growing into a supercooled melt. One model, by Sekerka et al. [22], describes how convection resulting from the residual micro-accelerations present on orbit could enhance the heat transfer. Another, by Pines et al. [23], describes the observed speed enhancement as a thermal boundary layer effect arising from the proximity of the growth chamber wall.

Both models, by the adjustment of one parameter, describe the trends in the IDGE microgravity data, and the Stagnant Film Model of Sekerka et al. also describes the terrestrial data. However, when examined in precise detail [24,25], we have shown that neither model is correct. The chief reason being that both models rely, and are thereby “handcuffed”, by the Ivantsov solution, which we have already shown is incorrect. In addition, since both models are, in part, based on the same formulation, we could not discriminate between the two of them based on the IDGE data from USMP-2 alone.

Thus, in the higher supercooling range investigated, both the heat transfer and the crystal growth physics components of current dendritic growth theories are in need of modification. In the lower supercooling range, the data are inconsistent with several models of dendritic growth that attempt to modify the basic diffusion-limited theory with the boundaries at infinity to include convection or container effects.

### Results for IDGE on USMP-3

The scientific objectives of the second flight of the IDGE in February/March 1996 (USMP-3/STS-75) was to: characterize the three-dimensional shape of a dendrite tip; accumulate a dense data set on dendritic velocities and radii in the diffusion-limited infinite boundary regime; and to form dendritic velocity data sets to clarify current issues in the literature about whether convection or near-field boundary conditions affect the dendritic growth measurements in microgravity in the lower supercooling range. The telemetry data and preliminary analysis indicates both that we obtained the necessary film data for the proposed analysis, and that the
microgravity velocity data at the lowest supercoolings do not appear to be influenced by convection from the microgravity environment [25].

Finally, in the investigation of dendritic growth phenomena, the IDGE team members are the experimenters, manipulating parameters and conditions in near-real time, making measurements, and analyzing data, and changing the subsequent experimental parameters. However, with respect to the operations of the flight hardware from a terrestrial laboratory, the IDGE is part of a larger experiment in remote teleoperations, paving the way to the microgravity science operations on the future International Space Station (ISS). NASA headquarters and the Telescience Support Center (TSC) at LeRC, with the goal of developing the experience and expertise to set up remote, non-NASA locations from which to control ISS experiments, used our recent IDGE space shuttle experiment as a proof-of-concept of remote operations. During the flight of IDGE on STS-75 in February and March of 1996, team members monitored this experiment from at a remote laboratory set up at Rensselaer rather than at the Payload Operations and Control Center (POCC) at the Marshall Space Flight Center, in Huntsville, AL, where all such operations usually originate. During the last four days of the mission, we expanded the team at Rensselaer and uplinked commands to the experiment. During the entire 14 day mission we had graduate and undergraduate students, whom we had trained, present at the Rensselaer facility [26]. To prepare for the ISS era, we plan to do additional tests of remote telescience during IDGE third flight on USMP-4/STS-87.

IDGE on USMP-4

The third flight, scheduled for launch in October 1997, will repeat the experimental protocols of the first two flights, but with a different sample material. This second test material, pivalic acid (PVA), is similar to SCN, but with a ten times higher surface energy anisotropy [27,28]. The surface energy anisotropy is an important parameter in the crystal growth physics of dendritic growth [1,28], and may be related to the three-dimensional anisotropy observed in the dendritic tip shape. In addition, we want to develop the data and analytical tools to characterize the non steady-state dynamic parameters, which lead to side branching and, we believe, will be another key in explaining the differences between the IDGE data and predictions from current steady-state dendritic growth models.
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EFFECT OF GRAVITY ON THE EVOLUTION OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT OF FEATURES IN MICROSTRUCTURE: A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

Arun M. Gokhale and Asim Tewari
School of Materials Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia-30332-0245

INTRODUCTION

The materials properties, processes, and performance often depend on the relative locations of the particles/features in microstructure, i.e., the spatial arrangement of the microstructural features. This is also an aspect of microstructure that may be significantly affected by gravity, particularly, if liquid phases are present during the evolution processes. Gravity may affect particle clustering, spatial correlations among particles sizes, short and long range particle-particle interactions, etc. The microstructural kinetics are in turn affected by the changes in these attributes. Therefore, one contribution of gravity to microstructural evolution is through its effect on the spatial arrangement of the microstructural features. Understanding of the role that gravity plays in this facet of microstructure development is expected to enhance our understanding of how the intrinsic materials processes govern the microstructural evolution.

At present there are no sufficiently well developed techniques for quantitative characterization and modelling of spatial arrangement of particles/features in microstructure. An important objective of this research program is to develop flexible practical procedures to quantify the spatial arrangement of microstructural features. Another important objective of the research is to apply the new methodology to quantify the evolution of spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during liquid phase sintering of a series tungsten heavy alloys (WHA). This part of the research is in collaboration with Professor R.M. German and his group at Pennsylvania State University. The ground based as well as microgravity environment (IML-2, July 1994) liquid phase sintering experiments were performed by Professor German and his colleagues at Penn. State. The research program at
Georgia Tech involves quantitative characterization and modelling of evolution spatial arrangement of tungsten grains in these liquid phase sintered specimens.

This paper reports important research results obtained in this research program during the last two years. The next section of the paper gives a brief background on important descriptor of the spatial distribution of particles, and that is followed by description of image analysis software and computer codes developed under this program to extract reliable quantitative data on important descriptors of the spatial arrangement. In the subsequent section, these techniques are applied to quantify the evolution of the spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during liquid phase sintering of some tungsten heavy alloys (WHA), and this is followed by the discussion of the results.

CHARACTERIZATION OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT OF MICROSTRUCTURAL FEATURES

Theoretical Statistics literature contains a large number of contributions that deal with the statistics of spatial point patterns, and the quantitative descriptors that reflect various attributes of these patterns\(^{(1,2)}\). The radial distribution function is an important and well known descriptor of spatial arrangement of particle centers. The radial distribution function \(G(r)\) is equal to ratio of the average number of particle centers in a circular shell of radii \(r\) and \((r+dr)\) around a typical particle and the corresponding number for completely randomly distributed point particles having the same average number density. For randomly distributed point particles \(G(r)\) is equal to one; a value significantly higher than one represents clustering, and a value lower than one signifies repulsion.

An unbiased and reliable estimation of the above spatial distribution functions is NOT possible through measurements on separate disconnected fields of view of microstructure observed under microscope due to the edge effect. Due to the edge effect, (i) distances between particles that are not in the same field of view can not be measured, and (ii) it is difficult to account for the particles that are partly in a given field of view; ignoring such particles can lead to a significant bias because larger particles are more likely to intersect the boundaries of a field of view. The problems due to the "edge effect" can be resolved by eliminating the edges! For this purpose, an image analysis software is developed to "cut and paste" perfectly matching larger number of contiguous microstructural fields in the memory of the digital image analyzer\(^{(3,4)}\). The creation of such an image
"montage" having large number of fields of view (say, 100 fields) eliminates the edge effect for all the practical purposes. Another computer code is developed to extract the size and the centroid coordinates of each particle in the montage; the Centroids of all the particles are referred to the same (0, 0) origin. The raw data from image analysis consist of a string of numbers for each particle, representing (X,Y) centroid coordinates, size, shape, perimeter, etc. A typical data set consists of such information on 1,000 to 5,000 particles. A separate computer code is required for estimation of each spatial distribution function. These calculations involve operations on reasonably large data sets, and require extensive number crunching.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS ON LIQUID PHASE SINTERED SPECIMENS

The above characterization methodology was applied to quantitatively characterize the evolution of spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during liquid phase sintering (LPS) of two WHA alloys. The microgravity (IML-2) as well as normal gravity LPS experiments were conducted by Professor R.M. German and coworkers. The details of the LPS experiments are described elsewhere. The measurements were performed on two W-Ni-Fe alloys containing 78 wt% and 93 wt% tungsten, liquid phase sintered at 1500°C for 1 and 120 minutes, in the earth's gravity or microgravity environment. All the specimens were pre-sintered. The radial distribution function of the tungsten grain sections was calculated from the data grain section centroids in a montage. Figure 1 shows the experimentally measured radial distribution function of tungsten grains in these specimens. Observe that the radial distribution function has evolved with the sintering time. Figure 2a shows the same radial distributions, now plotted on a normalized distance scale (r / R), where R is the corresponding average particle size. It is interesting to note that these normalized distributions almost superimpose on each other, i.e., the normalized radial distribution function appears to have reached a time invariant pseudo static form. This implies that the overall spatial arrangement of the tungsten grain centers during LPS of WHA alloys in normal gravity reaches a pseudo-static form, when normalized by an appropriate microstructural scale factor. Figure-2b shows the normalized radial distribution functions for the corresponding specimens liquid phase sintered in microgravity. It is interesting to note that for the microgravity liquid phase sintered specimens, the normalized radial distribution functions do not superimpose on each other. Figure-2c shows the normalized
radial distribution functions for 93wt% W microgravity specimens. In this case, the normalized distributions

superimpose at smaller distances ($r < 2R$), but the radial distribution for 120 min. specimen exhibits large oscillations at long distances, indicating the changes in the long range spatial arrangements with time that are not due to change in the microstructural length scales. Comparison of Figures 2a and 2b reveals that the gravity affects the evolution of the spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during the LPS. In the microgravity, the changes in the radial distribution function are not just due to the changes in the microstructural length scales, whereas under earth's gravity the evolution of the spatial arrangement is mainly due to the evolution of the microstructural length scale. Figure 3a compares the normalized radial distribution function of 78% W alloy liquid phase sintered in earth's gravity and microgravity for 1 minute. There are significant differences in the two radial distribution functions, although the alloy chemistry, sintering temperature, and time are identical. Both the distributions are normalized by the corresponding average grain size, and therefore these differences are not due to the differences in the microstructural length scales. Figure-3b compares the normalized radial distributions of tungsten grains in 93%W alloy liquid phase sintered for 120 minutes in microgravity and normal gravity. Observe that at large distances,
the radial distribution for normal gravity specimen has a constant value close to 1.0, whereas the radial distribution for microgravity specimen exhibits significant and almost periodic oscillations around the mean value of 1.0. These differences are not due to the noise in the data, because the same level of "noise" is expected in both the distributions. These observations demonstrate that the gravity affects the spatial arrangement of tungsten grains, as well as the intrinsic process of the evolution of spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during LPS.
CONCLUSIONS

A digital image analysis procedure is developed to quantify the spatial arrangement of microstructural features in a metallographic plane. This procedure is utilized to quantify the evolution of spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during LPS of two WHA alloys in microgravity and normal gravity. It is shown that the gravity affects the evolution of the spatial arrangement of tungsten grains during LPS. In the microgravity, the spatial arrangement of the tungsten grains does not follow a "scale factor" type evolution.
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EVALUATION OF MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN
BULK, UNDERCOOLED ALLOYS
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Objective of this research

Solidification processing techniques such as melt spinning and spray atomization are utilized to
achieve high cooling rates (>10^4 K/s) with the intent obtaining fine microstructures and/or novel,
possibly metastable, phases. When the solidified product consists of powders, ribbons, or flakes
having dimensions on the order of 10^-2 to 10^-4 cm the rapid heat removal necessary to achieve
these goals is easily achieved. These powders must subsequently be consolidated which can
compromise or destroy the desired microstructure. Furthermore, the end product consists of
randomly oriented grains and lacks directional properties.

Alternatively, solidification can be induced in a "bulk" alloy melt which has been highly
undercooled with respect to its equilibrium freezing point. Here it is envisioned that the
undercooling will provide a driving force for rapid solidification and the above mentioned
qualities. With nucleation induced a continuous microstructure is expected and the sample will
constitute a volume sufficient to preclude the need for consolidation. To this end an experimental
and modeling effort to examine and predict the thermal history and growth dynamics during
solidification of undercooled Pb-Sn eutectic and hypereutectic (tin-rich) alloys has been
undertaken. Here eutectic and dendritic, generally directional, growth proceeds from the sample
top to the bottom with the constituents of the former section being considerably finer than that of
the latter. These microstructural observations are in accordance with the model's predictions, i.e.,
the initially rapid dendritic growth velocity quickly decreases. Unfortunately, due to the alloy's
opaque nature, such conclusions must be inferred after solidification is complete and the model
can not be verified. To this end, a transparent, metal analogue, material was utilized so that the
solidification dynamics could be directly observed and recorded for later evaluation.
Justification for microgravity research

The microgravity environment of space is envisioned as a novel processing arena for the solidification of metals and alloys. Contamination of high temperature and/or reactive materials is expected to be minimized as a container is not required to hold the melt; the samples are also not size limited. Undercooling of the liquid might be enhanced due to the quiescent environment which would minimize gravity driven convection. The intent of this work, however, is to conduct a thorough ground-based investigation which will evaluate microstructural development in bulk, undercooled alloys with the aim of ascertaining the advantage of processing in microgravity.

Significant results of the investigation

A model was developed to predict the growth velocity of primary Pb-Sn eutectic and Sn dendrites emanating from an induced nucleation site in “bulk,” undercooled Pb-Sn alloys. The velocities were found to be initially rapid but quickly diminished, within the first 10% of solid to form, after which solidification continued at a relatively constant rate just under the equilibrium temperature. Examples of the calculations¹-³ for Lead - 61.9 wt pct Sn (eutectic) and Lead - 75 wt pct Sn alloys are shown, respectively, in Figures 1 and 2. Experiments were conducted¹-³ with undercooled alloys based on those compositions and representative micrographs are shown in Figures 3-6.

![Figure 1](image1.png)  ![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 1: Calculated values of the eutectic velocity as a function of volume fraction solid for several initial undercoolings. Lead - 61.9 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.

Figure 2: Calculated values of the dendrite velocity as a function of time after induced nucleation for several initial ΔT’s. Lead - 75 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.
Figure 3: Initial $\Delta T = 5K$. Lead - 61.9 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.

Figure 4: Initial $\Delta T = 15K$. Lead - 61.9 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.

Figure 5: Initial $\Delta T = 5K$. Lead - 75 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.

Figure 6: Initial $\Delta T = 5K$. Lead - 75 wt pct Sn. Sample size = 16mm long x 8mm diameter.
While microstructural observations from the metallographically prepared samples are found to be in qualitative agreement with the model the conclusions are still inferred. To gain insight regarding microstructural development in the Sn-Pb alloys direct observation and measurements of dendritic growth velocities, as a function of time, in undercooled mixtures were conducted. Two videotape frames of the growing succinonitrile dendrites are reproduced in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Dendritic growth in succinonitrile - 1 wt pct water 6 seconds after induced nucleation. Initial undercooling = 4K.

Figure 8: As Figure 7, 15 seconds after nucleation.

Here, taking into account multiple dendrites from the initiation site, good agreement with the predicted growth velocities was found, Figure 9. Furthermore, at small initial undercoolings, it was found that the equiaxed region, such as seen in Figure 5, developed due to sinking, not nucleation, of secondary dendrite branches which initiated on the main stalk. It was subsequently argued that the latent heat of fusion released upon solidification was sufficient to raise the temperature about those initial arms which upon dissociation, due to melting, began to sink.

Conclusion

In a general conclusion, the rapid growth velocities which initiate in "bulk" size samples having large undercoolings quickly diminish. While directional growth in undercooled melts is essentially possible, rapid heating of the sample effects a rapid decrease in the dendrite growth velocity and a uniform microstructure is precluded.
Figure 9: Dendritic growth in succinonitrile - 1 wt pct water 75 seconds after induced nucleation. Initial undercooling = 2K. Small dendrites, initially attached to the primary stalk, can be seen slowly singing to the bottom.

Figure 10: Comparison of the measured primary dendrite growth velocity with the predicted value as a function of time. Initial undercooling = 2K.
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Statement of hypothesis, objective, and value

The basic hypothesis presumes if coalescence and settling of the Liquid II (L-II) phase, characteristic of hypermonotectic alloy compositions, can be eliminated than directional solidification will result in an aligned composite material with uniform incorporation and distribution of the excess Solid II phase. The proposed investigation has several scientific objectives which will be realized by conducting a systematic experimental investigation in conjunction with a thorough modeling effort. The objective of the theoretical study is to develop a semi-quantitative predictive model relating, microstructure to process parameters for the systems investigated experimentally. This will require close interaction with experiment in order to determine more precisely the role of the various dynamic processes induced by ultrasound in these monotectic systems. Experimentally, ultrasound will be utilized to suspend and maintain separation of the L-II droplets which precipitate from the bulk liquid once the temperature drops below the miscibility gap boundary so that a uniformly aligned hypermonotectic composite might actually be produced by controlled directional solidification. Subsequent examination of the processed samples will promote our understanding of diffusion and coalescence processes, liquid-liquid interactions, wetting phenomena, and microstructural development. The liquid volume fraction ultrasonics can maintain dispersed versus the coalescing (settling) force imposed by gravity will be determined and then evaluated whether or not this could be improved upon in a microgravity environment. Consequently, the need for a microgravity investigation will also be demonstrated. Here the ground-based results will define and optimize the parameters required to ensure a successful microgravity experiment while concurrently establishing a base to which such experiments can be unequivocally compared and evaluated.
The value of this work, outside of actually producing a uniformly aligned hypermonotectic composite, will be a demonstration and mathematical characterization of a novel solidification processing technique. The knowledge acquired from investigating model alloys might then be applied to technologically relevant miscibility gap systems, e.g., superconducting Cu-Ba-Y, with the potential of producing novel composites having improved properties.

Review of relevant research

The binary miscibility gap system of interest, Figure 1, is characterized by 1) a region where two distinctly different liquids are in thermodynamic equilibrium and 2) the monotectic reaction, $L_I = S_I + L_{II}$. Microstructural development at the solid/liquid interface for these alloys has been theoretically discussed by Chadwick and Cahn and experimentally investigated by Livingston and Cline and Grugel and Hellawell.

Figure 1: The Succinonitrile-Glycerol Phase Diagram.

Alloy compositions to the right of the monotectic reaction are termed hypermonotectic and, upon cooling, pass through the two liquid miscibility gap. Solidification of, for example Cu-Pb alloys for application as slide bearings is hampered by the inherent density differences between the $L_I$ and $L_{II}$ phases. This leads to rapid separation, coalescence and, consequently, a highly inhomogeneous structure. It was envisioned that processing in a microgravity environment would eliminate the density differences and yield a uniform composite of aligned or finely dispersed $L_{II}$ (eventually $S_{II}$) in the $S_I$ matrix could be produced. Unfortunately, microgravity experiments still resulted in highly macrosegregated structures. A number of explanations for these poor results have been posed. They include droplet coalescence by Ostwald ripening and/or thermocapillary convection and preferential wetting of the container by one of the liquid phases, factors which are both detrimental to microstructure and gravity independent.

Earlier experiments where hypermonotectic alloys were directionally solidified served to demonstrate the detrimental effects of phase separation on microstructure. It is thus proposed to apply an ultrasonic field to the bulk liquid which, upon cooling, will initiate and maintain a
uniform dispersion of the precipitated liquid, L_{II}. The "imposed" microgravity environment would then serve to eliminate density differences, i.e., settling, between the liquids. With droplet coalescence minimized, controlled directional solidification should promote a uniformly aligned, composite microstructure.

The study of acoustic waves on initiating and maintaining suspensions in two-liquid systems is well established\textsuperscript{10-13}. Some complementary experiments have been conducted in a microgravity environment\textsuperscript{14-17}. These experiments examined metallic, miscibility gap systems from which microstructural development must be inferred after solidification is complete. This hindrance may be circumvented by using transparent materials which simulate solidification phenomena in metals and alloys, a technique that is well established and accepted\textsuperscript{18}. With reference to the succinonitrile - glycerol phase diagram, Figure 1, consider the following experiment\textsuperscript{19}.

Briefly, hypermonotectic succinonitrile - 15 wt pct glycerol "alloys" were made and placed in test tubes having 12mm I.D. The samples were instrumented with a thermocouple and submerged in the water bath of a commercial ultrasonic cleaner, the initial bath temperature being \sim 90^\circ C. When the bath, and sample, cooled to \sim 73^\circ C precipitation of the excess L_{II} phase (glycerol) initiates, Figure 2a. In Figure 2b, nine minutes later, T \approx 67^\circ C, the slightly denser glycerol is seen condensing and settling to the sample bottom. After 45 minutes, \sim 51^\circ C, the coalesced glycerol fully occupies the sample bottom, Figure 2c. Subsequent solidification results in a highly segregated structure. Figure 3a shows the same sample but subjected to ultrasonic energy during cooling. At \sim 50^\circ C and 105 minutes after precipitation of the L_{II} phase initiated, in contrast to Fig. 2c, a uniform dispersion of the excess liquid is maintained. Separation and coalescence is again obvious 30 minutes after the ultrasonic energy is stopped. Figure 3b (T \approx 42^\circ C).

**Justification for new microgravity research**

There must be a limit to the liquid volume fraction ultrasonics can maintain dispersed before gravity imposed settling and coalescence occurs. This will be determined and then evaluated whether or not this could be improved upon in a microgravity environment. Microgravity processing will enable testing model predictions which can not be done on Earth and, utilizing the predicted parameters, could lead to novel composites with enhanced properties. Finally, a uniformly aligned hypermonotectic composite will actually be solidified in a microgravity environment. This will make a convincing demonstration when compared to past results and the inevitable failure of any similar future experiments.
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Description of experimental or analytical method

The Pb-Ga, Zn-Bi, Al-In, and Al-Pb alloy systems exhibit miscibility gaps, are well characterized, and the thermophysical properties of the components are known. The systematic, controlled directional solidification, experimental investigation will utilize a series of alloy compositions ranging from the monotectic reaction to well into the miscibility gap. Two sample sets will be investigated, one in conjunction with ultrasonics and one, otherwise identically processed, without. An "off-the-shelf" ultrasonic processor will provide energy to the sample by either coupling with the crucible or by inserting a probe directly into the liquid. Metallographic examination will provide information regarding phase spacings, phase distributions, and volume fractions. Development aspects of the two-phase region will be followed and evaluated by serially sectioning along the length of the sample, i.e. from above the quenched in liquid, through the miscibility gap, through the S\text{I} + L\text{II} zone, and into the S\text{I} + S\text{II} region. Analysis of the data will 1) complement the parallel modeling effort and 2) provide valuable guidelines for optimizing a microgravity experiment. Ultrasonic vibrations are similar to sound waves but have higher frequencies (generally >500 MHz) and will influence hypermonotectic solidification by maintaining a uniform dispersion of L\text{II} droplets and by contributing heat to the system. A model which includes these effects will be formulated. Particular attention will be given to the nature of the ultrasonic waves, including reflection and refraction of longitudinal waves and the 2-liquid phase boundary, and on the importance of standing waves. Fluid motion due to the ultrasound will not be considered explicitly.

Collaborative effort

The Space Sciences Laboratory at MSFC is well equipped to conduct the ground-based research described above and to facilitate any future flight experiment. Furnaces and support facilities for alloying, directional solidification, data collection, and sample characterization, presently exist and are currently operational within the Laboratory. Marshall is also ideally located to house and conduct ground-based experiments with a potential flight capable furnace. The Center for Microgravity and Materials Research at the University of Alabama at Huntsville (Co-I Dr. J.I.D. Alexander) has an Ardent "Titan II" workstation with 850 megabytes of storage, a Silicon graphics Indigo (SGI) R4000 workstation with 96MB of memory and 1.2 gigabytes of disk space, and a gigabyte of disk space on a microvax 3000 workstation. In addition to other facilities there are also several Apple Macintosh, Macintosh II and IBM PC computers and peripherals available which are also networked for access to the CRAY XMP.
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Statement of the hypothesis, objective, and value of this research

Crystal quality should improve during float-zone processing if inherent convective flow within the liquid volume can be minimized. Consequently, the objective of this proposed experimental and theoretical investigation is to utilize vibration driven surface streaming flows in an effort to negate the detrimental effects of thermocapillary convection which arise during float-zoning of semiconductor materials. The ground-based work would then be extended to the microgravity environment where the effect of thermocapillary flow on crystal homogeneity may be studied in an optimized floating-zone. The results of this study could well demonstrate a novel and inexpensive way of considerably improving crystal uniformity.

Justification for new microgravity research

Gravity driven flow which occurs during float-zone processing is minimized in a microgravity environment and thus permits thermocapillary flow to be singularly investigated. Here, utilizing incremented and calibrated vibration, the consequence of flow velocities on microstructure can be controlled and systematically investigated, not just acknowledged. The microgravity environment will minimize unit-gravity induced biases such as static shape distortion and buoyancy flow; furthermore, sedimentation of tracer particles will be minimized. Here then is an opportunity to evaluate crystal growth and homogeneity in association with a stable and dimensionally optimized floating-zone.
Review of relevant research

The floating-zone technique for crystal growth of semiconductor materials has proven invaluable to the semiconductor industry. Advantages of this "containerless" processing technique include a reduced number of defects attributed to expansion (or contraction) at the solidification-crucible interface. Furthermore, the containerless aspect precludes the introduction of impurities into the crystal due to reactions between the crucible and the melt. Consequently, the floating-zone method of crystal growth is ideally suited for such germanium, silicon, and the group III-V materials. The vast number of investigative studies of these commercially significant crystals precludes a complete review of the scientific literature; see, for example, references 1-5.

Significant convective flow in the liquid, both natural and induced, is inherent to the process1-6 and promotes non-uniform dopant distribution and crystal striations. Convection phenomena common to all floating-zone arrangements and pertinent to this proposal are: A) surface tension induced flow (Marangoni or thermocapillary) and B) gravity induced flow (buoyancy). The latter arises due to unstable density gradients of temperature and/or composition, while the former flow results from variations in surface tension at the liquid/vapor interface due to temperature and/or concentration gradients. It is relevant to appreciate that thermocapillary convection is independent of gravity level.

Consequently, in view of minimizing density driven flow by processing in space, a great number of investigations, both experimental and theoretical, have been conducted with the intent of understanding the influence of Marangoni convection on crystal uniformity. In view of the above observations a number of methods have been attempted or proffered to suppress or offset Marangoni convection and its deleterious consequences. While some improvement in crystal quality has been reported, these techniques generally induce other effects such as wandering growth axes and other flow patterns. Recently, a method for controlling fluid flow during Czochralski growth of crystals through the use of acoustic streaming has been proposed7. We intend to propose that controlled end-wall vibration of the float-zone could be utilized to ensure greater crystal homogeneity.

Some studies toward understanding the effect of vibration on float-zone processing have been conducted8-11. Simulation8 of a floating half-zone was accomplished by placing silicone oil (DC 200; 20cS viscosity) between two vertical, 6.4mm diameter, aluminum rods which were separated by 2.5mm. Thermocapillary flow was initiated by imposing a temperature gradient (~20Kcm⁻¹) on the system via a small resistance heater attached to the upper rod to minimize buoyancy. Flow
was visualized by the addition of pliolite tracer particles (~50μm diameter) which were illuminated by a He-Ne (10mW) laser sheet 0.5mm thick. Also in conjunction with the bottom rod is a vibrator which, for the given system, operated at a frequency of 70 Hertz and oscillation amplitude of ~100μm. The induced surface streaming flow, due to end-wall vibration of the float-zone, counteracted the thermocapillary convection which, essentially, resulted in no flow. Here it is possible that the liquid at the vibrating surface is quiescent, a factor which ensures diffusion driven growth and promotes homogeneity in the resulting crystal. By increasing the vibration amplitude, the flow can be reversed. For this system a number of processing variables (e.g. zone length, temperature profiles, fluids) have also been characterized. Using a fine (0.1mm dia.) k-type thermocouple temperature profiles were taken in the liquid zone without and during induced vibration. In the latter case radial temperature gradients smoothed considerably, thus providing additional credence for this method as a means to control thermocapillary flow and thereby improve crystal quality.

This innovative approach of using end-wall vibration to promote crystal uniformity during float-zone processing has never been suggested or tested. In a feasibility study, the effort was expanded to investigate its effect in a traveling floating-zone of a model compound, sodium nitrate (NaNO₃)⁹,¹⁰. The choice of NaNO₃ has many advantages; it's transparency when liquid allows direct observation and recording of flow patterns, it has been successfully used in previous studies and some of the thermophysical parameters are similar to a germanium or silicon melt. Furthermore, with the surface tension of NaNO₃ (~120dyncm⁻¹) being greater than the oil (~20dyncm⁻¹) used earlier, taller float-zones, and thereby different aspect ratios, can be investigated. Here a traveling ring-heater assembly was constructed and used to float-zone process 6mm diameter rods of NaNO₃. Figure 1a is a photograph (0.5s exposure) which shows, via fine quartz particles, thermocapillary flow in the liquid zone. Figure 1b shows when vibration, at a frequency of ~1.5kHz and amplitude of ~10μm, to the liquid zone was induced through the upper NaNO₃ rod the corresponding interface improved, i.e., became essentially planar, and flow decreased considerably. Again, radial temperature profiles improved and it was found that increasing the frequency effectively reversed the flow.

With these encouraging results, it was sought to demonstrate improved microstructural homogeneity. The NaNO₃-Ba(NO₃)₂ system was re-evaluated¹² and found to have a eutectic point at ~18 wt pct Ba(NO₃)₂. "Alloys" of this composition were cast into 6mm diameter rods for float-zone processing with the intent of comparing distribution of the respective phases. Figure 2a is a cross-sectional micrograph of the eutectic which was solidified by the float-zone method, without vibration, at a rate ≈ 2.6mmhr⁻¹. The Ba(NO₃)₂ phase (white) is flake-like and
distinctly finer in the center whereas on the sample periphery it is branched and coarser. By analogy the former is characteristic of low temperature gradients and the latter by high, an observation that has been verified by in-situ temperature measurements\textsuperscript{12}. When vibration is introduced to the system the solid/liquid interface, as in pure NaNO\textsubscript{3}, flattens and subsequent examination reveals, Figure 2b, a uniformly coarse microstructure as a result of a uniform temperature gradient.

Figure 1: (a) Thermocapillary flow in NaNO\textsubscript{3}, (b) Cessation of flow and flattening of the upper solid-liquid interface after applying vibration, \textasciitilde{1.5}kHz, amplitude \textasciitilde{10}\textmu{}m.

Figure 2: (a) Transverse section of the eutectic microstructure solidified without vibration, (b) Microstructure with applied vibration, \textasciitilde{1.5}kHz, amplitude \textasciitilde{10}\textmu{}m. Growth velocity \approx{} 2.6mmhr\textsuperscript{-1}. 
Description of Experimental and Analytical Method

The ground-based work will concentrate on defining the role various processing parameters play in promoting microstructural uniformity during floating-zone crystal growth. In particular, float-zone dimensions, aspect ratios, oscillation frequency, and amplitude will be evaluated with the intent of understanding how thermocapillary flow is negated. To this end, work has already been initiated by utilizing the transparent nitrate model systems; further insight regarding crystal homogeneity will be gained by processing NaNO₃ crystals which have been doped with AgNO₃.

One particular ground-based investigation will concentrate on superposing vibration-driven surface-streaming flow (SSF) on thermocapillary convection, in a NaNO₃ half-zone, close to the critical point when temperature and flow oscillations are seen. It is well established that temperature oscillations cause striations in crystals. The questions then posed are: (i) can an opposing SSF lower the Marangoni number so that oscillatory thermocapillary flow becomes steady and, (ii) can a superposed SSF push steady thermocapillary flow into an oscillatory mode? These points will be addressed through well executed experiments and considerable insight will be gained regarding the strength and range of SSF.

In view of the successes described earlier, substantial effort will also be directed to negate thermocapillary flow in commercially viable materials, e.g., silicon and/or germanium-based semiconductors. Using Si and Ge-based materials is an advantage in that thermocapillary convection dominates and promotes microsegregation even in a microgravity environment. Furthermore, given their commercial importance, the crystals can be well characterized by utilizing a wide range of well established methods. Growth of the silicon and/or germanium-based semiconductors will be conducted in either the Single Ellipsoid Mirror Furnace, which was flown on the D1 mission, or the relatively new Paraboloid-Ellipsoid Mirror Furnace (Elli) which was specifically developed for growing crystals in space and used during the D2 mission.

A parallel effort will concentrate on modeling the SSF and its parameter range. It will be superposed on thermocapillary flow to study the balancing in a flow field, the latter represented on a grid scale. Trends from experimental observations and the developing theory will be evaluated and used to predict and optimize processing parameters for crystals of, for example, different scale or compositions. These predictions will be checked, and modified, against the results from crystals grown in the laboratory. The ground-based work will be invaluable in defining a flight experiment with the results serving to optimize the time available for microgravity processing while also providing a base to which the flight samples can be compared.
The crystals which are grown will be well documented in terms of the processing parameters. These include composition, translation rate, temperature profile, float-zone dimensions, aspect ratios, oscillation frequency, and amplitude and will be evaluated with the intent of optimizing microstructural homogeneity.

**Collaborative Effort**

Very briefly, the Crystal Growth and Solidification branch of MSFC has considerable experience in processing and characterizing semi-conductor crystals. Furthermore, it is ideally suited to house and conduct ground-based experiments with a potential flight capable furnace. Vanderbilt University (Co-Is. Prof. T.G. Wang and Dr. A.V. Anilkumar) is well equipped to facilitate the research described above. A traveling-ring heater for float-zoning of "model" materials used in previous studies9-11 is available for further investigative purposes. The Crystallographic Institute of the Albert-Ludwigs-University (Co-I. Dr. A. Croll) has been involved in semiconductor growth and space experimentation since 1974. The Institute developed several mirror furnace prototypes which were later adapted for flight units onboard Spacelab and for sounding rockets. IBM's laboratory (Co-I. Mr. J. Hurd) brings to the proposed investigation not only scientific expertise, but also a world class analytical capability which can fully characterize and evaluate crystalline microstructural defects and solute distribution.

**References**
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Since the discovery of superconductivity in lanthanide-based perovskite systems, considerable effort has been concentrated on the synthesis and characterization of these materials. The YBaCuO system has received the most intense study, as this material has shown promise for the application of both thin film and bulk materials. There are many problems with the application of bulk materials: weak links, poor connectivity, small coherence length, oxygen content and control, environmental reactivity, phase stability, incongruent melting behavior, grain boundary contamination, brittle mechanical behavior, and flux creep. The extent to which these problems are intrinsic or associated with processing is the subject of controversy. This study seeks to understand solidification processing of these materials, and to use this knowledge for alternative processing strategies, which, at the very least, will improve the understanding of bulk material properties and deficiencies.

In general, the phase diagram studies of the YBaCuO system have concentrated on solid state reactions and on the Y2Ba1Cu10x + liquid → YBa2Cu3O7−δ peritectic reaction. Little information is available on the complete melting relations, undercooling, and solidification behavior of these materials. In addition, rare earth substitutions such as Nd and Gd affect the liquidus and phase relations, increasing the width of the superconducting phase from a line compound to a solid solution. These materials have promising applications, but lack of information on the high temperature phase relations and the role of oxygen partial pressure has hampered research. In general, the understanding of undercooling and solidification of high temperature oxide systems lags behind the science of these phenomena in metallic systems. Therefore, this research investigates the fundamental melting relations, undercooling, and solidification behavior of oxide superconductors with an emphasis on improving ground based synthesis of these materials.
The difficulties of processing these materials in one g present a clear case for microgravity processing. For example, the large density differences in these multicomponent systems cause sedimentation in the melt. Also, \( \text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-\delta} \) has a very low thermal conductivity, such that moderate heating and cooling rates develop large thermal gradients in the melt, thereby driving convection. Furthermore, these materials react with all known containing media. The poor electrical conductivity at room temperature prevents the use of more conventional electromagnetic containerless processing techniques. For various reasons, other techniques for containerless processing are not appropriate because control of the processing environment is crucial to maintaining oxygen stoichiometry and preventing contamination by other gasses such as CO₂. Heat capacity, viscosity and surface tension measurements on the undercooled liquid melt cannot be done on earth but can be obtained in microgravity. Fundamental studies of the melting, undercooling, and solidification behavior under the highly controlled conditions possible in a microgravity environment will lead to a greater understanding of these materials. In addition, it will be possible to produce benchmark materials in space.

Significant progress has been made in understanding the above mentioned phenomena. The liquidus of the \( \text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-\delta} \) has been determined to be above 1800 °C, a considerably higher temperature than reported in the literature. In addition, deep undercooling of these materials has been accomplished. In many cases tetragonal \( \text{ReBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x \) was solidified directly from the melt, demonstrating that formation of the intermediate phases in these systems can be avoided by melt processing and undercooling.

Aero-Acoustic Levitation (AAL) experiments provide a means for direct observation of large (2.5 mm) samples during processing. The Ultra High Speed Thermal Imaging (UHSTI) system developed at Vanderbilt has proven to be useful for obtaining spatial thermal information during melting and solidification. Upon rapid solidification, several thermal events have been observed, most notably a low temperature (~1080 K) slow moving event which leads to a cellular structure with tetragonal \( \text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x \) being the primary solidification phase. When full melting of the sample is obtained, single phase tetragonal \( \text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x \) is formed upon recalescence.
Formation of tetragonal $\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x$ from the melt in AAL indicates that indeed it is possible to deeply undercool melts and avoid formation of the intermediate phases in these systems. However, with AAL, sample motions and large thermal gradients have continued to hamper diagnostics. Therefore, preliminary experiments have begun in collaboration with Space Systems/Loral using the Electrostatic Containerless Processing System (ESCAPES). This facility provides the advantage of excellent sample stability and improved diagnostic capabilities. The disadvantage is that processing atmospheres are limited. Electrostatic field continuity appears to be limited to extremely low pressures ($< 10^{-3}$ Torr) or extremely high pressures ($> 1520$ Torr). In preliminary experiments under vacuum ($10^{-7}$ Torr), a dramatic recrystallization event occurred at low temperature ($\sim 1000$ °C). This event looks to be the same one encountered in AAL experiments.

Drop tube experiments at Vanderbilt University have concentrated on determining the high temperature phase relations in $\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-x}$, $\text{NdBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x$, $\text{GdBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x$, and combinations of each. These experiments involve melting small powders ($< 400$ $\mu$m) in a 2-meter drop tube which allows for control of processing environment and temperature. Table 1 lists the experiments performed to date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Material</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Atmosphere</th>
<th>Powder Size (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y-123</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>20 % $\text{O}_2$ / He</td>
<td>44 - 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-123</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>20% $\text{O}_2$ / He</td>
<td>44 - 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-123, Nd-123, Gd-123</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>20% $\text{O}_2$ / He</td>
<td>75 - 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-123, Nd-123</td>
<td>1650-1800</td>
<td>Pure $\text{O}_2$ and He</td>
<td>100 - 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Y}_9\text{Nd}_3\text{Ba}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x$</td>
<td>1650-1800</td>
<td>Pure $\text{O}_2$ and He</td>
<td>100 - 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Y}_4\text{Nd}_2\text{Ba}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_x$</td>
<td>1650-1800</td>
<td>Pure $\text{O}_2$ and He</td>
<td>100 - 150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Drop Tube Experiments Performed to Date.

The earliest drop tube experiments revealed that the overall melting temperature in the $\text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-\delta}$ system is considerably higher than that reported in the literature$^{1,2}$. At 1650 °C, processed samples contained uniformly dispersed, faceted $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ particles in a eutectic matrix,
indicative of an alloy heated into the solid + liquid region of the phase diagram and subsequently quenched. Experiments performed at 1750 °C exhibited a duplex microstructure, typical in samples that have been undercooled and rapidly solidified. In these experiments, two new solidification phases were identified; a pseudocubic YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_x$, and tetragonal BaCu$_2$O$_x$. These solidification structures provide an alternate path to subsequent formation of superconducting orthorhombic YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$. Initial annealing experiments have produced materials with intragranular critical current densities as good as bulk materials processed by other means.

Drop tube experiments performed on Nd-123 and Gd-123 at 1720 °C revealed that the high temperature oxide phases in both of these systems have a lower melting point than that in the Y-123 system. X-ray diffraction and optical microscopy revealed that the smallest (75-100 μm) resultant spheres undercooled to below the superconducting phase peritectic and formed single phase tetragonal 123 in both cases. In the Y-123 samples, some of the sample morphologies consisted of a duplex structure where faceted Y$_2$O$_3$ particles existed along the outer surface of the drops. Others had large Y$_2$O$_3$ dendrites surrounded by a eutectic matrix of barium and copper oxides. In these experiments the presence of large faceted primary oxide particles is an indication that the highest temperature reached was in the liquid plus solid region of the phase diagram.

Experiments performed over a range of temperatures in pure O$_2$ provided a method for schematically mapping out the liquidus between pure Y-123 and pure Nd-123. The results are shown in figure 1. Here, it can be seen that at 1800 °C, Y-123 did not melt completely. At 1650 °C, single phase tetragonal Nd-123 is prominent. Substitution of slight amounts of Nd into YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$ tend to lower the melting point of the compound. In figure 1, the beginnings of a liquidus between Y-123 and Nd-123 can be seen. Experiments are planned to complete the definition of these phase relationships. This will provide valuable information as to the free energy of mixing due to substitution of other rare earths for yttrium.
Figure 1: Summary of drop tube experiments. Open circles represent fully melted drops at the indicated temperature. Closed circles indicate the presence of faceted oxide particles and incomplete melting.

Experiments performed in pure helium revealed the large propensity for these compounds to release oxygen at elevated temperatures. In all cases, the materials began to decompose to the more stable metals almost immediately subsequent to processing. Experiments are planned to continue the fundamental high temperature phase relationships using the 2-meter drop tube at Vanderbilt. In addition, electrostatic levitation experiments will be performed on 2.5 mm drops to determine the viability of this technique for ground based containerless processing on these systems.

An additional goal of this program is to develop collaboration with other groups and provide access to the unique processing strategies developed by the microgravity program. Ultimately this research effort will lead to a proposed flight experiment where investigators from industry, national laboratories, and universities could participate in highly controlled experiments on the melting and solidification behavior of oxide superconducting systems.
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Electronic Materials Engineering has established a unique research and development project focused on a new class of semiconductor materials for electronic and optoelectronic applications referred to as Supermatrix Semiconductors (SMS). SMSs are two-phase 'single' crystals, or "single double" crystals, in which the phases form in oriented, periodic, and crystallographically aligned arrays in 3 dimensions. SMSs are produced by a single-step solidification process under conditions where the two solids are in equilibrium with the melt at or near the eutectic composition (directional solidification of eutectics).

Motivation for investigating SMS materials and processing technology includes the potential to produce a 3-dimensional quantum superlattice, which would make possible for the first time new device structures based on the Quantum Cable. In addition, as composite materials, SMSs can exhibit properties not inherent to the respective component phases. For example, in the GaAs/CrAs rod-matrix system, the GaAs matrix is optically birefringent due to residual anisotropic stress. As a result, this material could have major technological applications in high speed nonlinear optical photonic devices needed for collecting, transmitting, storing, and analyzing large quantities of information in advanced commercial and DoD systems, such as C3I. Furthermore, virtual parallel processing of multi-phase materials offers several advantages compared to serial processing by epitaxy.

The application of SMS materials to device applications will generally require a microstructure with high dimensional stability. Dimensional stability refers to the degree of periodicity across the interface and the continuity of the microstructure along the direction of solidification. SMS materials have been produced by both the vertical Bridgman and the Czochralski methods.

It has been demonstrated that high dimensional stability is difficult to achieve under fluctuating conditions of microscopic solidification. Dynamical adjustments of the microstructure occurring under such conditions create microdefects in abundance. On the other hand, near photolithographic fidelity of an ideal, hexagonally packed rod-matrix microstructure has been achieved under conditions of effective diffusion-controlled segregation at high rates of solidification where the diffusion boundary layer is decoupled from velocity and temperature fluctuations in the melt.

Producing SMS material is therefore problematic because the solidification conditions necessary for dimensional stability also favor morphological instability (i.e., the maintenance of a planar, non-dendritic solidification front). The key to this dilemma is to substantially reduce hydrodynamical flows in the melt thus promoting near-diffusion-controlled segregation at reduced rates of solidification and morphological stability at reduced temperature gradients.
The overall mission of the program is to demonstrate that low gravity is an enabling environment for producing SMSs with high dimensional stability. Furthermore, a broader understanding of the cause-effect relationships between the microstructure of multi-phase materials and conditions of solidification shall be investigated. It is intended that quality research will lead to future space-flight experiments and that new technology so gained will be applicable to improved ground-based development and production of SMS materials.

Magnetic damping will be the cornerstone of the program, and the application of interface demarcation will provide a powerful research tool in understanding the dynamics of microstructural adjustment and in verifying the benefit of low gravity conditions.

Magnetically stabilized solidification of SMS materials shall be developed and compared to conventional processing methods. The program shall proceed initially by integrating an electro-magnet with Czochralski crystal growth equipment available at Electronic Materials Engineering. Ge/GeAs has been chosen as the demonstration vehicle because the physical-chemical properties are attractive for space-flight experimentation. In addition, a conventional process on which to base magnetic stabilization has already been established at the contractor's site.

The impact of magnetic stabilization on dimensional stability will be assessed by determining the dependence of microstructural features on magnetic field strength. Key features include the average and standard deviation of rod diameter and inter-rod spacing, the average length of continuous rods, and the incidence of terminations, nucleations, branching, and coalescence.

A fully developed growth system with magnetic stabilization and interface demarcation will serve as a SMS test bed to achieve a broader understanding of multi-phase solidification. Interface demarcation will enable the quantitative determination of macro- and microscopic interface shape and instantaneous rate of solidification. In addition, the injection of absolute time markers will provide a tool to quantitatively investigate the dynamics of morphological stability and microstructural adjustment to time and spatial fluctuations of solidification conditions. Thus the impact of low-gravity conditions on microstructure and optoelectronic properties can be evaluated. Quantitative empirical results will provide guidance for future theoretical assessments.

To assure thorough characterization of materials produced during the program, Professor Eike Weber of UC Berkeley will assist in providing structural (TEM, HREM) and optoelectronic (Hall effect, photoluminescence) measurements.
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Introduction

The goal of this research is to develop an understanding of the structure and properties of multi-component materials produced by phase transformations which occur under conditions which are far from equilibrium. The development of a sound physical understanding of non-equilibrium phase transformations in alloys or mixtures is perhaps the most important and challenging outstanding basic problem in materials science today. There have been many experimental studies designed specifically to explore this regime, but the underlying physical processes are not properly understood. Ad hoc equations have been used to fit experimental data and these have remained essentially unchanged for the past decade. We are using Monte Carlo modeling based on the Ising model, which played a major role in developing our understanding of the atomic level processes in the crystallization of pure materials, to study crystallization processes in alloys. The computer modeling provides a powerful tool to help us to understand the experimental results, to develop a detailed understanding of the processes involved, and as a predictive tool for guiding experiment.

Projects supported by NASA are making major experimental contributions to our understanding of nucleation and crystallization in the regime where these effects are important, including for example, the microstructure of rapidly solidified small droplets, and the distribution of the component elements resulting from nucleation and growth in containerless processing. Our simulations provide a new theoretical framework for the interpretation of these experiments.

Experimentally, we are pursuing measurements of the growth rate and orientation dependence of the segregation coefficient in InSb using a Bridgman apparatus, making use of atomic absorption and spreading resistance measurements to determine concentrations, and Peltier pulsing to determine growth rates. The orientation dependence of the segregation coefficient for a number of dopants in InSb has been reported, but the growth rate dependence has never been measured systematically. It must depend on growth rate since the equilibrium segregation coefficient cannot be orientation dependent. Our recent experimental results suggest that convection is a major problem, even though convection effects should be minimal in the Bridgman configuration. It is now apparent that experiments will have to be conducted in a convection free, reduced gravity environment in order to obtain reliable results. We plan to submit a proposal for flight experiments to complement our with ground-based experiments. The baseline capabilities of the MEPHISTO facility appear to be ideal for these experiments.
Monte Carlo Modeling

In the conventional quasi-equilibrium model for crystal growth, the growth rate of a crystal is written as:

$$v = v_0 \left[ \exp\left(-\frac{L}{kT} + \frac{E_L}{kT}\right) - \exp\left(-\frac{E_S}{kT}\right) \right]$$

(1)

Here $v_0$ is a temperature dependent prefactor, $L$ is the latent heat of fusion, $E_L$ and $E_S$ are the internal energies of the liquid and solid respectively, $T$ is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, $T_M$ is the melting point and $k$ is Boltzmann's constant. This form assures that the growth rate is zero at $T = T_M$, since $E_L - E_S = L$. The internal energies should be replaced with enthalpies if that is appropriate. This expression is based on the thermodynamic type assumption that all growth sites are equivalent, and predicts that the growth rate is linear with undercooling near $T_M$. An expression for the growth rate which is very similar in spirit can be written as:

$$v = v_0 \left[ \exp\left(-\frac{L}{kT} + \frac{\sum \phi_i}{kT}\right) - \exp\left(-\frac{\sum \phi_i}{kT}\right) \right]$$

(2)

where the $\phi$'s are bond energies given by $L = E_L - E_S = (\phi_S - \phi_L)Z/2$, where $Z$ is the number of nearest neighbors in the solid. The summation is over the nearest neighbors for each of the atoms at the interface. Eqn. 2 is conceptually very simple, and it is an embodiment of the classical Kos-sel-Stranski model for crystal growth. The two equations look similar, but the similarity is deceptive. For example, when $L/kT_M$ is large, the surface will be smooth, and there will only be isolated adatoms on the surface of the crystal, so the growth rate will depend on the rate of nucleation of new layers. This behavior is captured by Eqn. 2, but not by Eqn. 1. However, the summations in Eqn. 2 cannot be performed except for special cases, because the distribution of nearest neighbors depends in detail on the configuration of the atoms at the interface. But the physics of Eqn. 2 can readily be treated by Monte Carlo computer simulation where the configuration of each atom at the interface is stored in the computer. For simulations of alloys, the $\phi$'s depend on both the species of the nearest neighbors as well as whether they are in the solid or liquid.

The results derived from this model are in fact much more general than its deceptively simple assumptions suggest. The behavior of the system depends on the long range effects which are produced by the short range interactions between neighboring atoms. For example, even though each atom influences only its nearest neighbors, these interactions can produce large flat crystal surfaces. These long range effects are known as cooperative processes, and these cooperative processes depend strongly on the energy of the local interaction compared to the thermal energy, $kT$. At low temperatures the local interactions produce long range order, but at high temperatures the thermal energy overcomes the tendency to order. There is a critical temperature where a relatively abrupt transition from order to disorder occurs. This critical temperature depends on the details of the local interactions, but it has been found that the degree of order in a variety different systems depends only on the ratio $T/T_C$. Systems which have the same behavior relative to their critical points are said to belong to the same “universality” class. Surprisingly, members of the same uni-
versality class have in common only the number of components in their order parameter and the number of dimensions in which the system exists. The details of the local interactions determine $T_c$ but not the universality class. The ferromagnetic Curie point, order-disorder transitions, and even the liquid-vapor critical point all belong to the same universality class. These all belong to the universality class which bears the name Ising, since he first analyzed a model for the ferromagnetic Curie point based on a simple cubic lattice with interactions between spins on neighboring sites. This model correctly describes the critical point behavior of all the members of its universality class. Crystal growth from the vapor phase maps directly onto this model. It is not so obvious that it should apply equally well to growth from the liquid phase. But that is much less of a stretch than to understand why this universality class also includes the liquid-vapor critical point. The long range effects which are common within a universality class are independent of the details of the local interactions, provided that the behavior is scaled properly to the critical temperature which does depend on the details of the local interactions.

We have reported earlier [1, 2] on simulations for a "diffusionless" transformation, where the transformation takes place by the motion of the interface, but the atoms do not move: their position is fixed on lattice sites. These simulations correspond to a transformation where the interface moves very rapidly, such as, for example, in a "shear" or martensite-type transformation, where the atoms do not have time to make "diffusive" jumps as the transformation front passes. The growth rate in the simulations of diffusionless growth was found to be zero on the $T_0$ line for the alloy. On this line, the free energy of the solid alloy is equal to the free energy of the liquid alloy with the same composition. This is clearly the expected behavior for a diffusionless transformation. The equilibrium condition for a diffusionless transformation should depend on the difference between the free energies of the two phases, rather than on the difference between the chemical potentials of the species present in the two phases. For a diffusionless transformation, "freezing" or "melting" should be reversible at $T_0$, depending on which phase has the lower free energy. These simulation results provided the first clear-cut confirmation of this expectation.

**Growth Rate Dependence of $k$**

Data from simulations have been accumulated for a variety of different growth temperatures and with various diffusion coefficients [3]. The thermodynamic properties of bismuth in silicon have been used as a model system for many of these simulations since bismuth is a typical dopant in silicon and these alloys have been studied extensively experimentally. For the simulations a growth temperature is chosen and a normalized growth rate is calculated from the net number of atoms added to the crystal during the simulation. The variation of the distribution coefficient with normalized growth rate in two dimensional simulations of growth using a square lattice with growth in a $<10>$ direction is plotted as $k$ vs $\beta$ where $\beta = v^2/a \Gamma v^+ = av^2/4Dv^+$ in Fig. 1. The diffusion coefficient is related to the diffusion jump rate by $D = a^2 \Gamma /4$, where $a$ is the interatomic spacing. The $k$-value in the simulations does not depend linearly on the growth rate, $v$, divided by the diffusion coefficient, $v/D$, as has been suggested [4-8]. Data derived from simulations like the one reported in [9] also fall on this same curve, even though the concentrations in those simulations was much smaller: less than 0.2%, rather than 5%. The solid line in Fig. 1 is $k = (ke + A\beta)/(1 + A\beta)$ with $A = 63$, fitted to the data for $<10>$ oriented growth.
Orientation Dependence of $k$

Also shown in Fig. 1 are data from simulations for growth in the $<11>$ direction. The dashed line is a plot of $k = (ke + A\beta)/(1+A\beta)$, with $A = 5$, fitted to the $<11>$ data. The only difference between the simulations labeled $<10>$ and those labeled $<11>$ was the orientation of the interface. There is a dramatic difference in the $k$-value for the two orientations at the same growth rate. Extensive measurements of the orientation dependence of the $k$-value have been reported for the incorporation of dopants into laser melted silicon [10, 11]. The incorporation of the dopants is greater for growth on the faceted (111) plane than on other orientations where the surface is rough. The measured orientation dependence of the $k$-value for several elements has been fitted with the "Aperiodic Stepwise Growth Model" [11]. Qualitatively similar results have been observed experimentally during the Czochralski growth of silicon crystals [12,13] and InSb [14], where this is known as the "facet effect". These simulation results are consistent with the suggestion that the step velocity determines the incorporation of dopants into the growing crystal [14, 15].

Comparison with Experiment

Experimental data for the $k$-value for bismuth in (100) silicon as function of growth rate as observed in laser annealing experiments [16, 17, 18] are compared with the Monte Carlo data for growth in the $<11>$ direction in Fig. 2. The line is the dashed line from Fig. 1. The (100) surface of melt grown silicon is rough, and it should have a step density similar to the $<11>$ interface in our simulations. The correlation between the simulation data and the experimental data requires a correlation between the growth rates in the simulations and in the experiments, since the time unit used in the simulations is based on the rate at which atoms are added at repeatable step sites, and the corresponding rate in the real world depends on a number of factors. This correlation was made comparing the temperature dependence of the growth rate at small undercoolings in the present simulations with molecular dynamics simulations [19] as a model, and with experimental measurements. This resulted in an estimate of $v = 0.12 \Delta T$ m/sec for the relationship between growth rate and undercooling at the interface for (100) growth of silicon at small undercoolings in the real world. The Monte Carlo data for $<11>$ growth can be fitted with $v/v^+ = 1.6\times10^{-3}\Delta T$, from which $v^+ = 75$ m/sec. Using this value, and the value for the diffusion coefficient which was used by Aziz et al. [18] in the analysis of their depth profile data, $D = 2\times10^{-4} \text{cm}^2/\text{sec}$, gives $\beta = 5\times10^{-3}v^2$, where $v$ is the experimental growth rate in meters/second. This was used to plot the experimental data in Fig. 2. There are uncertainties in the value of this fitting constant deriving from the values of both $v^+$ and $D$ which were used, but the agreement with the data of both Baeri et al [16] and White et al. [17] is surprisingly good, and perhaps too good in view of the expected difference between the data for $<11>$ and $<10>$ as discussed in the previous section. The velocity dependence of the data of Aziz et al. [18] differs from both of the other sets of data as well as from the simulation results. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear at present. It should be noted that changing the constant $A$ which correlates $\beta$ to the experimental velocity does not improve the fit, it merely shifts the simulation curve horizontally with respect to the experimental data.
Summary

These Monte Carlo simulations provide statistical information about the consequences of the simplest possible set of assumptions which can be made to model alloy crystallization. These assumptions lead to some very complex behavior which apparently includes many of the features found experimentally in rapid solidification studies. The simulation results indicate that the k-value depends on the growth rate squared divided by the diffusion coefficient. The k-value in these simulations depends on the orientation of the interface, as it does in experiment: the incorporation of an impurity is greater on a more closely packed surface. The simulation results agree with some of the experimental results for the growth rate dependence of the k-value in silicon. These simulations provide a very powerful framework for exploring the details of first order phase transformations in alloys.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND PROCESSING OF UNDERCOOLED METALLIC GLASS FORMING LIQUIDS

W.L. Johnson and D.S. Lee, Keck laboratory of Engineering, 138-78 California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

Objective

The objective of this ground-base definition project is to carry out containerless measurements of several physical properties of undercooled glass forming liquid alloys and to develop a flight experiment which exploits the unique advantages offered by a microgravity environment. Understanding both the nucleation of crystalline phases from the melt, the related phase separation of the undercooled liquid, and the glass forming ability of bulk metallic glasses will be the scientific focus of the investigation. The physical properties to be studied include specific heat, thermal conductivity, total hemispherical emissivity, viscosity, atomic diffusion, and liquid surface tension. Knowledge of these properties is critical to the understanding of solidification, crystallization, liquid phase separation, and glass formation. This knowledge will be used to understand experimentally determined TTT-diagrams (time-temperature-transformation diagrams) for crystal nucleation. The alloys under investigation include binary, ternary, and higher order alloys of the early transition metal elements Zr and Ti with the late transition metals Ni and Cu and the simple metals Al and Be. Containerless processing using ground-base electromagnetic and electrostatic levitation (EML and ESL) will be employed. The development of AC modulation calorimetry using a ground base ESL facility will be explored. Development of a flight experiment to measure atomic diffusion coefficients, viscosity, and surface tension in the undercooled melt is anticipated.

Microgravity Relevance

The AC modulation calorimetry (ACMC) method has already been developed and implemented on the TEMPUS facility as part of the IML-2 mission. A second set of experiments is scheduled to be carried out as part of the MSL-1 flight (1997). The ACMC method as implemented on TEMPUS utilizes the separate electromagnetic positioning and heating coils of TEMPUS to stably position a liquid drop and separately control its temperature under high vacuum conditions. Ground-base EML systems are incapable of simultaneously levitating and undercooling a liquid in a high vacuum environment since steady state levitation requires heat input that results in a high temperature melt. To undercool on the ground requires active gas cooling of the liquid drop which then makes quantitative analysis of heat flow dynamics impossible. The ground-base ESL method offers the opportunity to overcome this problem by decoupling the levitation and heating functions. The implementation of the ACMC method on the ground-base ESL will be investigated.

Atomic diffusion measurements in glass forming melts are critical to understanding the kinetics of crystal nucleation and growth in the undercooled state. Very little data is presently available on liquid alloys in the undercooled state. Ground base studies suffer from convection driven transport effects. To overcome this limitation, one can employ capillary techniques. However, such experiments are hampered by chemical reactivity of the melt and the capillary wall. A containerless method is required for reactive liquids. The microgravity environment offers the possibility of eliminating both the effects of gravity driven convection and the container reaction, making possible the measurement of intrinsic...
atomic diffusion constants in reactive liquids both in the stable and undercooled region. This concept will be developed as a possible flight experiment.

**Preliminary Results**

The project has a start date of 10/96. As such only preliminary results are available. Experiments using the ground base ESL technique will be discussed. Measurements of TTT-diagrams for bulk glass forming alloys will be presented. Measurements of viscosity and diffusion in the deeply undercooled melt (near the glass transition temperature) using several ground-base methods will be presented and discussed and the need for data at higher temperatures will be emphasized. The plan for future work will be outlined.
RESEARCH REPORT ON
THERMO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METALLIC GLASSES AND
UNDERCOOLED ALLOYS - AC MODULATION CALORIMETRY ON THE
TEMPUS FACILITY

W.L. Johnson and D.S. Lee, Keck Laboratory of Engineering, 138-78, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
and
H.J. Fecht and R.K. Wunderlich, Technical University of Berlin, Metalphysics and Technology, hardenbergstr. 36, PN 2-3
10623 Berlin, Germany

INTRODUCTION
This report describes the AC Modulation Calorimetry experimental method (ACMC), its implementation on the TEMPUS facility in low earth orbit, results of the IML-2 flight, and the proposed MSL-1 flight experiment currently in progress. The ACMC modulation calorimetry technique was originally developed by two of the authors, Fecht and Johnson [1], as a method of measuring the heat capacity of a liquid drop under containerless conditions in high vacuum using electromagnetic heating of the droplet. The technique was implemented using the experimental hardware provided by the TEMPUS electromagnetic heating and positioning system. Experiments were carried out in low earth orbit for the first time aboard the space shuttle during the IML-2 mission. Two sets of samples were investigated during IML-2. These included samples from the Fecht/Wunderlich group (TU Berlin) and the Johnson/Lee group (Caltech).

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The ACMC method as implemented on TEMPUS employs the separate positioning and heating coils of the TEMPUS facility together with the ultrahigh vacuum environment of TEMPUS. The TEMPUS hardware includes a silicon pyrometer as well as a two color InAs pyrometer. These are used to measure the sample temperature. Spectral emissivity measurements were carried out separately on the IML-2 samples by Dr. C. Krishnan at Containerless Research Inc. The spectral emissivity data at 663 nm from CRI and the measured optical transmission constants for windows and mirrors of the optical viewing path on the TEMPUS facility were used to calibrate the silicon pyrometer data from tempus.

The technique is described in detail in references [1] and [2]. An 8 mm sphere of the sample alloy is positioned in the coil assembly using an rf quadropole positioning coil operating at 200 kHz referred to as the positioner. The sample is heated by a 400 kHz rf dipole field provided by a separate heating coil. The different frequency and geometry; of the heating and positioning fields allows separation of the total power input in additive components from the heater and positioner $P_{tot} = P_{heater} + P_{pos}$. For heat
capacity measurements, a sinusoidal modulation of the heater current is applied which produces an AC temperature response of the sample. The heat capacity can be determined once the amplitude of the power modulation is known and the sinusoidal temperature response of the sample is measured. The power to the sample can be determined by from the coupling of the heating coil to the sample or by knowing the total hemispherical emissivity of the sample and measuring is steady state temperature at a given power input. Both methods provide a means of reducing the temperature modulation data to obtain heat capacity values. The reader is referred to reference [3] for more details.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals of the MSL-1 mission are:

(1) To evaluate the precision and accuracy to which specific heat capacity of a high temperature liquid can be measured using the ACMC technique as implemented on TEMPUS thus establishing a benchmark for liquid calorimetry on high melting point liquid metals and alloys.

(2) To provide accurate date for the temperature dependence of the specific heat of several glass forming metallic alloys both in the equilibrium and undercooled liquid states.

(3) Use this data to calculate the temperature dependence of the entropy and Gibbs free energy functions for these glass forming liquid alloys.

The samples to be studied on the MSL-1 mission include pure Zr metal (Johnson/Lee), a binary Zr64Ni36 alloy (Fecht/Wunderlich), a ternary glass forming alloy Zr60Ni20Cu20 (Johnson/Lee), and a quaternary bulk glass forming alloy Ti34Zr10Cu48Ni8 (Johnson/Lee), and quinary glass forming alloys of Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Al and Zr-Co-Ni-Cu-Al (both groups). This alloy series represents a progressively more complex sequence of alloys which exhibit progressively better glass forming ability. For instance, the binary alloy forms glass at cooling rates of $10^6$ K/s while the quinary alloys, at the opposite extreme, form metallic glasses at cooling rates as low as 10 K/s. Part of the motivation of the MSL-1 experiment is to determine if the enhanced glass forming ability of the more complex alloys can be related to the specific heat and thermodynamic functions of the equilibrium/undercooled liquid state. For example, the specific heat determines the temperature dependence of the entropy and Gibbs free energy of the liquid which in turn determines the driving force for crystallization of the undercooled melt. The entropy of the undercooled melt can be used to determine the Kauzmann temperature, which in turn can be related to the glass transition temperature, etc.
RESULTS (MAINLY FROM IML-2 FLIGHT)

Samples flown on the IML-2 mission included: pure Zr metal, Zr76Ni24, Zr64Ni36, and Nb40Nb60, and a Zr72Fe28 sample. Stability problems with the samples in TEMPUS during IML-2 limited the available processing time for samples. Reasonable amounts of ACMC data were obtained on the first three binary alloys. Little or no data was obtained on Zr or the Zr-Fe alloy. We briefly summarize some of the most complete results on one of the alloys below:

Zr64Ni36 (from ref. [3])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (C)</th>
<th>Mod. Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Total Hemisph. Emissivity (at Tm)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/mole-K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>43.7 +/- 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>44.5 +/- 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.2 +/- 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>43.9 +/- 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.2 +/- 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>44.0 +/- 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6 +/- 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>45.5 +/- 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results on this alloy are the most extensively analyzed of the IML-2 results. The alloy could not be significantly undercooled during the IML-2 mission due to contamination problems which arose with the samples during the flight. As such, data were limited primarily to the equilibrium liquid region (this eutectic alloy has a eutectic melting temperature of 1010 C). Data for slight undercooling to 980 C was the best obtained. These contamination issues have been extensively addressed and the TEMPUS sample holders and containment system has been modified to eliminate such problems during the MSL-1 mission. This should result in far more extensive undercooling of the samples to be studied.

The problems with sample stability during the IML-2 flight were analyzed and determined to have arisen from a misalignment of the heating and positioning coils. Corrective measures have also been taken to ensure that these problems do not occur during the MSL-1 mission.

The MSL-1 mission is expected to provide a far more extensive test of the ACMC method. Extensive undercooling of the samples is to be expected both on the basis of having eliminated sample contamination problems and on the basis of having chosen several superior glass forming alloys which have been demonstrated to exhibit extensive undercooling in ground base experiments using electrostatic levitation (ESL) methods. The ground base studies are being carried out using the High Vacuum Electrostatic Levitation Apparatus in collaboration with Dr. W.Q Rhim at Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The use of the ESL methods to characterize the MSL-1 specimens has
provided pre-flight characterization of the undercooling expected for the MSL-1 samples and has permitted better design of the time, temperature, profiles for the flight experiment.
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In the ongoing efforts to produce higher quality semiconductor materials, there is a continuous search for ways to consistently make materials with fewer defects. Thus, improvements in the understanding of how and why defects form would be extremely beneficial. This research will examine one of the factors believed to affect dislocation formation during the growth of semiconductor crystals.

During directional solidification of semiconductor crystals, dislocations propagate from the existing crystal to the growing crystal at the melt/solid interface and from the solid/crucible surface into the growing crystal. Modeling efforts have shown that the interaction between the crucible wall and the sample in the region of the melt/solid interface has a significant effect on dislocation formation. Previous experimentation in microgravity has shown that when the melt is not in contact with the wall of the crucible, the resulting crystal will have a lower dislocation density. It is hypothesized that the increased ability of the crystal to relieve stresses is responsible for the lower dislocation density. The proposed work will investigate the effect of forced contact versus detachment of the melt from the crucible wall on dislocation structure during directional solidification of semiconductor crystals. The proposed experiments will be performed using germanium doped to $10^{18}/\text{cm}^3$ gallium (Ga/Ge).
Dislocations are one of the primary defects found in semiconductors. Dislocations can result in semiconductor crystals for a variety of reasons. Two of the main reasons are (1) propagation from the seed crystal, and (2) shear strains due to mechanical or thermal stresses. One approach to reducing the dislocation density has been to dope the material such that the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) is increased so that the applied stress will not exceed the slip threshold. An alternate approach to reducing the dislocation density would involve decreasing the applied thermal stress. Stresses in crystals grown by the Czochralski method have been studied. Rosch and Carlson summarize the results of these studies by stating that for crystals smaller than one diameter in height, a significant amount of stress is located near the solid-liquid interface and near the seed crystal. For crystals longer than 2 diameters, all of the significant stress is found at the interface. Also, the stress is higher near curved rather than flat interfaces. Significant amounts of stress found at the perimeter and center of the interface will cause more dislocations to form in these regions, while fewer dislocations form in the intervening region. Experimental results agree with the modeling efforts; reducing the thermal stress resulted in a crystal with a lower dislocation density.

The third possible approach to reducing the dislocation density is to reduce the applied mechanical stress. There are two potential sources of applied mechanical stress for a crystal grown using the vertical Bridgman method in which the melt is in contact with the crucible. The first location is at the location of the melt-solid interface. Semiconductors expand upon solidification. Thus, if the melt is in contact with the crucible when it solidifies, the crystal will be constrained by the crucible. This results in a compressive stress on the crystal. This mechanical stress may be removed by processing in microgravity where the melt may form a free surface such that the melt is not in contact with the crucible wall at the melt-solid interface. If the melt is not in contact with the crucible wall, the solidifying crystal is free to expand without experiencing the compressive stress due to the crucible.
The second source of mechanical stress from the crucible occurs in cases where the crucible contracts more than the crystal upon cooling. In this case, the crucible applies a compressive stress to the crystal. If the crystal contracts more than the crucible, the crystal may stick to the crucible, partially stick, or detach from the crucible wall. Rosch and Carlson\(^5\) computed stress fields in GaAs during vertical Bridgman growth. They found that the crystal-crucible interaction was the most important parameter in determining dislocation generation. This source of mechanical stress has been minimized in the proposed experiments through the use of a pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) crucible. The germanium crystal will contract more than the PBN crucible upon cooling.

In ground based experiments, the melt will remain in contact with the crucible wall due to the pressure of the hydrostatic head during vertical Bridgman crystal growth. One method which eliminates contact with a crucible is float-zone crystal growth. In this method, the melt is held in place, in opposition to gravity, between two ends of a rod by surface tension. This limits the diameter of the crystals that can be grown to a few mm\(^{13}\). Vertical Bridgman growth can be used to grow much larger crystals.

**Hypothesis**

It is hypothesized that during crystal growth in microgravity a free surface may form on the surface of the melt. If the free surface forms in the region of the melt-solid interface, the defect concentration in the resulting crystal is expected to be reduced from that found in a crystal grown with forced contact with the crucible.

**Objective**

The objective of the proposed research is to comprehensively study the effect of free surface formation on the dislocation density of directionally solidified doped semiconductor crystals and to correlate these results with appropriate numerical modeling efforts.
Justification for Microgravity Research

Traditionally, solidification experiments have been done in microgravity due to the significant reduction in buoyancy driven convection that can be achieved in this environment. In the current research, it is the desire to form a free surface in the region of the melt-solid interface that necessitates a microgravity environment. In a 1-g environment, the hydrostatic head of the melt is sufficient to keep the melt in contact with the wall of the crucible during vertical Bridgman crystal growth. In microgravity, the pressure on the melt is reduced or eliminated depending on the orientation of the acceleration vector. This can lead to the formation of a free surface on the melt. Ideally, this free surface will form in the region of the melt-solid interface and thus provide a crystal in which to study the effect of the free surface on defect formation.

Experimental Plan

This experimental program was designed to be done in the Get Away Special (GAS) Payload developed at GTE during the GTE Labs/USAF/NASA GaAs Crystal Growth in Microgravity Program. This payload contains two gradient freeze furnaces. The proposed sample material is germanium doped to $10^{18}$/cm$^3$ gallium.

The current funding covers ground based research only. Ground based research will include confirming the sample-ampoule design and its interaction with the furnace. The characterization methods to be used on the samples will be developed, including a technique for determining the dislocation density in the samples. Numerical simulations will be performed by the Computational Materials Laboratory at NASA Lewis Research Center and will be compared to the experimental results. A framework for a student organization will be developed to be used if this program is selected for flight in the future.

Microgravity is necessary to investigate the case of a melt detached from the crucible wall. If this program is selected for flight in the future, two experiments are proposed to be done in microgravity. One of these experiments would employ a spring to prevent the formation of a
free surface on the melt. In this experiment, interface demarcation will be done using current pulsing to further identify the interactions between the interface and dislocation formation. The second experiment would be performed without the use of a spring. In this experiment, it is anticipated that the melt could detach from the crucible wall. Note that in all vertical Bridgman ground-based experiments, the pressure of the hydrostatic head will be sufficient to keep the melt in full contact with the crucible wall.

**Corresponding Modeling Effort**

Full scale numerical simulations of the experiment are an integral part of the proposed work. The full furnace/ampoule/charge assembly will be included in a finite element numerical model. Time dependent simulations will track the entire experiment from cold start to final cool down, allowing the determination of the solidification thermal history in the growing crystal under the different growth scenarios. The time dependent thermal history will then form the input data base for subsequent calculations of the stress field. Using a viscoplastic Haasan-Alexander full crystallographic constitutive model with different boundary conditions reflecting the crystal detachment/attachment to the crucible, we plan to compute the dislocation multiplication and resolved stresses in each individual crystallographic slip system. Effects of different wall contact conditions could then be directly traced to dislocation generation and resolved stresses in the growing crystal.

**Value of Research**

Dislocations are detrimental to the performance of semiconductors in device applications. Optical properties\textsuperscript{13}, hardness\textsuperscript{14-16}, and electrical properties such as electron mobility\textsuperscript{17} are sensitive to the dislocation density in semiconductors. This study should result in a significant improvement in the understanding of dislocation formation during semiconductor crystal growth due to an applied mechanical stress. This knowledge could be used to improve terrestrial
processes so that they can consistently produce single crystal semiconductors with fewer defects.

The more specialized knowledge on the effect of using a spring to force a melt to remain in contact with a crucible wall will be useful in planning future space station experiments. Springs have been used in past experimentation to prevent the formation of a free surface and maintain electrical contact. However, alternative designs could be developed if it is known that the effect of the spring is detrimental.
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ROLE OF DYNAMIC NUCLEATION AT MOVING BOUNDARIES
IN PHASE AND MICROSTRUCTURE SELECTION

A. Karma, Department of Physics, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115, and R. Trivedi, Ames Laboratory of the Department of Energy and Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011

INTRODUCTION

Nucleation at moving boundaries and the growth competition between different phases play crucial roles in the selection of phases and solidification microstructures. Some important examples include the formation of layered structures in peritectic systems [1-8], the formation of banded structures in laser processing of alloys [5,9-11], the formation of metastable phases in highly undercooled droplets [12, 13], and the selection of phases and microstructures in strip cast stainless steels [14-16].

The prediction of phase and microstructure selection is currently based on: 1) heterogeneous nucleation on a static interface, and 2) comparing the relative growth rate of different phase/microstructures (planar, cellular, dendritic, or eutectic) under steady-state growth conditions. The formation of new phases, however, occurs via nucleation on, or ahead of, a moving boundary. In addition, the actual phase and microstructure selection is controlled by a complex interaction between the nucleation process and the growth competition between the nuclei and the pre-existing phase under non-steady-state conditions.

This research addresses the critical role of nucleation at moving boundaries in the selection of phases and solidification microstructures through experiments in peritectic and eutectic systems and the development of reliable theoretical models. Initial studies are carried out in peritectic systems which provide a unique opportunity to examine these issues under well controlled experimental conditions and by accurate modeling.

BANDING IN PERITECTIC SYSTEMS

For a specific range of compositions in the two-phase region, a banded structure is observed in which two phases alternate perpendicular to the growth direction. The spacing and composition variations of these nearly planar phases are dictated by the nucleation at or ahead of the moving boundary and the relative growth rates of the nuclei and the pre-existing phase.

The basic mechanism of band formation [17] is shown schematically in Fig. 1 for a situation where the growth is purely diffusion-controlled. As the parent (α) phase
forms and grows towards its steady state, the nucleation of the second ($\beta$) phase becomes possible so that the system, instead of reaching its steady-state growth condition, transforms into the second phase. This phase, in turn, grows towards its steady-state, but before it reaches the latter, the parent phase nucleates again, and the cycle of alternate band formation is then repeated.

---

**PRELIMINARY STUDY IN THE Pb-Bi SYSTEM**

Ground based directional solidification experiments were carried out in a Bridgman furnace in Pb-Bi to establish the growth conditions and composition range for which layered structures can be formed as well as to make detailed measurements of composition and band spacings of the two phases. Examples of banded microstructures in this system are shown in Fig. 2.

A model was developed to describe banding under non-steady-state growth conditions in both diffusive and convective regimes. This model has been used to predict the nucleation undercooling of the first $\beta$-band and the amount of convection present in the system, as shown in Fig 3 below, and to study the effect of convection on the banding cycle, as shown in Fig. 4.

Experimental and modeling results so far have shown that:

1) Convection has an important effect on band formation:
   - It destabilizes band formation such that only a few bands are formed in a
Figure 2: Experimental micrographs showing band formation in the Pb-Bi system for a composition of 24% Wt Bi (left) and 33% Wt Bi (right).

Figure 3: Left: Solid composition $C_S$ in the first $\alpha$ band as a function of distance in the sample $z_S$ predicted by the model. Right: Determination of the nucleation undercooling $\Delta T_N^\beta$ of the $\beta$-phase from the model. $f$ is the volume fraction of the first $\alpha$-band formed (i.e. the ratio of the length of this band to the length of the sample) and $C_o$ is the alloy composition. $\Delta T_N^\beta$ is defined as the difference between the stable $\beta$-liquidus temperature and the interface temperature when the first $\beta$-band is formed. $\Delta = d v_p / D$ where $d$ is the diffusion boundary layer thickness, $v_p$ is the pulling speed of the sample, and $D$ is the solute diffusivity. Also shown are the predictions of the Scheil equation which agree well with those of the numerical model because convection effects are large.
finite sample as shown by experiment in Fig. 2 and the model in Fig. 4.

- It introduces a large uncertainty in the determination of the nucleation undercoolings of the two phases because it causes the bands to depart from a planar morphology as shown in Fig. 2.

2) Only the first $\beta$-band forms by nucleation at the moving $\alpha$ phase. Subsequent $\beta$-bands are formed by growth from the edges.

3) The model predicts that $\alpha$-bands do not form by heterogeneous nucleation on the $\beta$-liquid boundary, as assumed in the idealized cycle of Fig. 1, but either by nucleation in the liquid ahead of the $\beta$-liquid interface, or by continuous regrowth of the $\alpha$-band. This is because, after the first $\beta$-band is nucleated, the interface temperature increases again, but up to a maximum temperature which is less than the peritectic temperature $T_p$. Hence, there is no driving force for heterogeneous nucleation of $c_-$ after $f_-$ is nucleated the first time. The transient banding cycle shown in Fig. 4 occurs entirely below $T_p$ and was produced only under the condition that the $\alpha$ phase re-appears at some fixed temperature less than $T_p$.

MICROGRAVITY RELEVANCE

Ground based experiments have shown that convection effects preclude the formation of regular banded structures over the entire length of the sample with a planar morphology. Thus, to perform a critical comparison of theory and experiment in a purely diffusive regime, where reliable quantitative modeling is possible, the effect of convection needs to be eliminated. Although convection can be minimized in thin samples, the presence of a meniscus curvature alters the diffusion field and potentially the dynamic nucleation process. Thus, to determine accurately the nucleation undercoolings of the two phases under non-steady-state growth conditions, microgravity experiments in bulk samples are required to obtain unambiguous results that can be compared accurately with the theoretical model developed for the diffusive regime.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

1) Identify peritectic systems where:

- Convection is reduced.
- Both phases form by dynamic nucleation at the boundary of the pre-existing phase.
- Bands form uniformly across the entire sample so that the mechanism of lateral growth is not operative.

2) Perform ground based experiments in thin samples and small capillary tubes to reduce convection.

3) Develop a phase-field model of peritectic solidification to study the nucleation process and the competitive growth of the nuclei with the pre-existing phase. Such
Figure 4: Results of the numerical model showing the liquid composition at the interface, $C_L$, and the melt composition outside the diffusion boundary layer, $C_m$, as a function of the position, $z_s$, of the solid-liquid interface along the sample. These results demonstrate that banding is destabilized by convection and only occurs when the melt composition $C_m$ traverses the composition range (shaded area) for stable band formation in a semi-infinite sample. For both compositions, the entire banding cycle occurs for interfacial temperatures below the peritectic temperature $T_p$. The $\alpha$-phase is taken to form at a fixed temperature below $T_p$, adjusted so as to produce the number of bands observed experimentally for $C_o = 33$ Wt% Bi. For this same temperature, fewer bands are then predicted to form for $C_o = 24$ Wt% Bi in agreement with what is observed experimentally. This is due to the fact that the rate of increase of $C_m$ with $z_s$ is larger at the end of the sample. Thus, the system spends a shorter period in a regime of stable band formation at 24 Wt% than 33 Wt%, thereby yielding fewer bands.
a model is currently being developed by extending the formalism used previously to construct phase-field models of eutectic growth [18, 19].
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Identification of Gravity-Related Effects on Crystal Growth from Melts with an Immiscibility Gap

M. Kassemi*, A. Sayir**, S. Farmer*** and A. Chait***

NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland Ohio 44135

Abstract

This work encompasses a detailed experimental-numerical approach to study the effects of natural and Marangoni convections on solidification of single crystals from a silicate melt with a liquid-liquid immiscibility gap. Very little work has been done or published with regard to solidification from immiscible liquids. Preliminary experimental work in our laboratory has indicated that directional solidification of a single crystal mullite appears to be preceded by melt segregation where a liquid slightly enriched in Al₂O₃ is encapsulated in a SiO₂-rich liquid. This results in a unique growth configuration in which an alumina-rich crystal is adjoined by a silica-rich liquid and growth involves diffusion of solute from the encapsulated region through the stagnant layer to the solid-liquid interface. Disruption of the segregated state results in crystallization of a two phase structure. Therefore, in the Al₂O₃-SiO₂ system, the separation of the liquid phases is a desired result difficult to maintain on earth where mixing in the melt can disrupt single crystal growth. This is especially true when growing large diameter crystals, where mixing by the natural convective currents in the melt can only be eliminated by performing experiments under microgravity conditions. Determination of the necessary conditions for growing superior quality single crystals from the phase separated melt by isolating the effects of the various interacting transport processes is the desired outcome of this research effort.

Introduction

Industrial use of crystals grown from silicate melts is becoming increasingly important in electronic, optical, and high temperature structural applications. Even the simplest silicate systems like Al₂O₃-SiO₂ have had, and will continue to have, a significant role in the development of traditional and advanced ceramics. A unique feature of crystals grown from the silicate systems is their outstanding linear electro-optic properties. They also exhibit exceptionally high optical rotativity. As a result, these crystals are attractive materials for dielectric, optical, and microwave applications.

In this work, we propose a combined experimental-numerical study of the role of gravity-driven convection on growth of single crystal mullites from the melt. High resolution digital images obtained in our laboratories at NASA Lewis demonstrate that mullite formation is preceded by a state of liquid-liquid immiscibility. To our knowledge, this is the first direct experimental evidence of liquid immiscibility reported for this system. Preliminary experimental results also reveal that mixing in the melt caused by density-driven convection can significantly affect the immiscibility of the liquid and result in different crystalline forms (stable or metastable crystalline phases; polycrystals or single crystals). On earth, the immiscible state has only been observed for small diameter crystals grown in float zone systems where natural convection is almost negligible. Therefore, it is anticipated that growth of large single crystals from silicate melts using the Bridgman technique proposed here would benefit from the microgravity conditions in order to eliminate mixing by natural convection which would be otherwise present in the 1-g environment.

The transport processes affecting concentration and temperature gradients in the melt and in the growing solid are quite complicated for silicate systems. The immiscibility of the liquid, segregation of dopant, and interface shape are not only directly affected by density-driven and Marangoni convection in the melt but are also indirectly influenced by a significant amount of radiation and conduction heat transfer through the
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semi-transparent solid. The interaction between the various transport processes are further complicated by the observed multi-layered fluid structure which brings about various mechanical and thermal couplings across the liquid-liquid interface. Consequently, determination of the necessary conditions for growing superior quality single crystals from phase separated melts is only possible by isolating the effects of the various interacting transport processes through a combined numerical-experimental approach.

During the course of this investigation, the effect of density-driven convection on the liquid-liquid immiscibility will be experimentally investigated in a series of controlled ground-based tests by growing crystals over a wide range of diameters (from 100 microns to 2 cm). This allows us to vary the intensity of natural convection by several orders of magnitude. The effect of surface tension forces will be studied by varying the Al/Si concentration of the materials and through dopant additions. The impact of thermal radiation on the liquid-solid interface shape and on the degree of homogenization in the melt will be studied by changing the dopant concentration (at fixed Al/Si compositions) which directly alters the transparency of the material. A comprehensive numerical model will be developed by formulating the simultaneous effects of natural and thermo-capillary convection, moving boundaries, and semi-transparent radiation heat transfer. The numerical model will be used in conjunction with the test results to isolate the interacting phenomena. Finally, the type and quality of crystal produced (void formation, ordering, dislocation density, and low angle grain boundaries) will be characterized using scanning electron, transmission electron, and atomic force microscopy. The crystal characteristics will be correlated to the growth conditions and their effect on the transport processes. By the end of this effort, the data and understanding acquired during the ground-based research will be used to design the right space experiment where long-duration microgravity conditions will be provided aboard orbiting space craft.

Background

Observation of the Immiscibility Gap during Mullite Solidification

Liquid-liquid immiscibility in the high Al$_2$O$_3$ compositions near stoichiometric mullite (3Al$_2$O$_3$. 2SiO$_2$) has been predicted, but so far has not been unambiguously demonstrated. High resolution digital images captured during crystal growth at our facilities revealed that liquid adjacent to single crystal mullite was more transparent than liquid in the interior of the melt (Figs. 1, 2, and 3). Change in transparency occurs across a narrow spatial region. Reflected optical micrographs taken from longitudinal cross-sections of quenched molten zone specimens confirm that scattering intensity differences exist for the quenched-in features apparent in Figs. 1 and 2. We interpret these features as evidence for immiscibility in the liquid, due to compositional and/or structural differences in the melt. The two liquid phases remained separated for all compositions studied as long as they were kept above the monotectic temperature, TM, and below the convolution temperature, Tc. The liquid-liquid miscibility gap observations presented by Sayir and Farmer (1994) provide some of the first experimental evidence for liquid immiscibility for these compositions and temperatures. A brief description of the growth experiments follows.

Growth was initiated from polycrystalline seed material in all experiments, (Fig. 2). At the highest temperatures, growth of faceted single crystal occur from phase separated melts. The interface shape is planar and a region of Si-rich liquid adjoins the solid. At the onset of growth, polycrystalline seeded fibers are polycrystalline and the liquid/solid interface macroscopically very rough. By increasing the melt temperature, a planar liquid-solid interface is established at temperatures below Tc. Thus, single crystal growth was achieved without a complete monotectic invariant transition in the liquid state. We believe that the faster diffusion rates of Al through the Si-rich liquid achieved by increasing temperature may alter or override the effect of constitutional supercooling.

An image of single crystal mullite taken during growth is shown in Fig. 3. The melt position is not axially symmetric with respect to the crystal growth axis but is pulled to one side due to surface tension effects associated with the large side facet. Mullite single crystals grew with one or two facets, presumably (110) faces. The size of the facets varied during growth. Growth of single crystal mullite could be disrupted by agitation of the melt. Transition to polycrystalline growth in the absence of agitation occurs over time as the interface roughness increases. (This transition may be associated with Si evaporation losses-- a further complication to growth in this system.) It is interesting to note that although the starting compositions varied considerably, mullite single crystals have compositions of ~2 Al$_2$O$_3$.SiO$_2$, an anomaly which may relate to the occurrence of liquid immiscibility.
Interaction between Transport Processes in the Solidification of Mullite

The preliminary experimental investigations with mullite point out several interesting issues such as:

1. immiscibility gap in the melt and its effect on mullite formation
2. conditions for single crystal growth
3. effect of surface tension on faceting
4. effect of surface tension and Marangoni convection on striations.
5. effect of doping on radiation heat transfer and resulting interface shape.

All of these issues are intricately tied to the complex couplings between the different transport mechanisms and conditions at the interface.

In general, growth of crystals from melt is governed by a complex interplay between the various transport mechanisms for momentum, heat, and species. Optimization and control of the growth process is not possible unless the effects of these various mechanisms on the interfacial conditions are well understood. Unfortunately, in crystal growth from immiscible melts, these interactions are much more complex. The added complications are mainly caused by the mechanical and thermal couplings across the liquid-liquid interface as shown in Fig. 4. The liquid layers are mechanically coupled via transfer of momentum between the layers as determined by the continuity of tangential velocity and the balance of shear stress and surface tension at the interface. Likewise, the thermal coupling between the layers is achieved through the continuity of temperature and a balance of heat fluxes across the interface. These couplings distinguish the multi-layered problem encountered in mullite growth from the single-layer melt configuration traditionally addressed by the microgravity materials community.

The fluid motion in crystal growth is brought about by two co-existing and sometimes competing mechanisms: natural convection induced by the volumetric buoyancy force and Marangoni convection driven by the interfacial stresses. Unlike natural convection which is driven by density differences generated by either temperature or concentration gradients in the bulk of the fluid, Marangoni convection is driven by surface tension forces brought about by temperature or concentration gradients (thermocapillary and solutocapillary convection, respectively) along the interfacial surfaces. On earth, the volumetric forces are dominant, especially, in systems with large volume to surface ratio. But in the reduced gravity environment of orbiting space craft, surface forces become more important and the effects of Marangoni convection become dominant. It is anticipated that on earth because of the dominance of natural convection and the resulting mixing, maintenance of the immiscible state in the silicate melt becomes nearly impossible especially for large diameter crystals. However in microgravity, the reduction of the buoyancy force might promote stable encapsulation of the liquid with the larger surface tension by the liquid with the lower surface tension. The fluid dynamics and heat transfer associated with both of these cases should prove to be extremely interesting.

During the solidification of mullite, heat is transferred through three interacting mechanisms of conduction, convection and radiation and affects the crystal growth process in two ways. First directly, by removing the latent heat from the interface. Second, indirectly, by modifying the convection patterns in the bulk of the fluid. In silicate systems, the process is not only complicated by the additional constraints imposed by the liquid-liquid interface, but because of the semi-transparency of the solid and the high operating temperatures of the growth process radiation can easily become the dominant heat transfer mode during growth. Indeed, prior experience with growth of other semitransparent crystals such as BSO and sapphire suggest that radiation loss from the interface through the solid dominates the energy balance at the interface as described by Kassemi and Naraghi (1994). The effects of radiation become even more important in microgravity, where convection is minimized and nonuniform radiation loss from the interface can easily determine the shape and the movement of the interface.

Proposed Work

The main objective of this research is to isolate different mechanism essential to understanding mullite growth. This will be accomplished through a combined numerical-experimental analysis. The effects of natural convection, surface tension and the associated Marangoni convection and interactions caused by radiation heat transfer will be addressed. The objectives will be realized through completion of the following tasks.
Task 1: Natural Convection Effects

The effect of density-driven convection on the liquid-liquid immiscibility will be investigated in a series of ground based tests and numerical simulations. Crystals will be grown over a wide range of diameters from 100 microns up to 2.5 cm thereby changing the levels of natural convection by orders of magnitude.

The goal of this task would be to determine the effect of mixing caused by convection on the state of immiscibility of the liquid and on mullite crystal formation. The numerical simulations will be used to determine the relative contributions of the different transport mechanisms as the level of natural convection increases.

Task 2: Surface Tension Effects

Surface tension and its gradient will be modified by incorporating different levels of dopants. The objective of this task is twofold: 1) to study the effects of surface tension on faceting and 2) to study the effects of Marangoni convection induced by surface tension on the observed surface striations. Numerical models would be used to study the interaction between natural and Marangoni convection and its effect on stability of the liquid-solid interface. Detailed crystal characterization will be accomplished through scanning electron, transmission electron, and atomic force microscopy.

Task 3: Radiation Effects

Systematic dopant studies will be performed to change the radiative characteristic of the crystal from fully transparent to almost opaque. This then permits study of radiation effects on the curvature of the solid-liquid interface. Numerical models will be used to turn on and off radiation heat transfer thereby isolating its effect on interface curvature. Model predictions will be compared to high resolution digital images of the interface captured during growth.

Task 4: Design of Long Duration Space Experiments

During the last year of ground based experimentation, the acquired database will be analyzed to determine the relative contribution made by the separate phenomena affecting crystal growth from phase separated melts. After careful consideration, an appropriate long duration microgravity experiment will be designed to be carried out in the future.

Closure

Little is known about the various interacting transport mechanisms which govern mullite growth from the immiscible melt. Unfortunately most of the work performed with respect to fluid mechanics and heat transfer of multi-layered immiscible fluids use model materials and idealized configurations which are not directly applicable to the real life solidification problem. Before the right space experiment can be designed the role of various transport mechanisms that affect the growth process must be elucidated. This will be accomplished through the combined experimental/numerical ground based investigation presented here. During the course of this investigation, the effect of density-driven convection on the liquid-liquid immiscibility will be experimentally investigated in a series of controlled ground-based tests by growing crystals over a wide range of diameters (from 100 microns to 2 cm). This allows us to vary the intensity of natural convection by several orders of magnitude. The effect of surface tension forces will be studied by varying the Al/Si concentration of the materials and through dopant additions. The impact of thermal radiation on the liquid-solid interface shape and on the degree of homogenization in the melt will be studied by changing the dopant concentration (at fixed Al/Si compositions) which directly alters the transparency of the material. A comprehensive numerical model will be developed by formulating the simultaneous effects of natural and thermo-capillary convection, moving boundaries, and semi-transparent radiation heat transfer. The numerical model will be used in conjunction with the test results to isolate the interacting phenomena. Finally, the type and quality of crystal produced (void formation, ordering dislocation density, and low angle grain boundaries) will be characterized using scanning electron, transmission electron, and atomic force microscopy on the crystals produced. The crystal characteristics will be correlated to the growth conditions and their effect on the transport processes. By the end of this effort, the data and understanding acquired during the ground-based research will be used to design an appropriate space experiment where long-duration microgravity conditions will provide the necessary conditions for maintaining the phase separated state.
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Fig. 1 High resolution digital images captured during mullite crystal growth. Subsequent characterization of the quenched melt confirm that scattering intensity differences correspond to the phase separated liquid.

Fig. 2 a) Initiation of single crystal growth. b) Subsequent occurrence of large facets. c) Non-centrosymmetric position of fiber relative to melt - a consequence of faceted growth.
Fig. 3 High resolution images of a) rough liquid solid interface in polycrystalline growth, b) strongly faceted single crystal growth from planar interface (note loss of axial symmetry) and c) faceted growth of single crystal, axial symmetry maintained.

Fig. 4 Schematic of crystal growth from phase separated melt.
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The main objective of this work is to obtain quantitative experimental measurements of liquid-to-crystal homogeneous nucleation rates in a variety of undercooled metallic melts. This apparatus will allow these measurements to be made in 1-g. However, in a version optimized to take advantage of microgravity, one will be able to extend the range of melt compositions and droplet sizes, and to increase the precision of droplet sizing measurements. Thus a second objective of this work is to obtain the information and experience needed for the design, construction, and use of a future space-based apparatus.

Industrial melt and resolidification processes involve nucleation phenomena. Some of those processes rely heavily on a detailed understanding and control of either heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation rates to produce a desired phase or microstructure. Avoiding or delaying nucleation enables the materials scientist to produce fine dispersions of second phase particles, to extend solubility limits, to refine the microstructure to the nanometer size range, and to synthesize novel crystalline and amorphous phases.

Numerous researchers have made significant progress in theoretical descriptions of liquid-to-crystal nucleation. Unfortunately, these theories have not been adequately tested because of the experimental difficulties encountered when working with molten metals. In particular, it has not been possible to either eliminate or fully characterize the foreign surfaces presented to the melt by particles, by container walls, or by suspending liquids. Attempts to remove these surfaces by processing metals containerlessly introduces problems in measuring temperature with sufficient accuracy.

This study will use a novel experimental technique which allows a small metallic droplet to be formed, solidified, and remelted in high vacuum without physical contact. Temperature will be measured by pyrometry. The same experimental apparatus then can be very
effectively used to:
• expose droplets to controlled levels of gaseous reactants and/or particulate additives in order to make quantitative measurements of their influence on crystal nucleation;
• make quantitative measurements of critical cooling rates and time-temperature-transformation diagrams for metallic glass-forming alloys;
• investigate whether there is a correlation between overheating and the undercooling limit in germanium

This research will have several valuable outcomes: It will support the wide variety of solidification experiments of interest to microgravity investigators around the world. It will begin to confirm or deny theories for liquid-to-crystal nucleation in metallic melts, thereby filling a void in the current understanding of the ubiquitous phenomenon of liquid-to-crystal nucleation. It will quantify the effect of common trace impurities on crystal nucleation. In addition, this work, in conjunction with NASA's overall Microgravity Materials Science Program, will have a beneficial effect on almost countless industrial processes which involve the melting and resolidification of metals to produce a useful material.

Figures 1 and 2 show schematics of this experimental apparatus. Droplet forming, positioning, and processing all occur in a single, small evacuated chamber (Fig. 1). The chamber is constructed of ultrahigh vacuum stainless steel; the flanges are sealed with copper gaskets. A relatively inexpensive 6-way cross will provide the necessary optical access. This design ensures that windows are placed far enough from the droplet that coating of the windows by metal vapor is minimal. The entire chamber and all contents are bakeable. An oil-free turbomolecular pump backed with an oil-free diaphragm pump will be used. It should be possible to achieve at least $1 \times 10^{-9}$ Torr total residual gas pressure, which is low enough to allow sufficient processing time before a significant surface layer can form on the droplet.

Droplets are fabricated under ultrahigh vacuum by electrohydrodynamic atomization (Fig. 2). Molten droplets of various sizes in the micron range are ejected from the tip under the influence of the electric field which is established between the end of the sample stock rod and the top side of the top electrode. Initially, the atomizer is run briefly to eject the surface impurities inevitably deposited during installation. Afterwards, clean droplets are allowed to move through the hole in the top electrode and into the particle trap. The spray will contain a range of droplet sizes. A single droplet will be captured from the spray as described below. Note that the entire droplet fabrication procedure is accomplished in ultrahigh vacuum and without any physical contact.
Each droplet in the spray created in the atomizer moves downward, freezing at some point along its trajectory due to radiative cooling. Some of the frozen droplets move through a hole and into an electrodynamic levitator (EDL)\(^1\) (Fig. 2). The EDL uses a vertical electric field to impart a counter-gravitational force on a charged particle. A simple feedback systems adjusts the top and bottom electrode potentials to keep the droplet vertically centered. An oscillating potential is placed on the center electrode to impart a centering force.

Electrodynamic levitation has a long history of successful use for a variety of particle studies\(^2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9\). It is exceedingly well-adapted to high vacuum work. In fact, in a manner very similar to that proposed here, it has been used to levitate small (solid) metallic particles in vacuum\(^9\).

In ground-based studies, the droplet diameter will be determined by measuring the light scattering intensity resulting from illumination by a linearly-polarized HeNe laser\(^7\). Although relatively involatile metals will be studied, some evaporation of the more volatile metals will occur during the high temperature portions of the experiment. Therefore, each droplet will be sized before and after every quantitative nucleation measurement.

An alternative sizing method is electron stepping\(^10\) which measures the droplet mass by adding or removing a single electron and noting the corresponding change in levitation potential. The accuracy of electron stepping is completely independent of any material properties. However, electron stepping is not accurate when the droplet holds more than about a hundred electronic charges since the addition or subtraction of an electron produces only a minor change in the levitation potential. As a result, electron stepping is not accurate in ground-based studies of 5 to 10 micron droplets. In a low-gravity environment, however, electron stepping would be a very accurate method of particle sizing. If a low-gravity version of this apparatus is to be built, electron stepping will almost certainly be utilized.

The droplets will be heated by a 150 mW argon-ion laser focussed through a quartz window and lens. Various laser power-time profiles will be selected to probe various aspects of nucleation. For example, to measure steady-state nucleation one would use a relatively slow continuous cooling, while to measure transient nucleation one would allow the droplet to cool rapidly. The maximum cooling rate is limited by radiative heat transfer from the particle. For example, for gold near its melting point the maximum cooling rate will be about \(10^4\) K/s. Again, the droplet can be cooled at any rate less than or equal to the radiative cooling rate by supplying the appropriate laser heating power. (Note that even at the highest cooling rates, the droplets will remain nearly isothermal since the time scale for heat conduction within a 5
to 10 micron metallic particle is several orders of magnitude smaller than the time scale for radiative cooling.)

Although the accuracy of temperature measurement in optical pyrometry is limited by the current state of knowledge of material properties, the time at which certain events occur in a temperature-time trace can be measured to very high precision. These timings improve the precision of measurements needed for nucleation studies.

This experimental approach is useful for samples which can be fabricated by electrohydrodynamic atomization, can be laser-melted, have a low enough vapor pressure that their evaporation, while molten, is negligible, and emit measurable thermal radiation while molten.

Electrohydrodynamic atomization is a proven technology for producing micron and submicron particles from a wide range of materials including Ta, Mo, Ti, U, alloys, ceramics, and even ceramic-metal combinations. The material of interest need only be available in the form of a rod or wire.

Most metals have high reflectivities in the IR range but show a maximum absorbance in the visible. A 150 mW argon ion laser will provide ample heat to melt the proposed sample materials.

Some molten metals can have troublesomely high vapor pressures. For the experimental design presented here, the molten droplet evaporation rate should be small enough that its diameter does not decrease in size by more than about $10^{-4}$ microns/second. This constraint limits the choice of samples to those with sufficiently low vapor pressures in the vicinity of their melting temperatures.

To use IR-quartz optics and InAs detectors to measure temperature by optical pyrometry, the sample's melting temperature must be at least 1200 K. Otherwise, we will not be able to obtain a sufficiently strong signal with 5 micron droplets.

Some metals which satisfy all of these constraints are: germanium, gold, neodymium, praseodymium, and uranium.

This apparatus will result in much needed experimental data on homogeneous nucleation rates in undercooled metallic melts as a function of their temperature-time history. The first
materials to be studied are pure metals. Later, the study will be expanded to alloys, including glass-forming alloys. Subsequent studies will take advantage of the apparatus to expose the droplet to controlled levels of gaseous reactants and particulate additives in order to make quantitative measurements of their influence on crystal nucleation. This apparatus is a completely functional ground-based apparatus. We anticipate, however, that, a space-based apparatus would expand the versatility and reliability of droplet positioning and increase the precision of droplet sizing. The ground-based apparatus will establish the technical foundation and provide long-term support for future space-based studies of nucleation in liquid materials.


FIGURE 1. Molten Metal Droplet Levitator Concept Drawing

FIGURE 2. Electrical Connections

Capture a few droplets here, then release all but one.
I. Introduction

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) are attractive for kinetic studies of phase transformations because they are relatively easy to make, the sample quantity required is small, and they can be automated in some cases. These features also make such experiments attractive for studies in a microgravity environment. Despite the broad popularity of calorimetric studies, however, few methods for quantitative data analysis exist. This is particularly true for nonisothermal data, where most methods are based on erroneous assumptions that generally result in misinformation. Even for isothermal studies, however, proper account is generally not taken of the transformation microstructure, making most interpretations suspect. Further, though DSC/DTA data are often obtained from quantities of fine powder, finite particle size effects are ignored. Finally, the initial and final phases frequently have different compositions; existing techniques have little validity there. Attempts at analysis are hampered by an incomplete knowledge of the composition dependence of the nucleation rate.

Under NASA support, we have developed computer-based methods for the quantitative analysis of calorimetric data, allowing estimates to be obtained of the time-dependent nucleation rate and cluster-size-dependent-growth rates for homogeneous- and heterogeneous-nucleation phase transformations involving no composition change (i.e. polymorphic transformations). We have recently extended the model to take the first account of finite-size effects. To extend these studies to the more common case of phase transformations involving solute partitioning (i.e. nonpolymorphic transformations), we present the first measurements of the compositional dependence of the time-dependent nucleation rate. These initial results are discussed in light of a new model for nucleation.
II. Computer Models of DSC/DTA Scans in Polymorphic Transformations - Finite Size Effects

The basic computer model systematically follows the time-dependent development of clusters from the smallest sizes to macroscopic ones [1-3]. The time-dependent cluster density, \( N_{n,t} \), is obtained by solving the coupled differential equations describing cluster growth:

\[
\frac{dN_{n,t}}{dt} = N_{n-1} k^+_{n-1} - \left[ N_{n,t} k^-_n + N_{n,t} k^+_n \right] + N_{n+1,t} k^-_{n+1}
\]

where \( k^+ \) and \( k^- \) are the forward and backward rate constants respectively, which are proportional to the diffusion coefficient in the initial phase[4]. The nucleation rate is defined as the flux in cluster-size space; in the most general case it is a function of both time and the cluster size at which it is measured,

\[
I_{n,t} = N_{n,t} k^+_n - N_{n+1,t} k^-_{n+1}
\]

Phase transitions are simulated by dividing the transformation time into a series of short isothermal intervals over which new nuclei appear and previously generated ones grow, assuming a size-dependent growth rate [2]. For nonisothermal transformations, the duration of the isothermal interval is inversely related to the scan rate, \( S \). To model the small samples often used in DSC/DTA experiments (50 to 400 \( \mu \)m powders), finite-size effects are included by expressing the volume fraction transformed in terms of the scaled time, \( \kappa \) [5],

\[
x = 1 - \exp\left[ -N \left( \kappa^3 - \frac{9}{14} \kappa^4 + m(N) \kappa^6 \right) \right]
\]

where

\[
\kappa = \frac{u(r) t}{R}, \quad m(n) = \max \left( 5.26 - 0.26N, 1.0 \right)
\]

\( R \) is the average particle radius, and \( N \) is the average number of nuclei per particle. For many silicate glasses, the nucleation and growth are sufficiently well separated that all crystallites are approximately the same size, making the use of one value for \( R \) a valid assumption. Surface crystallization is also included. Based on optical microscopy studies of lithium disilicate glass (the glass studied here), the nucleation step for surface crystallization can be ignored. Calculating the
volume transformed by surface growth, and taking account of the overlap between surface, \( x_s \), and volume, \( x_v \), crystallization, the time-dependent volume transformed is given by

\[
x(t) = x_s + x_v(1 - x_s)
\]

Assuming that the rate of change of the enthalpy, \( \frac{dH}{dt} \), and the rate of volume transformed scale linearly, the DSC/DTA signal can then be computed as a function of time and/or temperature as

\[
DSC \ Signal \propto \frac{x(T + \delta T) - x(T)}{\delta T / S}
\]

This model was used to investigate the effects of time-dependent nucleation and finite sample size on phase stability and transformation in lithium disilicate glass [3]. DSC/DTA peak parameters, such as peak temperature, \( T_p \), and peak height, \( I_p \), are strong functions of particle size [6] and sample history. Our computer-based approach is capable of taking both effects into account. As
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Fig. 1 The effect of scanning through the nucleation zone at different rates on the DSC/DTA peak parameters. 425-450 \( \mu m \) particles; data - (■) and (■); calculation - solid lines. 850-1170 particles: data (●); calculation - dashed line. Calculations in (a) - (c) are for spherical particles; (d) - (e) assume ellipsoidal particles with eccentricity (1,1,1) (from Ref. [5])
an example, Figure 1, compares the model predictions with experimental data for peak parameters for two sizes of spherical glass particles that were first scanned through the region in which the nucleation rate is significant (400°C to 500°C) at rates, $\Theta_n$, between 2 and 15°C/min, and were subsequently scanned through the crystallization peak at a rate, $\Theta_c$, of 15°C/min. Symbols are used for the data; the lines are the calculations. Results from two independent DSC/DTA measurements of these glasses are presented, providing a measure of the experimental error. Though the predicted trends for spherical particles (a)-(c) follow the data, slightly improved agreement is obtained if ellipsoidal particles are assumed (d)-(f). Optical microscopy studies of the particles show that this assumption is reasonable. It should be emphasized that these calculations were made with no fitting parameters.

Having established the validity of the model, it can be used to make meaningful evaluations of methods of analysis for DSC/DTA data. Two approaches are most common. The Kissinger analysis [7,8], which gives an estimate for the effective activation energy of the transformation, and the Ozawa method [9], which is used to estimate the Avrami coefficient, $n$, which can provide some information about the transformation mechanism. To check these methods, DSC/DTA data were calculated for glasses quenched at different rates using known thermodynamic and kinetic parameters [10]. Comparisons were made between calculations for infinite samples, and when surface and finite-size effects were included. Good fits to the Kissinger and Ozawa expressions were obtained. The activation energies calculated from the Kissinger analysis increase with increasing quench rate of the glass and decrease with increasing particle size. Since neither the nucleation rate nor the growth velocity have an Arrhenius temperature dependence, however, the precise meaning of these activation energies is unclear. A detailed examination demonstrates that the activation energies derived from the Kissinger analysis agree approximately with the local activation energy from growth in the range of the peak transformation temperatures. They do not reflect directly the temperature dependence of the nucleation rate in that temperature range.

III. Measurements of the Nucleation Rates as a Function of Composition

The correct treatment for the nucleation of a cluster with a composition different from that of the parent phase is not clear. Here the embryo composition can change with cluster size and the chemical make-up of the regions surrounding the embryos will likely vary in a complicated manner, given the stochastic nature of cluster evolution. Based on the thermodynamic theory of fluctuations, the steady state rate of a binary phase of A and B atoms from a parent phase of different composition is expected to have the form,
\[ I^* = A^* \exp \left( -\frac{W_{a,b}}{kT} \right) \]

where \( W_{a,b} \) is the reversible work of formation of an embryo of size \( n \), composed of \( a \), A atoms and \( b \), B atoms. As for the classical theory, the pre-term, \( A^* \), must be determined from a kinetic analysis of nucleation.

Figure 2 shows the first measurements of the nucleation rate and the induction time (a measure of the time required to reach the steady state nucleation rate) as a function of temperature and SiO\(_2\) concentration in a Na\(_2\)O.2CaO.3SiO\(_2\) glass. X-ray diffraction studies demonstrate that these data represent the nucleation of the stoichiometric crystalline phase. Interestingly, the nucleation rate drops by several orders of magnitude while the induction time rises by less than a factor of 2 with increasing SiO\(_2\). That the measured growth velocity and the melting temperature, measured by DTA, change little suggests that these data cannot be explained by changes in the driving free energy or atomic mobility.
To better understand this behavior, we have developed a new model of nucleation for cases when diffusion in the parent phase is competitive with the interfacial attachment rate. Following earlier work by Russell [11], a cluster density, $N(n, D)$, is specified by the number of atoms in the cluster, $n$, and in the region of the parent phase near the growing cluster, $D$. The cluster composition was held fixed at a value corresponding to that of the stoichiometric crystal. Cluster evolution was determined for the coupled fluxes of molecular attachment from the cluster neighborhood and diffusion in the parent phase to the cluster interface. The coupled differential equations describing cluster evolution are much more complicated than for the classical theory; their numerical solution was obtained by implicit methods, useful for solving stiff differential equations. The computed results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig. 2, predicting both the decrease of the nucleation rate below its value for polymorphic crystallization and the increase of the induction time and the different scaling behavior of the two quantities. Work is underway to refine the model parameters, to explore the underlying kinetics more deeply by multi-step annealing studies and to investigate systems where a large compositional effect on the nucleation rate is expected on thermodynamic grounds, such as the crystallization of a quasicrystal from its melt. Undercooling experiments on Ti-based alloys are already underway using the NASA Drop Tube Facility at Marshall Space Flight Center.

* This work was partially supported by NASA under contracts NCC-849 and NCC 8-85

1. RESEARCH PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.1 Introduction

The development of advanced epitaxial growth techniques has enabled the extensive use of compound semiconductors in the electronics and the optoelectronics industry. High purity materials in ultra-thin multi-layer structures have been produced using these techniques. In this regard, Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) has emerged as the most viable technique for producing devices with stringent quality requirements. MOCVD allows for the control over the composition and doping of epitaxial semiconductors ranging in size from microns to atomic dimensions. Also, it can be extended to a wide range of heteroepitaxial systems.

Conventional MOCVD involves the reaction of a metal alkyl (e.g., Trimethyl Gallium-TMG), with a hydride of the non-metal component (e.g., Arsine) in order to produce the compound semiconductor (e.g., GaAs) which is then deposited on the substrate.
Some of the important issues relating to compound semiconductor growth by MOCVD are:

1. **The Growth Process:** The gas phase deposition of the compound semiconductor requires supersaturation of both the metal and the non-metal components in the gas in excess of the amount required for equilibrium. These components are produced through the decomposition of the reactants. The concentration of reactants must therefore be high enough to guarantee supersaturation so that the growth surface remains compositionally stable at the growth temperature.

2. **Fluid Flow:** The fluid flow in the reactor has a significant influence on the uniformity and the efficiency of the growth process. The mixing and convective transport of the reactants to the substrate surface are determined by the flow field. Boundary conditions, such as susceptor rotation coupled with natural convection, result in complex flow patterns which alter the deposition characteristics substantially.

3. **Mass and Energy Transport:** The temperature distribution in the reactor determines the extent of gas phase decomposition of the reactants as the mixture flows over the substrate. Also, the presence of a mixture of various species in the reactor results in phenomena such as multi-component diffusion, thermodiffusion (the Soret Effect) and the Dufour effect. These physical effects result in complex interactions between the flow, the temperature and the species fields that can significantly influence the deposition process.

4. **Surface Phenomena:** The group V constituent is usually present in excess over the metal alkyl. A number of processes occur in sequence during the epitaxial growth. The reactants are transported to the substrate surface where they undergo chemical reactions. The main product of the reaction (GaAs) is incorporated into the growth surface and the reaction by-product (CH₄) is transported away from the surface. The by-product of CH₄ is one-sixth as dense as the original nutrient Ga(CH₃)₃, creating a strong potential for buoyancy driven convection.

The substrate temperature is usually held high enough to ensure rapid decomposition of the reactants near the surface. This ensures that the growth process is diffusion limited since the reactions are extremely fast. It also creates high thermal gradients near the interface which increases the tendency for natural convection. High thermal gradients also increase the Soret effect.
5. Chemistry: The MOCVD precursors undergo a series of gas phase (homogeneous) and surface (heterogeneous) reactions during the growth process. Many of these reactions have been identified for the conventional MOCVD process involving TMG and arsine.

The complexity of the above mentioned physical phenomena and their mutual interactions makes the analysis of MOCVD systems difficult. Although MOCVD is being applied widely, the technique has not yet realized its large scale production potential due to the lack of understanding of these interactions over a range of conditions.

The objective of the proposed study is to perform comprehensive experimental/computational analysis of transport and chemistry in MOCVD reactors and to specifically quantify the roles of natural convection and thermal radiation under ground-based and microgravity environments. The experiments will be performed at NASA-LaRC and the computations will be done at CFD Research Corporation (CFDRC).

1.2 Description of Analytical Method

The general purpose commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code, CFD-ACE (developed and marketed by CFDRC), has been upgraded under recent contracts from ARPA, NASA, SEMATECH and private industry to include the following models for specific application to materials processing:

a. Multi-Component Transport Model: A comprehensive multi-component transport model (based on the low pressure kinetic theory of gases) is available in CFD-ACE to compute mass, momentum and energy transport in three-dimensional reactor configurations. Additional effects such as thermodiffusion (the Soret Effect) are also resolved. The formulation is general and is applicable to non-unity Lewis number flows.

b. Multi-Step Finite Rate Chemistry: CFD-ACE has a generalized model for multi-step gas and surface reactions. The model can handle systems of highly stiff chemical equations. Currently, the code can accommodate 50 gas phase reactions and 20 surface reactions. The reaction rates are accepted in the generalized Arrhenius form.

c. Thermal Radiation Model: A comprehensive radiation model (based on the discrete ordinate
method) in three-dimensional, non-orthogonal, body-fitted-coordinates (BFC) is available in CFDACE. The model can simulate radiation heat transfer through dissimilar, semi-transparent, participating media. The gray approximation is used in the model currently. However, a non-gray model is under development and will be used to assess the influence of non-gray effects in the MOCVD system.

d. Geometry and Scientific Visualization Models: CFD-ACE is coupled to a geometry/grid generation software (CFD-GEOM) and an interactive scientific data visualization package (CFD-VIEW). Currently, these packages are being integrated into a virtual design environment to enable quick synthesis and evaluation of different reactor designs and operating conditions.

1.3 Description of Experimental Method

The following experimental facilities are available at NASA-LaRC for performing the proposed work:

a. MOCVD Reactor: The experimental reactor has a circular inlet section that merges into a tapered rectangular duct with an aspect ratio (width to height) of 2.22. The graphite susceptor is mounted in a fused silica sled which is inserted into the flow channel. The susceptor and sled are tilted at an angle of nine degrees with respect to the horizontal. The graphite susceptor is heated by rf induction coils wound around the fused silica channel.

b. Laser Velocimetry: The three-dimensional velocity flow field in the reactor will be measured using the laser velocimetry (LV) system of the Chemical Vapor Deposition Facility for Reactor Characterization (CVDF) at LaRC. This LV system is capable of measuring the three components of velocity with a spatial resolution of 150 microns. By translating this sample volume through the reactor volume, a full quantitative mapping of the velocity flow field is achieved. In addition, CVDF includes flow visualization capabilities for a qualitative measurement of the overall flow field. Both the LV and flow visualization techniques employ tracer particles. Small particles, on the order of 1 micron in diameter are introduced into the flow upstream of the reactor.

c. Infrared Imagery: An Inframetrics model 6000 IR camera will be used for the experiments. The camera is mounted above the reactor vessel, and a pair of gold-plated mirrors is deployed to
enable simultaneous observation of both sides and top of the vessel. IR imagery is recorded digitally on VHS tape, with a total of 128 gray scale levels.

Experimental runs will be performed with reactant gases flowing at 8.0 lpm. Susceptor temperature will be either 600°C or 700°C, achieved by radio-frequency (RF) inductive heating. Optically, fused quartz is opaque at wavelengths above about 4 microns, so the IR sensor is seeing the outside surface only. The emissivity is calculated to be 0.8. Digital imagery data is processed to produce a pixel file of temperature data in a 378 by 206 array. This file contains the three views. Reference markings will be produced in IR image by placing thin copper rods (about 2mm diameter) atop the reactor so as to appear in both top and side views. These rods are gently heated by a blower so as to be visible in the IR images. These rods provide the necessary axial positioning information in the images. Vertical and transverse positioning information is achieved by the ability to see the reactor edges in the images. The result is a set of three reference points in each view corresponding to known points in object space. A general coordinate transformation based on these points is used for each view of the vessel (i.e. top and two sides).

1.4 Data Analysis/Research Plan

Year 1: A series of experimental and computational studies will be performed using nitrogen and hydrogen as inlet gases. Using a pure component such as hydrogen or nitrogen will make it possible to analyze flow and heat transfer without taking chemistry and multi-component diffusion/thermodiffusion into account. The modeling studies will be used to identify conditions that will result in the best flow and temperature uniformity on the substrate. Detailed measurements of flow velocities and wall temperature distributions will be used to validate the model.

Year 2: The studies will be extended to nitrogen/hydrogen mixtures thus bringing in the additional effects of multi-component diffusion and thermodiffusion (Soret Effect). The computational studies will focus on determination and minimization of the effects of natural convection on flow and temperature uniformity. The parameters that will be used in this study are reactor orientation, reactor pressure, susceptor heating rate and mixture composition. The practical lower limit of Gr/Re^2 achievable on the ground will be determined. Simultaneously, the feasibility of establishing laminar forced flows without significant natural convection in ground-based configurations will be
determined. If microgravity is necessary to achieve the laminar forced flow dominated regime, preliminary science requirements and conceptual designs for a flight experiment will be developed.

In parallel with the convection analysis, the study will be extended to a GaAs or InP growth system. Model predictions of deposition rate/uniformity under different operating conditions will be verified through experimentation.

**Year 3:** Advanced models for the MOCVD chemistry involving several gas phase and surface reactions will be tested using the computational model. The non-gray radiation model (developed and tested under other concurrent projects) will be applied to assess the influence of non-gray effects on the MOCVD process. The model predictions will be validated using experimental data. The models will be used to estimate the impact of radiative heat transfer under microgravity/low Gr/Re\(^2\) conditions. If appropriate, the definition of the flight experiment will continue.

**Year 4:** The effects of microgravity (Low Gr/Re\(^2\)) on deposition rates and uniformity for a "real" system will be quantified using the numerical model.

The matrix of test conditions will be completed and the experimental data consolidated to provide a knowledge base of the effects of natural convection and thermal radiation on substrate quality and deposition rate as a function of operating conditions. If applicable, the design of the flight hardware and definition of the science requirement in preparation for a flight experiment will be completed.
CONTAINERLESS OPTICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS
ON HIGH TEMPERATURE LIQUIDS
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Abstract:

The major goal of this NRA research was to obtain experimental measurements of the optical properties and spectral emissivities of liquid metals and alloys as functions of temperature, wavelength and composition. A second goal was to provide emissivity and optical property results on materials investigated in the TEMPUS IML-2 mission. To facilitate these objectives, we constructed a novel, high precision pulsed-dye laser spectroscopic ellipsometer that operated in the energy range of 1 - 3.5 eV (λ ≈ 1000 - 350 nm). All of the materials were investigated using electromagnetic levitation to position and melt the specimens and to eliminate any container-derived impurities. This approach yielded extremely clean liquid surfaces on which spectroscopic ellipsometry was conducted. The complex dielectric functions and spectral emissivities were obtained on liquids as functions of temperature, wavelength, and composition. The optical properties obtained in this work in combination with radiometric measurements have been used to derive accurate temperature measurements and approximate values of the total hemispherical emissivity for high temperature liquid metals and alloys. Our NRA research work has directly supported flight experiments on TEMPUS IML-2 mission. We outline below some of the key accomplishments of the research.

Experimental Methods:

Electromagnetic levitation and heating were used to suspend and melt the liquid specimens of the different materials investigated. A 5 kW radio frequency generator that operated at ca. 450 KHz with a 4:1 step-down transformer supplied power to the levitation coil. The samples were levitated and melted in a high vacuum chamber under high purity argon and helium mixtures. The specimens were levitated in the gap between the upper and lower turns of the levitation coil. Cw CO₂ laser heating was used to extend the temperature range for some materials. Apparent specimen temperatures were measured using two calibrated optical pyrometers whose operating wavelengths were 650 nm. For measurements on the TEMPUS materials, a special infrared pyrometer with a bandpass similar to the infrared flight pyrometer was employed. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus.

The first major accomplishment of the NRA research was the construction of a pulsed-dye laser spectroscopic ellipsometer for optical property measurements. The ellipsometric measurements utilized a dual-detector rotating analyzer design [1]. Simultaneous intensity measurements for orthogonal components of polarization were obtained to overcome inherent light level variations due to laser intensity and specimen shape fluctuations. A Molelectron
UV-24 nitrogen laser pumped a Molectron DL-II dye-laser to provide laser radiation at wavelengths from 360-990 nm, 3.44-1.25 eV. The laser had a pulse width of 7 ns and was at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The detector outputs were measured using a pair of gated integrators and digitized by a dedicated laboratory computer. A total of 24 laser dyes were used to obtain radiation over all but a few narrow wavelength regions, with a spectral resolution approximately 10 GHz. Incident laser pulse energies were adjusted to 1 mJ or less in a 0.5 cm diameter beam with the aid of an attenuator. The computer operated the motorized rotating analyzer and the scan control functions of the dye laser. Figure 1 includes a schematic of the spectroscopic ellipsometer system.

The specimens were first purified by heating to temperatures sufficient to evaporate oxides or decompose nitride impurities and to evaporate small amounts of metal which served as a getter. The vapor pressure and vaporization rate of the elements determined the maximum temperatures at which ellipsometry could be conducted. Optical properties were measured for liquid Al at 1550K, Zr at 2335K, Ni at 1765K, Ni-75%Zr at 1500K, and Fe at 1890K and vs temperature at selected wavelengths. Some optical property measurements were conducted on the undercooled liquids by allowing helium gas into the chamber to increase convective heat loss and lowering the specimen temperature. Measurements were obtained on additional nickel-based alloys Ni-25%Sn, Ni-32.5%Sn, Ni-40%Nb, and Ni-75%Zr. The effects of oxygen and nitrogen on the optical properties of liquid Zr were measured.

Results:

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) allows direct measurements of the complex dielectric functions of materials. The data derived from SE include the optical conductivity, the polarization, the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction, and the normal and hemispherical spectral emissivities. In this research report, we give example results of these property measurements for the liquids investigated. All of the results from this NRA research can be found in the literature [1-6].

Figure 2 shows the optical conductivity results for liquid aluminum. The data reveal that clean liquid aluminum exhibits an absorption peak at ca. 1.4 eV [1]. Since the optical property data exhibit a shape and form quite similar to the solid, the Ashcroft-Sturm model [7] of parallel band absorption was used as an empirical means for fitting the data. The model requires that four physical parameters be determined. These parameters are m, r, |U111⟩, and |U200⟩, which describe inter- and intra-band relaxation times and pseudo-potential energies (along the [111] and [200] zone directions in the solid), respectively. The model fit [2] is shown by a solid line in Fig. 2. The derived pseudo-potential energies provide an indirect view of the structure and bonding in the liquid. The liquid and solid have very similar electronic structures and optical properties, implying that the liquid contains a high degree of order (or clustering). This research has provided the first successful physical modelling of optical properties for a liquid metal. With measurements at a few additional temperatures and wavelengths, the model would allow accurate calculation of all of the spectral, hemispherical, and total emissivities and the optical properties of liquid aluminum over wide wavelength and temperature ranges.
Figure 3 presents the wavelength dependence of emissivity for liquid Al [1], Zr [3], Fe [4], Ni [4], Ni-75%Zr [5] and Gd. These results illustrate the differences in emissivity exhibited by liquid metals in the visible and near infrared spectral regions. The temperatures at which these results were obtained are listed in the figure legend. The emissivity variation for liquid aluminum near 800 nm arises due to the strong absorption that is more clearly resolved by the optical conductivity data presented in Figure 2. Liquid Zr [3] and Ni-75% Zr [5] show similar slopes for their emissivity vs wavelength functions and similar emissivity values. The properties of liquid Gd are also shown in the same plot. The transition metal liquids, Zr, Ni and Fe, exhibit an emissivity vs wavelength dependence similar to their solid counterparts.

The NRA research has facilitated spectral emissivity measurements in the visible and infrared and a detailed analysis of errors in pyrometry associated with the TEMPUS flight pyrometer. Measurements of the normal spectral emissivity and the infrared radiance temperature were obtained as functions of true temperature for liquid Ni and several Ni-based alloys. Figure 4 plots the infrared radiance temperature (bandpass 1-2.5 μm) vs true temperature for pure Ni and several Ni-based alloys [5]. This plot allows the true temperature to be derived from the radiance temperatures measured in space during the TEMPUS IML-2 mission. Figure 5 plots values of the emissivity vs wavelength for the nickel alloys, liquid zirconium and a typical solid metal, tungsten. In addition to optical property measurements, we have analyzed the errors associated with the infrared channel of the TEMPUS pyrometer [8].

The effects of oxygen and nitrogen contamination on the optical properties of liquid Zr were measured in collaboration with scientists at Vanderbilt University. In these studies, the optical constants of the liquid were measured as a function of the oxygen/nitrogen concentration. Oxygen or nitrogen gas was allowed to flow into the levitation chamber using precision mass flow controllers. The optical properties were measured up to the supersaturation limits of the oxygen and nitrogen concentrations. An empirical model precisely describes the results for both Zr-O and Zr-N liquids [6]. This model is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the imaginary part of the dielectric constant, ε₂ = 2nk, (proportional to the optical conductivity), is plotted vs the electron/atom ratio. A single function describes both Zr-N and Zr-O results, showing that the conduction electron concentration in the solution is the primary factor that governs the optical response of the liquid.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus for optical property measurements on levitated liquid metals and alloys.

Figure 2. Measured optical conductivity values (*) and calculated fit for the parallel-band absorption model. Drude (D), Interband (I), and total (T) conductivities are shown.
Figure 3. Normal spectral emissivities vs wavelength for liquid Al, Zr, Gd, Ni, Ni-75%Zr, and Fe at temperatures given in the legend box.

Figure 4. True temperature of metals and alloys investigated in the TEMPUS IML-2 space-based experiments as a function of radiance temperature measured with an infrared pyrometer, with the same bandpass as the pyrometer used in the flight.
Figure 5. Normal Spectral emissivities as a function of wavelength for materials investigated in the TEMPUS IML-2 space-based experiments. Tungsten data are shown for comparison.

Figure 6. Imaginary part of the dielectric constant of Zr-O and Zr-N solutions as a function of the conduction electron concentration in the solution. Solid line is a least-squares fit.
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Objective

The technical objective of this program is to utilize the orbital microgravity environment to evaluate convective influence(s) on the solidification of eutectic alloys.

Approach

This program is a coordinated research effort involving both space and ground-based research and includes French joint participation. We will extend the application of flight furnace and diagnostic capabilities. Seebeck interfacial temperature, interface velocity, and compositional measurements will be applied to the low volume fraction eutectic case, for the first time. Peltier pulsing will be utilized to investigate eutectic kinetic stability, morphological stability, and the extended cooperative growth region during eutectic growth with interfacial undercooling.

Results

Our effort builds on a substantive one-g and μ-g baseline. Microgravity results have demonstrated: substantial refinement of the Bi/MnBi and NiSb/InSb rod microstructures, expansion of the Al_{3}Ni/Al rod microstructure, and unchanged Al_{2}Cu/Al equivolumetric lamellar microstructure. Convection levels have been altered using applied magnetic fields to damp buoyancy convection and accelerated crucible rotation to introduce forced convection at the solidification interface. Each of these investigations demonstrated substantive convective influence on the Bi/MnBi eutectic microstructure on damping (refinement), or under forced convection conditions (expansion). The well established Jackson-Hunt Theory for eutectic solidification and the complementary Verhoeven sensitivity analysis for convective influence predict insensitivity to convection.

The Jackson-Hunt Theory will be investigated with respect to kinetic effects at the solidification interface. Theory has been advanced that suggests that the interface composition may be unequal to the bulk eutectic composition, in some cases. This, in turn, can lead to interaction with the macroscopic fluid flow field. This theory includes interface undercooling which is velocity dependent. The 'advanced' theory predicts convective influence resulting in compositional and structural refinement. The 'advanced' theory will be experimentally validated in the interest of developing a 'universal' theory that can explain all of the microgravity results and which can be used to predict results of future experiments in one-g and μ-g.

Limited measurements on Bi/MnBi eutectic samples solidified in μ-g on Space Processing Applications Rocket (SPAR) flights indicated that the solid composition solidified in orbit differed from that terrestrially, though a total mass balance could not be accomplished in the limited μ-g regions. Extensive eutectic Bi/MnBi one-g and μ-g damping experiments demonstrated that interface undercooling was velocity dependent and increased significantly with damping. These
thermocouple measurements were not as precise as necessary to test the theory because of the spatial volume of the sensors. The precision of these temperature measurements will be extended by an order of magnitude by the unique application of Seebeck measurements at the low-volume-fraction eutectic interface. Complementary measurements will provide interface velocity, quantitative morphological data, and composition data, which are necessary to the testing of the theories.

The Bi/MnBi rod cross-section has also been shown to be velocity dependent. It varies from a finely faceted cylinder at high velocities, to triangular cross-sections at intermediate velocities, to fragmented hexagonal prismatic segments at low velocities. Rod cross-sections measured at 'instantaneous' or programmed furnace rate changes proved to be rate-limited by heat transfer across the interface, erroneously suggesting kinetic limitations at the interface. Peltier interface demarcation, used to instantaneously vary the interface solidification velocity, showed that the non-faceted/faceted Bi/MnBi microstructure was not limited kinetically, achieving a new eutectic distribution pattern without a measurable microstructural transient. Post-pulse recovery microstructures also demonstrated whether the local eutectic composition was within the extended region of the cooperative growth regime, or not. Within the cooperative regime, no recovery compositional transient was noted, whereas a strong Bi-rich transient was noted in recovery from the non-cooperative regime. We can thus use Peltier interface demarcation uniquely to probe interface stability and interface kinetics. Peltier interface demarcation cannot be exploited terrestrially in damping magnetic fields due to strong interactive effects between the pulse and the applied magnetic field. These damped experiments are thus unique to the μ-g investigation.

**Conclusion**

These experimental results strongly suggest that convection influences the solidification of this important class of materials, whereas conventional theory predicts otherwise. This program uniquely applies Peltier interface demarcation and the Seebeck effect orbitally to address kinetic stability and morphological stability of these eutectic composites. Further, the unique Peltier interface demarcation and Seebeck effect results will be complemented by compositional, and metallographic measurements to provide a unique quantitative basis for comparing and validating eutectic theories, with and without convective influence.
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Introduction

This program conducted experiments in the Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) during USML-1 (STS-50) and USML-2 (STS-73) missions. Chemical homogeneity, and defect distribution, defect type, and defect density were investigated for gravitational influence.

Objectives

The objectives of this program are to investigate, quantitatively, the influences of gravitationally-dependent phenomena, both hydrostatic and buoyant, on the growth and quality of alloyed CdZnTe compound semiconductors grown by the seeded Bridgman-Stockbarger process. Of particular interest to this program is chemical homogeneity and defect distribution and density.

Low-g Rationale

Prior experiments demonstrated that the microgravity environment can effectively damp thermo-solutal convection, achieving diffusion-controlled conditions during crystal growth. Scaling analyses for this alloy system suggested that similar growth conditions were achievable within this system, suggesting that chemically homogeneous material could be grown. Further, prior art suggested that the defect density within microgravity processed crystals that solidified without wall contact was greatly reduced. This program attempted to confirm and explain that intriguing result and to maximize the volume of material that solidified without wall contact.

Results

Four CdZnTe crystals grown in microgravity (μ-g), using a seeded Bridgman-Stockbarger crystal growth technique, were analysed to elucidate gravitationally-dependent hydrostatic and buoyant gravitational influences. Characterization was conducted utilizing: optical and infrared microscopy, differential chemical etching, FTIR spectroscopy, x-ray double crystal rocking curve mapping, precision lattice parameter mapping, triple crystal x-ray diffraction analysis, and x-ray synchrotron topography. It was found that in the absence of hydrostatic pressure the liquid separated from the ampoule walls, depending on influences including: volumetric fill-factor, level of constraint, residual g-vector, ampoule geometry and growth conditions. Regions solidified without wall contact were found to virtually
eliminate twinning, which is pervasive terrestrially. This suggests that many of the twinning defects are surface nucleated, and nucleation and/or multiplication is furthered by stiction at the ampoule/crystal wall. Further, regions solidified without wall contact showed dramatic reductions in (111)(110) dislocation density, from 800,000 ± 400,000 (1-g) to 800 ± 400 (μ-g) epd. This was attributed to reduction in hoop stresses within the flight samples during growth and post-solidification cooling. Regions of partial wall contact showed defect gradients, with high densities on the wall side and low densities on the free surface side. These results are consistent with our original experiment hypotheses and are in excellent agreement with predictions from our high-fidelity thermal and thermo-mechanical stress models. Synchrotron reflection topographs of the sample surfaces, synchrotron transmission and reflection topographs of selected chemo-mechanically polished wafers, and Bragg contour maps of the residual strains within the one-g and μg crystals will be presented and explained on the basis of the thermo-mechanical process model. Implications of these results with respect to twin and dislocation reduction orbitally and terrestrially, will be presented.
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This research study is investigating the effects of a microgravity environment during the crystal growth of selected II-VI semiconducting alloys on their compositional, metallurgical, electrical and optical properties. The on-going work includes both Bridgman-Stockbarger and solvent growth methods, as well as growth in a magnetic field. The materials investigated are II-VI Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe, Hg_{1-x}Zn_xTe, and Hg_{1-x}Zn_xSe (0 < x < 1), with particular emphasis on x-values appropriate for infrared detection and imaging in the 5 to 30 μm wavelength region. Wide separation between the liquidus and solidus of the phase diagrams with consequent segregation during solidification and problems associated with the high volatility of one of the components (Hg), make the preparation of homogeneous, high-quality, bulk crystals of the alloys nearly an impossible task in a gravitational environment.

The three-fold objectives of the on-going investigation are as follows: 1. to determine the relative contributions of gravitationally-driven fluid flows to the compositional redistribution observed during the unidirectional crystal growth of selected semiconducting solid solution alloys having large separation between the liquidus and solidus of the constitutional phase diagram, 2. to ascertain the potential role of irregular fluid flows and hydrostatic pressure effects in generation of extended crystal defects and second-phase inclusions in the crystals, and 3. to obtain a limited amount of "high-quality" materials needed for bulk crystal property characterizations and for the fabrication of various device structures needed to establish ultimate material performance limits.

The flight portion of the study was to be accomplished by performing growth experiments using the Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) manifested to fly on various Spacelab missions. The investigation complements the experiments being done on the crystal growth of Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe using the Advanced Automatic Directional Solidification Furnace (AADSF) flight instrument. The main emphasis of the study involves the Hg_{1-x}Zn_xTe and Hg_{1-x}Zn_xSe alloys. The investigation consists of an extensive ground-based study followed by flight experimentation and involves both experimental and theoretical work. Just as for the AADSF-related studies, both melt and solvent growth methods are being pursued, with the melt growth being the primary emphasis of the initial flight experiments. The combination of the two studies provides the basis for the evaluation of the influence of alloy property variations on the relative importance of various gravity- and non-gravity related effects. Several alloy properties including the effective diffusion coefficient, segregation coefficient, thermal conductivity, microhardness, etc. are known to vary substantially with composition and from alloy system to alloy system. For example, the “effective” mass diffusion coefficients deduced from directional solidification
compositional redistribution data differ by about a factor of 10, from that of Hg₅₋ₓCdₓTe being the largest and Hgₓ₋₅ZnₓTe being the smallest. These variations will cause non-gravity-related effects to be more significant in some cases than in others.

A series of HgZnTe crystal ingots has been grown from pseudobinary melts by Bridgman-Stockbarger type directional solidification using the CGF Ground Control Experiment Laboratory (GCEL) furnace, as well as MSFC heat pipe furnaces. Several ZnTe crystals were also grown using a Te-solvent zone growth method. Various thermal boundary conditions and growth rates were employed and several of the ingots were rapidly quenched during the steady-state portion of growth to establish correlation between thermal conditions and melt/solid interface shapes. These experiments also indicated that the ingots can be successfully quenched and back melted to allow a rapid return to steady-state growth. The fitting of the measured crystal compositional distributions to appropriate theoretical models was used to obtain an estimate of the effective HgTe-ZnTe liquid diffusion coefficient. To assist the modeling of the pertinent heat and mass transport processes, selected portions of the pseudobinary phase diagram, thermal diffusivity and melt viscosity have been measured. A microscopic theoretical model for the calculation of point defect energies, charge-carrier concentrations, Fermi energy, and conduction-electron mobility as functions of x, temperature, and both ionized and neutral defect densities has been developed and some of the pertinent materials properties were measured. Theoretical models have also been developed for the axial and radial alloy segregation as functions of alloy composition, growth rate, thermal gradient and growth interface curvature. The calculated results agreed well with experimental data and indicated that the axial alloy composition is limited by diffusion-like behavior (Fig. 2) and the radial segregation by fluid flow effects (Fig. 3). Further numerical modeling including the detailed sample, experiment container and furnace system is in progress to further assess the role of gravity in the overall solidification process.

A ground preprocessed and quenched sample was successfully back-melted and partially regrown in the CGF instrument during the first United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-1) mission. The meltback interface was within 0.5 mm of the desired value. Because of the loss of power to the CGF, the experiment was prematurely terminated after approximately 39 hours into the planned 150 hour growth period. About 5.7 mm of sample had been grown at that point. Surface photomicrographs of the sample clearly showed significant topographical differences between the space- and ground-grown portions. Compositional measurements along the sample axis indicated that the desired steady-state growth for the axial composition was reached at about 3 mm into the growth because of the quenched in melt composition for steady state growth. An x-ray diffraction and SEM survey of the sample showed that both the ground- and flight-portions of the ingot contained only a few grains, i.e., were nearly single crystals, and the crystallographic orientation was maintained following back-melting and space growth. The interface shape, radial compositional variations, and the quenched-in dendritic structures of the flight sample all have shown an asymmetric behavior. The compositional data strongly suggest that the most likely cause was unanticipated transverse residual accelerations.

A new seeded method has been developed for the growth of HgZnTe crystal ingots from pseudobinary melt by the Bridgman-Stockbarger type directional solidification for the Second United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-2) mission. A physical vapor transport method developed by us was used to grow 2 cm ZnTe seed crystals in the fused silica ampoules. Then a stack of precast pseudobinary alloys of varying compositions were loaded in the remaining ampoules. The alloy
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compositional variation in the stack was chosen to correspond to the expected melt composition variation along the growth axis for steady-state diffusion-controlled growth conditions (Fig. 4). Composition analysis on the grown crystals confirm that steady-state growth was achieved from the beginning of the growth process (Fig. 5). A series of $\text{Hg}_{0.84}\text{Zn}_{0.16}\text{Te}$ and $\text{Hg}_{0.88}\text{Zn}_{0.12}\text{Te}$ crystals were then grown using the CGF Ground Control Experiment Laboratory (GCEL) furnace, as well as in heat-pipe furnaces. Several crystals were also grown under the influence of a 5 T axial magnetic field and 0.5 T transverse magnetic field. Detailed compositional and microstructural characterization of the samples indicated that the alloy stacks could be successfully back-melted within 0.5 mm of the seed interface to assure that growth begins under nearly steady-state growth conditions. The applied magnetic fields had a significant influence on radial alloy segregation (Fig. 6) and interface constitutional supercooling breakdown demonstrating the importance of gravity-induced fluid-glow effects.

Two $\text{Hg}_{0.88}\text{Zn}_{0.12}\text{Te}$ seeded ampoules were chosen for processing in the CGF during the Second United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-2) mission. The results from a similar experiment that was inadvertently terminated during the previous USML-1 mission strongly indicated that residual accelerations transverse to the growth axis are detrimental for achieving the primary experiment objectives. Thus a Shuttle flight attitude that minimizes such accelerations was requested for the USML-2 mission. Just prior to launch the attitude was disallowed because of programmatic constraints and a decision was made not to perform the flight portion of the experiment under unfavorable growth conditions.
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![Fig. 1 Phase diagram of HgTe-ZnTe pseudobinary system.](image)

![Fig. 2 Measured and calculated axial composition variation in a HgZnTe crystal. The time scale indicates the time needed for growth.](image)

![Fig. 3 Radial composition distributions measured by EDS. The solid line is calculated using a two-dimensional diffusion limited model.](image)
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Fig. 4 Sample configuration and typical composition profile in HgZnTe segments used for seeded growth experiments.

Fig. 5 Composition distributions measured by EDS along the growth direction.

Fig. 6 Radial composition profiles measured by EDS for samples grown with (B16-55) and without (B16-58) a magnetic field.
The objective of the study is to establish the effects of processing semiconducting, solid solution, single crystals in a microgravity environment on the metallurgical, compositional, electrical, and optical characteristics of the crystals. The alloy system being investigated is the solid solution semiconductor $\text{Hg}_{1-x}\text{Cd}_x\text{Te}$, with $x$-values appropriate for infrared detector applications in the 8 to 14 μm wavelength region. Both melt and Te-solvent growth are being performed. The study consists of an extensive ground-based experimental and theoretical research effort followed by flight experimentation where appropriate. The objectives of the ground-based research effort are to:

1. Obtain the experimental data and perform the analyses required to define the optimum growth parameters for the flight samples,
2. Quantitatively establish the characteristics of the alloy crystals grown in a 1-g environment as a basis for subsequent comparative evaluations of the alloy crystals grown in microgravity, and
3. Develop theoretical and analytical methods required for such evaluations.

The ground-based portion of the investigation also includes the evaluation of the relative effectiveness of stabilizing techniques, such as applied magnetic fields, for suppressing convective flow during the melt growth of the crystals.

The difficulty of growing bulk crystals, with both radial and axial homogeneity of significant lengths in Earth's gravity is well documented. Because the HgTe-rich component rejected during solidification is more dense, the vertical Bridgman-Stockbarger growth process would appear to be both gravitationally and thermally stable against convection, but this is not generally true. Due to the peculiar relationships between the thermal conductivities of the melt, solid, and ampoule, it is practically impossible to completely avoid radial temperature gradients in the growth region. In general, the presence of radial temperature gradients near the growth region will cause a curvature in the solid-liquid interface which need be neither an isothermal nor an isoconcentrational surface. Furthermore, the growth of high quality crystals usually requires a slightly convex growth interface as viewed from the melt. Under the influence of stable growth conditions, such interface geometries readily lead to lateral alloy segregation because of the tendency of the more dense HgTe-rich liquid to settle at the portions of the surface having the lowest gravitational potential. Because the alloy solidus temperature decreases with increased HgTe content, the interface temperature will be lowered in this region, causing the interface curvature to increase. Although lateral diffusion will tend to drive the interfacial melt compositions to some equilibrium values, most ground-based melt-growth experiments show large radial compositional variations that are probably a direct consequence of such an interfacial fluid flow phenomenon. In low gravity it is expected that the highly desired slightly convex growth surfaces will be easier to maintain because of the reduced tendency for stratification of the denser (HgTe rich) fluid component. At the same time, the near-elimination of radial temperature gradient-driven convection is expected to provide for a better control of the lateral compositional distribution in the melts. It is thus expected that by growing
under the influence of low-gravity conditions \( (g \leq 10^{-6} g_0) \), crystals with significantly improved crystallinity and compositional homogeneity can be prepared as compared to the best crystals that can be produced on Earth. It is also reasonable to expect that careful characterization of both the space- and ground-grown materials will lead to better insights into the peculiarities of the various growth mechanisms that will permit improvements in Earth-based processing of Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe and other compound semiconductor alloy systems.

It is believed that CdTe, Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe, etc. probably possess extremely small yield strengths near their growth temperatures. If this is the case, the high dislocation density \( (\sim 10^5 \text{ cm}^{-2}) \) usually seen in these crystals could be due at least in part, to stresses induced by the samples own weight, that is, self-induced stresses. Therefore, a second goal of these experiments is to assess the validity of this hypothesis.

Over the past several years, a detailed evaluation has been performed on the effects of growth parameters on the axial and radial compositional uniformity, defect density, and optical properties in directionally solidified Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe and other similar compounds and pseudo-binary alloys. A series of Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe alloy ingots \( (0 \leq x \leq 0.6) \) has been grown from pseudobinary melts by a vertical Bridgman-Stockbarger method using a wide range of growth rates and thermal conditions. Several of the experiments were performed in transverse and axial magnetic fields of up to \( 5 T \). Precision measurements were performed on the ingots to establish compositional distributions and defect density distributions for the ingots. Correlation between growth rates and thermal conditions and growth interface shapes have been established for the alloy system. To assist the interpretation of the results and the selection of optimum in-flight growth parameters, the pseudobinary phase diagram \( (0 \leq x \leq 1) \), liquid and thermal diffusivities \( (0 \leq x \leq 0.3) \), melt viscosity, and the specific volumes as a function of temperature \( (0 \leq x \leq 0.15) \) have been measured. From these measurements and other available data, the heat capacity, enthalpy of mixing, and the thermal conductivity of pseudobinary melts have been calculated using a regular associated solution model for the liquid phase. A one-dimensional diffusion model that treats the variation of the interface temperature, interface segregation coefficient, and growth velocity has been used to establish effective diffusion constants for the alloy system. Theoretical models have been developed for the temperature distribution and the axial and radial compositional redistribution during directional solidification of the alloys. These were used along with the experimental results to select the parameters for the first flight experiment flown on the Second United States Microgravity Payload (USMP-2) mission. A microscopic model for the calculation of point-defect energies, charge-carrier concentrations, Fermi energy, and conduction-electron mobility as functions of \( x \), temperature, and both ionized and neutral defect densities has been developed. For selected samples, measurements were performed of electron concentration and mobility from 10-300K. The experimental data were in reasonably good agreement with theory and were successfully analyzed to obtain donor and acceptor concentrations for various processing conditions. Microhardness measurements were performed for a series of HgCdTe and HgZnTe alloy compositions to assess the effect of alloying on lattice stabilities and strengths. A regular associated solution formulation was used to calculate the vapor pressures over the pseudobinary melts and to obtain estimates of species concentrations in the liquid phase. Extensive development tests were conducted to establish temperature limits for safe use of fused silica ampoules for the growth of the HgCdTe alloy system in a crewed
in a crewed environment\textsuperscript{40} and preliminary measurements were performed of the electrical conductivities in HgTe melts.\textsuperscript{44}

A five zone Bridgman-Stockbarger type "Advanced Automatic Direction Solidification Furnace (AADSF)" has been designed and developed for the flight portion of the investigation.\textsuperscript{48} The AADSF was successfully flown on the USMP-2 mission in March 1994 during which a 15 cm long and 0.8 cm diameter Hg\textsubscript{0.8}Cd\textsubscript{0.2}Te alloy crystal was grown under precisely controlled residual acceleration conditions over a period of approximately 11 days. Detailed microstructural and compositional analysis has been performed for the crystal.\textsuperscript{50} A rate change inserted into the growth timeline sequence produced in the crystal an effective time marker for correlating orbital and residual accelerations to various crystal features and alloy compositional changes. This allowed a detailed evaluation of the effects of the magnitude and direction of residual acceleration\textsuperscript{53} on crystal homogeneity and perfection to be made for the first time.\textsuperscript{53} (Figs. 1 and 2) Circumferential variation of composition and topographic features around the boule indicated that residual acceleration vectors were present and have a large effect on the growth process.\textsuperscript{48,50-52} The magnitude of the measured transverse compositional variations along the growth axis showed a high degree of correlation to the direction of the residual acceleration vectors. Preliminary x-ray topographs of the portion grown in the most favorable attitude (-XLV, -ZVV) indicate that this region is of significantly higher quality than usually grown on the ground. The Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment (OARE) acceleration measurement instrument record of residual acceleration vectors proved to be in excellent agreement with our results, as evidenced by the surface features of the boule. Certain attitude maneuvers of the orbiter can dramatically affect the growth stability. This is illustrated by the roll-around in tail-down attitude which reversed the direction of the residual acceleration perpendicular to the interface and caused thick compositional striations at 11 cm along the crystal. Further microstructural, optical, and electrical characterizations of the crystal promise to provide a wealth of additional information on the growth in low Earth orbit of solid solution alloy crystals having a large separation between their liquidus and solidus. A series of Hg\textsubscript{0.8}Cd\textsubscript{0.2}Te crystals were also grown under the influence of axial magnetic fields up to 5T.\textsuperscript{16} The application of the magnetic fields greatly reduced the radial compositional variations in the crystals, further underlining the importance of gravitationally-induced fluid flows. The observed radial segregation agreed well with theoretically predicted results.
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Figure 1. Mission timeline for USMP-2 showing composition of crystal growth

Figure 2. Composition of material grown during two attitudes of the orbiter, (a) 62 mm, (b) 106 mm from first to freeze
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ABSTRACT

As shown by NASA resources dedicated to measuring residual gravity (SAMS and OARE systems), g-jitter is a critical issue affecting space experiments on solidification processing of materials. This newly-funded study aims to provide, through extensive numerical simulations and ground based experiments, an assessment of the use of magnetic fields in combination with microgravity to reduce the g-jitter induced flow in space processing systems. The project was funded about one month ago and is now in good progress. We have so far completed asymptotic analyses based on the analytical solutions for g-jitter driven flow and magnetic field damping effects for a simple one-dimensional parallel plate configuration. Some useful findings have been obtained from the analyses and the results showed that the amplitude of the oscillating velocity decreases at a rate inversely proportional to the g-jitter frequency and with an increase in the applied magnetic field. The induced flow oscillates at the same frequency as the affecting g-jitter, but out of a phase angle. The phase angle is a complicated function of geometry, applied magnetic field, temperature gradient and frequency. Results also suggest that while a magnetic field can be applied to suppress oscillating flows associated with g-jitter, the damping effect is more effective for low frequency flows. Besides analytical analyses, we have also completed the modification of our existing finite element program and are in a position to carry out detailed numerical simulations for a 2-D geometry. Additional work planned in the project will involve extensive ground based
experimental measurements and numerical model development and simulation to obtain information useful for both fundamental understanding of magnetic damping phenomena and designing of damping facilities for microgravity applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microgravity and magnetic damping are two mechanisms applied during the melt growth of semiconductor or metal crystals to suppress buoyancy driven flow so as to improve macro and micro homogeneity of the crystals. As natural convection arises from gravity effects, microgravity offers a plausible solution to reduce the convective flow. However, recent flight experiments indicated that residual accelerations during space processing, or g-jitter, can cause considerable convection in the liquid pool, making it difficult to realize a diffusion controlled growth, as originally intended, when experiments were conducted in microgravity [1]. Further studies showed that g-jitter is a random phenomenon associated with microgravity environment and has both steady state and transient effects on convective flow [2-7].

The fact that molten metals and semiconductor melts are electrically conducting opens one more avenue to control the convective flow. Less obvious than gravity, this approach is based on the interaction of the liquid motion with an externally applied magnetic field. This interaction gives rise to an opposing Lorentz force that results in a reduction (or damping) of melt flow velocities. While magnetic damping has been well understood for terrestrial conditions [8,9], its effect in g-jitter environment is still embedded in the governing equations and has not yet been fully appreciated. There appears to have been neither theoretical nor experimental work on the subject.

The objectives of this newly-funded MSAD/NASA project are to: (1) determine the behavior of g-jitter induced convection in a magnetic field, (2) assess the abilities of magnetic fields to suppress the detrimental effects of g-jitter during solidification and (3) develop an experimentally verified numerical model capable of simulating transport processes and solidification phenomena under g-jitter conditions with and without a magnetic field. These goals will be achieved through both theoretical analyses and ground based laboratory experiments. By now the project has been in place for about one month. During this period of time, we have carried out some asymptotic analyses based on the analytical solutions for g-jitter driven flow and magnetic field damping effects for a simple one-dimensional parallel plate configuration. The analyses showed that the amplitude of the oscillating velocity decreases at a rate inversely proportional to the g-jitter frequency and with increase in the applied magnetic field. The induced flow oscillates at the same frequency as the affecting g-jitter, but out of a phase angle. The phase angle depends on geometry,
applied magnetic field, temperature gradient and frequency. A magnetic field can be applied to suppress oscillating flows associated with g-jitter; it is more effective in damping low frequency flows but only has a moderate damping effect on the flow induced by high frequency g-jitter.

In addition, a 2-D finite element model has been developed and preliminary numerical results compared well with available results on g-jitter driven flow. We now are further refining the 2-D model and conducting extensive numerical simulations with g-jitter data obtained from flight experiments. Our future work involves incorporating the adaptive algorithm into the 2-D model to account for moving boundary shapes associated with solidification under g-jitter conditions and magnetic damping effects in microgravity conditions. The 3-D numerical models will be further developed. Laboratory experiments on magnetic damping of oscillating flow generated in mercury pool by appropriate thermal boundary conditions will be conducted. Further experiments will be carried out at NASA Lewis Research Center to verify the numerical model predictions.

II. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR A ONE-D SIMPLE SYSTEM

This simple one dimensional analysis is intended to provide some perspective on asymptotic behavior of the magnetic damping effects on g-jitter induced flow. Figure 1 shows the geometry for our analyses. The analyses consider a steady state flow with otherwise time harmonic oscillation. Some simplifications have been made to make the analyses feasible. These include the following: (1) the parallel plates are infinitely long, (2) g-jitter oscillates with a single frequency (of course, multiple frequency can be readily incorporated into the analyses), (3) the temperature field is controlled by diffusion, and (4) g-jitter frequency sufficiently small that its time oscillating nature will not affect the imposed DC magnetic field. With these simplifications and with the use of phasor notation for time harmonic analyses, the Maxwell equations and fluid flow equations can be reduced to a set of one dimensional ordinary differential equations and thus readily solved.

Some results are selectively presented in Figures 2 to 4. Figure 2 shows the natural convection distribution across the width of the channel induced by g-jitter without an applied magnetic field for different times. The quantity plotted along the vertical axis shows the velocity in the channel driven by a single frequency g-jitter component. The flow oscillates about zero and changes direction, as expected. It is noticed that at around $\Omega t=5\pi/4$ the velocity profile also oscillates along the width of the channel but for other times the velocity profile is approximately parabolic.

Figure 3 depicts the flow behavior at a fixed position ($Y=0.5$) with and without an imposed magnetic field. As a reference, the g-jitter oscillation responsible for the natural convective flow is
also plotted but scaled down by a factor of 0.1 for the sake of comparison. It is seen that the flow oscillates at the same frequency as the g-jitter with or without the presence of a magnetic field. There exists a phase change, however, between the driving g-jitter and the flow. The phase angle is strongly affected by the magnetic field. It is also clear that application of the magnetic field helps to suppress the flow, and indeed the flow intensity is damped by more than 50% when the Hartmann number increases from 0 to 5.

The damping effect of the magnetic field on the g-jitter induced flow is further illustrated in Figure 4, where the flow distribution is plotted as a function of the Hartmann number. As a limit, the flow can be damped entirely if a large enough magnetic field is applied, as indicated by the horizontal line across U=0. It is apparent that a magnetic field is effective in damping flows induced by g-jitter. In fact, it is more effective in suppressing the flows associated with g-jitter with lower frequencies but only has a moderate effect on the high frequency g-jitter flows. At Ha=15 and beyond, the curves converge to virtually the same line, indicating that the frequency becomes basically irrelevant and the rate of damping is reduced.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF 2-D FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

We have completed modifying our existing finite element fluid flow and heat transfer code to study the g-jitter induced flow and magnetic damping effects. Our finite element code, during the course of its development, has been extensively compared with various commercial packages including FIDAP, FLOW3D, and FLUENT. Some preliminary results have been obtained for natural convective flows driven by some idealized sinusoidal oscillating g-jitter in a cavity. The results compared well with those on g-jitter driven flow reported in literature [4-6]. Our current effort is on the refinement of this 2-D model by comparing with the analytical solutions obtained for parallel plates as described above for both magnetic damping effects and g-jitter oscillating flows and is on developing an adaptive algorithm and incorporating the algorithm, along with deforming elements for solidification modeling, into the existing 2-D model.

IV. FUTURE WORK

The planned work involves extensive experimental measurements and numerical simulations to enhance our fundamental understanding of magnetic damping effects on g-jitter induced flow and solidification phenomena in space processing systems and to help design damping facilities for microgravity applications.
Experiments will be conducted in an experimental setup in which mercury will be used as a testing fluid. The oscillating flow, which is intended to simulate the effect of single frequency g-jitter, is generated in the mercury by applying an oscillating temperature boundary condition. External magnetic fields are be applied and their effects on the damping of the oscillating convective flows are studied. The flow velocities in the mercury pool will be measured using hot film anemometers with and without the presence of an applied magnetic field. These experiments are intended to provide a basic understanding of the behavior of the gravity-induced oscillating convective flow with and without an applied magnetic field. Further experiments of magnetic damping during unidirectional solidification will be conducted in NASA's magnetic damping furnace at the NASA Lewis Research Center. Both the laboratory and NASA's Lewis magnetic damping experiments will be used to verify and refine numerical models, as described below, and to assess the effectiveness of a magnetic field in damping the deleterious effects associated with g-jitter.

Two-D and three-D mathematical models will be developed to represent the complex phenomena associated with magnetic damping during solidification in space, such as the induced Lorentz force distribution, fluid flow and temperature distribution in melts under g-jitter conditions. The numerical predictions will be compared with measurements taken on the mercury model and on the magnetic damping furnace at NASA Lewis. The numerical models will be refined in light of the comparison. With the experimental setups and mathematical models, the melt flow under the influence of a magnetic field will be studied as a function of operating conditions for space experiments, including (1) gravity orientation, (2) magnetic field strength, and (3) oscillation frequency. Both steady state and transient conditions will be studied. Experience gained from the physical and mathematical models will be applied to develop an integrated numerical model to determine magnetic damping effects on velocity distribution, temperature distribution, solid-liquid interface and solute distribution during solidification under g-jitter conditions.

V. REFERENCES

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of g-jitter induced free convection problems and coordinate system used for calculations.

Fig. 2. Velocity distribution of oscillating free convection induced by g-jitter. The vertical axis represents the measurable oscillating velocity. \( \Omega \) = frequency, \( \tau \) = time, \( U \) = velocity, \( H \) = Hartmann number and \( \Delta T \) = temperature difference across the channel, all being nondimensionalized.

Fig. 3. G-jitter induced free convection variation over a cycle of oscillation. Variables are given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Decrease of velocity amplitude \( |U| \) as a function of applied magnetic field strengths. Other variables are given in Fig. 2.
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Introduction

A thorough understanding of the microstructures produced through solidification in peritectic systems has yet to be achieved, even though a large number of industrially and scientifically significant materials are in this class. One type of microstructure frequently observed during directional solidification consists of alternating layers of primary solid and peritectic solid oriented perpendicular to the growth direction [1-10]. This layer formation is usually reported for alloy compositions within the two-phase region of the peritectic isotherm and for temperature gradient and growth rate conditions that result in a planar solid-liquid interface. Layered growth in peritectic alloys has not previously been characterized on a quantitative basis, nor has a mechanism for its formation been verified. The mechanisms that have been proposed for layer formation can be categorized as either extrinsic [1,4,10] or intrinsic [2,3,5,11] to the alloy system. The extrinsic mechanisms rely on externally induced perturbations to the system for layer formation, such as temperature oscillations, growth velocity variations, or vibrations. The intrinsic mechanisms approach layer formation as an alternative type of two phase growth that is inherent for certain peritectic systems and solidification conditions. Convective mixing of the liquid is an additional variable which can strongly influence the development and appearance of layers due to the requisite slow growth rate. The first quantitative description of layer formation
is a model recently developed by Trivedi based on the intrinsic mechanism of cyclic accumulation and depletion of solute in the liquid ahead of the interface, linked to repeated nucleation events in the absence of convection [12]. The objective of this research is to characterize for the first time the layered microstructures developed during ground-based experiments in which external influences have been minimized as much as possible and to compare these results to the predictions of the model. Also, the differences between intrinsic and externally influenced layer formation will be explored.

Materials and Procedure

The Sn-Cd system was selected for study, in part because this low melting point system has been reasonably characterized and previously observed to form layered microstructures. In addition, the solute element Cd is expected to be more dense in the liquid state than Sn, which should minimize density-driven convection in ground-based experiments when solidification occurs upward. A review of the phase diagram literature revealed a discrepancy in the position of the peritectic phase field at the peritectic temperature. Directional solidification experiments in conjunction with compositional analyses using an electron microprobe confirmed the version in the most recently published phase diagram evaluation drawn in Figure 1 [13]. Alloy compositions used in this research extended across the entire peritectic isotherm between the primary solid and liquid compositions. Alloy rods of the desired composition and approximately 6 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length were directionally solidified upward for roughly 50 mm prior to quenching to preserve the shape of the solid-liquid interface. The temperature gradient in the liquid ahead of the interface was 17°C/mm. The range of growth velocities utilized was between 1 and 10 μm/sec. External perturbations were checked and maintained at the lowest practical levels for the majority of the experiments. Certain samples were solidified in the presence of an oscillating furnace temperature.
Summary and Conclusions

Most of the experimental work reported here has focused on an alloy composition slightly higher in solute than the peritectic solid composition at the peritectic temperature, namely 1.4 wt.% Cd. The model does not anticipate layer formation for alloy compositions outside the range between the primary and peritectic solids at the peritectic temperature. Nonetheless, layer formation was observed for these compositions; however, the layers developed did not fill the entire sample cross section (see Figure 2). Furthermore, they were accompanied by a non-uniform cross-sectional composition, with the result that the overall composition in the layered regions was estimated to be within the two-phase region. These layered microstructures were characterized in terms of layer compositions and layer lengths measured parallel to the growth direction as a function of growth velocity. The composition gradients within individual layers predicted by the model were not observed experimentally; these gradients are most likely below the resolution limit of the measurement technique utilized. The individual layer compositions and lengths did not vary with solidification distance, which agrees with the model and with the experimentally verified minimal long range mixing in the liquid. The average layer compositions were not a function of growth velocity, which is as the model predicts. The $\alpha$ layer composition was 0.4 wt.% Cd and the $\beta$ layer composition was 1.0 wt.% Cd within ±0.1 wt.% Cd at 95% confidence limits. However, the average layer lengths showed a different dependence on growth velocity than that expected from the model; the measured lengths were proportional to the inverse square root of velocity rather than to the inverse of velocity (see Figure 3). The differences between experimental observations and model predictions are most likely related to two features of layer formation in the Sn-Cd system which contradict assumptions of the model: 1) continuity between the solid phases which negates the requirement for repeated nucleation events and 2) a non-uniform cross-sectional composition throughout the directionally solidified length, which implies non-uniform conditions for nucleation and growth of the two solid phases. Some of these issues are being currently addressed in the work of Karma et al. [15]. The measurements of layer compositions and lengths as a function of growth velocity are being repeated for an alloy of lower solute content to determine the effect of composition on layer formation.
To investigate the differences between intrinsic layer formation and externally influenced layer formation in the Sn-Cd system, controlled interface velocity variations were induced through hot zone temperature oscillations. Preliminary results show that the layer periodicity matches with the periodicity of the temperature changes. The layers differ in appearance from the previously obtained microstructures and are very regular. Experiments are being conducted for a range of alloy compositions both with and without the induced oscillations.
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Figure 1: Section of the Sn-Cd phase diagram containing the peritectic reaction drawn from Reference 14.
Figure 2: Optical micrograph of a longitudinal section near the center of a Sn-1.4 wt.% Cd sample directionally solidified at 3.8 \( \mu \text{m/sec} \). Alpha is the light phase and 13 is mottled.

Figure 3: Average lengths of the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) layers in Sn-1.4 wt.% Cd samples as a function of growth velocity with a linear regression of the data. Error bars represent 95\% confidence limits.
1. Description of Experiment

For the MSL-1 flight of opportunity, this program of study is directed at the fundamental and applied issues pertaining to diffusion of mass in the liquid state as driven by concentration gradients (Fickian diffusion). The fundamental material systems of interest for the MSL-1 mission are the dilute binary systems of gallium (Ga), silicon (Si) and antimony (Sb) into germanium (Ge). This research program consists of three major components: an experimental measurement portion, a continuum numerical simulation portion and an atomistic numerical simulation portion.

The experimental measurement portion is designed to provide definitive measurements of the purely diffusive component of mass transfer in molten semiconductor systems. The shear cell technique will be used to directly measure the diffusion coefficients in semiconductor melts. For the Fickian diffusion case, isothermal measurements will be used to determine the diffusion coefficients. An experimental matrix will be used to determine the dependence of the diffusion coefficients on temperature, dopant type and column diameter. For the MSL-1 mission, the experiments will contain a "check" to quantify, if any, the amount of Soret diffusion driven by the small thermal gradients in the LIF.

The shear cell technique consists of two columns of different liquids which are brought into contact with one another, allowed to diffuse, and then these columns are sheared into segments. Following solidification, the average concentration level of each segment is measured enabling the construction of a diffusion profile. From that concentration profile, the diffusion coefficients can be computed, and possible diffusion mechanisms may be verified.
An extensive ground based experimental matrix is currently being pursued. However, each of these experiments measures an effective diffusion coefficient, which will be a combination of a purely diffusive transport and convective transport. By reducing the sample diameter, the convective transport term can be minimized. However, if the sample diameter is too small, an addition transport term due to wall effects becomes important. From the data in the literature, the wall effect term is negative (i.e. decreasing the effective diffusion coefficient relative to the purely diffusive diffusion coefficient) and is functionally dependent on the column diameter. In the microgravity environment of near earth orbit, the convective term can be minimized and the sample diameter can be increased to minimize the wall effect, thus measuring the purely diffusive diffusion coefficient.

Post flight characterization will consist of providing a precise spatial map of solute distribution in each segment via Spreading Resistance Measurement technique (SRM). This is an electrical characterization technique and allows a very large number of measurements to be taken on each sample. The average concentration of each segment will be determined via Inductively Coupled Plasma/Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP/AES) for Ga and Si, and Inductively Coupled Plasma/Mass Spectroscopy (ICP/MS) for Sb. In both the ICP/AES and ICP/MS techniques, the sample is digested and a small number of measurements are taken from each sample. Statistical analysis of these measurements are being done to determine the precision and accuracy of these measurements. In addition, a statistical model of a perfect diffusion profile has been developed. Known error has been added to this model to determine the exact precision for which the value of diffusion coefficients can be differentiated.

Extensive continuum numerical simulation experiments will be performed using a complete thermal model of the furnace, combined with a three dimension model of the shear cell. These simulations (together with verification experiments) will be used to determine the input control parameters for the isothermal furnace.

A second class of continuum numerical simulations have been used to directly predict the mass diffusion behavior of an experiment. These predictions will be used to determine the diffusion coefficients by direct comparison with experimental data of the concentration profile. Another purpose of these simulations is to isolate the functional temperature dependencies by comparing the measured concentration profile shapes for the Ga, Si, and Sb doped Ge with predicted behavior.

The atomistic numerical simulations will model diffusion on an atomistic level to predict possible diffusion mechanisms. It is intended that these modeling efforts will provide a scientific
explanation of the measured dependencies of temperature and dopant type as well as the wall effect phenomena. It is hoped that these simulations will lead to an analytical expression for the diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature, atomic size differential, atomic charge differential for other dopant material in other matrix materials.

2. Scientific Knowledge to be Gained

The fundamental mechanisms of mass diffusion in the liquid state are still unclear to the degree necessary for the prediction of diffusion of one species into another or even within itself. This observation is especially true with respect to the dependence of diffusion mechanisms on temperature as well as on the dopant type. Present estimates of diffusivity in molten semiconductors can typically provide an order of magnitude estimate only, without any information on their dependency on type and temperature.

The availability of these data is of paramount importance for practical reasons as well. The relevancy of numerical modeling for the analysis and design of ground based and space experiments is directly dependent upon the accuracy of the fundamental material properties used in these simulations. These data are also important for the correct characterization and interpretation of experimental results from ground based and space experiments.

3. Value of Knowledge to Scientific Field

The subject of how a mass of one species diffuses through a matrix of another is, at the same time, both a very old and very new research area. That this area can encompass the small, i.e., movement of electrons in a plasma, to the very large, i.e., the depletion of the global ozone layer, merely serves to emphasize the fundamental aspects of this subject. Most manufacturing technologies at some stage, rely on diffusion processes in the solid, liquid or gas.

The need for precise measurements of the diffusion coefficients in molten semiconductors has been repeatedly pointed out. These data are required both to interpret the experimental results from previous space-based (and Earth-based) experiments and also to optimize newly envisioned experiments. Difficulties in experimental techniques and theoretical interpretations are cited for the lack of these data. This is a comprehensive program which addresses both of these issues.
4. **Justification of the Need for Space Environment**

Terrestrial experiments designed to measure diffusion coefficients in the liquid state are hampered by convection in the melt and convection during the solidification process, both of which typically confound data interpretation. This has resulted in wide variations in the few reported data in the literature. Arnold and Matthiesen have predicted, based on numerical simulations, that for the Ga-doped Ge system, convection effects increase the measured diffusion coefficient and are expected for capillary diameters greater than 2 mm and may be present for capillary diameters less than 2 mm. The experimental data combined with the numerical simulations of convective effects predict a nonexistent range of capillary diameters that allow the measurement of the actual diffusion coefficient on Earth. As a result, the microgravity environment, in which convective effects are minimized, is required.

5. **Summary of Ground Based Tests**

The table below lists the summary of ground based testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capillary Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Diffusion Coefficient</th>
<th>errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>2.2200</td>
<td>1.1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>0.090000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>1.7500</td>
<td>0.11000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>2.7600</td>
<td>0.37000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>3.1200</td>
<td>0.14000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.5900</td>
<td>0.50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>0.92500</td>
<td>0.13800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>0.76300</td>
<td>0.12800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>1.6400</td>
<td>0.11000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>2.6400</td>
<td>0.41300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6000</td>
<td>1.7900</td>
<td>0.41300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of diffusion measurements in Ga-doped Ge.

These data are plotted below.
Summary of Ga-doped Ge Measurements
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Figure 1. Plot of diffusion coefficients as a function of capillary diameter for Ga-doped Ge.

As can be seen in Fig. 1., the diffusion coefficient does increase as the capillary diameter increases, which is indicative of convection in the column.

6. Conclusions

The shear cell technique has been used to successfully measure the diffusion coefficients for Si, Ga and Sb doped germanium. Capillary diameters of 1, 1.6 and 3.0 mm have indicated an increase in the diffusion coefficient with increasing capillary size. This is indicative of convection being present in the diffusion column.
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1. Description of Experiment

The original proposal for the study of dopant segregation behavior during the growth of gallium arsenide (GaAs) in microgravity was a program to investigate techniques for obtaining complete axial and radial dopant uniformity during crystal growth of selenium doped gallium arsenide (Se/GaAs). The primary goal of the reflight opportunity on the Second United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-2) was to characterize and, if possible, controllably modify the melt-solid interface shape during the growth of Se/GaAs to achieve uniform radial segregation of the dopant. The reduced effective gravitational accelerations in a microgravity environment can reduce or eliminate the driving force for buoyancy driven convection. As the level of convection is reduced, axial segregation approaches that of diffusion controlled growth. An axial segregation profile due to diffusion controlled growth will have a uniform steady state region after an initial transient. Radial segregation during diffusion controlled growth, however, is controlled by the shape of the melt-solid interface. In these experiments, the booster heater and gradient zone configuration of NASA's Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF) were utilized in an attempt to achieve a near planar interface shape in order to minimize radial dopant variation.

Each of the experiments used a Se/GaAs crystal grown using the Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) technique. Each crystal was machined to a diameter of 1.5 cm and inserted into a pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) sleeve. A graphite cup supports the cold end of the crystal. At the hot end of the crystal is a spring composed of a stack of PBN leaf springs inside a graphite spring chamber. This spring expands when the GaAs melts and maintains electrical contact with the melt surface. The expansion of the spring also keeps the melt in contact with the wall of the container and
prevents the formation of a free surface on the melt. This entire assembly is hermetically sealed inside a quartz ampoule. Electrical current is passed through the quartz ampoule using molybdenum feedthroughs. The CGF was modified to include a Current Pulse Interface Demarcation (CPID) system. This allows a current pulse to be sent through the solidifying crystal. Peltier cooling results in the incorporation of a portion of the solute boundary layer. This change in the composition of the solute can be seen as a demarcation line when a slice of the final crystal is viewed in infrared transmission. The demarcation lines show the interface shape and position at known points in time.

2. Justification for Microgravity Research

During ground based experimentation, buoyancy driven convection mixes the melt and results in a dopant distribution profile that may be described by the complete mixing theory. During experimentation in microgravity, buoyancy driven convection may be reduced such that diffusion is the dominant driving force for movement of the Se within the liquid GaAs. If this is the case, the Se distribution profile will be that of the diffusion controlled growth theory. Diffusion controlled growth results in a concentration profile with initial and final transients and a long steady state region of constant composition in between the transients. The duration of these experiments is on the order of days. Thus, the microgravity environments available in drop towers and aircraft flying parabolic arcs are insufficient and it is necessary to do these experiments in a space environment.

3. Value of Research

The technological aspects of interface control and of transient versus steady state growth are important issues in ground-based processing of GaAs and other semiconductor materials. Experimental programs such as this one are providing an improved understanding of the interactions between process controls, such as furnace temperatures and translation rates, and the growth process, as seen via the observed interface shape and growth rate, on the resulting microstructure and material properties. Improvements in the fundamental understanding of crystal growth, whether gained during ground-based or space-based experiments, can be used to improve terrestrial crystal growth processes. Knowledge gained from this experimental program will also lead to the design of better experiments for future space station programs.
4. **Ground-based Experimentation**

Six crystals of Se/GaAs were successfully grown during ground-based experiments. These crystals have been examined using optical and electrical characterization techniques. The Current Pulse Interface Demarcation (CPID) system that was added to the CGF could be used to successfully mark the interface position in the crystal at a known point in time. This position and time could later be used to calculate the actual growth rate of the crystal. The growth rate of the crystals was equal to the translation rate of the furnace for translation velocities of less than 1.5 mm/s. The melt-solid interface position could be moved, relative to the gradient zone of the furnace, but the interface remained concave into the solid at all positions in the furnace. The dopant distribution profiles of these crystals matched the complete mixing theory as expected.

5. **Flight Experiments**

Two Se/GaAs samples (primary and secondary) were processed during the USML-2 mission. The experiments were designed to minimize natural convection by processing in microgravity and to minimize surface tension driven convection through the use of a spring loaded piston designed to prevent the formation of a free surface on the molten gallium arsenide. One piece single crystals were partially melted and regrown in microgravity. The primary sample was processed for 67 hours, 45 minutes and included 19 hours of growth at 0.5 mm/s to grow 3.42 cm and 5 hours of growth at 1.5 mm/s to grow 2.7 cm. During the second experiment, the furnace temperature was adjusted to move the melt-solid interface position towards the hot end of the furnace in order to flatten the interface shape. The second sample was processed for 50 hours, 10 minutes and included 11 hours of growth at 0.5 mm/s to grow 1.98 cm and 1 hour, 25 minutes of growth at 5.0 mm/s to grow 2.6 cm. This sample provides an order of magnitude change in growth rate and reproduces one of the growth rates used during the USML-1 mission. The cartridges containing the samples were x-rayed at Marshall Space Flight Center. The x-rays show that the crystals are in contact with the container along the length of the crystals and no voids were formed in the crystals.

The x-rays were also used to measure the position of the 6 thermocouples that were inside the cartridge during processing. This data is essential to correctly interpret the thermal data. Preliminary data indicate that the thermal profiles that were desired were achieved. The absence of voids in these two samples is a result that differs from the results of USML-1. It is now believed that the voids found in the crystals grown on USML-1 resulted from the use of multipiece initial
samples. The ampoules have been removed from the USML-2 cartridges and no devitrification or gross deformities were observed. The ampoules will be opened in a mass spectrometer to check for any residual gases. The samples will be removed from the ampoules, cut, and polished. Sections of the crystals will be analyzed using an array of characterization methods including electrical, chemical, and optical techniques. Electrical techniques will include Hall effect and capacitance-voltage measurements. Optical measurements will include quantitative infrared microscopy and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The data from these measurements will be compared to current analytical and computer model based theories of crystal growth.

6. **Corresponding Modeling Effort**

Numerical modeling in support of the experimental program was done at the Computational Materials Laboratory at NASA Lewis Research Center. The numerical modeling results were very helpful in predicting the location of the melt-back interface relative to the furnace position for a variety of furnace temperatures. The model also predicts the shape of the interface and was used to determine the best temperature setpoints to optimize the results of the experiments. The model results predicted that the interface shape would remain concave into the solid at all positions in the furnace. This is the result that was seen in the experiments.

7. **Conclusions**

Ground-based experimentation demonstrated that the Current Pulse Interface Demarcation (CPID) system could be used to successfully demark the interface position in the crystal at a known point in time. This position and time could later be used to calculate the actual growth rate of the crystal. The growth rate of the crystals was equal to the translation rate of the furnace for translation velocities of less than 1.5mm/s. The melt-solid interface position could be moved relative to the gradient zone of the furnace, but the interface remained concave into the solid at all positions in the furnace. Numerical modeling also predicts this behavior. Preliminary results from the USML-2 flight indicate that two crystals were grown successfully and that no free surfaces were formed at the surface of the crystals during the growth process. The absence of voids in either sample indicates that growth rate changes alone were not responsible for the formation of the voids seen in the USML-1 samples.
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Introduction

Over the last decade, the effect of convective melt motion on the growth of morphological instabilities during crystal growth has been the focus of increased research efforts. While the bulk of investigations to date have addressed questions of linear stability, relatively little attention has been devoted to experiments and numerical simulations, cf. the recent comprehensive reviews provided by Glicksman et al. (1988) and Davis (1990, 1992, 1993). In the absence of flow, morphological changes in the solid-liquid interface are controlled by heat conduction and the diffusion of rejected solute. Fluid flow, either forced or naturally occurring, can dramatically affect these processes by redistributing heat and solute, thereby changing the intrinsic morphological development and, at the same time, produce new morphologies. Both stabilization and destabilization have been observed as a result of convective motion in the melt. In the simplest case, the interfacial stability in an imposed linear temperature gradient is controlled by two dimensionless parameters, a morphological number which represents the ratio of concentration and temperature gradients at the interface, and a surface energy parameter.

Within the present investigation, we are interested in the effect that flow can have on this instability. Traditionally, the goal has been to minimize the flow in order to avoid impurities. However, some recent investigations, for example by Coriell et al. (1984) as well as Forth and Wheeler (1989), predict a stabilization by flow parallel to the interface. When the applied flows are non-parallel, e.g. stagnation point flow, Brattkus and Davis (1988) have found a new flow-induced morphological instability that occurs at long wavelengths and consists of waves propagating against the flow. As far as we are aware, there have been no physical or numerical experiments to investigate such effects.

In the realm of competing instabilities, e.g. the interaction of solute and thermally generated convection and morphological instability, there has been a substantial amount of theoretical work. Under circumstances of interest here, i.e. when the temperature field is known and stabilizing, double-diffusive convection is driven by solute rejection. As the pulling speed increases, the thickness of the solute layer decreases, so that the effective Rayleigh number of the convection decreases, while the morphological instability occurs at smaller values of the morphological number. Davis (1992) as well as Mehrabi and Brown (1992) describe circumstances under which a strong coupling is possible with convection generating an interface shape susceptible to morphological instability.

The present experimental and computational investigation represents an extension of earlier work on directional solidification in thin films in a linear temperature profile without flow
(e.g. Eshelman and Trevedi 1987, Eshelman et al. 1988, Seethararman et al. 1988, Lee and Brown 1993). The only study we know of with flow is the recent one of Huang et al. (1993), in which flow was induced by a rotating impellor. However, this flow may be hard to control, in addition to being unsteady. We make use of the fact that steady forced flow in such a thin cell obeys the Hele-Shaw equations with a potentially variable viscosity. Furthermore, convection can be minimized by suitable adjustment of the gap width or by tilting the apparatus at an angle to the horizontal. The goal is to develop a more complete understanding of the flow's dynamical interplay with the growing crystal, so that strategies can be developed for how to limit its negative side effects and, if possible, obtain some benefits by artificially imposing a controlled flow field.

Experimental Investigation

The apparatus being used in this investigation was built over the past 18 months with funds from NASA Grant No. NAG3-1621. It consists of three sub-systems surrounding the test cell. The latter consists of two accurately flat quartz plates, 1/8" thick, 22cm long and 6cm wide, maintained accurately parallel at a spacing of 500μm. A hole pattern is drilled into the top plate, and each hole is connected to a fluid supply/removal tube. The cell is mounted on a translating stage moved by a lead screw and feed-back controlled DC motor (Newport Model 850A-2). The flow system consists of a reservoir to store the material to be solidified, a piston pump, driven by a lead screw-DC motor combination, and a number of valves to manipulate the flow path. Some of the details are given in figure 1a, where the valve settings to produce a stagnation-point flow and a shear-flow, parallel to the interface, are indicated. The heat-transfer sub-system consists of an electrically heated block coupled, thermally, to a water cooled block, by an aluminum strap. A linear temperature profile is maintained in the strap, which is in intimate contact with the test cell. The heat-transfer to the cell is enhanced, allowing a large pulling speed while maintaining the linear profile along the cell. The solidifying interface and the concentration field are imaged through a Leitz Interferometric Microscope, the optical path of which is shown in figure 2, together with some detail of the cell geometry and the heater location. Finally the whole apparatus and support structure are shown in figure 3. The latter allows the accurate movement of the whole system in three mutually perpendicular directions under the fixed microscope. The materials employed are: I) an organic alloy succinonitrile-acetone (SCN-Ac) that is transparent and has been used in numerous studies as a substitute for metallic alloys, since it mimics many of the effects found in the latter. For a full justification, the reader is referred to Jackson and Hunt (1966). II) a dilute NaCl-water system, which is very important from a geophysical point of view. The question of ice formation and morphology in the polar regions is of great interest to a wide range of potential applications. At the time of writing this report a few preliminary tests had been run, mainly to familiarise the operator with the techniques necessary to fill the cell and set the appropriate flow pattern. It is anticipated that experiments under full operating conditions will have begun by June 1996.

Linear Stability Analysis

Based on the governing equations for directional solidification, as reviewed by Davis (1992), we can perform a linear stability analysis for the case of uniform Hele-Shaw flow parallel to the solid/liquid interface. The analysis is similar in spirit to the original stability investigation by Mullins and Sekerka (1962) for the case without flow, with one additional dimensionless parameter indicating the ratio of fluid velocity to pulling speed. A complex, nonlinear algebraic equation is obtained, which can be solved by a Newton iteration
Figure 1a. Schematic Diagram of Flow Control System

Piston Down: a,d OFF; b,c ON
Piston Up: b,c OFF; a,d ON

Case 1 Shear Flow valves group 3 closed, group 2 in and group 1 out e,g OFF; f,h ON
Case 2 Shear Flow valves group 3 closed, group 1 in and group 2 out f,h OFF; e,g ON
Case 3 Stagnation Point Flow valves group 3 in, valves group 1 and 2 out g,h OFF; e,f ON

Note: "in" and "out" are relative to the specimen cell.

Figure 1b. Top View of Specimen Cell

Solid Lines: Stagnation Point Flow
Dashed Lines: Shear Flow
Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Optical and Solidification Systems

S: Light Source; BS: Beam Splitter; L: Lenses
procedure to yield the instability growth rate as well as the wave propagation velocity. The results show that, in the presence of flow, the instability wave propagates against the direction of the melt motion, similar to the earlier findings for similar flows by Brattkus and Davis (1988) as well as Forth and Wheeler (1989). The growth rate can be increased or decreased as a result of the flow, depending on the wavenumber and the value of the morphological number.

Computational Investigation

In order to accurately represent the variety of linear and nonlinear mechanisms whose interplay governs the growth of the liquid/solid interface, it is mandatory to employ highly accurate computational procedures. Consequently, we have developed over the last 18 months under NASA Grant No. NAG3-1619 a numerical approach that employs a combination of a Fourier spectral method (Gottlieb and Orszag 1977) in the periodic direction and a high-order compact finite difference method (Lele 1992) in the pulling direction. Away from the boundaries, we employ discrete approximations of central kind and sixth order accuracy, whereas near the boundaries one-sided stencils of third order accuracy are used. These compact finite difference discretizations allow the evaluation of spatial derivatives in the pulling direction with high accuracy as well. The calculation is advanced in time by means of a low-storage third order Runge-Kutta scheme (Wray 1991). This combination, in conjunction with an analytical conformal mapping procedure (Pope 1978), leads to excellent accuracy.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of our computational approach, and to test the computational code, we have performed test calculations in which the growth of small amplitude perturbations with time is calculated for different values of the governing parameters. In these test calculations, we have typically employed 32 Fourier modes in the spanwise direction, and 32 finite difference gridpoints in the direction of the crystal motion, a rather coarse discretization. The surface energy was set to zero, the Peclet number had values of 1 and 10, respectively. The morphological number was chosen to be 10, and the segregation coefficient had a value of 0.9. We conducted a detailed comparison between the computationally obtained growth rates and the analytical ones given by Mullins and Sekerka. For all wavenumbers tested, the agreement is better than one tenth of one percent, which reflects the overall accuracy of our computational approach.

While the above tests concern situations without flow, we have, more recently, extended the numerical code to account for forced convection. As a first case, we consider uniform flow parallel to the nominal interface. Preliminary results confirm that this flow results in the migration of the wavy interfacial perturbation against the direction of the flow, in agreement with the stability analysis described above. The wave propagation velocity depends on the strength of the imposed flow. For the few cases considered so far, the instability growth rates do not appear to be strongly affected by the flow.
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This definition-phase flight research (to be conducted in the period 7/1/96 to 6/30/00) is a follow-up of the ground based research entitled "Crystal Growth and Segregation using the Submerged Heater Method", sponsored by NASA in the period 2/1/93 to 5/31/96 (NAG8-952).

The use of a submerged disk-shaped device to control heat and mass transfer in Vertical Bridgman Configuration was proposed by Ostrogorsky [1]. In experiments carried on since, powered devices, (i.e., "submerged heaters", [1]) and unpowered devices (i.e., baffles, [2-4]) were used. The submerged baffle:

- drastically reduces the undesirable natural convection at the solid/liquid interface;
- acts as a partition, separating a small melt zone adjacent to the interface from the large "bulk" melt, (which replenishes the material absorbed at the phase boundary);
- contains thermocouples which permit temperature measurement and control ~1 cm from the solid/liquid interface;
- provides a method for vigorous melt mixing (i.e., homogenization) prior to solidification.

A multi-zone tubular heater controls the radial heat flow and thus the shape of the phase boundary, Fig. 1. In the melt zone adjacent to the interface, the radial temperature gradients are readily reduced to \( \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \approx 0.1 \text{ K/cm} \), yielding close to purely axial heat flow. The melt is solidified by lowering the crucible. While the crucible is lowered, the large top melt feeds the zone melt. During growth, the temperature of the baffle is held constant at \( \approx 10 \text{ K above } T_m \), the melting point of the charge. As a result, the freezing interface is at a small constant distance below the baffle.

Fig.1 Schematic of vertical Bridgman growth with the submerged baffle.
By using the baffle in Vertical Bridgman melts, we were able to study segregation under conditions of very low convection and effectively simulate several previous space experiments [2, 3]. Our experiments and finite element simulations demonstrate that:

(i) The equilibrium segregation coefficient $k$ is the key parameter influencing convective interference with segregation in space experiments. Solidification of solvent-solute systems with $k \approx 0.5$ (e.g. Te-doped InSb) is not affected by significant levels of melt convection. Velocities in the melt of the order of $V \approx 10 \mu m/s$ will not cause convective interference with segregation (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the having $k<<1$ (e.g. Sn-doped InSb) are sensitive to very low levels of convection (Fig. 2b). The only difference between the Figs. 2a and 2b is in the value of $k$, which is one order of magnitude lower for Sn ($k=0.06$). This explains why all space-grown semiconductor crystals, except Te-doped InSb, provided evidence of convective interference with segregation, and did not approach the ideal steady-state growth.

(ii) The solutal Peclet number can not be successfully used to predict whether segregation of a particular solvent-solute system, will be affected by melt convection. Instead, we proposed a new non-dimensional parameter named the Segregation number, obtained by scaling the amount of solute removed from the interface by convection $J_{conv}$ to the amount of solute absorbed in the solid $J_{solid}$. Fig. 3,

$$Se = \frac{J_{conv}}{J_{solid}}$$

(1)

$J_{conv}$ and $J_{solid}$ are determined using the order-of-magnitude analysis [5,6] and substituted in (1), yielding,

$$Se = \frac{V D}{V_S^2 L} \cdot \frac{1-k}{k}$$

(2)

where $V$ is melt velocity, $V_S$ is the growth rate, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient, $L$ is the characteristic length and $k$ is the equilibrium segregation coefficient.

Reduction of Convection in Microgravity Using the Baffle

When the baffle is used for crystal growth in space laboratories, buoyancy driven convection will be extremely low because: (i) gravitational acceleration is reduced and, (ii) because the baffle hinders convection.
Our calculations indicate that indeed significant convection is produced in microgravity if residual acceleration acts normal to ampule axis. Therefore, the "horizontal Bridgman" growth, is the limiting case ("worst case scenario") that should be considered in planning and designing space experiments. Our three-dimensional calculations agree well with calculations of Alexander et al. [10]. For example, Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional calculation of the velocity field in the melt with and without the baffle, calculated using FIDAP [11]. Almost identical results (not shown) were obtained by NEKTON [12]. At 10^{-4} g_0, the maximum velocity in the melt is \approx 14 \mu m/s. However if the baffle is used at 10^{-4} g_0, the velocity in the zone melt drops to 2 \mu m/s, a situation equivalent to 10^{-5} g_0, without the baffle, Fig. 4b. However, if the baffle is used at \geq 10^{-5} g_0, maximum melt velocity in the zone melt drops to \approx 0.2 \mu m/s, (Fig. 4b) so that most of the doped semiconductors can be grown under diffusion-controlled conditions [6].

\[ g = 10^{-4} \, g_0 \]

\[ V_{\text{max}} = 14 \, \mu m/s \]

\[ g = 10^{-4} \, g_0 \]

\[ V_{\text{max}} = 14 \, \mu m/s \]

\[ V = 2.1 \, \mu m/s \]

Fig. 3 Segregation number, \( S_e \approx J_{\text{conv}}/J_{\text{solid}} \)
Diffusion controlled segregation is achieved for \( J_{\text{conv}} \ll J_{\text{solid}} \) [5,6].

Fig. 4 a) Three-dimensional calculation of the velocity field in the melt with the baffle calculated using FIDAP [11]. The residual acceleration is normal to ampule axis.
The shaft that we currently use to suspend the submerged baffle, and for thermocouple feeds, does not allow growth from sealed ampules. Since growth in sealed ampules is essential for space experiments and may have additional advantages, we will modify our furnaces to set up growth with the baffle suspended by magnetic coupling. The use of magnetic coupling to a high Curie temperature alloy slug sealed within the quartz pulling road, was first reported by Gremmelmeier [13]. A sketch of the preliminary design of the baffle is shown in fig. 5. The baffle with the high Curie point core (e.g. Cobalt, which retains good magnetic properties up to 1075) will be used to premix the melt and subsequently used to minimize melt convection. Relative motion will be achieved by translating the ampule (or the magnet). Other options that will be explored are: rotation of the ampule or the magnet.

It is important to note, that in space laboratories, the weight and the buoyancy forces of the baffle are reduced by at least a factor of \(10^4\) in space laboratories. Therefore, magnetic coupling should perform particularly well in space. The use of highly conductive metal discs or even heat pipes will be considered in both Bridgman and zone melting configurations. A second silica baffle with a high Curie point core but without a central passage, will be located at the free surface of melt. It will be used to impose a desired level of static pressure (to be determined) on the melt. This will prevent de-wetting and Marangoni convection.
Fig. 5  Schematic of the baffle, suspended by magnetic coupling to a high Curie temperature alloy slug.

A sketch of the zone-melting configuration (which is also being considered) is shown in fig. 5b. Again, the baffle with the high Curie point core is used to premix the melt and subsequently used to minimize melt convection. Note that the undesirable high radial temperature gradients typical of zone melting will be minimized, because most of the heat will be transferred (i) radially from the heater to the baffle, (ii) radially through the baffle, and (iii) released axially into the melt.

Objectives of the Definition-Phase Flight Research

The scientific and technical objectives of the proposed research are:

- to design a simple and reliable baffle that can be used to grow the semiconductor crystals in sealed silica ampules, in microgravity.

- test the design by growing semiconductor crystals in sealed silica ampules; both Bridgman growth and zone freezing will be considered;

- to verify that the magnetically coupled baffle provides means for vigorous melt mixing.

- to optimize the temperature field and the growth procedure to minimize convective interference with segregation.
The above objectives will be achieved by conducting ground based experimental studies and three-dimensional finite element simulations of growth, convection and segregation. Furthermore, it is proposed that two ampules with doped GaSb (one with the baffle and one, for comparison, without the baffle) are solidified in microgravity. The goal of these experiments are to verify:

- that the developed method for crystal growth (using magnetically coupled baffle), is less sensitive to residual acceleration in space laboratories than the conventional methods (Bridgman and zone freezing);

- that by using the developed in space laboratories, important semiconductor crystals can be grown under the ideal steady-state conditions, resulting from diffusion controlled solidification;

- that by using the magnetically coupled baffle in space laboratories to (i) premix the melt and (ii) to eliminate convection, semiconductors of exceptional crystalline and chemical perfection can be grown;

- to test the non dimensional parameter named the Segregation number, $S_e$ which can be used to select dopants and growth parameters for space experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

Polydiacetylenes (see structure below) are a class of highly conjugated organic polymers that are of considerable interest because of their unique chemical, optical, and electronic properties. They have been studied extensively as organic conductors and semi-conductors, as well as nonlinear optical materials. Many of these applications require the formation of high quality thin polydiacetylene films; i.e., films possessing minimal defects such as impurities, inhomogeneities, light scattering centers, etc.
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STRUCTURE OF POLYDIACETYLENE REPEAT UNIT

We have discovered a novel process for the formation of thin amorphous polydiacetylene films using photodeposition from monomer solutions onto transparent substrates (U.S. patent #5,451,433). Specifically, we have directly synthesized a polymeric film from a diacetylene monomer (DAMNA) derived from 2-methyl-4-nitroaniline (MNA) that only sluggishly polymerizes when the crystalline monomer is irradiated. We have found that thin polydiacetylene (PDAMNA) films can be obtained readily from solutions of DAMNA in 1,2-dichloroethane by irradiation with long wavelength UV light through a quartz or glass window, which serves as the substrate. This simple straightforward process yields transparent films with thicknesses on the order of a micrometer.

Thin PDAMNA films obtained in this manner are glassy, yellow-orange in appearance, suggesting an amorphous nature. Both refractive index measurements and electron-beam diffraction studies indicate that the films are indeed amorphous. When viewed under an optical microscope, PDAMNA films grown by photodeposition exhibit small particles embedded throughout the films. The particles range in size from 0.01 to 1.0 microns. These particles are defects that can
scatter light and thus hinder the usefulness of the film for technological applications. They form when growing polymer chains in the bulk solution collide, coalesce into solid particles, and then precipitate out. Because the particles are small they do not readily sediment out of the solution. Convection, which results from uneven heating of the monomer solution by the UV radiation, then transports the particles to the surface of the growing polydiacetylene film where they can become incorporated into the film. Additionally, there is some evidence to suggest that convection may play a role in affecting the molecular orientation in the films. This is significant because ordered films are preferable, and in some cases, required, for many applications. Thus reducing convection could be an important step in improving the quality of these polydiacetylene films.

The thrust of this work is to investigate the effects of buoyancy-driven convection on the photodeposition of polydiacetylene thin films from solution. Specifically, we are interested in how convection affects transport and incorporation of defects in PDAMNA films grown from solution. Additionally, we are interested in how convection may affect the growth kinetics, and thereby, the morphology, microstructure and properties of the films.

EFFECTS OF CONVECTION

Special chambers were constructed for carrying out photodeposition of PDAMNA thin films from solution onto small round substrate disks. These chambers are cylindrical in shape, closed at one end, with approximate dimensions of 0.5cm depth and 1.0cm inside diameter. The substrate comprises the other end of the cylinder. To grow thin films onto quartz disks (or any transparent substrate), the chambers are filled with a solution of DAMNA in 1,2-dichloroethane and irradiated through the substrate with long wavelength (365nm) UV light. As the solution is irradiated a photo-polymerization reaction occurs and a thin polydiacetylene (PDAMNA) film is deposited on the inside surface of the substrate. Masking experiments have demonstrated that film deposition occurs only where the substrate is directly irradiated. The thickness of the film is determined by the intensity of the radiation and the duration of exposure.

Fluid Dynamic Analysis

Both the monomer solution and the film generate heat due to absorption of UV radiation. The radiative heating, along with the thermal boundary conditions of the walls of the thin film growth chamber, will give rise to a complex temperature pattern in the solution. Due to the lack of thermodynamic equilibrium, the solution will possess temperature and concentration gradients, and therefore density gradients. It is well-known that these gradients, under the
influence of gravity, can induce convective fluid flows in the solution (buoyancy-driven convection).

The onset of thermal convection is determined by a stability parameter known as the Rayleigh number, $Ra$, defined as:

$$ Ra = \frac{\alpha g d^3 \Delta T}{\nu \kappa}, $$

where $\alpha$ is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the solution, $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $\Delta T$ is the temperature difference across distance, $d$, in the solution, $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity, and $\kappa$ is the thermal diffusivity. For photodeposition of PDAMNA films, the value of $\Delta T$ (over a distance of less than 1 mm) can vary from a only a few tenths of a degree to several degrees, depending on the intensity of the UV radiation. In order to grow thicker films (> 1 micron), higher intensity radiation is necessary, making large temperature gradients unavoidable. The intensity and flow pattern of convection can be predicted when the Rayleigh number is known. For instance, for an infinite fluid layer in the horizontal direction with a temperature gradient in the vertical direction (co-linear with gravity), convective motion will occur in the form of rolls with axes aligned horizontal when $Ra > 1708$ (the critical Rayleigh number), while no convection will occur if $Ra < 1708$. The exact value can only be determined by numerical solution of the fluid flow in the chamber. In the case of horizontal temperature gradients (orthogonal to gravity), all values of the Rayleigh number lead to convection, and the magnitude of the velocity of the fluid flow is proportional to the square root of the Rayleigh number.

Density gradients can also arise in the solution due to variations in the concentrations of the chemical species in the solution. Such solutal gradients, along with the temperature gradients, can give rise to double-diffusive convection. This complicated convective motion is usually analyzed with the aid of the solutal Rayleigh number, in addition to the thermal Rayleigh number. The solutal Rayleigh number, $Ra_s$, is defined as:

$$ Ra_s = \frac{\beta g d^3 \Delta C}{\nu D}, $$

where $\beta$ is the coefficient of concentration expansion, $\Delta C$ is the concentration difference across distance, $d$, in the solution, and $D$ is the diffusion coefficient. Double-diffusive convection flows can be far more complex than simple thermal convection flows. Fortunately, in our case, the solutions are very dilute and exhibit very little volume change with concentration, so $\beta$ is quite small. Thus solutal convection may only be a minor contributor to the fluid flow.
Hence we see that convection can arise by several means during polydiacetylene film photodeposition from solution. Also, it is apparent from this discussion that there is no configuration of the growth chamber that will completely eliminate convection in 1-g. The extent of convection, and its intensity and structure can only be understood through accurate numerical modeling of the fluid motion and thermodynamic state of the system.

Transport of Particles from Bulk Solution

To study the effects of convection on the incorporation of particles into the films, the growth chamber was placed in different orientations with respect to gravity in order to vary the fluid flow pattern. PDAMNA films were grown both with the chamber vertical (irradiating from the top) and with the chamber horizontal (irradiating from the side). In the case when the chamber is vertical and the solution is irradiated from the top, the axial temperature gradient is vertical with respect to gravity, and the bulk solution is stably stratified because warmer, less dense solution is above cooler, more dense solution. Thus in this orientation convection should be minimal. In the case when the chamber is horizontal and the solution is irradiated from the side, the axial temperature gradient is horizontal with respect to gravity, which makes the density gradients less stable. Hence convection should be much more pronounced in this orientation. Preliminary numerical simulations of the fluid flows support these expectations.

The distribution of solid particles observed in the PDAMNA films grown in the two different orientations is consistent with the above analysis. Films grown with the chamber horizontal clearly contain a greater concentration of particles than films grown with the chamber vertical. In other words, films grown under increased convection contain more particles than those grown under less convection. Waveguiding experiments with these films demonstrate that the films containing more particles exhibit greater light scattering than those containing fewer particles. However, even the film grown in the vertical orientation, where convection is minimized, still contains some particles. This suggests that while convection is lessened in this case, it is not eliminated. Hence even under optimum conditions in 1-g, some convection may still be present during polydiacetylene thin film photodeposition from solution, resulting in particles in the films.

We recently conducted an experiment aboard the Space Shuttle Endeavor (CONCAP-IV) in which photodeposition of PDAMNA films from solution was carried out in microgravity. In this environment buoyancy-driven convection can essentially be eliminated. Because of unplanned orbiter maneuvers during the mission, leading to extraneous accelerations, and limitations of the flight hardware, results varied somewhat among samples. However, the best space-grown film
clearly exhibits fewer particles than the best ground-based films. These few particles may have resulted from slight mixing in the solution caused by the orbiter motions, or possibly, they may have nucleated on the surface the film itself. Nonetheless, the initial results are very encouraging; it appears that the lack of convection can indeed lead to PDAMNA films with significantly fewer defects, and thus greater optical quality. Further characterizations of the space-grown films are currently underway.

Effects on Kinetics, Morphology, and Microstructure

Once the convective patterns that develop during photodeposition of polydiacetylene thin films are reasonably well understood, the next question is how does this convection affect the dynamics of film deposition and the nature and properties of the films obtained. We have already discussed how convection can transport particles of solid polymer precipitated from the bulk solution into the films. However, convection can also affect film deposition at the molecular level. To gain some insight into these effects, it is necessary to understand the kinetics of film deposition.

The rate of polydiacetylene film photodeposition from solution can be given by the expression:

\[
\frac{dl}{dt} = k I^m C^n,
\]

where \( l \) is film thickness, \( t \) is time, \( I \) is the intensity of the UV radiation, \( C \) is monomer concentration, \( m \) and \( n \) are the orders of the reaction in radiation intensity and monomer concentration, respectively, and \( k \) is the rate constant. Initial results obtained in our laboratory indicate that, for photodeposition of PDAMNA films from 1,2-dichloroethane at ambient temperature (25°C), \( m = 1.0 \), \( n = 0.5 \), and \( k = 3.2 \times 10^{-7} \) (mks units).

Additionally, it can be shown from the principles of chemical kinetics (Arrhenius equation) that the rate constant \( (k) \) is given by:

\[
k = A e^{-E/k_bT},
\]

where \( E \) is the activation energy of the reaction, \( k_b \) is Boltzman's constant, \( T \) is temperature, and \( A \) is a pre-exponential factor related to the frequency of collisions of molecules with the surface of the growing film.

The equations above clearly show how the rate of polydiacetylene film photodeposition from solution depends on variables such as temperature and monomer concentration. The effects of convection can also be gleaned from these
equations. We know that convection affects heat and mass transport to and from the surface of the growing film, which is reflected in the temperature and concentration profiles along the surface. Variations in these parameters along the surface of the film, in accordance with the above equations, will cause variations in the rate of film deposition, leading to uneven film growth. This will be especially pronounced if the fluid flow along the surface varies drastically, or is turbulent. Thus we see how convection can directly affect the kinetics of polydiacetylene film photodeposition from solution, and thereby affect the morphology (thickness and surface roughness) of the films.

Lastly, convection could also play a role in affecting the microstructure of the films, specifically, the molecular orientation of the polydiacetylene chains. Preliminary studies we have conducted using atomic force microscopy and X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy indicate that films photodeposited onto quartz (in 1-g) for very short durations of time (a few minutes) appear to have their polymer chains aligned, while films grown for longer durations show a random arrangement of the chains. Thus in the early stages of deposition there appears to be some tendency for polymer chain orientation, which becomes lost as the reaction proceeds and the chains grow. This may be a result of convection. The turbulent and chaotic molecular motions that occur during convection can cause the chains to become entangled and matted around each other as they grow longer. Also, variations in temperature and monomer concentration along the film surface, affected by convection, can influence molecular orientation, and possibly even polymer chain packing densities. Of course this is somewhat speculative at present; however, discerning the role that convection plays in affecting molecular orientation is an essential part of any fundamental study of polydiacetylene film photodeposition from solution.
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1. General objectives of the investigation

Development of a Physical Vapor Transport (PVT) growth system and selection of optimum experimental conditions suitable for a conclusive and meaningful assessment of convection and its effect on the quality of the grown crystals:

- determination of the dependence of convective effects on fluid dynamic parameters;
- evaluation of the effects of concentration gradient(s) on the c-v interface stability and related morphology of the crystals with respect to convective flow;
- assessment of practical limitations of the effects of convection on uniformity and interfacial stability of the growing crystals.

2. Relevance to microgravity

Growth of crystals in the absence of convection:

- effect of gravity-dependent convection on growth and quality of crystals in PVT system(s).

3. Significance

Advanced investigation of convective effects:

- assessment of convection independent of the crystal morphology;
- advanced numerical simulations of fluid dynamics phenomena in crystal growth systems;
• improved match between the experimental system and the fluid dynamics model used for numerical simulations.

4. Technical approach

4.1 Tasks.
To achieve the objectives of the research, the following tasks will be performed:
• investigation of the dependence of the c-v interface shape on the geometry, temperature field, and thermal properties of the materials in the growth systems;
• investigation of the conditions required for growing different crystals under the same thermal field and system geometry and with the same growth rate, but under different fluid dynamics conditions;
• development of a thermochemical model of PVT of (Pb, Sn)Te in a closed system;
• experimental studies on transport of (Pb, Sn)Te by PVT in a closed system;
• studies on transport of selected dopants during physical vapor transport of (Cd, Zn)Te and (Pb, Sn)Te in closed ampoules.

4.2 C-v interface shape.
In typical PVT systems where the total pressure is low (below 100 Torr), a convective flow may lead to only a small increase in the mass transport rate and the presence of convection may require quite subtle methods of assessment. The problem is particularly difficult for high temperature processes to be conducted in space: currently available flight furnaces suitable for crystal growth at such temperatures limit the maximum diameter of the ampoules to less than 20 - 25 mm. Effect of gravity on convection in such ampoules at lower pressures may be low. One of the resulting technical problems is the identification of the effects related to (gravitational) convection, as opposed to those dependent on factors like the geometry of the ampoule and the solid-vapor interfaces, or the thermal field alone. For example, a conical-cylindrical geometry of the gaseous space might possibly lead to a formation of vortices caused by a change in the mass flow velocity with change in the ampoule cross-section area. Non-planar, particularly faceted c-v interface may lead to local flow patterns that change with change in the c-v interface shape and have a variable, unpredictable and non-reproducible effect(s) on the growth conditions and the quality of the growing crystals. Such effects overlap with convective contributions to the flow and may make a meaningful and conclusive analysis of the results practically impossible. In addition, a comparison with the results of a relatively simple numerical modeling (i.e. the one that is feasible at this time) would be of little, if any, use. For
the above reasons it is important that the growth system used to assess gravitational effects has a simple cylindrical geometry of the gaseous space, particularly in the growth region. The crystal-vapor interface should be flat and remain such throughout the growth experiment with all the main growth parameters (temperature of the source and crystal, temperature field in the gas phase and at the c-v interface) remaining essentially unchanged. The shape of the c-v interface depends, under mass transport limited conditions, primarily on the temperature field at the interface and is strongly dependent on the differences in thermal properties of the growing crystal and the growth capsule. In this project, we will investigate the conditions necessary to maintain a flat c-v interface for a period required to grow a crystal of the length suitable for a meaningful evaluation of convective contribution(s) to the growth process (a few mm). Silica glass ampoules, most suited for crystal growth of electronic materials at high temperatures, will be used in the investigation. To enhance convective effects, experiments will be performed in ampoules of a maximum diameter possible in flight experiments (about 20 mm). The effects of: (i) the ampoule wall thickness and shape, (ii) crystal pedestal size and material (silica, sapphire, BaF2), (iii) heat sink at the growth end, (iv) the furnace temperature profile, (v) (vacuum) envelope around the ampoule, (vi) the length of the crystal, (vii) the growth rate, and other growth conditions will be investigated. Application of a tubular shield made of polymeric carbon and used as a thermal insulator (reflector) to reduce radial gradients in the crystal will be tested.

4.3 Different fluid dynamic conditions
The second main feature of the test growth system that is the target goal of this research is to grow different samples under the same conditions except for those important for gravitational
convection. In addition, for the sake of the most direct conclusions, we envision such comparison in the future under microgravity conditions. It is known that gravitational convection is dependent on the Grashof number, \( \text{Gr} = \beta g d^3 \Delta T \rho^2 / \eta^2 \) (\( \beta \) - thermal expansion coefficient, \( g \) - acceleration, \( d \) - the system specific dimension, \( \Delta T \) - undercooling, \( \rho \) - density, \( \eta \) - viscosity). For a given source material and its temperature, constant acceleration level, and fixed undercooling, convective contribution to the growth process can be affected (and investigated) by a change in the system diameter and/or a change in the ambient (or excess) pressure (\( \text{Gr} \propto \rho^2 \propto P^2 \)). Change in the total pressure has only little effect on the thermal field in the ampoule but it changes the mass transport rate (crystal growth) and may affect the growth process by a change in the rate of the latent heat release and possible effects on the growth kinetics. In the proposed research, the growth rate and related phenomena will be maintained constant under different total pressure conditions by an appropriate modification of the ampoule geometry. The modification, a constraint in the form of a system of capillaries or a frit/grid, will be made in the source region of the ampoule (Fig. 1) such as to minimize its effect on the growth conditions at the c-v interface. It will also assure a simple cylindrical geometry in the source region making the system more compatible with the model used for our numerical simulations.

4.4 Source materials

The proposed investigation of convective effects by a change in the total pressure requires a system which: (i) has a sufficiently high growth rate even at excess pressures exceeding the minimum pressure of the constituent components, (ii) the source material has a nearly congruent sublimation composition, and (iii) the amount of residuals from the source and the ampoule material is very low and allows for a significant difference in the total pressure between the related (i.e. with and without intentional excess pressure) experiments. Cadmium telluride can meet these requirements. Lead telluride is expected to be a suitable material too; systematic studies on the mass transport of PbTe and its dependence on the pretreatment procedures is a part of this investigation. The materials are also suitable with respect to our goal of achieving a flat c-v interface: the shape of the c-v interface is strongly dependent on the thermal properties of the deposited material, particularly with respect to those of the growth capsule. Cadmium telluride has a thermal conductivity lower than that of fused silica (the ampoule material) at the growth temperature. As a result, crystals of \((\text{Cd, Zn})\text{Te}\) have a tendency to assume a concave shape of its free surface during growth. On the other hand, lead telluride has a thermal conductivity higher than that of fused silica and tends to assume the opposite, convex shape of the c-v interface. Experimenting with both materials will provide a flexibility with selection of optimum conditions for growth of crystals with a flat c-v interface.
To detect convective effects in our growth systems, we will be using doped and/or ternary source materials. As the third constituent element we will be using Zn (Cd_{1-x}ZnxTe) and Sn (Pb_{1-x}Sn_xTe). The selection of dopants will be based on their thermochemical properties (volatility of respective tellurides) and an absence, or a relatively low content of the dopant element in the original (undoped) source material.

4.5 Mass transport of (Pb, Sn)Te by PVT

A theoretical model of the mass transport in the (Pb, Sn)Te PVT system will be developed using a one-dimensional approximation. The results of this thermochemical analysis will be used to predict conditions for a steady-state (particularly with respect to crystal composition) growth of (Pb, Sn)Te crystals. After experimental verification, the parameters for steady-state transport of lead-tin telluride will be incorporated into our model of fluid dynamics simulations of this growth system. The procedures of the material synthesis, purification, and refinement will be established to assure high purity and stoichiometry of the material as necessary for the purpose of this investigation.

4.6 Crystal characterization

For composition profiling/mapping, usefulness of several different techniques will be evaluated: (1) energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), (2) wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS), (3) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), (4) photoluminescence (PL) and spatial resolve photoluminescence measurements (SRPL), (5) secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), (6) electron spectroscopy for elemental analysis (ESCA), and (7) time dependent charge measurements (TDCM) techniques.

As the primary objective of the composition mapping is to determine the symmetry of the dopant/constituent elements in the crystal, the absolute accuracy of the measurements or the absolute concentration of the tracer elements are of a lesser importance. Also, no arbitrary dopant(s) has to be used for that purpose. That will allow for a significant flexibility in the selection of dopant(s) for that purpose. The techniques to be tested allow for mapping the distribution of both lighter and heavier dopants, both at lower and higher concentration levels. The dopant(s) and related profiling (mapping) techniques found to be most suited for this research (good reproducibility and precision) will be selected for the final crystal growth experiments on fluid dynamics effects in our test growth systems.
The experimental results on the distribution of dopant(s) and/or constituent elements in the grown crystals will be combined with crystal characterization in terms of morphology and crystallographic perfection. Spatial correlation between these two groups of crystal characterization results, i.e. composition mapping and crystal quality, will be used to differentiate between gravity-dependent and gravity-independent phenomena.

4.7 Computational fluid dynamics simulations
Numerical modeling of crystal growth in a multicomponent PVT system will be based on solving 3-dimensional equations governing heat and mass transfer in the growth ampoule and its surroundings. The full Navier-Stokes equations will be solved with second order in time, and third order in space control volume formulations. Extensive parametric studies will be performed to evaluate the effect of the furnace temperature profile, ampoule geometry, properties of the materials, and other factors on the process and to optimize the volume of the experimental effort.

5. Investigation plan
The research will start with numerical modeling of the thermal and flow fields in the ampoule. Fluid dynamics parametric studies will be performed to predict optimum conditions required to grow crystals with a flat c-v interface. The results will be used to select/fabricate a furnace for subsequent growth experiments. At the same time a basic thermochemical and experimental study of the PbTe-SnTe PVT system will be conducted. The fluid dynamics studies will be followed by appropriate experiments to verify and modify (if necessary) the theoretical predictions. Based on the results of the above investigations, a selection of the growth conditions and related ampoule geometry for experiments on convective effects will be made. The growth experiments will be performed and will include tests with appropriate angular and radial displacement of the ampoule in order to identify and quantify the thermal field asymmetry and its effect on the growth process. The grown crystals will be characterized in terms of a distribution of the minority constituents and/or dopants, and of the morphology of the surface and bulk of the material. The (radial) distribution of the components in the crystal and their dependence on the pressure in the ampoule will be used to assess the presence and origin of convection in the system. The results of the investigation will be used to design a corresponding set of experiments to be performed under microgravity conditions.
Objective and Application to Microgravity Knowledge Base

The main research objective is the evaluation and analysis of the undercooling and resultant solidification microstructures in containerless processing, including drop tube processing and levitation melt processing of selected alloys. The results are intended for use as an experience base for the design of space-based microgravity experiments.

Containerless processing in ground-based drop tubes may simulate the microgravity conditions via solidification of liquid droplets under free fall conditions. The containerless solidification processing of materials in space requires an understanding of the critical variables affecting solidification. Perhaps the most fundamental parameter in solidification processing is the level of melt undercooling prior to solidification. The containerless environment removes a major source of impurities and heterogeneous nucleation sites, allowing for a large melt undercooling. This enhanced liquid undercooling exposes alternate solidification pathways, allowing for the formation of novel microstructures. Controlling the undercooling level provides some control of the operative solidification pathway and the resultant microstructure. The novel structures that may be produced in a ground-based containerless processing facility preview the wide range of possible materials processing experiments that may be conducted in a space-based laboratory. The results of the ground based drop tube study will be used to identify critical experimental variables in microgravity processing, and the analysis may be used to design and predict the science requirements for space experiments.
Research Task Description and Progress to Date

The proposed program represents a balanced experimental and analysis effort directed toward the investigation of drop tube and levitation containerless processing methods in ground based studies. The investigation will focus on the understanding and analysis of microstructural evolution during solidification of undercooled melts. The degree of liquid undercooling attainable in a laboratory scale (3 m) drop tube and levitation melting system can be altered through the variation of processing parameters such as alloy composition, melt superheat, sample size and gas environment. The solidification behavior will be evaluated through metallography, thermal analysis and x-ray diffraction in conjunction with calorimetric measurements of falling droplets and a heat flow model of the processing conditions to judge the sample thermal history.

The analysis of microstructural development requires an analysis of kinetic competition between the possible phases and structure morphologies. The classification of these kinetic transitions has been discussed previously [1-3]. Some examples include the transition from growth- to nucleation-controlled microstructure development in laser-processed Al-Si alloys [4] and the formation of the metastable, ferromagnetic $\tau$ phase in the Mn-Al system during drop tube processing [5-7].

One of the main components of the proposed investigation will focus on new directions for the control of microstructural evolution in Ni-V, Co-Al, and related alloy systems through the high undercooling levels provided by containerless processing. Solidification processing of eutectic alloys at high rates and large undercoolings has yielded varying degrees of solute trapping; but with very high undercooling only one of the solid phases typically forms partitionlessly. In contrast to this usual observation, high undercooling solidification of Ni-V alloys over a range of compositions has yielded a duplex partitionless structure of fcc and bcc phases [8,9]. Because of the short solidification time available and the vastly different nucleation and growth rates which may be expected for the two different phases over a range of compositions, it is difficult to comprehend how this structure may develop at all. Therefore the analysis of a duplex partitionless structure can reveal new fundamental information about the nucleation and growth
kinetics of competing phases and contribute to an understanding of this novel microstructural class. The development of a heterogeneous nucleation kinetics model for rapidly quenched large (mm size) droplet samples agrees well with the experimental results [9]. The model is currently undergoing further refinement to include transient effects as well as the influence of heat flow on microstructural development. The nucleation kinetics model developed for laser processed Al-Si alloys [4] has provided the basis for the current analysis. Cross-sectional TEM analysis of the containerlessly processed foil samples are underway to further characterize the phase selection behavior.

Collaboration with Dr. Dieter Herlach at the Institut für Raumsimulation in Köln, Germany has also revealed information on the phase selection in bulk undercooled Ni-V alloys during containerless processing [10]. A transition from stable fcc phase to metastable bcc phase was observed for near-eutectic compositions with increasing undercooling. A nucleation kinetics model suggested a specific range of catalytic potency necessary to support duplex reaction.

Analysis of phase selection in the Co-Al system extends the foundation of results of the Ni-V system to show the generality of the kinetics analysis approach. High undercooling solidification of Co-Al alloys has also yielded a duplex partitionless structure of fcc and B2 (ordered bcc) phases. Phase selection will be studied in both large (mm size) and small (μm size) droplets. The nucleation kinetics for the competing fcc and B2 fcc phases will be analyzed to determine the conditions needed to produce the structure. Moreover, the analysis approach will be developed further to allow for the construction of a processing map that will be essential in the design of a space experiment. This investigation will contribute to the understanding of terrestrial solidification processing and will demonstrate that microgravity materials processing can yield novel microstructures and phases that have not been observed previously with conventional terrestrial processing approaches.

Another central component of the proposed program addresses the use of containerless processing together with an undercooled melt and incorporated particles to develop a critical evaluation of solidification front-particle interactions. Numerous models for the interaction
behavior have been proposed, but critical tests are lacking in many cases due to confounding gravitational effects. A common concept in the interaction models is the critical velocity for particle incorporation. The research plan includes a novel experimental design based upon an undercooled melt with particles to distinguish particle incorporation effectiveness as a function of interface velocity in the presence of a distribution of particle sizes. The experimental strategy will allow for an assessment of various models and governing conditions that have been proposed for particle incorporation.

Model systems of nickel with discontinuous reinforcement particles of aluminum oxide or titanium carbide are being studied with containerless processing to isolate effects caused by the forces of gravity and of the containing crucible. Initial experiments have resulted in undercoolings of 20-30 K for Ni/TiC, with apparent uniform particle incorporation into the melt. Microstructural analysis shows a transition zone from higher to lower particle density around shrinkage cavities or edges of the sample (i.e., near the point of final solidification of the sample). These results appear to demonstrate the transition from particle incorporation to particle pushing, perhaps caused by a decrease of solidification front velocity. Results also suggest a critical velocity below which particle engulfment is unfavorable. Evaluation of the microstructure and the time required to complete solidification provides estimates of this critical velocity. Further study has identified the copper-aluminum oxide system; the aluminum oxide particles do not appear to act as potent nucleant sites for copper, thus allowing for undercooling to be used effectively as a tool for controlling the rate of solidification.

Reliable evaluation of thermal history during containerless processing is central to the proper interpretation of a solidification microstructure. In the intended studies thermal measurement of a falling droplet will be conducted using a calorimetric method. With a given level of superheat, the heat content of a droplet will be determined at the time of impact with the calorimeter by means of a simple heat balance. The method has been successfully implemented with pure tin droplets and will be used to analyze alloy droplets in future work.
Experimental results in the metastable yield analysis of powders have defined three critical parameters in the alteration of solidification pathway development: melt superheat, processing environment, and particle size. By using particle size as a reference, the relative effect of other process parameters can be calculated and experimentally verified. In particular, the relative effect of the processing environment on metastable yields can be isolated to three factors: nucleant type, gas conductivity, and nucleant density. Statistical analysis of metastable yield in the droplet population as a function of processing conditions will provide a basis for greater control of solidification structure. These results will then be considered in the nucleation and growth kinetics analysis for metastable phase formation.

As a further aid, droplet solidification microstructures will be used to establish the relationship between microstructural scale and level of undercooling as an in situ probe for sample thermal history. A microstructural probe provides an effective evaluation technique to correlate microstructure to direct or non-contact temperature measurements; this correlation may then be applied to situations for which experimental temperature measurement is difficult, such as a small droplet in flight. Moreover, the in situ probe concept allows for the systematic analysis of disturbances such as external positioning fields on solidification behavior during the containerless processing of materials in space. The experimental determination of undercooling level through non-contact temperature measurement in the investigation will provide a test of the solidification and heat flow models that were developed to yield insight into the mechanisms of solidification microstructure development. While these methods are useful a direct thermal history capability is planned when budget resources are available. Moreover, this ground-based experience will also be of value in designing the science and hardware requirements for a space experiment.
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Introduction

The primary purpose of the research is to compare the structure and segregation in binary metallic alloys that are directionally solidified in terrestrial and low gravity environments. In addition the grant was awarded to define flight experiments to guide the development of an experimental apparatus for carrying out directional solidification of a dendritic alloy in microgravity. Since this grant only began on June 1, 1996, there is no progress to report as of this writing. Consequently, the objectives of the research, relevant results of a prior grant, and justification for long-term microgravity are given.

Models of dendritic solidification that are used to predict the undercooling during growth of alloys rely on the assumption of diffusional transports of both heat and solute. An important feature of the models is a prediction of the dendrite tip radius. However, the thermosolutal convection of liquid in, from, or close to the solid plus liquid region of solidifying alloys masks the diffusional processes at the dendrite tips and is responsible for most macrosegregation in castings and ingots. Availability of microgravity provides an opportunity to obtain experimental data, where thermosolutal convection is negligible. With the new grant, growth conditions for such
microgravity experiments will be defined by combining mathematical modeling and simulation with the results of terrestrial experiments. Thermosolutal convection will be significantly reduced in microgravity, and thus we can compare microsegregation and microstructure in specimens terrestrially solidified and those solidified in microgravity.

**Objectives**

This is a program to conduct experiments in a long-duration microgravity environment, with the objective of studying dendritic microstructures and segregation in directionally solidified dendritic alloys. The research builds on our previous grant in which we generated an extensive data base on directionally solidified Pb-Sn alloys and simulated solidification of the alloys using continuum theory of porous media. Based on our previous research, it is clear that thermosolutal convection strongly affects diffusional transport during solidification and also leads to macrosegregates known as freckles. We are convinced, therefore, that with terrestrial experiments, diffusive and convective phenomena occur simultaneously, which complicate the study of dendritic growth. In microgravity, however, it will be possible to effect directional solidification with no thermosolutal convection. Our hypotheses are the macrosegregation is eliminated and the dendritic microstructure is greatly altered in microgravity.

The opportunity to carry out experiments in microgravity would enable us to gain scientific data on dendritic microstructures that would be beneficial in materials processing and would provide benchmark data of dendritic microstructures grown without thermosolutal convection. We will characterize dendrite arm spacings, volume fraction of interdendritic liquid, and both macrosegregation and microsegregation in directionally solidified samples. The design of the microgravity experiments will be guided by terrestrial experiments and computer simulations, in order to identify the growth conditions and the effect of g-jitter in long-duration microgravity experiments.
Relevant Results from Prior Grant

Under the auspices of our prior NASA grant, segregation and microstructures in Pb-Sn alloys were extensively studied.\textsuperscript{[1-3]} Thermal gradients in the range of 17 to 81 K cm\textsuperscript{-1} and solidification rates of 1 to 64 μm s\textsuperscript{-1} were employed in directionally solidified castings with a diameter of 7 mm. It had been established that the extent of macrosegregation along the length of the castings varied with Sn content, with little macrosegregation at 10 and 58 wt pct Sn and the maximum macrosegregation at 33 wt pct Sn.\textsuperscript{[4]} In castings that exhibited cellular morphology, the macrosegregation was exacerbated.\textsuperscript{[1]} This was attributed to the thermosolutal convection driven by the greater solute buildup at the advancing tips and the reduction in the length of the mushy zone that are associated with cellular growth compared to dendritic growth.

Figure 1 illustrates the macrosegregation along the length of directionally solidified Pb-Sn alloys. The fraction solid on the abscissa is the distance along the solidified casting measured from the position where solidification commenced. The obvious segregation indicates the prominent role of convection. Hence, there is a net convective transport of Sn from the mushy zone to the overlying liquid, which results in the extensive macrosegregation.

Fig. 1: Macrosegregation in directionally solidified castings of Pb-Sn alloys with various primary dendrite arm spacings.\textsuperscript{[3]} $C_s$ is the concentration of Sn and $C_o$ is the concentration of Sn in the melt before solidification.
There is also evidence indicating that the primary arm spacing depends on the extent of convection, Figure 2. Using the theory of Hunt to predict the primary dendrite arm spacing, we see that when the measure of segregation is less than 4 wt pct Sn, then the measured and theoretical values of the primary arm spacings show reasonable agreement. Hunt's model only accounts for thermal and solutal transport by diffusion but without advection; so with more segregation (i.e., more thermodisolutal convection) the agreement is poor.

Fig. 2: The ratio of experimental to theoretical primary dendrite arm spacings versus a measure of macrosegregation in directionally solidified Pb-Sn castings.

An example of a computer simulation of Pb-23.2 wt pct Sn alloy solidified at 6 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \) with a maximum thermal gradient of 7700 K m\(^{-1} \) is presented as Fig. 3. After 4000 s, the overlying liquid is above 2.2 cm, and the casting is completely solid below approximately 0.9 cm. Thermosolutal convection in the overlying liquid is shown in Figure 3a. Near each side wall the liquid flows upward, and there is a counterclockwise cell just above the advancing mushy zone. Also there are several smaller cells aligned horizontally and just above the dendritic tips.

Not shown in the figure is the convection in the mushy zone, which is much weaker but nevertheless responsible for much of the transport of solute. This is obvious when Figures 3b and 3c are viewed. In Figure 3b, the volume fraction liquid is shown; near each side wall there is a channel of liquid, and intrusions of liquid near the dendrite tips are evident. There are also two
pockets of enriched liquid in the lower part of the mushy zone. Macrosegregation resulting from the convection is depicted in Figure 3c. Where the alloy has solidified completely, freckles remain. In the experimental casting made by Tewari and Shah,[4] there were in fact two to three freckles along the surface.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3: Convection and macrosegregation in directionally solidified Pb-23.2 wt pct Sn alloy: (a) streamlines; (b) volume fraction liquid; (c) concentration of Sn.

Justification for Microgravity

In terrestrial experiments, dendritic solidification is difficult to study because specimens are often plagued with severe forms of macrosegregation caused by thermosolutal convection, including: 1) continuous segregation from end-to-end; 2) occurrence of localized segregates referred to as freckles; and 3) dendrite clustering. In the microgravity environment, the thermosolutal convection will be greatly diminished, and the convection will be confined mainly to the minor flows of interdendritic liquid required to satisfy solidification shrinkage and possibly due to
1) continuous segregation from end-to-end; 2) occurrence of localized segregates referred to as freckles; and 3) dendrite clustering. In the microgravity environment, the thermosolutal convection will be greatly diminished, and the convection will be confined mainly to the minor flows of interdendritic liquid required to satisfy solidification shrinkage and possibly due to “g-jitter.” Morphological features, metrics, and segregation in samples directionally solidified in an earth-based furnace and in samples grown in the microgravity are expected to be quite different.

In terrestrial solidification experiments on binary metallic alloys, whether growth is upward or downward growth, whether with the heavy solutes or light solutes, or whether they are conducted with an applied magnetic field or without, solidification is always accompanied by natural convection. It has not been possible to eliminate the convective transports and the associated problems in order to obtain the dendrite shapes which are truly determined by the diffusive transports. Only microgravity directional solidification (DS) of metallic alloys can yield the four critical parameters for evaluating dendrite growth theories in DS arrays: the growth speed, the tip radii, the thermal gradient, and the solutal gradient near the dendrite tips.
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Abstract

The effect of conducting combustion synthesis reactions in a low gravity environment was examined. The atmospheric pressure of the reaction vessel and inert dilution (TiB$_2$) of reactant compact were varied. Macrostructural and microstructural differences were found in the different environments. The composition was varied between pure TiB$_2$ and pure TaB$_2$. The reaction characteristics changed dramatically in different environments such that the reactions conducted in low gravity exhibited a substantial increase in the combustion temperature.

Introduction

Self propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS), or combustion synthesis, is a relatively new processing technique which is being used to rapidly and efficiently synthesize ceramics, ceramic composites, and intermetallic compounds[1]. Combustion synthesis relies on the exothermicity of certain chemical reactions to sustain a reaction once it is initiated. Most solid-solid combustion synthesis reactions have such high exothermicities, that the highest temperature of the reaction, the combustion temperature ($T_c$), usually exceeds 2000$^\circ$C[2]. Such an excessive
heat release can have disadvantages since it results in high levels of porosity and mass loss. However, SHS has many potential advantages; such as, savings in processing time and energy, and production of metastable products. [3].

In combustion synthesis, there are two modes of reaction: the propagation mode or the simultaneous combustion mode. The propagation mode results in reactions that are very exothermic and have adiabatic combustion temperatures higher than 1800°C[4]. Since these reactions are highly exothermic, only a local heat source is used to initiate or ignite the reaction at one end where a combustion wave forms and travels through the powder compact, leaving behind the product material. In the simultaneous combustion mode, the reaction is not exothermic enough to be self sustaining, thus the whole powder compact is heated and reacts simultaneously. Both these processing routes still rely on very exothermic reactions. A typical time-temperature history of a combustion synthesis reaction is shown in Figure 1. The reaction is initiated at the ignition temperature ($T_{ig}$), and the maximum temperature is the combustion temperature ($T_c$). By examining the thermochemistry of the reaction system, the adiabatic temperature is calculated and yields information about the control of the reaction. An enthalpy-temperature diagram for the SHS reaction:

$$Ti + 2B = TiB_2$$

is shown in Figure 2. The initial temperature ($T_0$), combustion and adiabatic temperatures ($T_c$ and $T_{ad}$, respectively) are shown. The adiabatic temperature results from no heat losses. However, due to heat losses ($\Delta H$) the maximum temperature is usually less. The adiabatic temperature for this reaction is 3200 K, coincident with melting point of TiB$_2$. 

410
Figure 1: Typical time-temperature history for a combustion synthesis reaction.

Figure 2: Enthalpy diagram for the TiB$_2$ reaction system showing phase changes and reaction temperatures.
The addition of tantalum to the TiB$_2$ reaction is to investigate the effect of different amounts and density of metal liquids at the reaction front. Munir[4] and others have shown that titanium melts during the formation of TiC and TiB$_2$. Titanium and tantalum form a complete solid solution at all compositions. Therefore, by adding tantalum, the amount of metal liquid decreases, while the density of the metal liquid increases.

Examination of the effects of gravity on combustion synthesis reaction has been limited. Recent studies of composite systems in microgravity environments have shown that gravity conditions can considerably affect the product morphologies especially when liquid or gaseous specie(s) are generated or present at and/or ahead of the SHS reaction front. [5-7] The purpose of this current research program is to examine the effects of gravity on the combustion synthesis of titanium diboride (TiB$_2$), tantalum diboride (TaB$_2$) systems with different liquid densities.

**Results and Discussion**

Conducting SHS reactions in a low gravity environment had significant effect on the combustion synthesis reactions. For the process variables examined in low gravity and, the combustion temperatures were higher, and closer to adiabatic conditions, than the combustion temperatures measured in normal gravity conditions. Figure 3 is a plot combustion temperature versus gravity. There is a large increase in the combustion temperature for low gravity conditions. The measured combustion temperatures indicated that the product is closer to adiabatic conditions. Conduction between the sample and the environment is negligible since the contact between the pellet and the table was minimized, and convection is eliminated or minimized in low gravity. The main heat loss process is radiation heat transfer. Therefore, a rapid diffusion, sintering, or even viscous flow process is expected to some extent. Microstructures of normal gravity samples are well defined grains (individual crystals), while low gravity microstructures rounder edges and bulbs on individual grains, which appears to be non-faceted grain growth. When tantalum was added to the TiB$_2$ system, the combustion temperature decreased as expected. However, the same trend of increased combustion temperature in low gravity is observed. Also,
in low gravity, the combustion temperature decreases with tantalum addition. Figure 4 is an X-Ray diffraction pattern of a sample having 50 m/o tantalum addition. The first two patterns are standards for pure TiB$_2$ and pure TaB$_2$, respectively. The X-Ray diffraction pattern indicates that product is a solid solution diboride with the two metal elements. Typical microstructures are rounded grains with bulbous growths, which is non-faceted. Thus grain growth has occurred.

**Conclusion**

Low gravity has a large effect on the combustion synthesis of TiB$_2$ and TaB$_2$ systems. The combustion temperature is higher in low gravity for all the different compositions. There microstructure for low gravity samples seem to show non-faceted grain growth, which tends to occur at high temperatures. Samples with tantalum and titanium form a solid solution of the diboride. Lastly, since such differing microstructures are achieved with process variables, there is the opportunity to “tailor” microstructures using the process variables.
Figure 4: X-Ray diffraction pattern for sample with 50m/o tantalum addition.
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Abstract

Vapor transport during sintering of ceramics can have a profound effect on microstructure. It can decrease the rate of densification by reducing surface curvature. At the same time, it can greatly enhance grain growth at all porosities further decreasing the rate of densification. On the other hand, vapor transport can be advantageously used to produce ceramics of controlled porosity and pore sizes which have potential for a number of applications, including filters. Some systems fit the existing particle growth models well and others do not. The reason for this is thought to be the competition between normal grain boundary motion and transport via the vapor phase. Microgravity offers the potential for experiments of relatively dispersed, unconstrained particles for which boundary motion will not play a role. Comparison between particle coarsening of dispersed particles in microgravity and those in a powder compact can provide information about the relative roles of vapor transport and grain boundary motion. Low temperature, non-toxic, high vapor pressure surrogate materials are being sought for microgravity experiments. In addition, multiphase systems were studied to determine the effect of particle connectivity.

Vapor Transport and Sintering

The two-sphere model,[1 ] Figure 1, is useful to illustrate the potential effects of enhanced vapor transport. Bulk diffusion and grain boundary diffusion involve the removal of material from
between the particle centers which results in densification. Surface diffusion and vapor transport, on the other hand, only move material from the surface to the neck region. Since no material is removed from between particle centers, no densification occurs. It has been shown that partial pressures on the order of $10^4$ atmospheres are sufficient to cause vapor transport to dominate mass transport for materials with diffusion coefficients less than $10^{-10}$ cm$^2$/s. [2] For diffusion through the gas phase, the model predicts that neck size should grow as:

$$x^3 = \frac{12D_T}{\pi} \left(\frac{\Omega}{RT}\right)^2 p_o t \tag{1}$$

For systems in which vapor transport dominates, particle coarsening can also occur and can be described by Ostwald ripening kinetics. [3]

$$r^3 - r_0^3 = \frac{8}{9} D_T \left(\frac{\Omega}{RT}\right)^2 p_o t \tag{2}$$

Where $D$ = gas diffusion coefficient, $\gamma$ = surface energy, $p_o$ = equilibrium partial pressure, $t$ = time, $r_0$ = initial particle radius, $\Omega$ = molar volume, $R$ = gas constant, and $T$ = temperature. While the kinetics of this process have been well demonstrated for many systems (for example: $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$ [4], $\text{TiO}_2$ [5], and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ [6]) Figure 2 shows an example of particle coarsening in $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$ sintered in HCl [4]. However, there is still some question as to the limiting constraint that controls the coarsening which is thought to be the surrounding nearest neighbors in a powder compact. [6] To alleviate the constraint of multiple particle contact, it is proposed to study vapor phase sintering in microgravity in which particles are dispersed or, at least, less densely agglomerated or packed.
Surrogate Materials

One part of this program has been to find a surrogate material having ideal properties of: high vapor pressure, low melting point, simple crystal structure, non-toxic, small particle size (< 10 μm), does not densify, shows vapor phase coarsening, and does not completely fit the simple coarsening models. Some 200 organic and inorganic compounds were evaluated and experiments were carried out on about ten systems. The ideal material was found to be ZnS which shows coarsening at low temperatures and does not densify, Figure 3.

Multiphase Systems

Experiments were carried out in the systems: NiO-Fe₂O₃-HCl, NiO-Al₂O₃-HCl, and Fe₂O₃-Al₂O₃-HCl to determine the effects of phase connectivity and different grain boundary types on
Figure 3. Polished sections of 55% dense ZnS samples sintered at 1100 °C in hydrogen for, from left to right: 0 min., 100 min., and 10,000 min.

Figure 4. Calculated partial pressures for the system NiO-Fe₂O₃-HCl.
coarsening. As an example of one of the effects observed in these multicomponent systems, Figure 4 shows the calculated\[7\] pressure variation with temperature for the system NiO-Fe$_2$O$_3$-HCl. This demonstrates that both oxide components have volatile species with pressures above $10^{-3}$ atmospheres indicating that vapor transport will occur for both. Indeed, coarsening occurs in all three compounds in the system, NiO, Fe$_2$O$_3$, and NiFe$_2$O$_4$. However, they coarsen at different rates as shown in Figure 5 suggesting different effects of grain boundary mobility.

![Graph showing coarsening data for NiO-Fe$_2$O$_3$-HCl system](image)

Figure 9 - Coarsening data for the system NiO-Fe$_2$O$_3$-HCl at 1200 °C.

Conclusions

A surrogate material appropriate for microgravity was found to be ZnS. Sintering experiments in multiphase systems reinforced the importance of the role of grain boundary mobility on coarsening or grain growth during vapor phase sintering of ceramics.
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Abstract.
The goal of our research is to achieve a complete understanding of detached solidification, in order to be able to produce it reproducibly. This is necessary because of the better quality of crystals produced by detached growth. The objectives of the current project are to provide the theoretical description of the model proposed in [1], and to develop concepts for flight experiments based on the obtained results. To carry out this plan, the following is required: find the conditions in a directional solidification experiment for detached growth to occur; determine the transient behavior of the gap and the meniscus immediately after detachment; find the parametric dependence and stability conditions of the steady-state detached configuration. In the present report, the results for steady state detached growth are discussed.

Introduction
Many directional solidification experiments in space gave ingots which were not in contact with the ampoule wall [1]. Their surfaces were not smooth, but wavy, often with small ridges. Several possible explanations have been proposed, often in contradiction with some experimental results. An attempt to fit the experimental results qualitatively was made in the model proposed in [1]. In this model, a small gap forms between the growing crystal and the ampoule wall. A meniscus contacts the growth interface with the ampoule wall. While the meniscus and the wetting conditions of the melt and ampoule materials have been also considered in the other models [2], the inherent feature of this model is a volatile component or dissolved gas, which is always present in a sealed ampoule. The volatile component is rejected by the growing interface and liberated through the meniscus into the gap, maintaining the pressure in the gap and affecting the meniscus shape. Steady-state detached growth takes place when the transport of volatile species
across the meniscus is sufficient to satisfy the conditions of mechanical equilibrium of the
meniscus.

Theoretical model and method of solution

We numerically modeled steady-state detached solidification of InSb in microgravity. We obtained
dependence of the steady state gap width on the solidification rate and residual gas pressure in the
ampoule, as well as the stability conditions for steady-state detached growth. First, the meniscus
line (in axisymmetric case) was determined. To maintain a gap width constant requires a certain
flux of volatile species across the meniscus. Gas, initially dissolved in the melt, is transported into
the gap across the meniscus, affecting the pressure in the gap and the gap width. Initially, gas
remains in the ampoule before sealing due to residual or back-filled gas in the ampoule, such as
argon or hydrogen. At steady state, the volatile species diffuses across the meniscus into the gap
at exactly the correct rate to fill the new volume of the gap created by growth, while maintaining
the gap pressure $P_g$. For the purpose of calculating this diffusion gas flux, the steady-state velocity
field was obtained in the reference frame of the interface, which moves at freezing rate $V_c$. The
concentration $C$ of gas dissolved in the melt was assumed to satisfy the steady state mass transfer
equation with convection. The concentration along the freezing interface was found by solving
simultaneously the mass transfer equation and the usual interfacial material balance.

The calculation of the steady state gap width was iterative. First, a gap width $e$ was
assumed. Then the velocity field and the concentration field in the melt were solved. The gas flux
into the gap was obtained. This flux yielded a new value for gap width. The iterations proceeded
until the calculated gap width equaled the assumed gap width.

It has been recognized [3] that the stability of the gap must be related to that of the
meniscus shape. A change in the meniscus shape is affected by the change in the gap width and
the pressure in the gap. Crystal growth and gas transport across the meniscus are the mechanisms
that cause this change. Stability analysis of the steady state detached configuration was carried out
considering an infinitesimal perturbation in the gap width $e$ and the pressure in the gap $P_g$, from
the state of mechanical equilibrium. Thus, if a steady-state crystal growth was perturbed, the angle
between the meniscus and the ampoule axis is not the growth angle $\alpha$ any more (Fig.1). In this
case the pressure balance in the gap would be disturbed and the gap width would change. The
analysis was done taking into consideration a constant growth rate with gas mass transfer across the meniscus. We excluded from the shape stability analysis the effects of thermal field in the melt-crystal-gap system.

Results

At steady state, the volatile species diffuses across the meniscus into the gap due to the gradient of concentration near the meniscus. The total molar flux $J_{mole}$ into the gap was calculated by integrating the diffusion molar flux, obtained from the numerical calculations, over the total surface of the meniscus. In axisymmetric case the integration can be carried out along the meniscus line. In this case, the steady state gap width was determined to be:

$$ e_n = \frac{RT \left( \frac{D}{V_c} \right)^* \left( \frac{\partial C}{\partial n} \right) dl - 2 \sigma \cos(\frac{\alpha - \theta}{2}) \cos(\frac{\alpha + \theta}{2})}{P_m} \tag{1} $$

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature of the gas in the gap, D is diffusion coefficient of dissolved gas in the melt, $\sigma$ is the melt/gas surface tension, $\alpha$ is the growth and $\theta$ is the contact angle of the melt with the ampoule. The gap width from our calculations is on the order of 1 mm, which agrees with experimental observations. Steady state curves were obtained for a range of solidification rate $V_c$ (Fig.2) and residual gas pressure in the ampoule $P_m$ (Fig.3). It was found that a steady state gap width can be obtained only if the solidification rate is not large and the residual gas pressure in the ampoule is not small. The critical values of $V_c$ and $P_m$, beyond which detached solidification cannot be obtained, depend on the physical properties of the melt and the solubility of the gas dissolved in it. From equation (2) it can be concluded that the steady state gap width will be larger for materials with larger growth angle and contact angle. On the other hand, the steady state gap width will decrease for materials with larger value of melt/gas surface tension.

Marangoni convection makes little difference to the gap width, in spite of its dramatic influence on the velocity and concentration fields near the meniscus. The primary influence of gravity on the transport of volatile species is buoyancy-driven convection, which provides global
mixing of the melt. This mixing leads to decrease of dissolved gas concentration near the meniscus, and, therefore, to a reduction of the gas flux.

With the use of Liapunov stability concepts, in a system with two degrees of freedom, small deviations from equilibrium value of a steady state gap width $e$ and pressure in the gap $p$ were described by a system of coupled differential equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\delta e) &= a_{ee}(\delta e) + a_{ep}(\delta p) \\
(\delta p) &= a_{pe}(\delta e) + a_{pp}(\delta p)
\end{align*}
\]

where $\delta e$ is the perturbation in the gap width, $\delta p$ is the perturbation of pressure in the gap, and the coefficients $a_{ij}$ are obtained from variation of the growth angle $\alpha$ and molar gas flux $J_{mol}$ near their equilibrium values. From this stability analysis it was found that stable detached growth is achieved for larger gap widths, whereas smaller gaps are always less stable. Stability is reached only for small solidification rates at the beginning of detached solidification. With continued detached growth the stability deteriorates (Fig.4).

Conclusion.
In this paper we have shown that the model proposed in [1] can reasonably describe steady-state detached solidification. It seems likely that the influence of heat transfer, which changes the solidification rate when the gap width or the meniscus shape change, must be considered in order to understand the stability of steady-state detached solidification over a long distance.
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Figure captions
Fig.1 Physical domain used in the numerical calculations. Meniscus region is exaggerated.
Fig.2 The dependence of the calculated steady state gap width on inverse diffusion length \( V_d/D \). Residual gas pressure \( P_m = 10^{-4} \) MPa; segregation coefficient \( k=0.03 \). The solid lines are the iteration curves obtained in the numerical calculations; the dashed lines - initial values. The thick solid line is the steady state gap width.
Fig.3 The dependence of the steady state gap width on residual gas pressure. Inverse diffusion length \( V_d/D=10 \); segregation coefficient \( k=0.03 \); see explanation in caption for Fig.2.
Fig.4 Stabilization of the detached configuration by gas transport (solid lines). Dashed line - no gas transport included. Gap width \( e=0.15 \) cm. Two cases are considered: with both curvatures of the meniscus taken into account and with one of the curvatures, the ampoule radius is neglected.
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Research Objectives

As the dimensions of semiconductor devices continue shrinking, the understanding and the control of the formation kinetics of a variety of crystal imperfections such as point defects, non uniform distribution of doping atoms, and impurity atoms in the growing crystals have become very important. To achieve this objective a theoretical modeling of the crystal growth process is an essential step. In order to obtain reliable modeling results, input parameters, i.e. various thermophysical parameters, must be accurate. However, in an environment where accurate thermophysical properties are lacking, crystal growth remains an 'art' instead of 'science'. For instance, the total hemispherical emissivity has a dramatic impact on the thermal environment. It determines the radiative emission from the surface of the melt controlling to a large extent the profile of the solidified crystal. In order to understand convection and turbulence in the melt, viscosity becomes an important parameter. The liquid surface tension determines the shape of the liquid-atmosphere interface near the solid-liquid-atmosphere triple point. Currently used values for these parameters are very inaccurate, and this program intends to provide more reliable thermophysical properties. Thus, the objective of this program is the accurate measurement of various thermophysical properties which can be reliably used in the modeling of crystal growth processes.

Many molten semiconductors are chemically reactive with crucibles and a minute amount of impurities in the melts tends to substantially modify the properties of the semiconductors. Sample levitation done in a vacuum clearly helps to maintain the sample purity by isolating it from container walls. However, all gravity-caused effects such as convection, sedimentation and buoyancy will still take place in the sample. In addition, large forces needed to levitate the sample in the presence of gravity can cause additional flows in the melt. Although considerably less flows are expected in the High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator (HTESL), which is a new levitation technique developed at JPL, little is known about the flows induced by the electrostatic forces. Most seriously affected by the flows might be those measurements of transport properties such as atomic diffusion, viscosity, and thermal diffusivity. Therefore, the second objective of this
program is to define the limits of the HTESL technology as various thermophysical properties of molten semiconductors are measured in ground-based laboratories. This program also promotes national as well as international collaboration for the accurate thermophysical property measurements of various molten semiconductors. A Japanese team, for example, is in the process of constructing an electromagnetic levitator which will measure thermophysical properties of molten semiconductors as it attains reduced-g condition in the 10 second drop-shaft in Hokkaido, Japan. The measurements of thermophysical properties which require reduced-g condition will become clear as the results from the two different g-conditions are compared.

Specific Objectives:

In this program, thermophysical properties of molten semiconductors, such as Si, Ge, Si-Ge, and InSb will be measured as a function of temperature using the High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator. Each material will be doped by different kinds of impurities at various doping level. The thermophysical properties which will be measured include:

Density,
Thermal expansion coefficient,
Surface tension,
Viscosity,
Specific Heat,
Hemispherical total emissivity, and tentatively
Electrical conductivity.

The results obtained with the electrostatic levitator will be compared with (or complement) the results obtained by collaborators both in 1-g as well as in the reduced-g environments. Research cooperation will be mainly with the Japanese team led by Mr. Norio Suzuki, who will use various methods to measure a given thermophysical property. Micro-g experiments will be done primarily by an electromagnetic levitator as it is dropped in the 10 second drop-shaft in Hokkaido, Japan. Various apparatuses available at Purdue University (Professor Raymond Taylor's group) may well be utilized for an added dimension. Such comparative studies will help identify those thermophysical properties which are difficult to measure on Earth due to the convective flows in the melts, and, at the same time, one may be able to identify the most reliable technique which will consistently produce accurate results.
Experimental Facility

The main work horse for this program is the High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator (HTESL)\(^1\) which was recently developed at JPL. In the HTESL, samples are melted while in levitation in a high vacuum condition. Charged sample is levitated electrostatically by a set of electrodes connected to high voltage amplifiers. The sample is charged initially by a capacitive charging. Once the sample is levitated, the sample charge is maintained either by thermionic emission or by photoemission. A schematic diagram of HTESL is shown below. The levitation chamber contains the electrode assembly and optical components to direct the heating beam to the levitated sample, and various equipment surrounding the chamber which are required for the levitator operation. The sample position is optically sensed, and feedback loop controls the high-voltage level to maintain the sample at a desired position. The largest sample that can be levitated is approximately 200 mg, which corresponds to a lead sample approximately 3 mm in diameter. The chamber is evacuated to an ultimate vacuum of $5 \times 10^{-8}$ torr. A 1000 watt xenon-arc lamp is used to heat the sample up to approximately 2300 K. Non contact techniques which are required for a specific thermophysical property will be described in the following sections.

Technical Approaches

Mass Density and Thermal Expansion Coefficient Measurements: Density is one of the fundamental parameters which affect measured thermodynamic quantities. However, when it comes to the density of undercooled high temperature liquids, data are very scarce, or if available, are rather inaccurate. The density measurement system\(^2\) built around the HTESL is consisted of a high quality tele-microscope for magnified side view of levitated drop, a CCD video camera attached to the microscope, and a micro-computer for image digitization and analysis. Image analysis software was also developed to extract the image area accurately. Preliminary density results for molten silicon\(^3\) are shown in Figure 2. These are the first density data of there kind showing the density of molten silicon over more than a 250 K-wide undercooled region. Currently this technique can measure density less than 0.5 % uncertainty.

Heat Capacity and Total Hemispherical Emissivity: In spite of their importance, the specific heat capacity $c_p$ and the total hemispherical emissivity $\varepsilon_l$ are known for very few high-temperature liquids. Data are particularly scarce for undercooled liquids. Once the heating beam is completely blocked, the levitated melt cools radiatively satisfying the radiative heat transfer equation. Figure 3 shows a typical cooling curve of a levitated molten silicon. It shows approximately 300K
undercooling, and also a large shift in the emissivity upon solidification. Since both \( T \) and \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) can be obtained from this curve, the specific heat to the emissivity ratio can be readily obtained from the radiative heat transfer equation:

\[
\frac{c_p}{\varepsilon_T} = \frac{6 \sigma_{SB} (T_4^4 - T_K^4)}{\rho d \frac{dT}{dt}},
\]

where \( \sigma_{SB} \) is the Steffan-Boltzman constant, \( m \) is the sample mass, \( T_E \) is the temperature of surrounding environment and \( d \) is the sample diameter assuming spherical sample shape. Strictly speaking \( \varepsilon_T \) has to be independently measured over the entire undercooling temperature to determine \( c_p(T) \). (The technology development for independent \( \varepsilon_T(T) \) measurement is in progress at Caltech\textsuperscript{5}). However, \( c_p(T_m) \) at the melting temperature is often available or it can be readily measured using a conventional calorimeter, while \( \varepsilon_T(T_m) \) is sensitive to surface contamination. In that case, \( \varepsilon_T(T_m) \) is determined using available \( c_p(T_m) \).

**Surface Tension and Viscosity Measurements:** As a commonly used non-contact technique, drop oscillation method is established on the basis of theoretical understanding of drop shape oscillations\textsuperscript{6,7}. The theory was further refined to account for more realistic conditions such as quiescent drop deformation and non-uniform charge distribution which are encountered in the electrostatic levitation in the presence of gravity. In an ideal situation where a charged drop maintains spherical equilibrium shape in the absence of external fields, the the surface tension in the small viscosity limit can be determined by measuring the resonance frequency of its lowest resonance mode

\[
\sigma = \frac{r_o^3 \rho}{8} \left( \omega_2^2 + \frac{Q_s^2}{8 \pi^2 r_o^4 \rho \varepsilon_0} \right),
\]

and the viscosity can be determined by

\[
\eta = \frac{\rho r_o^2}{5 \tau_2},
\]

where \( r_o \) is the radius of the drop, \( \rho \) is the density of the drop, \( \omega_2 \) is the fundamental resonance frequency, \( Q_s \) is the drop charge, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of vacuum, and \( \tau_2 \) is the damping constant of the oscillation. Strictly speaking, however, a sample drop in an electrostatic levitator cannot maintain the spherical equilibrium shape, rather, it deforms into a prolate shape due to the external electric field. The asymptotic correction to the drop oscillation characteristics when the static drop deformation is accounted for has recently been obtained by Feng and Beard\textsuperscript{8} with a multiple-
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parameter domain-perturbation technique. The results of Feng and Beard will provide more accurate interpretation of experimental measurements of surface tension based on drop oscillation method.

Summary

This is the first year of this program. It attempts to make accurate measurements of various thermophysical properties in molten semiconductors. The HTESL will levitate molten samples, and various non contact techniques will be used for each property measurement. The processing environment will be a high vacuum, therefore, the sample materials will be limited to those with relatively lower vapor pressure. Both national and international cooperations are being sought to increase the understanding of the effects of the gravity when a given thermophysical property is measured using different measurement techniques.
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the high temperature electrostatic levitator designed for the ground base applications.

Fig. 2. Density of a molten silicon measured by the HTESL assisted by a newly developed imaging and processing techniques.

Fig. 3. A typical cooling curve of molten silicons as they are subjected to a purely radiative cooling with the heating beam blocked.
Glass formation from the molten state requires undercooling to a characteristic temperature known as the glass transition temperature $T_g$, while avoiding the nucleation of crystallites. If the liquid can be cooled to $T_g$ without appreciable crystallization, a glass is formed. The glass-forming ability of melts is greater for higher values of the reduced glass transition temperature $T_{rg} (= T_g / T_m)$ which is typically in the range of 0.5 - 0.67. For marginal glass formers, with low $T_{rg}$, rapid quenching is used to form glasses. However, it is known from devitrification experiments that nucleation is not totally avoided during rapid quenching. The material remains amorphous because there is insufficient time for significant crystal growth. On the other hand, for good glass formers (e.g. PdNiP alloy with $T_{rg} = 0.67$), the population density of internal nucleation sites can be very low with most crystal nucleation coming from the sample surface. In these materials the homogeneous nucleation frequency is so low that a clean processing, in particular, the containerless processing, can dramatically reduce the critical cooling rate by eliminating most heterogeneous nucleation sites.

There are several factors which are known to influence the maximum undercooling. These are the mean sample size, the nature of the sample surface, the cooling rate, the melt superheat, and the composition of the sample. A number of different methods, such as the drop dispersion
technique, the fluxing technique, the drop tube technique, and various levitation techniques, have been devised to control some, if not all, of these factors. The most notable of these methods, the droplet emulsion technique has succeeded in achieving remarkable undercooling. As low as 0.5T_m has been reached, and thermodynamic properties of various undercooled liquids have also been successfully measured. However, because of the volatility and instability of most carrier fluids, this method has a rather limited temperature range. Alternative methods to undercool bulk samples are fluxing techniques where the liquid is encased in inorganic glasses. This method has been successful in undercooling bulk samples. Kui et al. has demonstrated the glass formation of Pd-Ni-P melts embedded in liquid B_2O_3 with cooling rare as low as 1 K/s. In this method, however, the melt is in contact with fluxing material which might change the surface property of the melt due to dissolution of impurities and due even to the flux itself.

The drop-tube method is basically a containerless method using the reduced gravity conditions during free fall. Turnbull and his co-workers used this method for nucleation studies in undercooled Pd_83Si_17 and Pd_82Si_18 droplets of 50-370 μm in size. Similar experiments have also been conducted by Steiberg et al. using the 32 m drop tube at NASA's Marshall Flight Center with Pd_77.5Si_16.5Cu_6 alloy. They found that a sample size as large as 1.5 mm could be cooled to an amorphous state at an estimated cooling rate 500 K/s. The main drawback of this method is that it is impossible to follow the sample temperature during the fall. Without accurate temperature data it is impossible to gain a quantitative knowledge about the experiment.

The main motivation for this program is to revisit undercooling and glass forming under conditions where the sample can be accurately monitored, and where accurate measurements of the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the sample can be performed in situ. The High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator (HTESL) at JPL will be the main apparatus by which most thermophysical properties of the undercooled liquids will be measured. A single levitated sample can be subjected to repeated thermal cycling for increased statistical accuracy. For the studies of undercooling limits, we plan to construct a separate electrostatic levitator for small samples operating in ultra-high-vacuum conditions. With this small-sample levitator the sample-size dependence of the undercooling limit will be studied with sample diameter varying from 10 μm to 1000 μm. By combining these two levitators, all the factors which affects undercooling (the sample size, the nature of the sample surface, the cooling rate, and the melt superheat) can be controlled for a rigorously quantitative investigation of undercooling and the nucleation/glass-formation processes.
Research Objectives

This program has two groups of research activities, one following the other in their order of implementation. Initially, thermophysical properties and critical cooling rates of easy glass-forming alloys will be measured using the existing HTESL. Then, upon completion of the small droplet levitator, the studies of undercooling limits, nucleation mechanisms, and the glass-formation process will be carried out with increasingly reluctant glass formers.

The research objectives can be summarized as follows:

(i) Investigation of undercooling limits in glass-forming alloys, as those factors that limit undercooling are systematically controlled. Factors that are examined are sample surface condition, sample volume, cooling rate, and material-dependent factors such as viscosity and interfacial energy between solid and liquid, etc.
(ii) Thermophysical property measurements and investigation of the validity of the classical nucleation theory and other existing theories in the extreme undercooled states. Thermophysical quantities that will be measured as a function of undercooling level are heat capacity, hemispherical total emissivity, surface tension, viscosity, mass density, and thermal expansion coefficient.
(iii) Investigation of morphological and micro-structural development during solidification from deeply undercooled melts. Factors which are investigated through analysis of processed samples are the morphology of metastable crystalline or amorphous phase, and the dependence of microstructure on undercooling level, etc.
(iv) Evaluation of the limits of applicability of electrostatic levitation for containerless materials processing in the 1-g environment. Although considerably less flows are expected with the HTESL, little is known about the flows induced by the electrostatic forces. Most seriously affected by the flows might be those transport properties such as atomic diffusion, viscosity, and thermal diffusivity. In this ground based program, we will define the limits of the HTESL technology as various thermophysical properties are measured.
(v) Development of a Small Particle Electrostatic Levitator (SPESL) to change the sample volume by 6 orders of magnitude. Design and tests of several basic technologies such as the structure of electrode assembly, sample launch and position detection systems, and the particle charging and heating systems will be conducted. These are the core technologies for the construction of a SPESL. Actual construction of a SPESL should wait for the availability of additional funding.
Technical Approaches

The main work horse for this program is the High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator (HTESL)\(^6\) which was recently developed at JPL. In the HTESL, samples are melted while in levitation in a high vacuum condition. The charged sample is levitated electrostatically by a set of electrodes connected to high voltage amplifiers. The sample is charged initially by capacitive charging. Once the sample is levitated, the sample charge is maintained either by thermionic emission or by photoemission. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the electrode assembly. The levitation chamber contains the electrode assembly and optical components to direct the heating beam to the levitated sample, and various equipment surrounding the chamber which are required for the levitation. The sample position is optically sensed, and feedback loop controls the high-voltage level to maintain the sample at a desired position. The largest sample mass that can be levitated is approximately 200 mg, which corresponds to a lead sample approximately 3 mm in diameter. The chamber is evacuated to an ultimate vacuum of 2 \(\times 10^{-8}\) torr. A 1000 watt xenon-arc lamp is used to heat the sample up to approximately 2300 K. Measurement of a specific thermophysical property requires an additional non-contact diagnostic instrument. In this program we are investigating the undercooling behavior of a single droplet which is levitated in an ultra-high vacuum. A stably levitated sample will go through a certain predetermined thermal (or mechanical excitation) cycles while the drop response is accurately monitored.

Advantages of this approach are:

a) By conducting experiments in an UHV condition, the sample will be well protected from contamination. Furthermore, the sample materials may even be purified as volatile impurities evaporate as the sample goes through repeated thermal cycle.

b) Samples are no longer limited to low-melting materials unlike the droplet emulsion and fluxing techniques. In fact, if the drop size is small, most refractory materials can be melted with affordable laser power.

c) Unlike the drop tube technique, the sample stays at a fixed point in space for practically indefinite period of time. In fact the whole statistical behavior of nucleation events can be obtained using a single sample particle.

d) Thermophysical properties such as the mass density and volume expansion coefficient\(^7\), the specific heat capacity to the hemispherical total emissivity ratio\(^8\), the surface tension\(^9,10\) and the viscosity can be measured at the present time. Figure 2 is a typical damped oscillation obtained from a freely oscillating molten drop. The surface tension and viscosity can be obtained from the observed resonance frequency and the damping time constant, respectively.
e) Critical cooling rates for glass formations can be determined along with the Temperature-Time-Transformation (TTT) or the Continuous Cooling Nucleation (CCN) curve. Indeed, the feasibility of glass formation in a levitated alloy was successfully demonstrated recently at JPL along with the determination of its critical cooling rate\(^1\).  

f) Using the Small Droplet Electrostatic Levitator the droplet size along with the cooling rate can be changed by two orders of magnitude. This means that the number of heterogeneous nucleants in the drop can be varied by 6 orders of magnitude, and those on the drop surface by 4 orders of magnitude.

Summary

This is the first year of this program. This program will focus on amorphous-phase formation in glass-forming alloys with particular emphasis on their thermophysical properties, factors that limit their undercooling, and their critical cooling rates to reach glass states. This work is being carried out in collaboration with Professor William Johnson at Caltech and Professor Robert Bayuzick at Vanderbilt University. Identifying the limits of the HTESL in the gravity environment for its capability of measuring various thermophysical properties is also an important part of this program.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of an electrode assembly. Four side electrodes control the lateral position stability.

Fig. 2. A free oscillation taken from a molten Zr-Ni alloy.
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Introduction

Previous studies have shown that the amount of undercooling in liquid immiscible metals is determined by the relative volume fraction of the components and, in particular, the minority phase's wettability and separation at the container/sample interface. Several theories have predicted an asymmetry about the critical composition (C_c) in the wetting versus composition diagram and in the amount of undercooling. However, the degree of undercooling predicted from theory varies significantly from that minuscule amount of available experimental data. There has been only one reported investigation of low-gravity AND true containerless solidification of metal immiscibles. This study showed promising results for attaining a dispersed morphology of minority phase droplets and some undercooling.

The primary objective of this work is to determine if processing immiscible metals in a containerless environment will alter the surface wetting mechanism and the extent to which this will lead to changes in the subsequent nucleation kinetics. The 105-meter Drop Tube Facility at Marshall Space Flight Center provides a low-gravity, containerless, and quiescent environment for this study. Several metal systems will be discussed here that have been initially examined after processing in the Drop Tube.

Experimental Method

In the belljar atop the Drop Tube, the samples were melted in a levitation coil powered by a 10 kW Lepel generator. Temperatures in the belljar were measured with an Ircon Modline 2-color pyrometer. Six-nines pure argon or helium gas was used for forced-convective cooling or to prevent the coil from arcing in a vacuum when the sample was too vaporous. The incandescence of the falling drops was monitored with Si photodiodes spaced every 7.4 meters along the Drop Tube's length and with a time-marked CCD camera. Recalescence could then be determined as a function of free-fall time from which calculated undercoolings can be obtained. Post-processing analysis was performed with a Hitachi Model S4100 field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) capability.
All starting materials were made from bulk supplies of at least 3-nines purity. The vanadium had to be etched to remove an oxide layer. All materials were then arc-melted into alloy pellets about 5mm diameter. As expected, all arc-melted samples showed a distinct separation of the two constituents which prompted little analysis at this time.

**Preliminary Results**

Several systems of immiscible metals were selected for initial study, one of which was Sn-Cr(59w/o). The phase diagram can be found in Figure 1a. When samples of these materials were melted in a gas atmosphere, significant vaporization occurred creating a plume which sometimes blocked the pyromter view; or, if processed in a vacuum, arcing of the levitation coil occurred. Additionally, the sample did not remain stable within the coil as it was being heated through the liquid-liquid region of the miscibility dome: the samples either sheared themselves apart from uncontrolled spinning or fell out of the coil with a large horizontal velocity component which made them hit the Tube walls. However, several samples were controlled and heated above the critical consolute temperature (T<sub>c</sub> ~1485°C) before release. One sample reached 1690°C before losing its levitability and falling out of the coil. For this sample, recalescence was observed after ~1.5 second of free-fall.

Internal examination of this spherical sample made by the SEM indicated an overall chemical composition of 66 w/o Sn. From the original composition, this indicates a significant loss of Cr had occurred in the arc-melting and/or the Drop Tube processing. This composition was still well within the immiscibility dome range (40-74 w/o Sn) and just slightly hyper-critical (C<sub>c</sub> ~62 w/o Sn). Figure 2 is the SEM photograph showing a uniform distribution of dendritic clusters. The dendrites are composed of 97 w/o Cr (α-phase) resting in a 2-nines pure Sn matrix, as predicted by the equilibrium phase diagram. Solidification must not have been rapid enough to cause any extension of the solubility of the α-phase.

Samples of Ti-Ce(74 w/o) composition, were also processed. The Ti-Ce phase diagram can also be found in Figure 1b. Due to cerium’s extremely small equilibrium oxygen partial pressure (less than 10<sup>-30</sup> atmospheres at 1000°C), great care was taken in sample preparation. Flowing argon in a glovebox was used for cutting and weighing the materials, and the cerium and alloys were stored under ethanol. These samples were then processed in a 630 Torr He atmosphere resulting in very little vaporization. However, most of the samples that were retrieved from the Tube had a yellowish tint on the surface indicating oxidation.

One sample that was released at a temperature of about 260 degrees above T<sub>c</sub> (~1660°C) appeared to have recalesced about 1.7 seconds into free-fall. Figure 3 shows the internal morphology of this sample. The constituents have almost completely separated into the concentric sphere configuration. The inner large sphere consist of Ti(78 w/o) and the smaller satellite spheres of Ti(82 w/o). The outer shell is 3-nines pure Ce. A noticeable
separation exists between the outer shell and inner sphere indicating a lack of wetting at the interface between the two phases. Since the Ti coalesced and solidified before the Ce solidified, the temperature would have dropped from the release temperature of 1920°C to the monotectic temperature of 1450°C within the first two seconds of free-fall.

Oxygen analysis of the Ti-Ce materials was performed by Leco Corporation and is presented in Table 1. The Drop Tube samples had 1000 ppm more of oxygen than the sum of that found in the original constituents but less than that found in the samples which had only undergone the arc-melting process. This might be attributable to the amount of Ce surface area exposed from severely separated arc-melted samples versus the Drop Tube sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer's Specifications</th>
<th>Pure</th>
<th>Pure</th>
<th>Arc-Melted</th>
<th>Drop Tube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>6700</td>
<td>2860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future Plans

Of those materials initially studied in this work it was found that the levitation coils and processing conditions need to be optimized to attain more stable levitation and good pyrometry. This is a known problem when trying to overheat liquid metals in levitation coils which lowers the viscosity and causes instability. If stable levitation can be accomplished, then it has been shown that quantifiable undercooling can be observed. If the following cannot be achieved, then other furnace capabilities such as a dripper furnace may be needed to eliminate the vapor loss and allow stable heating through the immiscible dome of systems yet to be attempted.

From the initial research presented herein, it has been shown that the objectives of this research should be attainable. The objectives of this research may also be reached in a less-arduous manner by performing low-temperature experiments in other facilities. These experiments could be performed in most levitation devices (one-g). However, for the low-g experiments the longer cooling times needed for lower temperatures may rule out the use of all microgravity facilities except the long-duration capability of the Shuttle. A low temperature apparatus such as the Microgravity Electromagnetic Levitation (MEL) system or the Electrostatic Levitator would provide direct and distance-invariant optical observation of the drop and its temperature. Also, since heating and levitation are independently controlled, this would provide heating the liquid-liquid immiscible through the miscibility dome while independently eliminating the destructive spinning or oscillations that occur in other levitation systems.
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Figure 1. The phase diagrams of (a) Cr-Sn and (b) Ti-Ce.
Figure 2. SEM image of Drop Tube processed Sn-Cr sample.
Figure 3. Drop Tube processed Ti-Ce. Dark areas are Ti; lighter, Ce. (a) Optical microscope view at 16x magnification showing Ti spheres contained within a Ce shell. Dark “bubbly” area outside Ce shell is mounting material. (b) SEM 500x @ 300dpi view of the Ti-Ce interface.
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Background

With increasing insight into transport and segregation in solidification and crystal growth, reliable data for diffusivities in liquid metals and semiconductor have become essential for guidance in process development. However, at this point even self-diffusion in elemental liquids is not well understood, let alone binary and ternary diffusion. In particular, there is little insight into the temperature dependence of diffusivities and its correlation to the temperature-dependent liquid structure of an element. Currently, the differences between several theoretical predictions are often less than those between different sets of data for the same system. Hence, for both theoretical and technological developments, there is a clear need for diffusivity measurements of improved accuracy and precision for a large variety of elements over wide temperature ranges.

The exclusion of convective contamination in liquid diffusion studies is difficult. Measurement techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance and inelastic neutron scattering, that probe the rapid molecular motion are insensitive to convective contributions, but are not as precise as macroscopic, averaging techniques. However, all macroscopic measurement techniques yield diffusivity data prone to be contaminated by gravity-driven convection. The use of narrow capillaries to suppress convective transport has revealed poorly understood wall effects. Magnetic fields, widely used for suppressing convection in conducting liquids, modify the diffusive motion itself. Earlier liquid metal diffusion studies conducted on spacecraft have demonstrated the gain in precision resulting from the drastic reduction of convection in a low-gravity environment. However, by comparison with ground-based experiments, these data appear rather inaccurate. Hence, there is a need for well defined liquid diffusion studies under low gravity.
Objectives

The scientific objectives of this research project include the

• accurate measurement of self-diffusivities of liquid elements (selected for their class-like structure properties) and their temperature dependence;
• interpretation of the measured diffusivities in terms of diffusion mechanisms and associated classes of liquid structures;
• investigation of the “wall effect” believed to contaminate diffusivity measurements in capillaries;
• characterization of convective contamination of the diffusivity measurements on Earth through numerical modelling;

The technical objectives consist of the

• development of an efficient technique for dynamic in-situ measurements of diffusivities in melts as a function of temperature;
• design and construction of flight-certified hardware for automated measurement of diffusivities at several temperatures per sample.

Experiment Concept and Approach

We have developed a novel technique for the measurement of diffusivities in liquids. In this approach, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1a, the cylindrical diffusion sample consists of a pure...
material, with an activated isotope, initially located at one end, as the diffusant. The sample is positioned in a concentric isothermally heated radiation shield, with two bores that act as radiation collimators. These bores are located \( x = L/6 \) and \( 5L/6 \) to satisfy the requirement of the numerical scheme used to evaluate the diffusivity [Codastefano et al., Rev. Sci. Instr. 48 (1977) 1650]. After melting of the sample, the intensity of the radiation emitted through the collimators is monitored throughout the experiment with solid state detectors and associated energy discrimination electronics. Corresponding signal traces \( n_1(t) \) and \( n_2(t) \) obtained at a given temperature are plotted in Fig. 1b. The diffusivity, \( D \), is calculated from the difference of the signals using Codastefano et al.'s relation

\[
\ln [n_1(t) - n_2(t)] = \text{Const} - (\pi L)^2 D t.
\]

Since the data are obtained in real time, diffusivities can be consecutively determined at several temperatures during the spreading of the concentration profile in one sample. This is advantageous for experiments under reduced gravity, particularly given the limited flight opportunities and flight time of space craft.

By employing an isotope which emits photons at two sufficiently different energies and, thus, different self-absorption behavior, transport in the bulk of the sample and near the container wall can be distinguished to some extent. As an illustration of this approach, Fig. 2 presents for two different emission energies the fraction of the total radiation measured outside a sample of In vs. the thickness of the sample. One sees that the 24 keV photons received originate in essence only from a 300 \( \mu \text{m} \) deep surface layer. The 190 keV photons, on the other hand, stem from throughout the sample. Thus, using an appropriate detector circuit with energy discrimination capability, some distinction between transport near the wall of the sample container and in the sample bulk can be made in real-time.

![Fig. 2. Emission depth limitation in indium due self absorption.](image-url)
Numerical simulations of convective contamination in diffusivity measurements

In order to provide guidance for our, and other, experimental work, we have numerically modeled the time-dependent and three-dimensional diffusive-convective transport in typical diffusion experiment geometries with slightly asymmetric thermal boundary conditions. We found that even in capillaries, very small temperature nonuniformities across the sample result in convective transport that largely exceeds diffusion. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for transport in a vertical cylinder of liquid indium (diffusant of same mass density as that of the sample initially contained in a 0.3 mm high bottom layer) for a horizontal temperature gradient of 0.1 K/mm. Note that the diffusivity, deduced from the signal traces that represent the evolution of the radially averaged concentration values, is almost 3 times larger than the input diffusivity. Most strikingly, the diffusive-convective transport results under these conditions in profiles of the radially averaged concentration values that are analytically indistinguishable from pure diffusion profiles. This can be seen from the perfect linearity obtained in the \( \ln [n_1(t) - n_2(t)] \) plot in Fig. 3. This finding casts considerable doubt on various “straight line” or “exponential profile” criteria previously used to demonstrate the absence of significant convective contamination in diffusivity data plots.

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional simulation of ground-based diffusivity measurement in sample with slight temperature nonuniformity.
Hardware Development

In response to an imminent flight opportunity aboard MIR utilizing the Microgravity Isolation Mount (MIM), we have developed and constructed a low temperature (200 °C) version of our wide-temperature-range diffusion experiment instrumentation to be flown later on either the Shuttle or the Spacestation. Measurements to be conducted with In/In$^{114m}$ on the MIM in early 1997 under defined residual accelerations will provide data for comparison with our numerical modeling results as well as guidance for the planned high temperature experiments. Fig. 4 represents cross-sectional views of (a) the diffusion sample cartridge and (b) the diffusivity measurement apparatus with sample exchange carousel.

![Cross-section of apparatus](image)

Fig. 4. Cross-section through components of semi-automatic diffusivity measurement apparatus. (a) Cartridge with spring-loaded diffusion sample. (b) Complete payload with 1: Diffusion sample in cartridge inside heated isothermal liner/radiation shield 2: CdZnTe detector pairs with preamplifier/discriminator circuits 4. 5: Circuit boards for experiment control, programming and data storage. 6: Carousel with 4 additional sample cartridges. 7: Lead pig. 8: Sealed housing.

Diffusivity Measurements

Fig. 5 presents data obtained with the above low temperature apparatus for In/In$^{114m}$ on Earth. The values for the diffusivity given in Fig. 5b illustrate the high precision of this novel diffusivity measurement technique.
Choice of Elements

Based on diffraction data, one can distinguish between elements that are known to or can be expected to undergo structural changes at temperatures above their melting points, and elements that do not undergo such changes. Such "second liquid structures" occur in elements that are dominantly covalently-bound in their solid form. Diffusivity studies of a few of the elements with such transitions have revealed pronounced nonmonotonic temperature dependencies D(T). By analogy, we expect all other elements in this category to show structure-change revealing D(T)'s when measured over a wide temperature range. Hence, as indicated in the following partial Periodic Table, we have grouped, for the first time, the relevant elements into those with expected monotonic and nonmonotonic D(T) behavior, indicated by open and full symbols, respectively. In addition to the behavioral predictions, the table contains the melting and boiling points, the radioactive isotope suitable for diffusion studies with their half-life and photon energy. If an isotope possess two different photon energies, that is also indicated. Based on these considerations, we plan to study In, Na, Cd, Ga, Sn, Te and S.
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Background

We plan to undertake a program of ground-based experimental studies of the surface shape of droplets of nematic and smectic liquid crystals suspended in an intense magnetic field gradient. This experimental arrangement mimics microgravity in a ground-based system, and facilitates the levitation of nearly all organic materials. The initial goal of this work will be to determine the fundamental properties of these materials by determining the anisotropy in their surface energy. The ultimate goal will be to determine how best to design flight experiments that can yield the same information when the perturbing effects of magnetic field used for levitation are absent.

This research will include an experimental and a theoretical component. The experimental work will be concerned with the magnetic levitation of droplets of liquid crystals in a carefully designed magnetic field gradient and the associated measurements of their shape and curvature. The theoretical component will be devoted to the interpretation of the shape measurements in terms of the anisotropy of the surface energy of the materials.

The principal advantage of measurements on levitated droplets is the absence of the perturbing effects of the solid substrate on which the material would otherwise rest in a ground-based experiment. It is the long-range orientational ordering of liquid crystal molecules that is responsible for the fact that the molecular orientation in a droplet will generally be dominated by any contact the material has with a solid surface.

The motivation for this work arises from the fundamental scientific issues of surface tension in anisotropic systems, as well as the great importance of liquid crystals in the design and manufacture of flat-panel display devices. In order to design new systems and devices it will be necessary to have a complete understanding of the intrinsic properties of liquid crystals. Only by removing the perturbing effects of containers and substrates can we measure the coefficients that describe the behavior characteristic of a particular material. A levitating magnetic field is one way of removing the effects of contact with solid surfaces, although the magnetic field itself does add its own distortion of the droplet shape. The use of a microgravity environment would be the ideal means with which to perform these measurements.

Concepts

When a sample of anisotropic material is in equilibrium with the isotropic phase of the same substance, the shape of the interface is determined by the variation of the surface free energy with orientation. Thus it is possible to study the anisotropic surface free energy by measuring the local curvature of a free surface. This type of measurement is readily possible in the presence of gravity for the case of a crystalline solid in equilibrium with its vapor, as the solid crystal generally has a binding energy per atom that is much greater than any gravitational potential energy.
Liquid crystals, however, form a special class of substances for which such measurements are difficult. In ground-based experiments the liquid crystal rests on a surface, and this surface imposes its geometry on the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules. This process is known as anchoring. One thus does not have access to a free surface unaffected by the influence of other materials.

These considerations become even more important when one wishes to observe dynamic effects related to rheological properties. The modes of oscillation of a freely suspended droplet are comparatively simple for an isotropic liquid, but become much more complex in the case of even as simple a liquid crystal as a nematic. For a smectic liquid crystal one finds that there are many components to the viscosity, and this makes interpretation of oscillations of a freely suspended droplet a complex (but feasible) operation. However, the presence of an anchoring substrate makes the analysis appear too complex for practical analysis. There is thus a great incentive to perform experiments on freely suspended droplets if one is to obtain some needed information about these technologically important materials.

Ideally, experiments to measure the surface curvature and normal-mode frequencies and damping times should be conducted in a microgravity environment. Before space-based studies are undertaken, however, we intend to begin with a series of ground-based investigations in a magnetic field that may approximate microgravity conditions. The diamagnetic susceptibility of most liquid crystals allows one to levitate droplets if one has access to a sufficiently large magnetic field gradient. While this has the disadvantage of introducing a new type of anisotropy into the system, it does completely eliminate the perturbing effects of the substrate, with all its attendant complications. It will thus provide an excellent test system in which to prepare for the later phases of the work, in which the effects of gravity can be removed without the need for a magnetic field gradient.

The goal of our work is to understand the anisotropic surface free energy (surface tension) of liquid crystals in the absence of a substrate. This is a particularly important problem both from a purely scientific and from a technological standpoint. Scientifically, the effects of orientational anisotropy and smectic layering on the surface energy are not well understood. For example, recent work on anchoring in smectic liquid crystals [1] claims to measure a molecular-based anisotropy in the surface tension. Nevertheless, the role of long-range smectic layering is not all clear. Even in the nematic phase, one fully expects surface-induced smectic order, as has been observed in high magnetic field Fredericksz experiments by one of us [2]. An understanding of this effect in liquid crystals would additionally have a beneficial impact on such other fields as biomembranes and soap films [3]. From a technological perspective, liquid crystal display devices currently comprise a $10 billion worldwide market, and every such device must be housed in a sandwich between two pieces of optically transparent substrate material. The liquid crystal-substrate interaction may be characterized by an “anchoring strength” coefficient W, such that the energy cost associated with a reorientation by angle θ of the liquid crystal molecules from their equilibrium axis at the surface is given to lowest order in θ by $\frac{1}{2}W\theta^2$. Although often measured, this quantity is neither well understood nor well controlled [4]. This is a particularly unfortunate situation, because the performance characteristics (such as gray-scale and threshold voltage) of most liquid crystal displays are very sensitive to W. Thus clean measurements of the surface energies associated with the free liquid crystal-air interface will provide us with a much clearer picture of the surface properties of the material, as well as possible methods to control it.

**Experimental**

The principle behind magnetic levitation is completely analogous to that used in the Faraday susceptometer. Given a material with a magnetic susceptibility (per unit mass) $\chi$, the energy $U$ of this mass in a magnetic field $H$ is $U = -\frac{1}{2}\chi H^2$. Thus, if there exists a spatial gradient $\nabla H$ in the field, there is an associated force $F_{\text{magnetic}}$ (per unit mass) equal to $F_{\text{magnetic}} = -\nabla U = \chi H \nabla H$. In a Faraday
susceptometer, which measures $\chi$, an electromagnet with specially shaped pole pieces is used to maximize both the magnitude and uniformity of the quantity $HVH$. The sample, which is housed in a small bucket, is suspended from a very sensitive balance — typical sensitivity is $1 \mu g$ — and the total force (per unit mass) $F_{\text{tot}} = F_{\text{gravity}} + F_{\text{magnetic}}$ is measured in the presence and absence of the magnetic field. The difference $\Delta F$ between these two measurements corresponds to the magnetic force $F_{\text{magnetic}}$. The desired quantity, the susceptibility per unit mass $\chi$, is simply $\Delta F/HVH$. Both the magnetic field and its gradient may be measured with a standard Hall probe or, alternatively, $HVH$ may be obtained empirically by measuring $\Delta F$ for a material whose susceptibility is available in the literature. We have for many years successfully performed these sorts of measurements to determine $\chi$ as a function of temperature.

Most Faraday susceptometers rely on magnetic field strengths of order $10 kG (=1 T)$ in field gradients of order $1000 G \text{ cm}^{-1}$. For typical diamagnetic materials, e.g. benzene or water, the susceptibility per mass is $\chi \sim -0.7 \times 10^{-6}$ cgs. The magnetic forces experienced by these materials are therefore approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the gravitational forces, and thus a very sensitive balance is clearly needed to determine $\chi$.

Instead of using a standard $10 kG$ laboratory magnet, however, one might consider using a significantly larger field and field gradient. For these same materials, one may exert a magnetic force equivalent to $F_{\text{gravity}}$ if $HVH \sim 1.4 \times 10^9 G^2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. If the magnetic force is directed downward it will add to gravity; on the other hand, if the force is directed upward, the sample will experience the equivalent of a vanishingly small gravitational field. The necessary fields and gradients can be achieved with Bitter or superconducting magnets having a maximum field strength of $100 kG$ or more. [Alternatively, lower field magnets — to approximately $70 kG$ — may be effectively used with the insertion of a pole piece]. Although the total force vanishes in a mathematical plane, one can achieve uniformity of $HVH$ to a few percent over millimeters. Thus, one may obtain experimental volumes in which the total force per unit mass is of order $10 \text{ dyn g}^{-1}$, and even much smaller over more limited volumes. Using this technique we have often "levitated" sample materials such as water in a $100 KG$ Bitter magnet. An alternative may involve studying the liquid crystal in an immiscible fluid, as the uniformity of the force may be increased and the required fields decreased.

Experimentally, we shall use an $85 kG$ superconducting magnet. This magnet possesses a $5.4 \text{ cm}$ diameter gap running along the $z$-axis over the entire length of its helium dewar, as well as a pair of $1 \text{ cm}$ optical ports along the $x$- and $y$-axes of the dewar. (The $x$- and $y$- ports pass through the center of the split coil.) In the absence of a pole piece the maximum achievable value of $HVH$ is approximately $5 \times 10^8 \text{ G}^2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, about a factor of three too small to achieve a "microgravity" environment. Insertion of a pole piece can easily rectify this circumstance. Calculations for the field gradient $\nabla H$ performed by Robert Weggel of the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory magnet design group show that on insertion of a $2 \text{ cm}$ diameter cylindrical piece of soft, the field gradient is increased by approximately a factor of three from its value in the absence of a pole piece. An increase in the actual field also occurs, although the relative change is smaller. Thus, a simple design involving a cylindrical pole piece is easily sufficient to create a microgravity-mimicking environment in our magnet. Weggel notes that a more complex design involving a tapered pole piece will further improve the performance, not only in terms of the maximum value of $HVH$, but in terms of the uniformity of this quantity as well.

To accomplish our goal we intend to study liquid crystal droplet shape in a variety of phases in a microgravity environment. First, we note that $\chi < 0$ and therefore the liquid crystal is repelled from the core area of the magnet. Thus, using a pole piece centered about the magnet's midplane (with the top of the pole piece located at the position where $HVH$ in the absence of the pole piece would be
maximum), our 85 kG superconducting magnet will provide such an environment. The quantity $H_V I$ at the top of the pole piece will be adjusted so that $H_V I > g/|\chi|$, thus causing a slight upward force on a sample which is located at the top of the pole piece. As the sample rises under this magnetic force, $F_{\text{magnetic}}$ will decrease, so that the total force $F_{\text{tot}}$ vanishes at one position $z_0$. On the other hand, for samples located at $z > z_0$ the net force will be downward; the material will fall to the position $z_0$ where the total force vanishes. Clearly, $z_0$ is a position of stability, and the material may be suspended at or near $z_0$ indefinitely.

The material itself will be injected into the test cell by means of an atomizer (to obtain small liquid crystal droplets), or by means of a microsyringe to obtain larger droplets. Temperature will be maintained by an electrical heating system, with control to better than 10 mK. The droplets will be imaged using a boroscope and CCD camera, with a computerized image grabber. This technique will allow us to study temporal changes in the droplet, as well as size and shape information about droplets.

Experiments will be performed in several liquid crystalline phases, especially those of technological relevance, with different categories of liquid crystal materials. In particular, the isotropic, nematic, smectic A, and smectic C phases will be probed. The isotropic phase, of course, has no long range order, although we may find a nonzero value of $< P_1(\cos \theta) >$ at the symmetry-breaking surface. Here $\theta$ is the orientation of the liquid crystal “director.” This phase is of more scientific curiosity than of practical importance, although an important technological consideration is that most liquid crystal device cells are filled in the isotropic phase. In fact, the problem of cell voids (air bubbles), which appear in cells subjected to large gravitational-like forces (e.g., military aircraft), are often the result of difficulties during the initial filling process in the isotropic phase. The nematic phase is, of course, the most technologically important phase, as most current displays (e.g., the twisted nematic and supertwisted nematic) are based on this phase. The smectic A phase, in which the molecules lie in layers, is the simplest phase in which layering occurs. As there are at least fifteen smectic phases at last count [5], the smectic A is thus the simplest phase in which one can study the effects of layering on the surface energy. The smectic C phase, which is similar to a smectic A phase except that the molecules are tilted with respect to the layers, shows a number of interesting symmetries and is also associated with ferroelectricity. Currently, there is a growing interest in these materials as ferroelectric display devices, which tend to switch on and off quite rapidly.

In terms of materials, most liquid crystalline molecules can be divided — although not very cleanly — into two classes: strongly polar and weakly polar. The polar molecules, e.g., the cyanobiphenyl series of molecules which possess a terminal $C=\text{N}$ group, exhibit a nonzero $< P_1(\cos \theta) >$ at the surface [5]. A crucial question is how this polar group affects the surface tension. One might expect a much more strongly anchored homeotropic arrangement, in which the molecules are perpendicular to the surface, than for a nonpolar molecule. A systematic study of this class of molecules will be undertaken, and compared to results from the class of alkoxyphenylbenzoates. The latter series is not polar, and exhibits weak anchoring and even a temperature-dependent anchoring transition[6] in the nematic phase. Additionally, we intend to investigate chiral species, as molecules of this symmetry class may exhibit a polarization component transverse to the molecule and in the plane of the interface[7,8]. To date only one paper has appeared on the subject of chirality and anchoring [9], although it is a subject of both scientific and technological relevance [10].

**Theory**

The value of the experimental measurements will be governed largely by their interpretation in terms of the fundamental properties of the materials. We therefore will develop a program to compute the surface energy anisotropy from the droplet shapes. Fortunately, there already exists a considerable body of formalism which we plan to extend as follows.
We intend to study the surface free energy of liquid crystals via an inversion of a generalized “Wulff construction.” The Wulff construction was first introduced by Wulff [11] in 1901 from the idea of minimization of the surface free energy for a fixed volume. The full proof of Wulff’s theorem by Liebman [12] did not come out until 1914; it was then further developed by many other people [13-16]. The basic idea of the Wulff construction is simply that the surface free energy of any body is an integral of the form

$$\int \gamma(\hat{p}) dS$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

extended over the surface of the body, where the specific surface free energy $\gamma$ is, for anisotropic bodies, a function of the orientation of the unit outward normal $\hat{p}$ at each surface point. Assuming that the bulk of the body is already in the lowest free energy structure, then all one needs to do is to minimize the surface free energy in order to get the equilibrium shape of the body, which in the past has generally been assumed to be crystalline.

After making some mathematical manipulations, one obtains the following geometrical construction: Make a three dimensional radial plot $r = \gamma(\hat{p})$; one obtains a two dimensional surface which may contain cusps. At each point of this radial plot one can construct a plane perpendicular to the radius vector at that point. Finally, the volume reached from the origin without crossing any of the planes is, according to Wulff, geometrically similar to the “ultimate equilibrium shape” for the crystal; i.e., the shape that minimizes Eq.(1) for fixed volume.

When one deals with a crystal in a nearly equilibrium condition all one has to do is to invert the construction process to get the radial plot of the surface energy. In general, it is not easy, as predicted by Gibbs[17], to bring a crystal into equilibrium with the surrounding vapor or melt if the size of the crystal is large. The reason for this is that it will take a very long relaxation time for a constituent particle to move to the place where the free energy is a global minimum if the size of the crystal is large. Nevertheless, people have been successful in bringing small crystals into equilibrium with their vapor or melt [18-19].

For the liquid crystal droplet, we will need a generalized version of the Wulff construction. The reasons for that are twofold: First, the intermolecular interaction is in general much weaker than in the crystalline case; therefore it is very possible to have a director field deformation inside the droplet, which results in a free energy increase proportional to the volume, and which is non negligible. Second, the possibility of director field deformation will invalidate the assumption that the surface tension depends only on the direction of the surface normal.

An encouraging recent work by Oswald et al. [20] shows that in the case of a quasi-two-dimensional smectic A - smectic B interface, application of the Wulff construction seems to be successful. This shows that we might use the result of the “Wulff Theorem” as our zeroth-order approximation and develop corrections afterwards.

Although some recent work [21] has been done to measure the surface tension of a free-standing smectic film, this study was limited to finding the surface tension when the surface normal was actually perpendicular to the smectic layers. Our objective, on the other hand, is to obtain the anisotropic surface tension.

To incorporate the contribution from the director field deformation inside the droplet, we write down formally the total free energy of a liquid crystal droplet:

$$F = \int f(\hat{n}) dV + \int \gamma(\hat{p}, \hat{n}) dS$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where \( \hat{n}(\vec{r}) \) is the director field inside the droplet and the surface tension \( \gamma \) now is a function of the surface normal \( \hat{\mathbf{p}} \) as well as a functional of the director field \( \hat{n}(\vec{r}) \). We then minimize the free energy with the constraint that the total volume be fixed, \( \int V \) be constant. If we regard the Lagrange multiplier associated with this constraint as the density multiplied by some factor, we may also regard the constraint as fixing the total liquid-crystal mass.

Formally, we can write down the equation from the variation:

\[
\frac{\delta \tilde{F}}{\delta \hat{n}(\vec{r})} = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\delta \tilde{F}}{\partial \hat{\mathbf{p}}} = 0
\]

where \( \tilde{F} = F - \rho \int V \). These equations are in general difficult to solve. We plan to solve them perturbatively using the original Wulff construction as the zeroth order approximation.

Once this is done, we can proceed to analyze the surface tension from the experiments. At the same time we must recall that another complication arises from the presence of the magnetic field. This will introduce the \( H \) field dependence into the bulk free energy density, so that \( f(\hat{n}) \rightarrow f(\hat{n}, H) \). Because almost all liquid crystal molecules have an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility, the molecules will tend to line up either parallel or perpendicular to the field. This factor introduces an additional anisotropy to the droplet shape through the change in the free energy, but this can be allowed for in the calculation. In the case of experiments performed in a true microgravity environment (as distinct from a microgravity-mimicking magnetic environment) this added correction would not be necessary.
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Summary

Crystals grown from special liquid solutions find important industrial applications. Most
often the physics and chemistry of the growth processes are not well understood due to
complex microscopic chemical and thermo-fluid phenomena. Microgravity could help
elucidate these phenomena and allow the control of defect concentration and crystal size.
We are proposing to study zeolites grown in silica solutions as a typical crystal growth
system. By using macroscopic fluid dynamics, coupled with first-principle microscopic
fluid physics and advanced particle simulations, we will study: (a) the effect of transport
phenomena and nutrient flow under microgravity conditions along with (b) the nucleation
process and (b) the microscopic crystal growth dynamics. The macroscopic model will
account for the bulk fluid-crystal motions. The microscopic model will include multiple
nutrient species and growth sites, and microscopic interactions during the nucleation and
crystallization processes. The numerical results will be compared with data we obtained
from terrestrial and space experiments.

Project Description

In general, crystals grown from solutions are relatively inexpensive and find extensive use
in many industrial applications. Many of the phenomena associated with crystal growth
processes are not well understood due to complex microscopic and macroscopic
interactions. Since many physical parameters are simultaneously involved in the process, experiments are difficult to interpret, and cannot be easily used to derive empirical or other laws. At the same time, there is increased urgency in the development of such an understanding in order to more accurately quantify the process.

In the past, extensive efforts have been made to characterize zeolite structures and to understand their nucleation and growth mechanisms so as to be able to custom-make crystals for a desired application. To date, for most solution systems both the nucleation mechanics and chemistry are as yet still unknown. Furthermore, the effects of the transport phenomena in the growth process are effectively unknown. The problem is compounded by a "gel" phase that forms upon mixing which controls the degree of supersaturation. The gel undergoes a continuous "polymerization" type reaction during nucleation and growth.

It was hypothesized that the microgravity levels achieved in an orbiting spacecraft could help isolate the effects of natural convection and minimize sedimentation so crystals would stay suspended in the nutrient pool under diffusion-limited growth conditions. Microgravity is expected to promote larger crystals by allowing growing crystals a longer residence time in a high-concentration nutrient field. It is hoped that larger, more defect-free zeolite crystals in high yield would result. Zeolite crystallizations performed in space resulted in mixed results. Earlier experiments (STS-50, STS-57) indicated an enhancement in size in the range of 10 to 50 percent compared to ground-based controls with a corresponding reduction in lattice defects. However, the knowledge gained from the first space flight experiments has resulted in ground samples being grown to approximately the same size as those grown in these initial space flights. More recent space samples (STS-73) indicate an additional 10 to 50 increase in size. Again, when compared to the ground-based results, there appears to be a reduction in lattice defect concentration (although less than seen previously), as well as a substantial difference in the OH concentration. Currently, the results from these space experiments are still being analyzed.

**Modeling Plan**

There have been no substantive studies on the fluid physics and mass transport associated with crystallization of zeolites to help quantify the experimental observations. Our computational model will attempt to elucidate some of the parameters that influence the growth process and to provide the framework for future extensions. Despite the idealized nature of the model, it will include the essential features of the real process.
At the macroscopic level, upon mixing the solution undergoes instantaneous "polymerization" resulting in the formation of a gel phase with liquid pockets. The crystals then grow suspended in the liquid phase while the gel continuously dissolves by releasing nutrients into the liquid. Gel dynamics and dissolution then, coupled with diffusion in the liquid, control the growth of the crystals. As nucleation and growth proceeds the gel phase finally disappears. In the early stages of the growth, the dynamics are dominated by diffusion-limited processes. However, as the crystals increase in size, gravity and particle migration become important. Along with the gel-liquid dynamics, there is coupling between crystal-crystal and liquid-crystal interactions which induce macroscopic fluid motions. The macroscopic motions, and the growth dynamics are then coupled to the concentration fields affecting the rates of growth. Bulk mass and flow transport, along with gravity, can force the crystals to the bottom of the reactor resulting in a sedimentation layer where the growth rate of the crystals slows down as the crystals compete for limited nutrients.

At the microscopic level there are normally two different but parallel stages during the crystal growth of zeolites, nucleation and growth. The number of nuclei is proportional to the amount of gel that is formed. If this number decreases, the average crystal size in the final distribution increases. Therefore, among other factors, the crystal size distribution is a function of the nucleation rate and growth.

At the early stages of our study we are proposing a parallel modeling effort in order to develop separately the macroscopic and microscopic models. Eventually, the two models will be combined to yield a complete analysis.

**Macroscopic Model:** The macroscopic model will be built on our experience with the dynamics of suspension flows and phase change phenomena in complex flows [Ahmed and Alexandrou 1994, Alexandrou and Papanastasiou 1990]. As a prototype flow geometry, we will consider a 3-D cubic container, with randomly distributed nuclei sites and uniform concentration fields. At this level we will consider the solution as a continuum mixture of solid crystals in a matrix of gel and liquid phases. Mass conservation for each is given by

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_{f,i}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_{f,i} \mathbf{v}_i) = \dot{r}_g - \dot{r}_s
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_{f,s}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_{f,s} \mathbf{v}_s) = \dot{r}_s
\]
where subscripts \( l \), \( s \) and \( g \), refer to the liquid, solid and gel phases. Here \( \rho \) is the density and \( \mathbf{v} \) the velocity field. \( f \) is the volume fraction. The term \( \dot{r}_l \) is the rate of growth of the crystals and depends on the local concentration field in the liquid and the local microscopic growth dynamics. Similarly \( \dot{r}_g \) represents the rate at which the gel dissolves into liquid. At first, these parameters will be estimated using empirical and experimental data. However, eventually, they will be provided by the microscopic model. Therefore, \( \dot{r}_l \) and \( \dot{r}_g \) represent the coupling between the macroscopic and microscopic models. To keep track of the nutrient species, for simplicity we will introduce the concentration field for a single component. At a later stage the number of species will be increased.

The momentum equation introduced for each phase provides the dynamic evolution of the three phases i.e.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_l f_l \mathbf{v}_l}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_l f_l \mathbf{v}_l \mathbf{v}_l) = F + \rho_l f_l g
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_s f_s \mathbf{v}_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_s f_s \mathbf{v}_s \mathbf{v}_s) = -\nabla \cdot ((1 - f_g) \nabla \mathbf{P}) - F + \nabla \cdot ((1 - f_g) \mathbf{\tau}_g) + \rho_s f_s g
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_g f_g \mathbf{v}_g}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_g f_g \mathbf{v}_g \mathbf{v}_g) = -\nabla \cdot (f_g \nabla \mathbf{P}) + \nabla \cdot (f_g \mathbf{\tau}_s) + \rho_g f_g g
\]

where \( \mathbf{P} \) is the pressure. The force per unit volume \( F \), represents the interaction between the solid and liquid phases. At the dilute limit, the interaction is due to the drag force on the solid particles. However, as the concentration of the crystals increases the force will be modified accordingly. The liquid stress tensor will be described as a Newtonian fluid and the gel stress tensor as a non-Newtonian power-law type of fluid. The numerical solution to the macroscopic theory will be obtained using the Finite Element method. The solution procedure will be formulated and solved using an iterative solver.

**Microscopic Model:** The microscopic model will be based on our experience in hybrid Monte Carlo/particle-in-cell methods in the areas of dust particle interactions in space plasmas [Gatsonis et al., 1994a] and hybrid fluid/particle-in-cell methods in plasma flows [Gatsonis et al.; 1994b; Roy et al., 1994].

The model will include both the nutrients and the growing crystals in a liquid solution. At this stage we will not model the dissolution of the gel into liquid at the microscopic level. The theory and model will be developed for a domain with dimensions much larger than the typical crystal size. The cell structure will be non-uniform to allow for the macroscopic
variation of the flow parameters. Nutrients $p$ with mass $m_p$ in the system will be treated as separate species, following a prescribed velocity distribution with mean velocity $U(r,t)$ which will be obtained from the mean flow equations. The random motion will determine the diffusive fluxes of nutrients. At this level, the model will be able to reproduce previous DLA results. The macroscopic fluid parameters will be varied and the effects on crystal growth will be examined. The nutrients will be moved under the action of gravity force or liquid drag. A discussion of the treatment of forces within the concept of particle simulations can be found in Gatsonis et al. [1994a]. In addition to their motion, nutrients will undergo collisions which in a real system can be elastic, inelastic or chemically reacting. These types of collision processes can be modeled with the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo technique. The elastic collisions between the nutrients will be modeled using the No-Time-Counter model of Bird [1994]. In addition, those nutrients that are attached to the crystal will be removed from the domain, thus allowing the study of the nutrient depletion process [Gatsonis et al., 1994a]. Since the DSMC is particularly suited for chemical reactions, such possible reactions could be introduced in the model as well [Bird, 1994].

The nucleation will be introduced with a Monte Carlo based model that resembles closely the actual process. In a zeolite solution nucleation and growth overlap and interact with each other. The nucleation sites will be created in random with a probability based on a model that describes the nucleation as a function of local thermodynamic and macroscopic variables. Another alternative is to introduce nucleation via a chemically reacting process based on a rate coefficient that depends on thermodynamic parameters. Ultimately, this issue must be resolved using experimental data. Once a nucleation site is established, the growing crystal will move under the influence of forces such as gravity and collisional drag. The inclusion of this effect is a significant departure from all previous crystal growth models which consider only stationary sites on a lattice. The nucleation sites will eventually grow to crystals of finite size. At this level we will introduce the dynamic interactions with the fluid. The motion of nucleation sites will also affect the crystallization process since subsequent crystal growth will depend on whether the sites are in rich or poor nutrient areas. The motion of the crystals is, therefore, expected to be very important in determining the crystal size distribution in the system.

The details of modeling of the growth however, is dictated by the computational requirements. Our approach is to describe the key physical processes with a model which will be refined through successive iterations with data comparisons. For this reason, we
will initially concentrate our efforts in the determination of the size distribution of the crystals under the influence of microgravity. As such, the crystals will be considered as spherical particles that grow after their attraction and attachment of nutrients. An attachment probability will be evaluated in those cells in which nucleation sites or crystals exist. This probability will be calculated on concentrations or surface kinetics based on impingement rates. At first, the model will not examine morphological characteristics of the crystals but we will instead develop appropriate crystallization models. At a later stage this additional complexity will be addressed with the introduction of a fine grid structure around each one of the growing sites.

As a first approximation, we will assume a stationary liquid in which the motion of the crystals will be determined by gravity and drag forces based on the local crystal velocity. This procedure will allow the parametrization of the sedimentation process under variable gravity conditions. At a later stage we will introduce the effect of the mean flow and couple the microscopic with the previously described macroscopic model.

**Experimental Verification**

The computational results will be verified using our extensive database of experimental results. This long term ongoing experimental program on zeolite growth includes various solution systems under different growth conditions. Some of these experiments have been performed under microgravity conditions and are helpful in understanding the effects of crystal settling and nutrient flow/depletion. As part of our work we will use the theoretical/computational model to evaluate and analyze existing data. The model will also be used in the design of future terrestrial or space based experiments.

**References**

Introduction

For welding of materials in space, it is essential to have a better understanding of laser welding. Laser welding is a simple process but it involves many interacting phenomena during melting and solidification. These phenomena includes convection, surface tension, heat and mass transfer, which have an influence on the microstructure and weld pool shape during solidification. These processes are all dependent directly or indirectly on gravitational forces. In order to have a better understanding of these interrelated phenomena, a thorough investigation is required that combines microstructural analysis with physical modeling and numerical simulation as well as modeling. Proposed efforts will be carried out in an integrated approach as described below.

Phase I: Ground-Based Experimental and Mathematical Modeling

*Laser Welding of Single Crystals of Pure Iron & Fe-15%Ni-15%Cr Alloy*

In this phase, laser welding experiments will be conducted on single crystals in order to obtain better understanding of the factors governing microstructural evolution and weld pool shape. For microstructural investigations, efforts will be focused on the early stages of nucleation and subsequent growth mechanisms of dendrites, the concentration gradients ahead of the solid-liquid interface, and fluid flow mechanisms. A single crystal alloy will be used to establish a relationship between the growing dendrites and partially melted crystal. Though the material to be used will be a single crystal, it will have multiple components. Due to rapid melting and quenching processes that occur during laser welding, there will be micro-segregation of alloying additions ahead of the dendrites which will result in concentration gradients.

Using a single crystal alloy will simplify the analysis of microstructural evolution that will occur from the melt pool by the moving laser heat source. The advantage of employing single crystal specimens is the ability to study initial (epitaxial) nucleation at the solid-liquid interface and subsequent growth of the solidification cells. This will provide detailed microstructural information which cannot be obtained from polycrystalline specimens. Mapping of the initial melt pool shape will be clearly established by microstructural development produced under different solidification rates.

*Laser Welding of Ni-Al Alloys with Tracer Elements*

Similar welding investigations will be conducted on Ni-Al alloys. This alloy system has been selected because Ni and Al have significantly different densities (Ni=8.9 and Al=2.7 gm/cm³).
This alloy system is an ideal candidate for investigating the effect of gravitational forces during solidification. The nucleation of dendrites will start with high concentrations of Ni, and there will be a high concentration of Al in the liquid ahead of the dendrite tip. This will also provide critical data concerning the effect of fluid flow mechanisms during solidification. The difference in component densities will emphasize effect of gravity-driven buoyancy flow, which will be revealed through variation in the solidification microstructure under different g-forces. Such information will be very useful for understanding the welding process applied to materials with different densities in space.

In the present investigation, analytical high resolution electron microscope (HRTEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) will be employed. The advantage of using these state-of-the-art techniques is to establish a better understanding of the concentration gradient of alloying elements under different gravitational solidification conditions (0 g, 1 g, and 2 g). Such efforts have not been carried out previously and represent a key link between operating mechanism and resulting weldment quality.

Modeling and Simulation of Free Surface Shape, Cooling and Solidification Rates

To model the free surface profile, we have to solve the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations simultaneously. The mass and momentum equations provide the velocity field in the weld pool, which are used to calculate the solute redistribution in the liquid phase. The solution of the energy conservation equations are used to determine the cooling and solidification rates. Please note that the key feature of this modeling effort will be to incorporate interactions between the vapor phase and the liquid phase. The vapor phase will be more seriously affected by the change of gravity than the liquid and solid phases. The basic governing equations that describe the processes within the weld region include the momentum (fluid flow) equations in the liquid phase, mass conservation in the flowing liquid, and the heat flow equation in both the liquid and solid phases. The flow equations include appropriate gravity dependent buoyancy terms. The momentum and mass flow equations allow us to determine the velocity field, which will be used to predict: (i) the redistribution of various constituents of the alloy that is being welded, and (ii) the change in chemistry in the fusion zone. The temperature field, which is obtained by solving the heat flow equations, will be used to predict: (i) the cooling rate; (ii) the solidification speed; (iii) the solute segregation due to rapid solidification; and, (iv) the microstructure in the solidified and heat-affected zones.

Considering the temperature at the solid/liquid interface is equal to the melting temperature, Tm, and far from the heat-affected zone the solid temperature become equal to the temperature, Tr, background, appropriate stein conditions are used at the vapor-liquid and liquid-solid interfacial regions. At the solid-liquid interface, this leads to a balance equation that relates the conductive heat flows into both phases to the net rate of phase change through the latent heat of transformation. This yields an appropriate expression for the motion of the solid-liquid interface in terms of the various energy flows in the phases. At the liquid-vapor interface (vaporization front), the stein condition relates the interface location to the various temperature fields and vaporization rate. In this study, heat conduction is neglected in the vapor phase. This leads to a zero temperature gradient in the liquid adjacent to the vapor. For determining the boundary conditions of the momentum equations, we consider that the laser beam is moving at a constant speed along a line. The problem is thus symmetrical in the plane perpendicular to this direction. This symmetry greatly simplifies a number of boundary conditions in this moving-source problem. An important aspect of laser welding is mass/energy interactions that occur at the vaporization front. This is described by the jump conditions for mass, energy and momentum transfers across the free surface. Considerable progress has already been made in solving these equations for 1 g condition under a separate program sponsored by ONR. Major emphasis for
Phase II: NASA's KC-135 Aircraft Maneuvers Experiments (0 g, 1 g, and 2 g effect on laser welded microstructure and pool shape)

In this phase of the proposed research effort, the effects of microgravity on the shape of the weld pool and the resulting changes to the heat transfer conditions will be investigated. Temperature distribution within the weld pool and the circulation of the melt within the pool will affect the final weld microstructure and composition. Surface tension driven convection, which is the major fluid driving force in laser welding, will be investigated as a function of gravitational force during weld pool solidification. Since stainless steel has a strong negative surface tension temperature coefficient, heat from the laser weld will be transported to the edges of the pool across the surface. Natural convection due to buoyancy effects contributes to heat transfer when a gravity field is present. Buoyancy driven flow adds to the surface tension driven flow if the temperature coefficient of surface tension is negative. This flow mechanism is non-existent in a micro-gravity environment. Changes in the flows caused by microgravity need to be studied since the weld pool will be of significant size relative to the metal thickness. All metallurgical aspects of the weld will be investigated. The size and shape of the HAZ, the surface characteristics of the weld bead, and the solidification structures of the fusion zone will all be influenced by the heat transfer changes. Changes in convective flow will affect porosity, can lead to lack of fusion, and may lead to variable penetration along the weld bead.

The austenitic stainless steel single crystals and Ni-Al alloy will be used for the proposed study of convection-flow patterns in both stationary and transient melt pools. These investigations will be proceeded through the addition of a tracer element which will be introduced after the melt pool has been formed by the laser. After sectioning the specimen, the location of the tracer element can be determined and mapped by various techniques including back-scattered electron microscopy. Similarly, the concentration gradient or segregation of the tracer element in the dendrites will be determined by the analytical HRTEM. This technique will give better understanding of the physical phenomena associated with the mass transport and heat and fluid flow occurred during welding. Comparison of these analyses with flow-field simulations will allow refinement of the simulation model and more accurate determination of the appropriate thermophysical parameters.

The long term objective of this research effort is to carry out KC-135 low-g experiments in order to provide a basis for the development of a series of solidification experiments for future development on the Space Shuttle and ultimately on Space Station Freedom. In addressing this goal, the research effort is directed towards increasing our basic understanding of gravitational, surface tension, natural-convection, and other mass transport effects on solidification processes in general and on fusion-welding processes specifically.

The ground-based experiments will be conducted at The Pennsylvania State University, which has a world-class laser and materials characterization facility. Flight experiments will be conducted on NASA’s KC-135 utilizing the “Enhanced Gravity Laser Materials Process” (EGLMP) system developed under the NASA grant (NAGW-1195) at The University of Tennessee Space Institute, Tullahoma, Tennessee. Professor M.H. McCay at the University of Tennessee Space Institute, will coordinate this effort.
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TO STUDY DOUBLE-DIFFUSIVE INSTABILITIES IN SILVER DOPED LEAD BROMIDE CRYSTALS
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ABSTRACT

Single crystals of lead bromide doped with silver bromide were grown by the vertical Bridgman method. Direct observations were made in order to investigate the interfacial instabilities. Numerical studies were carried out to provide a framework for interpreting the observed convective and morphological instabilities. Observations on interfacial instabilities in lead bromide with 500 and 5000 ppm silver bromide impurities supported the numerical results predicted for 1-g conditions. X-ray rocking curves, X-ray contour scans, and etch-pit studies showed that increasing solutal convection deteriorated the quality of the crystals.

1. BACKGROUND

During the crystal growth of optical and electronic materials by the Bridgman method, the prevention of convection is important in order to minimize micro- and macrosegregation and to obtain homogeneous properties throughout the crystal. The convection in the liquid phase can be driven by several forces. On earth, the most important source of convective flow is ordinarily density differences due to temperature and composition differences within the sample. Additional flows can be due to volume changes and surface energy gradients. In the presence of gravitational forces, density-induced convection can be prevented if special conditions are met. In pure materials, it is sufficient that the temperature increases with height and that no gradient be present in the horizontal directions. However, in an actual furnace it is extremely difficult to eliminate the radial temperature gradient completely. Unavoidable radial gradients may give rise to flows which lead to lateral segregation in the solidified material. In a binary system, if the solute "piled up" ahead of the solidification front is lighter than the solvent, this alone would cause a positive density gradient [1-3]. The net density gradient can then have various profiles,
depending on the properties of the melt such as the thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient or growth conditions such as the growth rate and thermal gradient. Even if the net resulting density gradient is stable, convection can occur due to the double-diffusive character of solute and temperature with different diffusivities.

Heavy-metal halides have very diverse applications in the optoelectronic industries. Lead bromide and lead iodide crystals in particular have great promise for acousto-optical devices and room-temperature X-ray and gamma-ray detectors. Their applications are, however, limited because of the unavailability of good-quality single crystals. We have used [4-6] the Bridgman method to grow single crystals of these materials, however, during the cool down period, pure lead bromide crystals crack due to a phase transformation. Also, in common with many halide crystals, cutting, polishing, and device fabrication can cause crystal damage. Hardening of the crystal by dilute silver doping has been evaluated but uniform bulk doping for which the resulting crystal is optically homogeneous is difficult to achieve in normal gravity. We hypothesize that the inhomogeneity arises from thermal-solutal convection. We propose to test this hypothesis in reduced gravity and to relate the results to the growth of device-grade crystals. The lead bromide system, because it is optically transparent in the visible (both as a solid and liquid), also serves as a model Bridgman system permitting real-time visualization of the growing solid-liquid interface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Purification of Source Material: As-supplied lead bromide (listed at a 99.999% purity) was further purified [4,5] by a directional-freezing method. Silver bromide was listed as 99.999% pure, and it was used without further purification.

Crystal Growth and Characterization: Lead bromide crystals doped with silver bromide were grown in a two-zone transparent Bridgman furnace. All of the crystals were grown in a <010> orientation [6] by using a preoriented 4 x 4 x 8 mm$^3$ seed.

Lead bromide crystals doped with silver bromide were characterized [4] by X-ray rocking curve and X-ray contour scan evaluations. Etch-pit studies were carried out by using a mixture of HCl, HNO$_3$, NH$_4$Cl, and water.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Observations on Solid-Liquid Interface:

Direct observations were made in 1-g conditions for two lead bromide samples doped with 500 and 5000 ppm concentrations of silver bromide. The temperature gradient of the furnace at the solidifying interface was 20 K/cm. When the sample was held stationary (zero growth velocity), any convection present in the liquid was attributed to the effect of radial heat losses. Figure 1 shows an approximately flat interface in a sample with 5000 ppm silver bromide. When the growth was initiated by moving the ampoule, a velocity which was lower than critical velocity of interface breakdown was used. The interface became depressed, and the shape of the depressed "pit" varied with the ampoule velocity. The interface became sharply pointed and then slowly formed the instability pulling down the central part of the interface. The convective-flow pattern was present with a flow downward near the wall and upward in the center of the tube. As a function of time, the instability developed [Fig. 1(b-d)] with a much longer amplitude. When we increased the translation rate, the interface started breaking down. The instability curve determined by Coriell et al. [1] was used to compare the experimentally observed results. The preliminary data [7] showed that the theoretically predicted curve agrees very well with the experimental values. Similar observations were made using the lead bromide sample doped with 500 ppm silver bromide. We could increase the growth rate approximately one order of magnitude without observing interfacial breakdown.

The flow pattern observed in the PbBr2-AgBr system can be described as a "toroidal roll" as shown in Fig. 2. We have observed that a slight asymmetry of the system resulted in the displacement of the node and axis of the torus from the central axis of the tube. When the toroidal flow persisted for many hours and the tube was moving, we observed a pinching of the interface at the node where the radial inward flow converges and a line defect is formed as shown in Fig 2. This observed toroidal flow can be explained as follows: When crystal growth starts, the radial gradients increase due to the effect of drawing the hotter material downward through the viewing block and due to latent heat emitted from the solid-liquid interface. The convective-flow pattern is correspondingly altered.
Fig. 1 Instability observed with a 5000 ppm AgBr doped lead bromide sample. (a) planar interface in stationary position, (b) depressed interface (c) well-developed convective instability and (d) morphological breakdown of the interface.

3.2 Effect of Solutal Convection on Crystal Quality:

Two lead bromide crystals doped with silver bromide (designated as LBAB-2 and LBAB-4) were grown in identical thermal conditions. The solutal Rayleigh numbers \[4\] were \(5.83 \times 10^3\) and \(2.70 \times 10^4\). The X-ray rocking curves and X-ray contour scans are shown in Fig. 3 for both crystals. The full width at half maxima (FWHM) are 0.2° and 0.52° for the LBAB-2 and LBAB-4 crystals respectively indicating that crystal grown at lower solutal Rayleigh results in better quality. X-ray contour scans provided information which was valuable in understanding the optical homogeneity. The vertical section showed a variation 2θ/° from -1.0 to +1.0 for LBAB-2 and -1.5 to +1.5 for LBAB-4 i.e. showing a larger variation of the lattice.
parameters for LBAB-4 due to a change in the solutal Rayleigh number. Figure 4 shows the results of etch-pit studies on crystals LBAB-2 and LBAB-4. We did not observe any gross defects such as precipitates and microcracks. Etch-pit density for crystals grown at a higher solutal Rayleigh number was approximately 4 times higher than for the crystal grown at lower solutal Rayleigh number. These results are consistent with the results of the X-ray studies.

Fig. 2 Development of toroidal flow (a) initiation (b) less-developed flow (c) well-developed instability and (d) a defect formed in the solid due to toroidal instability.
4. SUMMARY

Direct observations were made in order to study the three dimensional characteristics of interfacial instabilities. The observations follow the numerically predicted results for lead bromide-silver bromide systems. X-ray rocking curves, X-ray contour scans, and etch-pit studies showed that crystals grown at a lower solutal Rayleigh number exhibited smaller variations in the lattice parameter and better crystal quality.
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Fig. 3 X-ray rocking curves and contour scans showing mosaic spread (w axis) in the lattice constant (2θ/ω axis) for (a) LBAB-2 and (b) LBAB-4 crystals.

Fig. 4 Microphotographs showing chemical etch-pits for (a) LBAB-2 and (b) LBAB-4 crystal showing higher defect density for a crystal grown at a larger solutal Rayleigh number.
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Introduction.

Fractal aggregates are believed to represent a new state of matter with properties at variance from those of ordinary bulk matter, and still to be studied and determined [1]. Mandelbrot has introduced the word fractal and the expressions fractal geometry and fractal dimension [2], to characterise a special class of topological systems. The rigorous theory of measures developed by mathematicians in the 19th and 20th centuries is essential to the generalisation of the concept of dimension leading to non-integer dimensions (fractal dimensions). Mandelbrot gave a tentative definition of a fractal in 1982: "A set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds the topological dimension". The latter is zero for a point, one for a line, two for a surface, etc. This definition is suitable for mathematical (also called deterministic) fractals, but it would exclude many physical fractals. Thus in 1986 Mandelbrot introduced the concept of self-similarity: A fractal is a shape made by parts similar to the whole in some way [3]. This implies a scale invariance of parts of a whole. Material (natural) fractals exhibit mostly random features and a finite range of scale invariance. Mathematical fractals exhibit an infinite range of scale invariance and patterns are obtained with definite rules, hence they are sometimes called deterministic fractals [4].

Fractal aggregates constitute a class of material fractals which may be thought as stochastic polymers, and thus the smallest constituent elements are usually called monomers [5]. They are formed by large numbers of atoms and have approximate spherical shapes. Particular interest is attributed to metals due to their high electrical and thermal conductivity as well as high reflectivity of electromagnetic fields and light. Some finely divided metals are efficient catalysts, presaging the relevance of surface properties which are enhanced when surfaces become large with respect to mass. Such is precisely the case of fractal aggregates. The monomers have microscopic sizes and thus offer very large surfaces with respect to the matter enclosed, without substratum. The properties of matter in such form may differ markedly from those of bulk matter and bear promise of providing useful new varieties of atomic associations still largely unknown [5].

When our research was initiated there existed already abundant experimentation on physical fractals imbedded in two-dimensional
space. Thus, the main thrust of our work was on fractal aggregates imbedded in three-dimensional space and on aggregation dynamics, developing specialized apparatus as well as methods of data acquisition and analysis.

**Fractal dimension.**

It is a generalisation of the concept of integer topological dimensions based on the measure of a set [6] and on the limit of a series, leading to non-integer values: fractal dimensions. There are abundant examples in nature of systems requiring a reformulation of the concept of dimension, like coastlines [3] or surfaces. An example of a self-similar set in mathematics allows to appreciate this generalisation: Cantor's triadic dust [7]. It is generated from a unit segment [0,1] (closed interval), eliminating the central third of it and of each subsequent segment. The resulting set can be expressed as an infinite intersection of terms \( C \) (see Fig. 1)

\[
C = \bigcap_{k} C_k
\]

The generic term of \( C \) consists of \( 2^{*k} \) closed intervals of length \( (1/3)^{*k} \). Therefore, the total "length" of \( C \) is \( L = (2/3)^{*k} \) and

\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} L = 0
\]

Consequently, although Cantor's dust contains an infinite subset of points of the segment [0,1], it is of topological dimension 0. Such dimension corresponds in fact to a point but logically it could be expected that an infinite set of points of [0,1] should be reflected by a more meaningful parameter than provided by discrete topological dimensions. A measure of a set can be obtained by covering its elements with n-dimensional "volumes" \((n = 1,2,3,...)\) of variable linear sizes \( \varepsilon \), to any desired accuracy. The "capacity" \( CA \) of a covering "volume" can be expressed in general as

\[
CA = K \varepsilon^n
\]

For squares and disks \( K = 1 \) and \( K = \pi \) respectively, with \( n = 2 \). for spheres \( K = (4/3) \pi, n = 3 \). If \( N \) is the number of \( CA \)'s necessary for covering a given volume \( V \) (dense set) in \( n \)-dimensional space

\[
V = N K \varepsilon^n
\]

If a set is not dense (like Cantor's dust), it is possible to write formally for the capacity of covering "volumes"

\[
CA = K \varepsilon^D
\]

Understandably \( D' \) differs from the topological dimension of the imbedding space and it accounts either for the "non-dense" character or the "structure" of the self-similar system.

Therefore

\[
V = N(V,\varepsilon) K \varepsilon^D
\]
and it follows

\[ D = \lim_{\epsilon \to 0} \frac{\ln N(V,\epsilon)}{\ln (1/\epsilon)} \]

(8)

Applying expression (8) to the interval \([0,1]\) (dense) \(N(V,\epsilon) = 1/\epsilon\) and clearly \(D = 1\), thus coinciding with the topological dimension. Instead, Cantor's "dust" distributed along the same interval \([0,1]\) (not dense) yields \(N(V,\epsilon) = 2^{2k} \) and \(1/\epsilon = 3^{2k}\) as seen above. Hence, according to (8) \(D = \ln 2/\ln 3 = 0.63\), differing from the topological dimension of the dense interval \([0,1]\) imbedding Cantor's "dust" and also from the value of (2) based on the conventional evaluation of its length as a limit. Thus the infinite set of points has given a fractal dimension \(D\), between the topological dimensions 0 and 1. The concept based on (8) is used to characterize fractals (aggregates and other), and allows to establish an interesting property of the physical density of a fractal because it reflects the occupancy of space. The mass of a fractal enclosed in a cube of side \(L\) is expressed by \(M = L^D\), where \(D < 3\). It follows that the average density of matter is given by

\[ \delta = L^{-D} \]

(9)

and it goes to zero when \(L \to \infty\). Fig. 2 shows the image of a three dimensional fractal aggregate with typical dendritic structure. Continued growth of the aggregate's dendrites would yield an ever more tenuous and delicate structure, reflected by (9). A proper study of large fractal aggregates can thus only be carried out in an environment of highly reduced gravity.

Reduced gravity environments.

Fractal aggregates are limited in size by the pull of gravity on earth. If the maximum linear dimension of a fractal on earth is \(L\) under \(g\) the corresponding linear dimension under another value is \(L' = (g/g') L\). This simple expression is based on the maximum static moments of forces bringing about the collapse of the aggregate. The sizes of aggregates obtained in our experiments under the earth's gravity were close to 1 mm (10 to 100 times larger than reported previously in the literature), therefore, as \(L' = (10^{10} s) L\) going to microgravity, a growth to sizes of 1 km appears possible, i.e. to very large sizes, limited only by the aggregation volumes or times. Real reduced gravity experiments have been carried out worldwide on aircraft in parabolic flight, the KC-135 of NASA (used by our group) and a Caravelle of ESA (European Space Agency), providing up to 20 sec at a level of 0.01 to 0.001 g and sequences of 20 such periods in parabolic flight. Space shuttles and stations...
Fig. 1  Cantor's triadic dust.

Fig. 2  Electron microscope image of a three dimensional Zn aggregate obtained by condensation at vapor, with typical dendritic structure.

Fig. 3  Evaporation-Condensation apparatus:
3. Glass jar.  4. Evaporation "boat".

Fig. 4  Comparison of a real aggregate (top) with simulated aggregate (bottom). The graph at the right shows the fractal dimensions of the two-dimensional images; the dots correspond to the real aggregate and the triangles to the simulation.

Fig. 5  Apparatus for experiments on the KC-135 NASA aircraft. A: aggregation cell. B: Solute to activate the powder (sodium carbonate, sodium chloride). C: Magnifying lens. D: Recording camera. E: Plot meter. F: Aluminized 80 degree prism. G: Fiber optic light source with focusing lens. The field of view obtained using 28 mm lenses 1.06x2.0 mm with 1.2 mm depth at maximum magnifying power.

Fig. 6  Images of three dimensional powder aggregates obtained in reduced gravity with the apparatus of Fig. 5. They show typical dendritic structures.
provide prolonged periods of reduced gravity, from weeks to years at mean levels of 0.01 to 0.0001 g (lower with an isolation mount). There is still the yet unexplored possibility of orbiting a laboratory in the interplanetary space for microgravity experimentation, at stable and vanishingly small values of g.

Except for fluid convection phenomena, a simulation of weightlessness can be obtained through flotation of particles in liquids or gases due to equilibrium of gravitation and buoyancy, allowing particle-particle interactions to manifest themselves. This is also the case for the fall of particles through fluids such that, due to equilibrium of gravitational and dissipative forces, it results in a motion with limiting uniform velocities and allows the formation of three dimensional aggregates of significant dimensions. Our group has produced such aggregates in simulated reduced gravity through flotation in inert, dense liquids and gases using fine powders and an evaporation-condensation technique [5,8], at a ground based laboratory. The evaporation-condensation apparatus is depicted on Fig.3 and aggregates were obtained from 12 elements, mostly metals reported in the literature [8-12]. Fig.4 exemplifies the determination of fractality of an aggregate as well as a simulation based on the diffusion limited aggregation model (DLA). Fine powder aggregation was also studied in the real reduced gravity environment offered by the KC-135 NASA aircraft, to determine the dynamics (forces) behind the process, inappropriately ignored by models describing it, like DLA or the ballistic models which rely only on random walk collisions and "sticking" of the particles in contact, without regard to atomic, molecular or other forces. In particular, for fine particles polluting the atmosphere, densities are rather low and aggregation should be induced or at least enhanced by long range forces. We have designed and constructed an apparatus for the observation and recording of the aggregation processes of particles ranging mostly between 1 and 10 μm in diameter. The schematic is shown in Fig. 5 and an image of a powder aggregate is reproduced in Fig. 6. The type of forces inducing two particle aggregations was ascertained [10] and results are shown in Fig.7, they should prove relevant to the understanding of aggregation of fine particles, atmospheric pollutants included. A technique for accelerating the precipitation of the latter is fairly obvious: large scale seeding of electric charges in the appropriate layers of the atmosphere. This could be particularly indicated for dust clouds from volcanic eruptions or meteoric collisions, to avoid induced "winters" (v.l. nuclear winter). Finally, Figs. 8 and 9 show results from the ground based laboratory and from the KC-135 environment respectively with multifaceted monomers reminiscent of carbon fullerenes [11] but at a different scale. The contention is that the space isotropy in reduced gravity enhances the production of matter in structures of polar (spherical) symmetry. In conclusion, our experiments can be pursued within standard containers on board of space shuttles or stations, allowing the enhanced production of such new structures, as well as truly macroscopic aggregates allowing the determination of physical properties like the conduction of electricity, heat and acoustic vibrations, interactions with radiations and fields, catalysis, possible superconductivity of long dendrites, etc.
Fig. 7
Top: Typical diagram from a two particle aggregation. Bottom: Histogram of events showing that the most probable n = 2, for 1/4" forces.

Fig. 8
Top: Copper monomer. Bottom: Its paper model. It is a triacontahedron, implying a structure of 72 atoms at the lowest level. The symmetry is triaxial (cubic) and the envelope is manifestly spherical.

Fig. 9
Aggregates and multi-faceted crystals of Zn indicated by arrows and obtained in reduced gravity of KC-135 by the evaporation-condensation method.
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Our work falls in two general categories, based on the experimental techniques that are being employed. In the first category, fluxing, a drop tube or vacuum processing are used to achieve undercooling of fairly large melt quantities for the study of crystal nucleation and glass formation. In the second category, laser heating and thin film diagnostic techniques are used to study crystal growth and liquid diffusion.

1. Undercooling of bulk liquid silicon in an oxide flux.

We developed a new flux that is chemically compatible with silicon and is still sufficiently fluid at 1000°C. An extensive search led to the identification of the composition (in weight %): 47.5 SiO₂ · 13.5 CaO · 39.0 BaO. Pieces of silicon, about 6 mm in diameter, were surrounded by this flux, melted and cooled at 4K/s in an Ar atmosphere with continuous monitoring of the temperature. Nucleation was observed through recalcements or changes in surface reflectivity. Undercoolings up to 350K were obtained, the largest ones to date in bulk Si [1]. These undercoolings are 75K greater than those achieved in earlier experiments on bulk uncoated Si [2]. The result implies that homogeneous crystal nucleation did not occur in the earlier experiments; most likely, it did not occur in our present experiments either.

The nucleation rate was estimated from the volume of the sample, V, and the cooling rate, dT/dt, according to $I=\frac{dT}{dt}(TV)$, where $T'$ is approximately 3K [1]; a value $I=4×10^9 m^{-3}s^{-1}$ was obtained. Application of the classical theory for homogeneous nucleation, $I(T)=I_0 e^{-\frac{C\sigma^3}{2AG_v^2}kT}$, where $C=16\pi/3$ and $AG_v=\Delta S_f(T_M-T)$ ($\Delta S_f$: entropy of fusion per unit volume of crystal, $T_M$: melting point), yields a lower limiting value for the crystal-melt interfacial tension: $\sigma=0.38 J/m^2$.

The undercoolings and nucleation frequencies obtained by Stiffler et al. [3] in crystallization experiments on laser-irradiated thin films of silicon were larger than those in the bulk samples because the times and volumes were smaller: $\Delta T=500K$ and $I=10^{28} m^{-3}s^{-1}$, respectively. The corresponding lower limiting value for the interfacial tension is 0.34 Jm⁻². This value is the same
as that obtained from the earlier bulk undercooling experiments [2]. These results are illustrated in Figure 1. The new bulk data can be reconciled with those from the laser-melting experiments using a homogeneous nucleation model only if the interfacial tension has a positive temperature coefficient.

It should be kept in mind that the temperature dependence of the interfacial tension invoked in the analysis of nucleation experiments is different from that for equilibrium interfaces. In the latter case, the interface is flat, and a change in the temperature is accompanied by a change in the pressure specified by the slope of the coexistence line. The temperature coefficient of the interfacial tension in that case is the excess interfacial entropy, determined with respect to a dividing surface that corresponds to zero excess volume [4]. In the case of the nucleation experiments, the interface is curved because the temperature change occurs under non-equilibrium conditions: the ambient pressure remains constant and the liquid is undercooled. In that case, the interfacial tension is simply another way to express the work, $W^*$, to form the critical nucleus: 

$$\sigma = [C^{-1} W^* \Delta G_v]^{1/3}.$$ 

Since $\Delta G_v(T)$ is a macroscopic quantity available from specific heat measurements on the undercooled liquid, $\sigma(T)$ can be determined from calculations of $W^*(T)$ for a specific interface model.

This has been worked out for a simple model, involving a uniform interface of constant thickness, $\delta$, and constant interfacial enthalpy and entropy, $H_i$ and $S_i$ [5]. The model has been applied to Turnbull's $I(T)$ data for the crystal nucleation in liquid mercury [6]. Extraction of the interfacial tension from Turnbull's data, according to $\sigma(T) = [C^{-1} \ln[I/T]] \Delta G_v(T)]^{1/3}$, shows a positive temperature dependence of $\sigma$. Since the model has three fitting parameters, and the data provide only two values to fit ($\sigma$ and $d\sigma/dT$), one of the fitting parameters must be chosen a priori. The interfacial thickness was therefore set at $\delta = 1.46$ monolayers, based on physical modeling of simple hard sphere liquids [7]. The resulting fitting parameters showed that the interfacial entropy and enthalpy were, respectively, $0.68\Delta S_f$ and $0.10\Delta H_f$ lower than the values in the bulk liquid. These changes are similar to those predicted from the localization of the liquid near the crystal surface in the physical model [8,9].

Application of the model to the results on Si (i.e., a fit to the values of $\sigma$ found in the our bulk experiments and in the laser-melting experiments) was performed in a similar manner: $\delta$ was fixed at 1.46 monolayers, and the resulting values for the interfacial entropy and enthalpy were, respectively, $0.67\Delta S_f$ and $0.32\Delta H_f$ lower than the values in the bulk liquid. Since liquid silicon is structurally similar to liquid metals, one expects the degree of localization near a crystal surface to be similar as well. The similarity in the values for the entropy drop in Si and Hg is therefore
plausible. The enthalpy change in the silicon interface is difficult to predict \textit{a priori}, since the bonding and the energetics in this metal-semiconductor interface can not be simply determined. Note also that the model predicts a value of 0.45 Jm\(^{-2}\) for the interfacial tension at the melting temperature.

Undercooling of liquid germanium has been more successful than that of silicon, mainly because liquid B\(_2\)O\(_3\) has proven to be a very effective and chemically compatible flux [10]. Undercoolings as large as 415K have been obtained. Application of an analysis similar to that for silicon gives a lower limiting value for the interfacial tension, \(\sigma=0.32\) Jm\(^{-2}\). To apply the model for the interfacial tension to this single data point, an additional assumption must be made. Since liquid germanium is metallic, and structurally similar to liquid silicon, it is reasonable to assume that the entropy drop in their interfaces is the same. The fit than provides the remaining fitting parameter: an enthalpy drop in the interface of 0.20\(\Delta H_f\) [11]. As in the case of silicon, this drop is greater than that in a purely metallic interface like in mercury.

2. **Nucleation of polytetrahedral phases from the melt.**

There are a number of experimental indications that nucleation of polytetrahedral structures, such as Frank-Kasper phases and quasicrystals, from the melt occurs at fairly low undercoolings [12]. Confirmation of these results is important, since it provides evidence for the proposed similarity between short range order in metallic liquids and in these structures [9]. Polytetrahedral alloy droplets, such as Ga-Mg-Zn, have been solidified in a newly renovated gas-filled drop tube. Copious, uniform nucleation of MgZn\(_2\) dendrites (a Frank-Kasper phase) is observed, and initial indications are that the undercooling is indeed small. The extraction of the nucleation parameters, in particular the interfacial tension, requires the development of an analysis that combines heat transfer in a gas-filled drop tube, fluid flow in the droplet, and the kinetics of nucleation and growth, all at fairly low undercooling. Such an analysis is currently underway.

3. **Glass formation.**

Our group has a longstanding interest in the kinetics of glass formation, and developed one of the earliest bulk metallic glass formers: Pd\(_{40}\)Ni\(_{40}\)P\(_{20}\) [13]. The techniques used in the earlier work (fluxing, the drop tube, vacuum treatments) will be applied to some of the recently discovered easy
glass formers, such as Al-Zr-Ni, as well as to an extended study of the Pd-Ni-P and related systems.

4. **A quantitative test of dendrite growth in alloys.**

A parameter-free test of the dendrite growth theories using Herlach's results from solidification experiments at DLR-Köln on levitated drops [14] requires knowledge of the diffusive speed of the interface. Coordinated experiments, on the same alloy, of the temperature dependence of the interface velocity at DLR, and of the solute trapping behavior, using laser heating and thin film diagnostic techniques, developed in our laboratory [15] are being planned. For practical reasons, Ni alloys appear to be best suited to this study.

5. **A search for predicted oscillatory instabilities.**

A number of theories of interface stability during the solidification of alloys have produced predictions for the conditions under which oscillatory instabilities, thought to be related to the so-called "banded" microstructures, occur [16]. Our laser and thin film techniques can be used to measure some of the parameters in these theories, such as the liquid diffusivity and the diffusive velocity of the interface [17]. These parameters will be used to make quantitative predictions of the conditions for an oscillatory instability, which will then be investigated directly in the experimental regime of pulsed laser heating rates and thin film length scales.

7. **New method for measuring liquid diffusivities.**

We have demonstrated that thin film techniques combined with pulsed laser melting can be used to eliminate convection and reactivity problems in the study of diffusion in liquid metals [17]. We propose to make an important improvement in this technique by incorporating in situ, time-resolved temperature measurements with a new thermistor technique recently developed in our laboratory [18].
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Figure 1: Nucleation rates of silicon crystals from the melt derived from undercooling experiments. Open circle: laser-irradiated thin film [ref. 3]; triangle: uncoated bulk sample [ref. 2]; filled circle: flux-coated bulk sample [ref. 1].

The lines are fits from classical nucleation theory. Solid curve: $\sigma=0.38 \text{ Jm}^{-2}$; dot-dashed curve: $\sigma=0.34 \text{ Jm}^{-2}$; dashed curve: $\sigma(T)$, according to the fit to the model of ref. 5, using the fitting parameters cited in the text.
The experimental evidence demonstrates that there exist a critical velocity of the planar solid/liquid (SL) interface below which particles are pushed ahead of the advancing interface, and above which particle engulfment occurs. Applications for this kind of fundamental research can be found in the area of superconductors\(^1\), biological cell preservation\(^2\), and geology\(^3\). However, the majority of research work involving particle pushing is aimed at metal matrix composites\(^4\). Only with a homogeneous distribution of the reinforcement phase the improved mechanical properties of these materials can be fully exploited. The term “engulfment” is used to describe incorporation of a particle by a planar interface, and the term “entrapment” is used for particle incorporation by a cellular or dendritic interface because the mechanisms are rather different. While numerous models have been proposed over the years in an attempt to explain particle behavior at the SL interface, a paucity of experimental data exist in particular for ceramic particles dispersed in metal matrices. An extensive literature review of experimental data yielded no reliable results which could be used to validate the proposed models, since the basic assumptions of the models - spherical and inert particles, pure matrix material, and a macroscopically planar SL interface - were not satisfied. The main goal of this work is to provide reliable experimental data that can be used for validation of models describing particle behavior at the solidifying interface in metal matrix composite materials.

**Theoretical Evaluation of the Critical Velocity.** Over the years several models have been proposed to describe the pushing-engulfment transition (PET). Most models\(^4,5,6,7,8,9\) solve the balance between the drag force exercised by the liquid on the particle (which pushes the particle into the interface), and the repulsive force between the particle and the S/L interface (the interface interaction force). Some models assume mass transport by diffusion in the particle-interface region\(^10\). The critical velocity calculated by these models is an inverse function of particle radius at some power. The influence of melt convection on the particle-interface interaction is ignored. To unambiguously validate the different models against the experimental data obtained, it is necessary...
to accurately evaluate the various thermophysical parameters that determine the values of the interacting forces. There is a clear lack of data and/or methodology for such an evaluation (see for example ref. 11). The drag force can be accurately calculated as parameters such as melt viscosity and particle radius are well quantified. Even contribution from localized distortions of the S/L interface due to differences in thermal conductivities between melt and particles have been theoretically analyzed in several models. The repulsive force in most models originates from the difference in surface energies between the particle and the matrix material. Accurate calculations are lacking because of unavailability of relevant data such as interfacial energies.

From the analysis of experiments performed on transparent organic materials containing insoluble particles, it was concluded that three regimes of particle-interface interaction can be rationalized as follows:

- no or low melt convection, \( V > V_{cr} \) \( \Rightarrow \) engulfment
- no or low melt convection, \( V < V_{cr} \) \( \Rightarrow \) pushing
- significant melt convection \( \Rightarrow \) no particle-interface interaction

In the current work, only the first two regimes will be analyzed theoretically.

In the Shangguan, Ahuja and Stefanescu (SAS) model the interaction force was attributed to the difference between the interfacial energies of the liquid, solid matrix, and particle, \( \Delta \sigma_o \). An equation for the critical velocity at which the PET occurs was derived as:

\[
V_{eq} = \frac{\Delta \sigma_o d}{3 \mu K^* R (a_o + d)}
\]

where \( \mu \) is melt viscosity, \( R \) is particle radius, \( K^* \) is the particle/liquid thermal conductivity ratio, \( a_o \) is the atomic distance, and \( d \) is the minimum particle/interface distance. In this model it was assumed that \( d = a_o \). and \( n \) has been determined as \( n=2 \).

Two modifications of the SAS model are suggested. The first one is related to the use of the thermal conductivity ratio. This quantity was introduced in the velocity equations from the shape of the interface. For trough formation it was shown that \( K^* = R_I(R_I-R) \), where \( R_I \) is the radius of the interface. For bump formation it can be demonstrated that \( K^* = R_I(R_I+R) \) and then that Eq.1 is valid for both bump and trough formation. In this formulation it is assumed that the interface can take any shape as dictated by \( K^* \). However, the interface curvature will be restricted by interface stability criteria. Calculation with the Mullins-Sekerka instability criterion for the case of the aluminum-zirconia system shows that the curvature of the interface is an order of magnitude smaller than that obtained from simple thermal considerations (\( K^* \)). In the

Fig. 1 XTM picture showing trough formation in the bump.
Pure aluminum / zirconia (720 \( \mu \text{m} \) dia.) system. Interface velocity is 4 \( \mu \text{m/s} \).
aluminum-zirconia system, a recent experiment\textsuperscript{13} has demonstrated that a trough can form in the bump, Fig. 1. For all practical purposes this cancels the effect of $K^*$. Thus, in the absence of a more complete model for bump-forming systems, the SAS model should be used with $K^* = 1$. The second modification is that the minimum particle-interface distance has to be in the order of 50 $a_0$ for the liquid to maintain its properties, as discussed by Cottrell\textsuperscript{14}. Thus, Eq. 1 that was derived on the assumption of fluid flow in the particle-interface gap is not valid unless $d \geq 50 a_0$.

**Calculation of surface energies.** In the SAS model the calculation of the critical velocity is based upon the surface energy difference, $\Delta \sigma_o$. Calculation of this parameter is not trivial. In this work, $\Delta \sigma_o$ defined as $\sigma_{PS} - \sigma_{PL}$ will be used. Thus, $\sigma_{PS}$ and $\sigma_{PL}$ are needed. $\sigma_{PL}$ can be calculated from Young’s equation: $\sigma_{PL} = \sigma_{PV} - \sigma_{LV} \cos \theta$. Both $\sigma_{PV}$ and $\sigma_{LV}$ are typically available in the literature. The contact angle $\theta$ can be measured using sessile drop experiments. $\sigma_{PS}$ can be calculated by using the work of adhesion. The underlying assumption behind the work of adhesion approach is that, when two solids that are in contact are separated because of the creation of two new solid-vapor interfaces, the interface energy in the system is increased by the work of adhesion, $W_{ad}$, and the strain energy, $W_{str}$: $\sigma_{PS} = \sigma_{PV} + \sigma_{SV} - a(W_{ad} + W_{str})$. The coefficient $a$ accounts for the degree of particle/solid contact. In turn, the work of adhesion can be calculated from the Girifalco-Good relationship\textsuperscript{15}: $W_{ad} = 2\Phi \sqrt{\sigma_{PV} \cdot \sigma_{SV}}$. The coefficient $\Phi$ can have values between 0.24 (calculated based on data from ref. 16) and 1.15\textsuperscript{15}. Then, if $\sigma_{PV}$ and $\sigma_{SV}$ are known, $\sigma_{PS}$ can be calculated. For non-wetting metal-ceramic systems it is reasonable to assume that $a = 0$. The relevant interface energies as well as the sources used for the Al - ZrO$_2$ system are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy mJ/m$^2$</th>
<th>Al - ZrO$_2$</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Zn - ZrO$_2$</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{PV}$</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>17,18</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>17,18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{LV}$</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{SV}$</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>$\theta = 150^\circ$ 21</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>estimated*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{PL}$</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>$\theta =$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{PS}$</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>$a = 0$</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>$a = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1198</td>
<td>$a = 1, W_{str} = 0$</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>$a = 1, W_{str} = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \sigma_o$</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>poor contact</td>
<td>poor contact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-252</td>
<td>ideal contact</td>
<td>ideal contact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*from the ratio between solid surface energy and grain boundary energy
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From the calculation of $\Delta \sigma_o$ given in Table 1, it is apparent that when choosing the two limiting values for $a$, $\Delta \sigma_o$ may vary from negative to positive values. The negative value will be conducive to spontaneous engulfment, since the critical velocity becomes zero according to the SAS model. This is in direct contradiction to the experimental observations, where a clear PET was observed. Accordingly, the positive value is more reasonable. Nevertheless, the case must be made for poor contact between the engulfed zirconia particle and the surrounding aluminum matrix. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2, upon fracture, the zirconia particle is pulled out of the matrix leaving very limited particle-solid contact. Since the aluminum-zirconia contact angle measurements performed in our laboratory also showed poor contact, it is reasonable to conclude that $a$ should be nearer to zero than to one. Thus, in further calculations the values of $\Delta \sigma_o$ resulting from $a = 0$ were adopted.

**Selection of metal matrix-ceramic particle system** Based on the restrictions imposed by the model, the experimental system chosen consisted of spherical zirconia particles dispersed in a pure aluminum and a pure zinc matrix. Zirconia particle were selected because they do not react with aluminum up to temperatures of 900°C. Another issue pertaining to sample characterization is the ability to locate the particle position in the samples before and after directional solidification (DS). The non-destructive method used is X-ray Transmission Microscopy (XTM) for the Al-ZrO$_2$ samples. Post-experimental characterization is done by XTM and metallography. The samples to be used for directional solidification were prepared by melt processing and casting. Melting of the metal was done in a resistance furnace under high purity argon. Aluminum was degassed by argon purging. 2 to 3 vol% zirconia particles were added to the liquid and mechanically mixed. The molten composite was then poured into a graphite mold to produce cylindrical specimens of 9 mm diameter and 100 mm length. An example of an XTM picture of an aluminum-zirconia sample is provided in Fig. 3. This technique could not be used for the zinc samples because of the high density of zinc. The samples were directional solidified in a Bridgman-type furnace. The gradients as measured with the main heater temperature set at 800 °C and the trim heater temperature set at 850 °C were 100 K/cm. The experimental variables were the matrix metal and a single translation velocity of the furnace. For evaluation of the critical velocity the average solidification velocity was used rather than the furnace translation.

![](image1.png)

**Fig. 2** Scanning electron micrograph of a fracture surface from a directionally solidified aluminum - zirconia sample
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**Fig. 3** XTM picture of aluminum - zirconia sample before DS processing.
Post-Solidification characterization. A number of selected samples were examined by XTM. All samples were examined metallographically. The samples were ground layer by layer to map the volumetric particle location. As previously shown, particle distribution is affected by remelting. It was not possible to correlate the position of the particles in the samples after sample preparation with that after melting. Consequently, some criteria for interpretation of experimental results were established. These rules resulted in “clean” data for the evaluation of the PET.

Experimental results. Out of 28 experiments, 13 were considered “clean”, i.e., satisfying the rigid criteria, and were used for the evaluation of the PET. Some typical examples of particle distribution after DS are shown in Fig. 4. Note that on sample Al-14 two particles present in the DS region were not considered as engulfed because they were engulfed during the initial transient when the solidification velocity is not steady.

The results of the directional solidification experiments for the aluminum-zirconia system are summarized in Table 2. From these data it is obvious that a clear PET exists at a solidification velocity between 1.9 and 2.4 μm/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sol.Vel.[μm/s]</th>
<th>1.3</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>1.9</th>
<th>2.4</th>
<th>2.6</th>
<th>5.8</th>
<th>6.5</th>
<th>10.9</th>
<th>11.9</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>44.8</th>
<th>85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>Al-22</td>
<td>Al-27</td>
<td>Al-28</td>
<td>Al-14</td>
<td>Al-23</td>
<td>Al-21</td>
<td>Al-29</td>
<td>Al-30</td>
<td>Al-17</td>
<td>Al-18</td>
<td>Al-24</td>
<td>Al-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P: pushing, E: engulfment

Similar experiments were run on zinc-zirconia samples. The results of the directional solidification experiments for the zinc-zirconia system are summarized in Table 3. Again, a clear PET is seen at velocities between 1.9 and 2.9 μm/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sol.Vel. [μm/s]</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.9</th>
<th>2.9</th>
<th>7.3</th>
<th>13.6</th>
<th>19.4</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>Zn-2</td>
<td>Zn-8</td>
<td>Zn-9</td>
<td>Zn-6</td>
<td>Zn-5</td>
<td>Zn-7</td>
<td>Zn-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result*</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P: pushing, E: engulfment
Model validation. Since at the time this report was written, not all necessary data for calculation of the surface energy of the zinc-zirconia system were available, validation is limited to the aluminum-zirconia system. The data required for model validation are available in the literature except the ones for the interfacial energy difference. Using the models from Uhlman, Chalmers, Jackson\(^\text{10}\) (UCJ), Bolling and Cisse\(^\text{7}\) (BC), Chernov, Temkin, Mel'nikova\(^\text{5,6}\) (CTM), and Shangguan, Ahuja, Stefanescu\(^\text{8}\) (SAS), the calculated critical velocities are given in Table 4. Comparing the calculated values with the experimental results it is apparent that only the SAS model predicts a critical velocity which is in the right order of magnitude.

Table 4 Experimental and calculated critical velocities (\(\mu\text{m/s}\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle radius, (\mu\text{m})</th>
<th>Aluminum - ZrO(_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>4.6 (\times) 10(^\text{-5})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Summary

Interest in optical devices which can operate in the visible spectrum has motivated recent research interest in II-VI wide band gap materials. The recent challenge of semiconductor opto-electronics is the development of a laser at short visible wavelengths. With an energy gap of 2.7 eV at room temperature, ZnSe has been studied extensively as the primary candidate for blue light emitting diode for the applications of optical displays, high density recording, and military communications because of its efficiency in band-to-band transition. Adding another element to ZnSe to form the ternary compounds such as ZnSe_{1-x}Sx, ZnSe_{1-x}Te_x, and Zn_{1-x}Cd_xSe gives tunability to the energy
band gap so as to cover a wider range of the visible spectrum. In the past several years, major advances in the thin film technology such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) have demonstrated the important applications of these materials. While issues related to the compositional inhomogeneity and defect incorporation are still to be fully resolved, ZnSe bulk crystals and ZnSe-based heterostructures such as ZnSe/ZnSeS, ZnSe/ZnCdSe and ZnCdSe/ZnSeS have showed photopumped lasing capability in the blue-green region at a low threshold power and high temperature. At the same time, the development in the crystal growth of bulk materials has not advanced far enough to provide low price, high quality substrates needed for the thin film growth technology.

Crystallization from vapor has various advantages over melt growth. These advantages result mostly from (1) the lower processing temperature involved — the high melting temperatures of the wide band gap materials make the melt growth process very difficult to handle, (2) physical vapor transport (PVT) acts as a purification process because of the differences in the vapor pressures of the native elements and the impurities, and (3) most solid-vapor interfaces exhibit higher interfacial morphological stability during growth because of their low atomic roughness and, consequently, the pronounced growth rate anisotropy. The technique of vapor transport in closed ampoules is especially attractive for space investigation due to its experimental simplicity and minimal needs for complex process control.

Two reasons have been put forward to account for the better structural and electrical properties observed previously for crystals grown by vapor transport in low gravity. The first is weight-related reductions in crystal strain and defects which are caused by the weight of the crystals during processing at elevated temperatures and retained on cooling, particularly for materials with low yield strength. The second, and more general, reason is related to the reductions in density-gradient driven convection. Reductions in such convection in low gravity is expected to yield nearly diffusion-limited growth condition which results in more uniform growth rates (in the microscopic scale) and hence greater crystalline perfection and compositional homogeneity.
Compositional non-uniformity, microstructural crystal defects (e.g. dislocations, low-angle grain boundaries, twins and second phase precipitates), and deviation from stoichiometry (native point defects) can seriously limit state-of-the-art device performance and future device applications. The reduction of gravity-driven convective fluid flows in a low-gravity environment is expected to be advantageous in minimizing these compositional variations and structural defects. Density gradient driven convection may result from either thermal gradients, axial and radial, or from solutal gradient which can develop from many sources, including non-stoichiometric rejection of vapor at the crystal interface and unequal molecular weights for transport and residual impurity vapor species. By a judicious ampoule orientation with respect to gravity, these thermal and solutal gradients can be arranged to oppose one another. In this Earth-bound, but convectively stable case, bulk convection occurs when the solutal gradient exceeds both the thermal gradient and viscous resistance. Viscous resistance, in turn, depends on both material properties and ampoule aspect ratio. Hence even in this brief, and simplified, picture of vapor growth conditions, a number of gravity-related issues deserve detailed and quantitative investigation.

II. Objectives

The following are the objectives of the proposed investigation:

1. to determine the relative contributions of gravity-driven fluid flows to the incorporation of impurities and defects and the deviation from stoichiometry (native point defects) observed in the crystals grown by vapor transport as results of buoyancy-driven convection, irregular fluid-flows and growth interface fluctuations.

2. to evaluate the effects of gravity on vapor transport process and on growth kinetics of the solid-vapor interface by real time in-situ non-invasive monitoring technique and by examining the compositional distribution within the ternary compounds grown in the process.

3. to assess the relative amount of strain developed during processing at elevated
temperatures and retained on cooling caused by the weight of the crystals.

III. Experimental and Theoretical Analyses

The crystal growth experiment will utilize a novel vapor transport three-thermal-zone heater translating method. The investigation consists of an extensive ground-based study followed by flight experimentation and involves both experimental and theoretical work. The objectives of the ground-based work are to establish the characteristics of the crystals grown on Earth as a basis for subsequent comparative evaluations of the crystals grown in a low gravity environment and to obtain the experimental data and perform the analyses required to define the optimum parameters for the flight experiments. The deviation from stoichiometry of the starting materials, an important factor in determining the vapor transport rate, will be characterized by partial pressure measurements and the results will be used in the selection of the heat treatment methods of the starting materials. The thermodynamic properties of the ZnSe binary and the ternary systems, such as the chemical potentials of the elements, the Gibbs free energy of formation of the vapor phase and the characteristics of the ternary solid solutions will also be established by partial pressure measurements. Mass flux of the vapor transport process, a critical parameter in the optimization of the growth parameters, will be measured by an in-situ dynamic technique for these materials. The fundamentals of the current vapor transport theories will be evaluated by performing in-situ simultaneous measurements of the partial pressures of the individual vapor species and the transport rates in the transport ampoules. Unseeded and seeded growths of ZnSe and related ternary crystals will be performed by physical vapor transport in both horizontal and vertical (stabilized and destabilized) configurations to evaluate the effects of gravity-driven convection on the grown crystals. Crystal growth by chemical vapor transport will also be conducted as a complimentary study on the effects of total vapor pressure in the system on the fluid flows and, consequently, the grown crystals. For the first time, the in-situ partial pressure measurements will be performed during crystal growth process to establish the correlation between the vapor transport process and the properties of the crystals. A schematics of the thermal profile provided by the three heater zone furnace
and the initial ampoule positions for unseeded and seeded growth is given in Figure 1
where optical windows for the in-situ monitoring are also shown. The growth process
starts by translating the furnace to the right.

In the proposed investigation, various technique will be applied to characterize, mainly,
the crystalline structural properties as well as the electrical and optical properties of the
grown crystals. The studies on the structural defects, including impurities, voids,
precipitates, dislocations, slip bands, small angle grain boundaries, twins and
compositional variation in ternary compounds will be accomplished by various technique
such as Spectroscopy (atomic absorption (AA), spark source mass spectroscopy (SSMS)
and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)), X-ray diffraction (Laue reflection and
rocking curve), synchrotron radiation images of white X-ray beam (reflection and
transmission), Microscopy (optical, electron (SEM and TEM), and atomic force (AFM)),
sample polishing and etching and optical transmission. The electrical and optical
characterization will be performed by Hall measurements, optical transmission,
photoluminescence, and transient charge technique (TCT) for mobility and lifetime
measurements. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of material and samples preparation and
characterization plan.

Mathematical modeling, including one-dimensional diffusion limited theory of mass
transport, analytical study of three-dimensional axisymmetrical system and three-
dimensional numerical simulation of both mass transport and heat transfer, will be
developed to delineate the multi-species fluid flows in vapor transport systems.

Characterization and analysis of the samples will be done in MSFC, Fisk University,
State University of New York and University of Wisconsin. Mathematical modeling will
be developed to delineate the multi-species fluid flows in vapor transport systems by
USRA/MSFC Co-Investigators and will give guidance in the selection of optimized
growth parameters for the flight experiments and in the interpretation of the
characterization results of the crystal properties.
Figure 1. Schematics of thermal profile and initial ampoule positions for unseeded and seeded growth.

Figure 2. Flow chart of sample preparation and characterization plan.
1. Objectives of the Investigation

The objective of this study is to conduct the Earth-based research sufficient to successfully propose a flight experiment (1) to experimentally test the validity of the modeling predictions applicable to the magnetic damping of convective flows in conductive melts as this applies to the bulk growth of solid solution semiconducting materials in the reduced gravitational levels available in low Earth orbit and (2) to assess the effectiveness of steady magnetic fields in reducing the fluid flows occurring in these materials during space processing. To achieve the objectives of this investigation, we are carrying out a comprehensive program in the Bridgman and floating-zone configurations using the solid solution alloy system Ge-Si. This alloy system was chosen because it has been studied extensively in environments that have not simultaneously included both low gravity and an applied magnetic field. Also, all compositions have a high electrical conductivity, and the materials parameters permit high growth rates compared to many other commonly studied alloy semiconductors.

An important supporting investigation is determining the role, if any, that thermoelectromagnetic convection (TEMC) plays during growth of these materials in a magnetic field. Compositional anomalies observed by us in magnetic grown crystals may be caused by TEMC and, if so, would
have significant implications for the deployment of a Magnetic Damping Furnace in space. This effect may be especially important in solid solutions where the growth interface is, in general, neither isothermal nor isoconcentrational. It could be important in single melting point materials, also, if faceting takes place producing a non-isothermal interface.

2. Microgravity Relevance

During Bridgman or floating zone growth of semiconductors, generation of destabilizing temperature gradients in the melt is unavoidable, resulting in buoyancy-induced convective mixing of the liquid phase. On Earth this convective mixing is generally very intensive and interferes with segregation of melt constituents at the growth front. A floating zone is also subject to Marangoni or surface tension gradient driven convection which is gravity independent. Crystal growth in low Earth orbit provides the opportunity to reduce the buoyancy-induced convective intensity; and, in some cases, diffusion-controlled mass transfer during growth may be achieved if the residual acceleration direction and magnitude can be controlled. However, calculations\(^1\) and recent flight experiment results\(^2\) clearly indicate that simply reducing the steady-state acceleration to values achievable in low-Earth orbit will not provide diffusion controlled growth conditions for solid solution melts ~1 cm in diameter if accelerations transverse to the growth axis are not controlled. Magnetic damping of convection in electrically conductive melts can be used to provide a higher degree of control on convection in the melt. Magnetic damping effects both buoyancy-induced and Marangoni convection and may enable diffusion controlled growth without the control of the growth direction relative to the residual steady-state acceleration. Thus our understanding of convective influences on melt-growth processes can be further advanced, and our ability to interpret space experimental results may be significantly improved.

3. Approach and Procedures

Si, Ge, and Si-rich alloys have been grown in a monoellipsoid mirror furnace\(^3\) by the floating-zone technique and Ge and Ge-rich alloys have been grown by the vertically stabilized Bridgman technique in both a multi-zone tube furnace\(^4\) and the mirror furnace with the lamp used as the
heat source moved toward the center of the ellipse from the focus to provide a more uniform thermal profile than is used for float zone growth. Thus far, the sample diameters have all been in the range of 8 to 10 mm. All float-zone samples were single crystalline rods contained in sealed fused silica ampoules. Among the types of samples were those coated with a 5μm thick oxide layer for which the ampoule contained pure oxygen as well as uncoated samples in argon. A variety of dopants, dopant schemes, and magnetic fields ranging up to 5 T have been used. Interface demarcation in Ga-doped Ge samples by means of mechanical disturbance and current pulses has been carried out successfully in the tube furnace. Sample analysis has included Nomarski microscopy, four-point probe and spreading resistance measurements, and infrared transmission spectroscopy.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Floating Zone

Observations have generally been as expected but there have been some surprises, as well. The coring observed at lower fields has been observed at higher fields with the thickness of the surface layer continuing to reduce as the field is increased. In the initial millimeters of growth, striations are reduced by the higher fields as expected. However, in Sb- and As-doped samples, after growing striation free for several millimeters in fields of 1-4T striations suddenly appear. An example is shown in Figure 1. We are currently working to understand this phenomenon with TEMC being considered as one of the possible causes.

Figure 1. Nomarski photograph of Sb-doped Si FZ sample 3Sb33 grown at 1 T. Growth is from left to right.
4.2 Bridgman

4.2.1 Mirror furnace

Eight Ge samples and six Ge-rich alloy samples have been grown recently and are being analyzed. One Ge:Ga sample grown at zero field grew for about 27mm such that the solid was not in contact with the ampoule wall. There was an initial length of about 6mm and a final length of about 8mm that grew in normal contact with the wall. In between, the surface looks like a free surface except for a few widely separated narrow (~10μm wide) ridges that are presumed to have been in contact with the wall. The radius of the non-contact region is uniformly smaller that the ampoule inside diameter by 30μm. Possible reasons for this unusual, if not unique, behavior are being investigated. Observation of the samples during growth showed rapid motion of particles on the top, free surface of the samples and, in some cases, wave-like motion that could not be attributed to vibrations. These phenomena, which cannot be observed in the opaque tube furnace, occurred at fields up to 3 T.

4.2.2 Tube furnace

We have grown numerous Ge:Ga samples of 8 mm diameter with lengths of 7 to 12 cm in fields up to 5 T. One series of crystals showed good agreement with the numerical simulations carried out for the specific thermal conditions used; that is, fields higher than ~3T reveal an initial compositional transient followed by a plateau that closely resembles diffusion-controlled growth. In most instances, however, the compositional profile begins to vary after several centimeters of constant composition growth; the cause of the convection producing these variations is believed to be related to the applied thermal profile. We have now achieved axial composition profiles consistent with diffusion controlled growth to within 3 cm of the last-to-freeze end when no attempt is made to avoid thermal end effects. When a sliding graphite plug is placed on top of the melt and an additional length of Ge above that, as shown in Figure 2, the axial profile remains diffusion controlled much nearer to the end. An example of the latter is shown in Figure 3 where the carrier concentration has not been corrected for the geometry of the sample. Both mechanical and current pulsing have been used successfully to demarcate the growth interfaces in these samples. In addition to applying a magnetic field, we have used crucibles with a range of
conductance and used two types of thermal field. The first type of thermal field was the usual profile defined by two isothermal zones and an intermediate gradient region. The second type was an approximately constant thermal gradient over the entire melt. For one specific set of experiments using a two-zone thermal profile in which only the magnetic field was varied, the approach to a diffusion-controlled initial axial composition profile occurred at a field which agreed very well with numerical simulations. Nonetheless, to maintain a diffusion-controlled profile beyond the first 30% of sample length, it was necessary to use a constant thermal gradient. Under these conditions, crucibles with lower thermal conductance yielded flatter growth interfaces and generally approached diffusion-controlled growth more closely. In summary, the application of a large magnetic field has a pronounced effect, but it does not by itself ensure diffusion controlled growth.

Figure 2. Pyrolitic boron nitride (PBN) sample holder for current pulsing.

One Ge$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ Bridgman sample has been grown in a 5T field. A sudden increase in Si concentration after the sample had grown normally through 60% of its length may be another manifestation of TEMC.

5. Conclusions and Plans

The three growth schemes employed, floating zone and Bridgman growth in two configurations, have been shown to be complementary. Each one provides a part of the information that will be needed to understand more thoroughly the role of gravity in the solidification of solid solution semiconductor alloys. Work on doped Ge will be completed soon and attention turned to the Ge-
Si alloy system. Continued attention will be given to the contribution, if any, of TEMC in the growth process of these materials. For this reason among others, considerable effort will be made to measure selected thermo-physical properties of the alloys with compositions in the range of interest.

![Graph showing axial Ga distribution in a Ge:Ga sample grown at 8μm/s in a 5T field.](image)

**Figure 3. Axial Ga distribution in a Ge:Ga sample grown at 8μm/s in a 5T field.**

---

2 See papers in these proceedings by S.L. Lehoczky and co-workers and references therein.
Hypothesis and objective.

This report presents a research plan for a new MSAD investigation into particle formation at micellar structures, aimed at extending methodologies to the preparation of anisotropic inorganic particles. The major objective of the proposed program is to develop a fundamental understanding of the growth of anisotropic particles at organic templates, with emphasis on the chemical and structural aspects of layered organic assemblies that contribute to the formation of anisotropic inorganic particles. Target systems include both metal particles important to conductive pathways in microelectronics, such as Ag/Pd alloys and Pt, and II-IV semiconductors such as CdSe and CdS.

Materials with directional properties are opening new horizons in a variety of applications including chemistry, electronics, and optics. Structural, optical, and electrical properties can be greatly augmented by the fabrication of composite materials with anisotropic microstructures or with anisotropic particles uniformly dispersed in an isotropic matrix. Examples include structural composites, magnetic and optical recording media, photographic film, certain metal and ceramic alloys, and display technologies including flat panel displays. The new applications and the need for model particles in scientific investigations are rapidly outdistancing the ability to synthesize anisotropic particles with specific chemistries and narrowly distributed physical characteristics (e.g. size distribution, shape, and aspect ratio).

Anisotropic particles of many compositions have been produced but only a few (such as \(\gamma\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) and AgI) are produced with any degree of chemical and physical control.\(^{1-3}\) While we generally know what systems yield single crystal, anisotropic-shaped particles, we do not know how to
make powders of these crystals with the desired control of shape uniformity, aspect ratio and phase composition, and there is no systematic fundamental methodology for generating anisotropic particles that can be extended to other chemical compositions. Furthermore, using conventional synthetic routes, the reproducible synthesis of anisotropic particles with nanometer sizes in at least one dimension remains a profound challenge.

There are two ways that anisotropically shaped particles have been produced from solution. The first is crystallographically controlled growth, producing particle shapes dictated by the relative growth rate among the various habit planes. Growth rates are often controlled by the inclusion of adsorbates or "poisons" that selectively restrict the growth of certain faces. A second approach is to control nucleation and growth by the synthesis of materials in the presence of molecular templates (Figure 1). While this method has been successfully used to restrict the size of particles, there have been few attempts to control particle shape. The current project applies principles from both of these approaches to achieve particle shape control by employing amphiphilic molecules assembled into specific lyotropic micellular structures as templates for the formation of anisotropic inorganic particles. An important aspect of our approach is to include careful analysis of the chemical nature of the particle/template interface, as this interaction can play an equally important role in determining the shape and orientation. Our hypothesis is that uniform dispersions of anisotropic inorganic particles can be produced with templating methods if the chemical interaction between the organic template and the particle is carefully controlled.

Figure 1. Formation of inorganic solids at organic micellar structures. Top, reduction of Pr$^{2+}$ ions to form Pr$^0$ within reversed micelles. Bottom, an inorganic salt prepared within a bilayer structure. The bilayer can be assembled on a solid support by Langmuir-Blodgett methods, or in solution as a lamellar oil-water-surfactant phase.
As part of our studies, we will make extensive use of model membrane systems prepared by Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methods in order to efficiently survey possible template systems and establish the important chemical and geometric features of the templates that influence particle growth. It is planned to use what is learned on the model systems to develop larger-scale preparations of the targeted inorganic materials at bilayer structures formed from "oil-in-water" segregated phase systems. It is these systems that will eventually lead to high yield, monodisperse preparations. When going from the model systems toward larger scale solution preparations, the fundamental chemical and templating interactions will be in competition with effects caused by convection and in some cases sedimentation, and the limits of templating will be masked by gravity effects. A further objective of this project is to develop template/particle systems that are suitable for potential microgravity investigations probing the mechanism of templated particle growth.

Justification for Microgravity Experiments.

The advantages of a microgravity environment for studying crystallization, nucleation and growth processes are well-documented. In the present project, minimizing convective induced fluid shear and sedimentation in the microgravity environment should allow extended structure organic templates to form rather than fragments or "rafts" that result at normal Earth's gravity. Convection limits the size of uniform template domains and also creates a non-uniform size dispersion. These imperfections in the template structures make it difficult to assess the role that the chemical and geometric identities of the template play in controlling particle size and dispersion. Reducing convection will also minimize the agglomeration of particles that are produced.

Sedimentation is less of a problem than convection in the synthesis and processing of nanoscale particles or particles with nanometer scale in at least one dimension. Analysis demonstrates that the displacement due to gravity becomes less dominant as the particle size becomes smaller than about 0.25 \( \mu \text{m} \). In contrast, sedimentation will begin to mask template effects as particle sizes increase beyond several hundred nanometers. Convection is much more difficult to accommodate both theoretically and experimentally. Preliminary work indicates that bilayer domain sizes and, therefore, face dimensions of plate-like particles or rod length greater than about 0.11\( \mu \text{m} \) will be difficult to achieve. The masking imposed by convection on the degree of particle shape anisotropy that may be achieved has been confirmed in our preliminary experiments on Earth. Nonetheless, attempts to simulate near gravity-free conditions with an absence of convection will be attempted by performing the precipitation experiments in a cone and plate viscometer with high shear yet within the laminar flow regime. The head of such a viscometer is insulated thermally, but temperature gradients due to the heat of reaction for the precipitation reaction are expected to
generate conventional currents. The aim of the applied shear is to test whether the conventional currents can be counteracted by the applied shear.

Description of Experimental or Analytical Method.

The research plan addresses the basic chemical issues associated with forming inorganic particles within the restricted domains of anisotropic micelles including the roles that sedimentation and convection processes play in limiting the template and therefore the resulting particle size. The micellar templates are bilayer or cylindrical structures. The bilayer templates should limit particle growth in the interlayer dimension and promote growth in the direction within the plane resulting in plate-like particles, while cylindrical templates should permit rod-like particles. Given an ideal template where the geometric and chemical characteristics are optimized, particle growth is determined by diffusion within the confines of the template structure, and ultimately particle sizes in the growth dimension are limited by the template size.

The research approach combines investigation of single bilayer systems, prepared by LB methods, with the target higher-yield solution systems. Motivation for studying single-layer systems is two-fold. First, the chemical and structural properties of LB films are easily manipulated and characterized, allowing us to tailor the template system to the inorganic material being formed. Secondly, LB films on surfaces are less subject to the convective shear, sedimentation, and agglomeration normally experienced by particles synthesized in the bulk solution, and therefore can be used to simulate the hydrodynamic conditions that systems experience in the microgravity environment of space. The surface confined bilayers can be used to establish how particle growth is limited by chemical and geometric considerations in the absence of convection and sedimentation effects. The research plan is laid out in the form of individual tasks. The tasks include:

Task 1. Development of surfaces with functional groups with affinities toward specific inorganic species. Model organic templates will be prepared by LB techniques. Template variables include the chemical affinity of the functional groups for the inorganic species under investigation, template periodicity, and template rigidity. Each of these variables can be investigated systematically using LB model templates.

Task 2. Forming inorganic particles within deposited LB templates. Reactions to produce the inorganic particles from the pre-assembled ions within LB films will be performed. By forming the particles within the deposited films we can determine how the templates interact with the inorganic particle and observe orientation and shape selectivity. These observations will be used to design further template systems.
Task 3. Determination of the bilayer and rod-shaped regimes in the Pseudoternary phase diagram for the amphiphilic molecule-oil-water system. Assessment of the affinity for the specific cation (or anion) at tailored sites on the template, as determined in Task 1, will indicate the general classes of amphiphilic molecules that may be used. In the event that the pseudoternary phase diagram is not established in the literature on lyotropic liquid crystals, experiments will be performed to determine the nature of the structures in the microemulsion system as a function of composition.

Task 4. Experiments evaluating the deposition of inorganic materials. Deposition of the inorganic materials depends on a number of factors in addition to the structure of the microemulsion and the affinity of the precipitating cation and anion toward the polar head groups. The complex ionic equilibria of the aqueous solution will be calculated using suitable computer methods and the relevant relationships for the chemical reactions.

Task 5. Modelling. A number of computer programs are available to model both the chemistry and the templating in the amphiphilic systems. These programs will be used to help guide the choice of systems and to help explain experimental results.

Task 6. Develop systems suitable for potential microgravity experiments. As template/particle systems are developed, they will each be evaluated to determine if the factors that influence size and shape selectivity are masked by convection or sedimentation. These are the cases where microgravity experiments will help elucidate the mechanism of anisotropic particle growth and control. As suitable systems are identified, they will be refined to make them compatible with the restrictions of microgravity experimentation.
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INTRODUCTION

The undercooling, or supercooling (cooling of a liquid below its nominal melting point) and superheating (heating of a liquid above its nominal boiling point) phenomena are not just esoteric natural anomalies, their occurrence is quite common in many practical industrial applications involving alloy solidification and liquid distillation. A recently suggested application of undercooled liquids has been in the area of biochemical products storage, where low temperature could be achieved without the drastic changes brought about by crystallization (Mathias, 1991). Undercooled and superheated liquids are metastable because they are not thermodynamically at equilibrium, remaining in the liquid state because of a kinetic barrier to phase transformation. Although, the extent of the metastable liquid range is often greater than that of the normally considered stable phase, it is much less accessible because the phase with lower free energy is thermodynamically favored (solid phase in the undercooled liquid phase). Classical nucleation theory is generally successful at explaining the ability to undercool and to superheat liquids, and it predicts the limits of the metastable liquid phase in ideal situations. These homogeneous nucleation limits have been verified only for very few specific cases under considerably constrained experimental conditions involving very small ultra-pure samples or at perhaps ultra-high temperature. In practice, however, excursions into the metastable liquid state is usually very restricted for most substances and for realistic manufacturing process parameter ranges. The problem of understanding some of the determining factors associated with the premature nucleation of the solid phase in the case of an undercooled liquid is the subject matter of this proposed research. In particular, we shall endeavor to rigorously demonstrate the viability of the concept of dynamic nucleation (Chalmers, 1982) in undercooled liquids subjected to isotropic pressure excursions. In addition, we also propose to develop a novel experimental method to measure two physical parameters.
very relevant to the nucleation process, the *viscosity and surface tension of deeply undercooled, highly viscous liquids*. Such a capability is not currently available.

We believe that experimental conditions in microgravity make it feasible to control both the supercooled droplet and the enclosed single microscopic bubble, and they allow accurate measurements by implementing a droplet rotation technique which was developed and validated during a previous microgravity investigation. Gravity significantly affects the three principal elements of the advocated experimental approaches: (1) The controlled bubble dynamics are perturbed by the large density mismatch between the gas bubble and the undercooled droplet and by the high intensity acoustic field; (2) The free rotating drop bifurcation transition and the shape relaxation dynamics of quiescent deformed drops are both strongly modified by large levitation fields required in 1 G; (3) "Dynamic" nucleating effects could reduce the undercooling potential of freely suspended melts; such evidence has been obtained in previous ground-based experiments.

1.0 DYNAMIC NUCLEATION OF DEEPLY UNDERCOOLED LIQUIDS

1.1 SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND

Circumstantial evidence for "dynamically induced nucleation" exists in the form of numerous experimental observations of the sudden onset of solidification coinciding with the imposition of a mechanical disturbance of significant amplitude. Ultrasonic irradiation of undercooled and solidifying melts has been used for many years for the purpose of grain refining. Although these artificially-induced disturbances are generally associated with both fluid flows and pressure waves, it is generally viewed as improbable that the spatial or temporal scales of the liquid flow fields would extend down to the levels of molecular or atomic aggregates relevant to nucleation dynamics. Analytical studies have also concluded that the large pressure fluctuations accompanying acoustic cavitation can potentially induce phase transition in an undercooled liquid. During a cavitation event, vapor or gas bubbles are generated in the acoustically irradiated liquid because the associated negative pressure excursions exceed its tensile strength. The large amplitude volume oscillations of the bubbles thus generated also drive large positive pressure excursions during the violent bubble collapse phase.

We propose to investigate the phenomenon of acoustic pressure-induced nucleation by using a novel approach involving the large amplitude resonant radial oscillations and collapse of a
single bubble intentionally injected in a droplet of undercooled liquid. Using a combination of previously developed and proven techniques (Trinh and Apfel, 19805, Gaitan et al., 19926), the fluid particles will be suspended in a fluid host by an ultrasonic field which will supply both the levitation capability as well as the forcing of the bubble radial oscillations. The highly nonlinear behavior of a gas bubble in a liquid and under acoustic forcing, has been investigated for many years, and leads to such phenomena as the fascinating single bubble sonoluminescence which involves periodic bubble growth and collapse (Crum, 19947, Putterman, 19958). We plan to observe the effects of the increase in pressure (due to bubble collapse) in a region no larger than 100 μm within the undercooled melt to rigorously prove the hypothesis of pressure-induced nucleation of the solid phase. For a non-collapsing bubble (i.e. for lower amplitude bubble radial oscillations), the effects of micro-streaming generated in the liquid by the steady-state bubble radial oscillations on the achievable level of undercooling will also be examined. The use of single bubbles operating in narrow temporal and spatial scales will allow the direct and unambiguous correlation between the origin and location of the generation of the disturbance and the location and timing of the nucleation event.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND PLAN

Because we want to probe for the effects of these perturbations within a range of intensity, we also want to control the initial level of undercooling. The deepest undercooling would be achieved by using a single levitated undercooled millimeter-size droplet containing a bubble. For more modest undercooling, however, one can use specially designed small containers (Trinh and Apfel, 19789) to hold the liquid and the bubble would be trapped within it by an ultrasonic standing wave. We shall therefore divide the experimental tasks into two parts: the first will deal with the study of dynamic nucleation of undercooled liquids contained in small acoustically resonant cells, and the second will involve the levitation and ultrasonic probing of undercooled droplets containing a bubble. The latter configuration is of course the best suited for the microgravity environment because it allows the centering of the bubble within the undercooled droplet and the pressure antinodes of the sound field.

The specific objectives are listed below.

Dynamic nucleation in undercooled liquids contained in cells.
A single bubble will be trapped by an ultrasonic standing wave in a cell filled with a transparent and outgassed high purity liquid (water, succinonitrile, O-Terphenyl,...) which
will be undercooled to predetermined level. A series of undercooling runs will be carried out to determine a distribution of experimentally observed nucleation temperature using the cell without the bubble but with the ultrasonic standing wave activated at power levels below any cavitation threshold. The same set of undercooling runs will be performed with a trapped bubble. The dynamic state of the bubble will be monitored using previously developed Mie scattering methods. Appropriate acoustic parameters will then be determined in order to drive the bubble into radial oscillations of increasing amplitude while monitoring its motion as well as the radiated sound field using shadowgraphic methods and Mach Zehnder interferometry. These experiments will be repeated for several pre-determined undercooling levels. A correlation between the bubble oscillation amplitude and onset of nucleation with undercooling as a parameter will be sought.

. Dynamic nucleation in levitated undercooled droplets.
In this case a single liquid drop will be levitated in an immiscible host, and a bubble will be injected into the drop. The same experiments as described above will be carried out for various levels of drop undercooling. The bubble dynamics monitoring optical diagnostics will be modified to accommodate a non-ideal geometry including the curvature of the droplet.

. Parametric study of the nucleation process.
Experimental parameters will be varied in order to document their impact of the nucleation onset. Effects of the purity and the viscosity of the undercooled liquid will be studied in order to delineate the parameter region where cavitation-induced nucleation remains effective. Detailed analysis of the timing of the nucleation event with respect to the bubble radial oscillations will be examined in detail, and the recording of the location of the nucleation event will be attempted.

2.0 MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TENSION AND VISCOSITY

2.1 BACKGROUND

There has been a renewal of interest in the viscosity of liquids, especially at temperatures below the melting point, and in connection with glass formability (Bettezzati and Greer, 198910; Miani and Matteazzi, 199211; Egry et al., 199312; Wachtter and Sommer, 199013; Taborek et al., 198614). A glass is formed from a liquid if nucleation of a crystal is avoided by rapid cooling. The glass is a metastable phase and its true identity (whether or
not it is thermodynamically independent from the liquid phase) is still a subject of debate. Since the identity is not directly related to the topic of present interest, we take the stand that the glass is the frozen liquid that has lost excess configurational entropy. Glass has been formed in most metallic liquids including pure elements (Kim et al., 198915). The degree of glass formability is expressed by the critical cooling rate for glass formation or the temperature ratio, $T_g/T_m$, where $T_g$ is the calorimetrically measured glass transition temperature and $T_m$ is the melting point (or liquidus temperature or the congruent melting point for alloys). The glass formability widely varies depending on elements (fcc metals are the worst glass formers) and compositions (eutectic alloys are easy glass formers). Viscosity plays an important role in the classical nucleation theory used to construct the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) curves for determining the critical cooling rate. Apart from the specific application of viscosity to determine the glass formability, the way in which the viscosity of an undercooled liquid changes as the temperature falls toward $T_g$ provides useful information about the mechanism of atomic mobility in undercooled liquids.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND PLAN

Currently used non-invasive methods of surface tension measurement for the case of undercooled liquids generally rely on the quantitative determination of the resonance frequencies of drop shape oscillations, of the dynamics of surface capillary waves, or of the velocity of streaming flows [16-17]. These methods become quickly ineffective when the liquid viscosity rises to a significant value. An alternate and accurate method which would be applicable to liquids of significant viscosity is therefore needed. We plan to develop such a capability by measuring the equilibrium shape of levitated undercooled melt droplets as they undergo solid-body rotation. The experimental measurement of the characteristic point of transition (bifurcation point) between axisymmetric and two-lobed shapes will be used to calculate the surface tension of the liquid. Such an approach has already been validated through the experimental verification of numerical modeling results [18]. The experimental approach will involve levitation, melting, and solidification of undercooled droplets using a hybrid ultrasonic-electrostatic technique in both a gaseous as well as a vacuum environment.

A shape relaxation method will be investigated in order to derive a reliable method to measure the viscosity of undercooled melts. The analysis of the monotonic relaxation to equilibrium shape of a drastically deformed and super-critically damped free drop has been used to derive interfacial tension [19] of immiscible liquid combinations where one of the
component has high viscosity. A standard approach uses the initial elongation of a droplet through shear flows, but an equivalent method could involve the initial deformation of a drop levitated in a gas by ultrasonic radiation pressure, electric stresses, or even solid body rotation. The dynamic behavior of the free drop relaxing back to equilibrium shape has already been modeled, and its characteristic time dependence will provide a quantitative means to evaluate the liquid viscosity.
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Introduction

This investigation focuses on the key scientific concepts that govern the selection of cellular patterns in directional solidification of alloys. Critical scientific concepts in the selection of interface patterns will be addressed first, and then the ground-based experimental studies in metallic and organic systems will be presented. It will be shown that the experimental conditions under which stable cellular structure form are precisely the ones where convection effects are dominant, so that microgravity environments are required for the comparison of experimental results with the theoretical predictions based on diffusive growth.

Pattern formation is important in many disciplines of science. Since the growth conditions in directional solidification can be precisely controlled and measured, it provides a powerful technique to study the principles that govern the formation of ordered, disordered or chaotic patterns. Furthermore, the formation of a cellular or dendritic structure is accompanied by microsegregation of solute which can generate stresses or lead to the formation of a new stable or metastable phase in intercellular region that can significantly alter the properties of the alloy. Thus the reliability of products made by solidification techniques such as casting and welding largely depends upon our ability to control solute segregation patterns so as to minimize stresses or to avoid the formation of undesirable phases in the intercellular region.

Cellular structures form when the velocity is increased beyond the threshold of planar interface stability. In the cellular structure, different cells in an array are strongly coupled so that the cellular pattern evolution is controlled by complex interactions between thermal diffusion, solute diffusion and capillarity effects. These interactions give infinity of solutions, and the selection criterion then quantitatively narrows the actual range of solutions.
When a planar interface becomes unstable and forms a cellular structure, the linear stability analysis predicts a wide range of possible wavelengths at a given velocity. Experimental studies, on the other hand, show a very narrow band of spacing so that nonlinear effects play a crucial role in the selection of cellular spacings, Fig. 1. The precise interaction of the stabilizing effects of thermal gradient and capillarity, and the destabilizing effects of solute gradient is complex, and theoretical models show this balance to be given by a selection criterion that has the general form\[^\text{1}\]: \( mG_c - G = \Gamma (\sigma R^2) \), where \( G_c \) is the solute gradient in the liquid at the cell tip, \( G \) the temperature gradient, \( \Gamma \) the capillarity constant, \( R \) the cell tip radius, and \( \sigma^* \) is the stability parameter whose precise nature for cellular structure is not yet established.

For cellular structures, the above selection criterion is complex since the shape of the interface is strongly influenced by the interactions between the neighboring cells. Thus, both the thermal and the solute field interactions must be considered simultaneously, along with the capillarity effect, to obtain the stable steady-state shape of the interface which then controls the concentration gradient at the cell tip. Cellular structures in metallic systems grow mainly in the heat flow direction so that the precise role of anisotropy on the selection parameter, \( \sigma^* \), needs to be evaluated. Numerical calculations on the evolution of cellular structures\[^\text{3}\] show that anisotropy plays a crucial role in the selection of the shape of cells\[^\text{4}\] and the spacing of cells\[^\text{3}\].

**Fig. 1.** The possible wavelengths of a planar unstable interface according to the linear stability analysis\[^\text{2}\]. Only a narrow band of wavelengths are selected in the nonlinear regime, as observed by the experimental study.
Experimental studies, Fig. 2, and theoretical predictions for cellular spacing show that a finite range of spacing can exist under given experimental conditions\(^{[5]}\). Thus, the scaling law between the spacing and the velocity can only be quantitatively established for minimum (or maximum) stable spacing. This physics of selection criterion for different velocities should also be able to predict the range of spacing that occur under a given velocity condition. The scientific goal is to establish the general pattern selection criterion for cellular structures that can encompass all the crucial features of cellular microstructures, including all relevant length scales and a microsegregation pattern. By examining the cellular and dendritic growth near the cell-dendrite transition, we shall also establish the physics that leads to the cell to dendrite transition.

Fig. 2. The selection of a band of spacing, characterized in thin samples (150\(\mu\)m thick) of succinonitrile-acetone\(^{[5]}\).

Ground-based studies/Need for Microgravity

Significant ground based experiments in the cellular regime have been carried out in several metallic systems, and it has been well-established that the conditions under which cellular microstructure is stable are precisely the ones where convection effects are significant. Consequently, significant departures of experimental results from the theoretical predictions have been observed in experiments carried out under 1g. The following convection effects have been found to be dominant in the cellular regime. (1) The solute is heavier than the solvent, so that the macroscopic interface becomes curved and exhibits a “steepling effect”, which prevents the analysis of the cellular pattern formation \(^{[6]}\). (2) the three-dimensional arrangement of cells shows a
significant disorder\cite{7}. (3) The cell tip radius in the cellular region deviates significantly from the results predicted by the theoretical model\cite{8} for bulk metallic samples, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, convection effects in bulk samples do not allow one to examine the cell shape and cell tip radius/spacing selection criterion precisely.

In experimental studies in thin samples, where convection effects are not significant, the presence of curvature along the thickness significantly influences the shape of the interface and thus the spacing and the amplitude of cells. Also, the steady-state cell far from the tip is truncated as the cells reach the wall surfaces. Since the cell shape away from the tip plays a crucial role for cellular structures, the precise steady-state conditions for a cellular structure can not be achieved in thin samples. Furthermore, two-dimensional growth does not give any information on the spatial distribution of cells which is very important in characterizing microsegregation patterns. Consequently, a three dimensional cellular growth needs to be examined quantitatively under the condition of diffusive growth to obtain benchmark data which can be accurately compared with the diffusive model to obtain the precise physics of the cellular shape selection criterion.

Figure 4 shows macrosegregation profiles in two samples in which a cellular structure is obtained at a lower velocity, i.e. 2 $\mu$m/s, and a dendritic structure is obtained at a higher velocity, i.e. 20 $\mu$m/s. No significant macrosegregation for dendritic growth is seen, whereas a large macrosegregation is observed for cellular structures\cite{11}. Since the velocities differ by an order of magnitude, the characteristic length also differs by an order of magnitude so that the Rayleigh
number differs by three orders of magnitude. Consequently, to obtain no macrosegregation at a lower velocity, in the cellular regime, one would require the Rayleigh number to decrease by three orders of magnitude which can be achieved through microgravity experiments at g levels of $10^{-3}$. A detailed numerical calculations are now being carried out to characterize the effect of g on convection in the Al-Cu system.

Proposed Microgravity Experiments:

Microgravity experiments are planned in the HGFQ furnace that will be used in the Space Station Furnace Facility. Directional solidification will be carried out in Al-4 wt % Cu alloys under a temperature gradient of 100 K/cm. The alloys will be directionally solidified at different velocities that encompass the entire range of deep cells and the onset of dendrites. Aluminum nitride ampoules will be used to contain the sample, and the temperature profiles will be characterized by several thermocouples placed just outside the ampoule and inside the ampoule. The sample will be quenched when the solidification front just passes the inside thermocouple. From the knowledge of the thermal profile and the distance between the thermocouple tip and the cell tip, the temperature of the cell tip will be determined. For each sample, several key parameters will be measured: (i) Cell spacing and spacing distribution in three-dimensions, (ii) cell tip radius, (iii) cell amplitude, (iv) cell shape (v) microsegregation patterns, and (vi) cell tip temperature. The quantitative examination will be carried out by studying the three dimensional microstructure of each sample through successive polishing by using a microtome polishing unit that will give a series of sections at about 1-2 μm interval. Each section will be photographed and the pictures will then be digitized and a three-dimensional structure will be recreated by using an appropriate software program. Besides
the optical micrographs, each section of the sample will also be analyzed for microsegregation by using a microprobe equipment. The benchmark data obtained in this study will then be compared with rigorous theoretical models to establish the cellular pattern selection criterion.

Further studies

Ground-based studies will be carried out in very thin samples to evaluate how the microstructure characteristic alter as the size of the sample, and the convection effect, is reduced. Several tube diameters, ranging from 0.2 to 5 mm will be used for this study. Experiments will also be carried out at the Marshall Space Flight Center in the duplicate of the HFGQ furnace using an appropriate ampoule material and ampoule design.

Theoretical studies are being initiated to quantitatively evaluate the following: (i) Finite element method to examine the effect of g on convection in the liquid. (ii) Finite element method to characterize steady-state shape, tip radius, amplitude, spacing and tip temperature of cells. Also, microsegregation patterns will be evaluated for steady-state cells, and the role of anisotropy on tip shape will be determined. A cellular selection criterion will then be established. (iii) A phase field method will be used to characterize the evolution of cellular pattern in the nonlinear regime, and to obtain an independent check on the cellular shape selection criterion.
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Objectives:

1. Advance the understanding of microgravity effects on crystal growth.
2. Observe and measure transport parameters in microgravity that are important in materials processing in space.
3. Develop a space flight apparatus and experiment that exploits the "virtual space chamber concept".

Virtual Space Flight Chamber Concept:

Certain space flight experiments can be recorded in holograms in such a manner that having the holograms on earth is optically equivalent to being back in space with unlimited time to view the experiment. Properly exploited, this concept can save a significant amount of experiment time in space by effectively bringing the experiment optically back to earth.

Approach:

Exploit existing holograms recorded during the IML-1 space flight.

1. Use existing data extraction/reduction capability.
2. Extract additional data for g-jitter, transport properties, and particle interaction.
3. Use IML-1 experience to produce design data for new chamber.
4. Develop simplified, holographically-instrumented crystal growth chamber for potential GAS can or flight deck locker experiment with potential crystal candidates of proteins, LAP, KDP, and LiIO3.

Work Plan

Tasks

1. Produce an inventory and prioritize the value of data relevant to materials processing in space that potentially exists in the IML-1 holograms.
2. Extract additional supporting data for measurements, conclusions, and unanswered questions that have already resulted from the IML-1 holograms.
   a. More complete data in z-axis.
   b. Regions not previously explored.
   c. Views not previously explored.
   d. Secondary holocamera views.

3. Examine additional data types from IML-1 holograms not already considered.
   a. Three-dimensional convection map as a function of time and event parameters.
   b. Individual particles with large separation distance from other particles that are out of the range of influence.
   c. Ensembles of particles close to one another, but isolated from other particles within a range of interactive influence.
   d. Particles in clusters containing all three sizes.
   e. Particle doublets that can be used for rotation and vorticity measurement.
   f. Particles near walls exhibiting wall influence.
   g. Particles exhibiting unusual motion.

4. Analyze and interpret IML-1 data.
   a. Support existing measurements and conclusions.
   b. Correlate convection to temperature gradients, concentration gradients, and shuttle attitude.
   c. Refine fluid models to incorporate observed phenomena.
   d. Explain unexpected, long-term persistence of convection.
   e. Resolve other previously unanswered questions.
   f. Provide new understanding of convection in the space shuttle environment in materials processing experiments.

5. Produce a preliminary experiment design which consists of:
   a. Acceleration measurements.
   b. Microgravity measurements (residual gravity / g-jitter).
   d. Crystal growth monitoring.
   e. Particle movement with force field.
   f. Preliminary selection of crystal, fluid, and particle type/size.

6. Produce a preliminary instrument design.
   a. Select chamber type and size.
   b. Holocamera.
   c. Crystal growth hardware.
   d. Incorporate existing particle tracking data reduction system into the proposed requirement.
   e. Select individual components.
   f. Optimize the cell for crystal-growth-in-space research.
g. Design the cell mounting and temperature control system.
h. Select the control computer.

7. Model the proposed instrument.
   a. Reduce the equations of motion to the applicable set.
   b. Conduct computer experiments to optimize component choice.
   c. Determine anticipated instrument requirements.
   d. Specify instrument design parameters.
   e. Perform and apply a full error analysis accounting for all relevant variables.
   f. Incorporate results of the error analysis into the design.

8. Breadboard and test the instrument.
   a. Assemble the optical breadboard to provide a test bed for instrumentation development.
   b. Test for spatial resolution.
   c. Confirm optimum component selection.
   d. Select and use high viscous liquid to simulate microgravity effects.
   e. Introduce chosen crystal and particles.
   f. Test data reduction procedures.
   g. Produce final design information.

9. Perform ground crystal growth demonstration.
   a. Record holograms of crystal growth incorporating particles with g-jitter simulation.
   b. Characterize and evaluate the system capability.
   c. Identify critical issues and problems in using the instrument concept’s space shuttle experiments.

10. Design a flight package:
    a. Housings.
    b. Controls.
    c. Diagnostics.

11. Produce final report and recommendations.

_Theoretical analysis_

Much of the supporting, theoretical analysis was produced during past analysis of the IML-1 data, although not all of the analysis was applied to the data. Since our interests in this investigation are much broader, a much broader theoretical analysis is required. The theory will be expanded to cover the additional areas of interest and refined to cover the following phenomena:

   a. G-jitter (partially completed in IML-1).
   b. Residual g. (completed in IML-1).
   c. Convection caused by maneuvers.
   e. Convection at extremely low Reynolds numbers.
f. The persistence of convection in microgravity.
g. The interaction of particles in two phase flow at low Reynolds numbers.
h. Influence of walls on convection.
i. Temperature and concentration effects on convection in microgravity.
j. Residual g effects on convection.
k. Space shuttle attitude effects on particle motion and convection.

**Flight Experiment Design**

The proposed four year program would be a ground based effort. One of the primary objectives of this work, however, would be the design of a cost efficient flight experiment that would: 1) allow investigation of the microgravity environment and its effect on fluid convection and transport phenomena, and 2) allow for better monitoring of crystal growth experiments than that produced by existing flight systems. This section describes our approach to this design.

Since convection and the resulting gradients play such an important role in the crystal growth process, and since they cannot be removed entirely, even in space, they must be measured to understand their importance. Optical diagnostics to record experimental conditions play a critical role since the entire experiment in space must be conducted by astronauts with severely limited time and contact with scientists on earth. Measuring extremely low levels of convection and low values of acceleration requires a highly sensitive method. Holographic particle image displacement velocimetry is chosen as a principal tool for the experiment to maximize data collection, minimize recording time, and transfer the time consuming part of the experiment back to an earth laboratory.

A small, windowed chamber will contain a crystal growing from solution especially selected for spaceflight. The particles will include several sizes and weights, chosen in such a manner that different weights will be identifiable in the data. A holographic time history will be produced of the particle distribution and the crystal profile, allowing particles to be precisely tracked in three dimensions in time and allowing the crystal growth rate to be monitored as described below.

The following hardware and experimental design approach will be implemented:

1. The instrument will be fully automated. The only crew involvement will be in deploying the instruments, turning them on, and changing film. This approach will result in considerable cost savings and ease of inclusion in a spaceflight.
2. More measurement time will be available to take advantage of the microgravity environment. Particle motion is extremely slow so more experiment time will provide proportionally greater accuracy.
3. A wide range of particle sizes, shapes, and masses with size coding of the mass will provide significantly superior data to any data of this type collected before.
4. Higher resolution will be designed into the holocamera to improve system accuracy and to extend the capability to monitor crystal growth as well as to make the system usable in shorter time experiments such as in the KC135.
5. Orthogonal views will provide accurate, three-dimensional velocity vectors and crystal profile views.

Figure 1 illustrates the instrument concept, which is based upon simplicity and reliability. A laser diode will produce diverging light that illuminates one or more chambers after collimation. As the light passes through the chamber, it will pick up particle and crystal profile information and in-line holograms will be recorded on 35 mm film. In our previous work, we have shown that the edge of a particle or object, such as a crystal, can be located with an accuracy of better than 2 micrometers. This will be over an order-of-magnitude improvement above our work in the IML-1 spaceflight. This ability will allow the particle position to be precisely tracked, thus permitting the detection of very small motions.

Fast growing crystals can be expected to grow as much as one micron per second (e.g. KDP) so that growth rate can be monitored in the holograms at a meaningful rate. The purpose of the measurement is not necessarily to produce a high quality crystal, but more to determine how the crystal grows in microgravity. Therefore, choice of a suitable material must be made accordingly. Whether the crystal is to be sting mounted or free floating has not yet been determined. Finally, whether the crystal is to be released into the solution after arriving in orbit or whether it can remain in the solution at all times will be answered during the second year.

Figure 1. In-line holographic camera test cell.

Since particles of density greater than the fluid accelerate in the direction of g and particles of density lower than the fluid accelerate opposite to g they can be selected so that, under constant microgravity, they move at terminal velocities in opposite directions, thus enhancing the measurement of g and identifying the direction of the residual gravity. This will allow residual gravity to be measured with greater accuracy than is currently possible. Different types of fluid, particle sizes, and masses will be selected to improve dynamic range and accuracy.

Since the system is compact, two or more cells can be operated in a shoebox-sized container. Figure 2 illustrates a flight system concept. By employing more than one cell, crystals can be released into the solutions at different times or, alternatively, different types of materials can be grown at the same time, comparing the influences of microgravity on two types of material.
In other configurations to be explored, multiple chambers can be used to separate particles and fluids. Since the holographic recording preserves the 3-D information, the same hologram can contain information from different chambers in a separable form. All of these optional configurations will be examined for advantages. The prime candidates will be tested in the laboratory breadboard before a final selection is made.

![Figure 2. Flight system.](image-url)
Objective

Researchers are developing the technology of "Ballistic Particle Manufacturing" (BPM) in which individual drops are precisely layered onto a substrate, and the drops are deposited so as to prevent splattering. These individual drops will ultimately be combined to form a net-shape, three-dimensional object. Our understanding of controlled drop deposition as applied to BPM is far from complete. Process parameters include the size and temperature of the liquid metal drop, its impact velocity and trajectory, and the condition and temperature of the substrate. Quantitative knowledge of the fluid mechanics and heat transfer of drop deposition and solidification are necessary to fully optimize the manufacturing process and to control the material microstructure of the final part. The object of this study is to examine the dynamics of liquid metal drops as they impinge upon a solid surface and solidify under conditions consistent with BPM (i.e., conditions which produce non-splatting drops). A program of both numerical simulations and experiments will be conducted. Questions this study will address include the following:

• How do the deformation and solidification of the drop depend on the properties of the fluid drop and the solid substrate?
• How does the presence of previously deposited drops affect the impingement and solidification process? How does the impingement of the new drop affect already deposited material?
• How does the cooling rate and solidification of the drops influence the material microstructure?

Numerical Examination of Drop Deposition and Solidification

We use a unified approach to deal with fluid flow, heat transfer, and phase change during complex solidification processes. A single set of equations governing the conservation of mass, energy, and momentum are written for all phases involved and the phase boundary is treated as an imbedded interface by adding the appropriate source terms to the conservation laws. These source terms are in the form of delta functions localized at the interface and are selected in such a way to satisfy the correct matching conditions at the phase boundary. The resulting "one-field" Navier-Stokes equations are [1]:

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{u}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \bar{u} \bar{u}) = -\nabla p + \bar{j} + \nabla \cdot \mu (\nabla \bar{u} + (\nabla \bar{u})^T) + \int_{\Gamma_f} \bar{F}_f \delta(x - \bar{x}_f) da
\]

Here, \( \bar{u} \) is the velocity vector, \( p \) the pressure, and \( \rho \) and \( \mu \) are the discontinuous density and viscosity fields, respectively. \( \bar{j} \) is a body force that can be used to initiate the motion. The surface forces, \( \bar{F}_f \), act only on the interface between the different fluids and appears in the current formulation multiplied by a three-dimensional delta function, \( \delta \). The integral is over the entire front. It is important to note that this equation contain no approximations beyond those in the usual Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, it contains implicitly the proper stress conditions for the
fluid interface. The momentum equation is supplemented by an equation of mass conservation. For incompressible flows this leads to an elliptic equation for the pressure. To advect the material properties, and to evaluate the surface tension term in the momentum equation, we track the interface between the different phases explicitly by using a moving grid of lower dimension than what we use for the conservation equations. This grid is usually referred to as a front. The one-field formulation used here is common to other techniques for multifluid flows such as the VOF (Volume of Fluid) and level set methods. In these methods, however, the phase boundary is not tracked explicitly, but reconstructed from a marker function. Explicitly tracking the interface avoids the difficulty of advecting such marker function and allows accurate evaluation of surface forces. This formulations has been used to examine the dynamics of fluid drops and bubbles in the following work: [2, 3, 4, 5].

The approach taken for the fluid flow, works also for heat flow and phase changes. In Juric and Tryggvason [6] we developed a method to simulate phase changes in a pure material in the absence of any fluid motion. With these assumptions we have only to solve one heat conduction equation:

\[
\frac{\partial pcT}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot k \nabla T + \int q \delta(\vec{x} - \vec{x}_f) da
\]

where \(q\) is adjusted in such a way that the temperature of the interface is given by the Gibbs-Tompson conditions

\[
T_F = T_M \left(1 - \frac{\sigma \kappa}{L}\right)
\]

Here, \(T_M\) is the melt temperature, \(T_F\) is the temperature at the front, \(\kappa\) is the conductivity, and \(L\) is the volumetric latent heat. Additional terms can be added to the right hand side to account for variability in surface tension as well as anisotropy. We have compared the method with exact solutions for stable solidification and found excellent agreement, even with relatively coarse resolution. The same approach can also be used for the solidification of binary alloys where the solidification temperature depends on the composition of the melt. In this case we also need to solve an equation for the solute concentration [7, 8]. For real multiphase flows, the fluid code and the phase change have to be combined. This introduces additional complications, such as a volume source at the phase boundary, that can be dealt with in several ways.

Numerical Results

The method described above has been used to simulate the pure and binary solidification of non-flowing systems [9]. These simulations have captured interfacial instabilities during solidification and the growth of dendritic structures. Although predicting the microstructure formation during solidification is a problem of immense importance and complexity (and we have only addressed relatively simple aspect so far), it is one aspect of predicting the solidification of a realistic system. Often, the range of scales between the size of the microstructures and the dimensions of the system we need to predict are very large and resolving the formation of every microstructure is completely impractical. In those cases it is necessary to make some assumptions about what happens at the small scale level in order to be able to resolve the large scale features of the system. How the collective behavior of small scale features is manifested at larger scales is, of course, a central problem in the modeling of physical system and is far from a solved problem. In fluid/solidification simulations some success has been achieved by allowing for a "mushy zone" at the boundary between a fluid and a solid which represents a partially solidified region consisting of fluid and microstructures such as dendrites. We have simulated drops colliding with cold walls with an even simpler model where we simply assume that a melt solidifies if its temperature falls below the solidification temperature. Although simple, this model captures at least some aspects of the interaction of fluid flow and solidification. Figure 1 shows the collision and solidification of two drops at three times. In the first frame the first drop has already collided with the wall and is
partially solidified. In the second frame the first drop is completely solid but the second drop is still fluid. In the third frame both drops have solidified. In this simulation the drop Weber number is high so the drops deform greatly and the drop thermal conductivity is low so the drops have time to deform before they solidify. In figure 2, however, where we show two drops after they have solidified the conductivity is high and Weber number low, thus resulting in much less deformations. In these simulations we solve for the motion of both the fluid in the drop as well as the ambient fluid. Figure 3 shows the temperature in both the drop and the fluid as well as the streamlines at a time when the first drop has solidified but the second has not. We see that the bottom drop has reached the temperature of the wall, but the second still has essentially its original temperature. Since the drop looses heat to the ambient fluid, a thermal wave is clearly visible.

Experimental Examination of Drop Deposition and Solidification

The experimental examination of drop deposition and solidification required the construction of an apparatus which can controllably create a single drop of prescribed size which will then be propelled toward a sub-cooled substrate. A drop ejector has been devised to create and deliver a drop of liquid material. The drop must be uniformly melted and the velocity and trajectory of the drop must be repeatable. Once ejected, the drops will travel to the substrate. The substrate is mounted on a computer controlled X-Y traverse, and a substrate can be moved to provide a virgin surface for drop deposition or move a previously deposited drop into the impact zone of an incoming drop. The table has been constructed to accommodate a variety of different substrate materials. The experiments will be conducted in a vacuum chamber to eliminate the effect of an ambient atmosphere on the drop deposition process. A variety of instrumentation will be used to quantitatively monitor the deposition process such as still and motion image acquisition, dynamic temperature acquisition, and IR imaging. We have used Gallium, Wood's metal, and Rose's metal as materials in our preliminary experiments. Images of the deforming and solidifying drops acquired to date are qualitatively similar to the numerical predictions.

Need For Experiments in Microgravity

Experimental studies of drop deposition can be significantly enhanced if performed in microgravity. In terrestrial applications of BPM, small drops are used and gravity is important. However, it is quite difficult to quantitatively observe small, fast moving drops, and thus we would like to scale up the size of the drops. This leads to the well known difficulty that while gravity may be negligible for the small drop, it is likely to be the dominant effect for a drop that is sufficiently large to be easily observable. A microgravity environment would permit the proper scaling of the experiment. For high Reynolds numbers both experiments and numerical simulations show that the drop deformation is only weakly dependent on the Reynolds number. Thus, in the absence of gravity, the drops can be made larger for a given Weber number simply by reducing their velocity. Dimensionless parameters associated with the process of heat transfer and solidification of the drop are the Prandtl and Stefan numbers which would not be effected by a change of size scale. The time constants associated with these processes are proportional to the square of the drop diameter for given thermal conductivities of the liquid drop and substrate material and given temperature differences. By scaling up the drop size it also becomes easier to observe the slower process of drop heat exchange and solidification. Consequently, the microgravity environment offers unique opportunities to study the complete process of drop deposition and solidification in detail by examining large, slowly moving drops.
**Significant Results to Date**

We have used a pilot grant from NASA to initiate our research effort. Significant Results are summarized below:

- We have developed the capability to simulate the deformation of multiple metal drops as they impinge on a substrate. These are fully resolved, three-dimensional calculations.
- These simulations have been extended to include the solidification of drops of pure material, and we expect that these simulations can be extended to binary solutions.
- We have developed a drop producing apparatus which is capable of producing individual drops of liquid metal. We are modifying this device to ensure its function in a microgravity environment.
- The traverse and cooling system for the substrate has been developed, and a design of the vacuum chamber has been completed.

We have conducted experiments in which relatively large metal drops are dropped into hot oil which will impinge and solidify on a cooled substrate. Data from these is being compared with numerical simulations. The role of direct numerical simulations in material processing is currently in its infancy, but the prospect that it will ultimately have a significant impact are enormous. Several groups are currently active in various aspects of such simulations. We have presented a unified approach for heat transfer, phase changes and fluid flow that is applicable both for exploration of the formation of small scale structures as well as to more global aspects of the solidification process where the details of the microstructure are not resolved.
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Figure 1. The solidification of a two drops colliding with a cold wall. In the top frame the first drop is splatting on the wall, but has not solidified yet. In the middle frame the first drop has completely solidified, but the second drop has not. Both drops have solidified in the bottom frame. In this case the drops are not allowed to coalesce. The thermal conductivity is relatively low and the Weber number high, thus resulting in highly deformed drops after solidification.
The temperature field and the streamlines for the drops in Figure 3 as the first drop has collided with the wall and solidified and the second drop is just about to collide with the first one. Since both the flow in the drops as well as the ambient fluid are simulated, we plot the contour values there also. Here, no streamlines cross the bottom drop, indicating that it is fully solidified. A large thermal wave is left behind the drops and hot wake fluid is entrained in a vortex formed by the wake fluid that is moving outward near the bottom.

Figure 3. The final, solidified shape of two drops colliding with a cold wall. In this case the Weber number is low and thermal conductivity high, so the drops do not deform much and solidify rapidly as they hit the wall.
Introduction

The late-stages of a first-order phase transformation process are usually characterized and by the growth of second-phase domains with low interfacial curvature at the expense of domains with high interfacial curvature. This process, also known as Ostwald ripening or coarsening, occurs in a wide variety of two-phase mixtures ranging from multiphase solids to multiphase liquids, and has a significant impact on the high temperature stability of many technologically important materials. Unfortunately, an understanding of the dynamics of ripening processes is not in hand. Many of the recent theories for the effects of a finite volume fraction of coarsening phase on the kinetics of Ostwald ripening have proposed divergent expressions for the dependence of the coarsening rate of the system on the volume fraction of coarsening phase [1-8]. As there are virtually no experimental data of sufficient quality to differentiate between these theories, or even provide qualitative information on the coarsening dynamics of low volume fraction systems, the controversy over the dependence of the coarsening rate of the system on the volume fraction remains unresolved.

Previous NASA sponsored work showed clearly that solid-liquid mixtures consisting of Sn-rich solid particles in a Pb-Sn eutectic liquid are ideal, and perhaps unique, systems in which to explore the dynamics of the Ostwald ripening process [9]. The high coarsening rate in these systems permit accurate kinetic data to be obtained, and the thermophysical parameters necessary to make a comparison between theory and experiment are known [10-13]. However, in a terrestrial environment experiments can be performed only at the relatively high volume fractions of solid where the presence of a solid skeletal structure prevents large-scale particle sedimentation. Even in these high volume fraction solid solid-liquid mixtures, however, it is unclear that the particles are
truly motionless. As the theory assumes that the particles do not move during the coarsening process, an unambiguous comparison between theories of diffusion controlled Ostwald ripening and experiment is difficult, if not impossible, using terrestrial-based experiments.

This experiment will provide still more information on the coarsening process in solid-liquid systems. We will also be able to determine the effects of gravity on the morphology of solid-liquid mixtures during coarsening. Gravity may play a major role in determining the morphology of the particles as it leads to large numbers of particle-particle contacts and a small, but possibly non-negligible, body-force. We shall examine the effects of gravity on the morphological development of solid-liquid mixtures in a number of ways. For example, we shall compare the circularity of the sectioned particles and the three-dimensional morphology of a small collection of particles found in the ground-based and microgravity experiments. As absence of gravity can alter the number of particle contacts, it may also affect the number of grain boundaries that form between particles and the distribution of grain boundary misorientations. Thus the distribution of grain boundary misorientations, and the temporal evolution of this distribution, produced in the space-flight and ground-based experiments will be compared. Finally, we shall determine the effects of gravity on the formation of the solid skeleton. The information on the distribution of grain boundary misorientations and particle morphology are expected to provide important insights into the reasons for the formation of these surprisingly stable solid skeletal structures.

**Objectives**

The primary objective of this project is to measure the temporal evolution of the average size-scale of a solid-liquid mixture during coarsening in microgravity. Specifically, we shall measure the average intercept length and the average section area of the solid particles at various times, and for various volume fractions of solid. Using this data, the amplitude of the temporal power law for the average section area and intercept length will be determined. Once the amplitude of the temporal power law is known, the results will be compared to the theoretical predictions on the dependence of the amplitude of the power law on the volume fraction of coarsening phase. We shall also determine the steady-state particle size distribution. The hallmarks of this experiment are the large range of volume fractions of solid over which this comparison can be made, the conclusive elimination of gravitationally induced matrix and particle motion, and that a comparison between theory and experiment can made for the first time without any adjustable parameters.
The microgravity experiment will also provide information on the effects of gravity on the morphology of solid-liquid mixtures during coarsening. Gravity may play a major role in determining the morphology of the particles as it leads to large numbers of particle-particle contacts and a small, but possibly non-negligible, body-force. We shall examine the effects of gravity on the morphological development of solid-liquid mixtures in a number of ways. For example, we shall compare the three-dimensional morphology of a small collection of particles found in the ground-based and microgravity experiments. As absence of gravity can alter the number of particle contacts, it may also affect the number of grain boundaries that form between particles and the distribution of grain boundary misorientations. Thus the distribution of grain boundary misorientations, and the temporal evolution of this distribution, produced in the space-flight and ground-based experiments will be compared.

Progress

We have finalized the science requirements for the Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures spaceflight experiment. We have also interacted extensively with engineers in the design of a furnace for the spaceflight experiment. Our specimen preparation procedures have been refined and improved. We can now produce spatially uniform mixtures of Sn particles immersed in a Pb-Sn eutectic liquid at a variety of volume fractions of solid. The spatial uniformity of these mixtures was confirmed, even in low volume fraction mixtures, through short-time coarsening experiments.

We have developed an automated serial sectioning procedure. The spacing between each serial section can be as small as 2 μm. The entire process is quite efficient; we can acquire approximately 8 sections per hour. These digitized images are then used to reconstruct the three-dimensional morphology of the microstructure using a computer. This three-dimensional image can be viewed from various directions to analyze the morphology of the solid-liquid mixture.

An example of such a three-dimensional image is shown in Fig. 1. The sample volume that is reconstructed is approximately 1.2 mm X 1.6 mm X 1.6 mm. This volume is denoted by the outline of the box. The volume of the reconstruction is large compared with average particle diameter on a 2-D section of 0.35 mm. The volume fraction of solid in the solid-liquid region is 0.78. This figure shows that it is possible to construct a continuous chain of particles that spans the entire distance over the sampled region. Each of the eight particles in this figure is in direct "contact" with its nearest neighbor. All but three of these "contacts" are grain boundaries. In three
cases, the particles are joined by boundaries which are likely partially wetted grain boundaries or very thin, less than 1 μm thick, liquid films. In addition, this figure shows that many of the particles are not spherical. The solid-liquid interfacial energy in the Pb-Sn system is isotropic, thus, if interfacial energy dictated the particle morphology, the particles would be spherical. In this case, the symmetry of the particles is a function of the local arrangement of the neighboring particles.

Fig. 1. A particular chain of Sn-particles in a three-dimensional region. The marker in the lower right-hand side of the picture is 170 μm. Evident is the nonspherical shape of the particles as well as the presence of a chain of particles which stretches from one side of the sampled region to the other, a distance of approximately 1.6 mm.
Terrestrial-based experiments using Pb-Sn solid-liquid mixtures have shown that grain boundaries occasionally form between particles. In an effort to quantify the nature of these grain boundaries for comparison with the results of the spaceflight experiment, we have measured the misorientations of grain boundaries and the crystallographic texture of the solid particles using a scanning electron microscope. We have examined the temporal evolution of the misorientation distribution, as well as the dependence of the distribution on the volume fraction of solid.

Future Plans

In the future we will:

1. Perform the coarsening in solid-liquid mixtures experiment aboard MSL-1. The launch date for the mission is March 1997.
2. Analyze the results of the spaceflight experiment.
3. Continue our investigation of the grain boundary misorientation distribution in these solid-liquid mixtures.
4. Further refine the three-dimensional reconstruction technique.
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Summary

Models will be developed for the effects of magnetic damping on melt motions and dopant transport during semiconductor crystal growth in space. The models will be based on assumptions which are valid for typical Bridgman and floating-zone crystal-growth processes with a 0.2 Tesla axial magnetic field. The models will use asymptotic and numerical methods.

Magnetic Damping of Thermally Driven Buoyant Convection in the Bridgman Process

Any experiment on a space vehicle is subjected to a steady residual acceleration and to g-jitters whose direction and magnitude are random functions of time. For a typical Bridgman process with a 0.2 Tesla magnetic field, Coriolis effects, magnetic fields produced by electric currents in the melt, non-linear inertial effects and convective heat transfer are all negligible. If dopants and composition gradients do not affect the buoyant convection, then the governing equations are linear, so that (1) solutions for g-jitters whose directions vary randomly with time are given by time-dependent superpositions of the solutions for two uni-directional g-jitters, namely axial g-jitters and transverse g-jitters, and (2) solutions for g-jitters whose magnitudes vary randomly with time are given either by Fourier-transform superpositions of solutions for sinusoidal g-jitters for all frequencies or by Laplace-convolution superpositions of solutions for delta-function g-jitters. The solutions for the sinusoidal axial and transverse g-jitters have been obtained [1]. The results show that the velocities driven by the transverse g-jitters are much larger than those driven by the axial g-jitters. As the frequency of the g-jitters increases, the velocities decrease and shift to a quarter-period phase lag relative to the g-jitters. Therefore the largest buoyant convections will be driven by the transverse steady residual acceleration and by the lowest-frequency components of the transverse g-jitters. The analyses for the delta-function g-jitters and for the steady residual acceleration with an arbitrary orientation to the axis of the ampoule are in progress. Models have also shown that tailoring a non-uniform magnetic field provides no
benefit, so that the optimal magnetic damping is provided by the strongest field in the center of the solenoid around the Bridgman furnace [2]. These solutions also showed that deviations from magnetic-field uniformity have a negligible effect on magnetic damping.

**Magnetic Damping Effects on Dopant Transport**

The objectives of dopant-transport models are to predict the radial and axial macrosegregations and to predict the striations or microsegregation in the crystal. Many previous models assumed (1) that the dopant concentration in the melt is given by a steady-state solution at each moment during crystal growth and/or (2) that the dopant is well mixed at a given distance from the crystal-melt interface. These assumptions might be valid with turbulent mixing, but even a very weak magnetic field eliminates turbulence. With magnetic damping, the dopant distribution is always very different from the instantaneous steady state, and the dopant is not well mixed anywhere in the melt. We are developing a transient model to predict the dopant distribution at every moment throughout the growth of a crystal. Initially we are focusing on a two-dimensional model with only thermally driven buoyant convection in order to identify the appropriate asymptotic relationships between the important dimensionless parameters for various magnetic field strengths, ampoule sizes, temperature differences, etc. Our first results show that the dopant which is convected out of the mass-diffusion boundary layer adjacent to the crystal-melt interface returns to this layer at a later time. After a brief period at the start of crystal growth, the dopant concentration carried by the melt entering the crystal-face diffusion layer is far from uniform and is strongly time-dependent because the melt entering this layer at some time left this and other diffusion layers at very different previous times, i.e., the time to complete one circulation varies greatly within the melt. The entering non-uniform dopant distribution may compensate for the transverse convection of dopant within the layer, so that there is negligible radial macrosegregation in the crystal for a wide-range of magnetic field strengths. A model assuming an instantaneous steady-state dopant distribution or assuming thorough mixing anywhere in the melt would give a completely erroneous dopant distribution in the crystal. The models being developed are the first models which can accurately predict the transient, global mass transport of dopants for the length of time needed to grow an entire crystal. Many previous dopant-transport models used hundreds of hours of supercomputer time in order to simulate a few minutes of actual crystal growth. We will extend this model to the transient, three-dimensional melt motions for crystal growth in space.

**Magnetic Damping of Compositionally Driven Buoyant Convection in the Bridgman Process**
Many compound semiconductors such as mercury-cadmium-telluride are alloys of two II-VI semiconductors, e.g., mercury-telluride (HgTe) and cadmium-telluride (CdTe). Rejected HgTe accumulates in the diffusion boundary layer in the melt adjacent to the crystal-melt interface, increasing the local density. If the interface is plane and if the gravitational vector is parallel to the ampoule’s axis, then the melt is stably stratified and no convection would occur. However, differences between the thermal conductivities of the melt, crystal and ampoule lead to an interface which is always concave into the crystal. With a HgTe-rich diffusion boundary layer adjacent to a concave interface, there is a radial density gradient which drives a radially inward melt motion along the interface. This convection decreases and increases the mole fraction of HgTe at the ampoule wall and at the centerline, respectively. Since the solidification temperature of the alloy decreases with increasing local HgTe content, the solidification temperature decreases along the interface from the ampoule wall to the centerline, making the interface even more concave into the crystal, thus leading to more convection. The crystal has an unacceptable radial segregation with high CdTe content at the periphery and high HgTe content at the centerline. In space, the steady residual acceleration vector may not be parallel to the ampoule’s axis, leading to a non-axisymmetric, three-dimensional convection with the HgTe carried laterally in the direction of the transverse component of the residual acceleration. A magnetic field can suppress the compositionally driven buoyant convection, leading to a more planar crystal-melt interface and to a more radially uniform alloy of HgTe and CdTe. Models will be developed to predict the compositionally driven buoyant convection and associated transport of both constituents for various magnetic field strengths and for both aligned and misaligned gravitational or residual acceleration vectors. These models will use the methods described in the previous two sections, but they will be much more complex. For compositionally driven buoyant convection, the melt motion and the mass transport are intrinsically coupled, and the problems are always non-linear. In addition, the melt’s properties vary greatly as the relative fraction of the two constituents changes. This is particularly true for the density and electrical conductivity since HgTe is much denser and has a much higher electrical conductivity than CdTe.

**Magnetic Stabilization of Thermocapillary Convection in the Floating-Zone Process**

The advantage of the floating-zone process over the Bridgman process is the lack of contact between the crystal and an ampoule wall, but its disadvantage is the thermocapillary convection driven by the gradient of the surface tension along the free surface. Without a magnetic field, the thermocapillary convection is almost always unsteady, leading to undesirable striations in both terrestrially grown and space-grown crystals. A sufficiently strong magnetic field stabilizes the flow, eliminates the unsteadiness and controls the residual steady convection. Our first study
focused on the control of the steady convection for floating-zone crystal growth in space and on the benefits of tailoring a non-uniform magnetic field in order to eliminate convective disruption of the mass-diffusion boundary layer adjacent to the crystal-melt interface [3]. One current study treats the convective heat transfer due to the strong thermocapillary convection which is confined to a thin boundary layer adjacent to the free surface. The heat flux into the free surface is redistributed axially inside the high-velocity free-surface layer so that the heat flux entering the bulk of the melt is concentrated near the crystal and feed rod. A second current study treats the dramatic effects on the thermocapillary convection of even a small deviation from axisymmetry in the heat flux to keep the floating zone above the melting temperature. An axial magnetic field strongly suppresses axisymmetric motions because there is very little electrical resistance to the azimuthal electric currents which produce the electromagnetic (EM) body force opposing such motions. However, an axial field provides much less suppression of azimuthal velocities near the free surface because the electrically insulating atmosphere blocks the radial electric currents which would produce the EM body force opposing these velocities. Therefore a small deviation from axisymmetry in the heat flux to the melt can lead to relatively large swirling motions around the floating zone adjacent to the free surface. Most of our future research on magnetic-field effects for the floating-zone process will focus on predicting the minimum magnetic field strength needed to stabilize the thermocapillary convection in order to eliminate striations in the crystal. We have shown that the key dimensionless parameter is

\[ \alpha = \frac{\rho(-\rho/\partial T)\Delta T}{B^{3/2}L^{1/2}G^{3/4} \sigma^{3/4} \mu^{5/4}}, \]  

(1)

where \( \rho \), \( \sigma \), \( \alpha \), and \( \mu \) are the melt’s negative derivative of the surface tension with respect to temperature, density, electrical conductivity and viscosity, respectively, while \( \Delta T \) is the temperature difference along the melt’s free surface, \( B \) is the magnetic field strength and \( 2L \) is the axial length of the floating zone. This parameter is essentially a magnetic Marangoni number. For a given semiconductor and zone aspect ratio, there is a critical value \( \alpha_{cr} \) such that the thermocapillary convection is steady and periodic for \( \alpha < \alpha_{cr} \) and \( \alpha > \alpha_{cr} \), respectively. From Eq. (1), one might conclude that a larger zone is more stable than a smaller zone, but this is only true if the temperature difference along the free surface \( \Delta T \) is the same for both sizes. If the average temperature gradient along the free surface \( G \) is the same for both sizes, then \( \Delta T = GL \) and a larger floating zone is less stable than a smaller one. Croll, Dold and Benz [4] grew silicon crystals on earth with a 0.5 Tesla axial magnetic field and found only faint residual striations near the periphery of the crystal. We estimate that \( \alpha = 91 \) for their experiments. We will numerically integrate the appropriate fully non-linear governing equations in time to either a steady state or to a periodic solution in order to determine the values of \( \alpha_{cr} \) and in order to determine the characteristics and frequencies of the periodic melt motions for \( \alpha > \alpha_{cr} \).
Magnetic Damping of Free Surface Motions Driven by g-Jitters

For the floating-zone process in space, g-jitters drive an oscillatory motion of the entire melt which acts as a liquid bridge. Without a magnetic field, only surface tension limits the amplitude of these oscillations and only viscosity dissipates their energy. Such free-surface motions also occur in the Bridgman process if the ampoule is not entirely full. With a uniform axial magnetic field, most of the melt moves as a rigid body (the Hartmann effect), so that the much larger surface-tension forces at the edges of the crystal and feed rod lead to much smaller displacements of the melt. The Joulean heating with a magnetic field dissipates the energy in the oscillatory motions far more effectively than viscosity, so that disturbances following spikes of g-jitters decay much faster, and large-amplitude resonant motions at natural frequencies are eliminated. Models will be developed for the magnetic field effects on g-jitter driven motions of the melt in the floating-zone process.
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Background:

An understanding of process-property-structure relationships in high temperature liquids is essential to (i) a scientific understanding of the liquid state, and (ii) technological advances in liquid-phase processing. Due to the highly corrosive nature of these melts and the extreme conditions required to form them, practically all of the experimental results have been obtained by using containerless processing methods [1-10].

The present project builds on the results of research supported under a previous NASA grant to investigate containerless liquid-phase processing of molten ceramic materials. The research used an aero-acoustic levitator in combination with cw CO₂ laser beam heating [1,2] to achieve containerless melting, superheating, undercooling, and solidification of poorly-conducting solids and liquids. Experiments were performed on aluminum oxide, binary aluminum oxide-silicon dioxide materials, and oxide superconductors, the results and their interpretation are presented in detail in the referenced publications [1-9].

Accomplishments in the prior research were to:

1. Investigate liquid-phase processing, undercooling, and solidification of aluminum oxide, alumino-silicate, and YBaCuO melts vs the ambient (pO₂) and thermal history.
2. Conduct CO₂ laser melting experiments in reduced gravity aboard the KC-135 in collaboration with scientists from École Polytechnique Université de Montréal.
3. Develop a new method, laser hearth melting, for synthesis of bulk, high purity ceramic oxide materials from powders.
5. Perform collaborative research with other NRA-supported investigators at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, University of Missouri-Rolla, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and Vanderbilt University.
6. Publish and present results.
Experimental Methods:

Containerless melting experiments were performed with ca. 0.3 cm. diameter spherical specimens of oxides which were made by laser hearth melting [9]. Specimens were levitated in an aero-acoustic levitator [1,2]. The levitation force is primarily aerodynamic and is stabilized by the smaller acoustic forces to obtain precise control of the position of levitated solid and liquid samples. Laser beam heating and melting become possible to allow liquid phase processing and property measurement experiments under containerless conditions at very high temperatures.

A schematic plan view layout of the instruments used to observe the levitated specimen is presented in Figure 1. The levitator provides wide optical access to the specimen making it possible to integrate a variety of non-contact diagnostic instruments.

Results:

Selected results from our prior research are presented below. Full reports of the methods and results used in this research can be found in the literature [1-10].

The ambient oxygen fugacity (or pressure) was shown to have a large effect on the properties and solidification behavior of oxide melts. Figure 2 presents measurements of the degree of undercooling for molten aluminum oxide as a function of the ambient oxygen fugacity and cooling rate. Figure 3 presents the oxygen fugacity dependence of the absorption coefficient for molten aluminum oxide.

Aluminum oxide is a highly stoichiometric material for which any composition changes in response to changes in the ambient oxygen fugacity are exceedingly small. Nevertheless, it can be seen in these results that the small composition changes that do occur have a profound influence on the measured properties and phenomena. Other systems in which a large effect of the ambient oxygen fugacity have been found include the formation of amorphous (glass) materials upon cooling of melts for materials with (i) the yttrium-aluminum garnet (YAG) composition and (ii) the mullite (Al₂Si₂O₇) composition [10].

Pask [11] predicted that aluminum oxide-silicon dioxide melts should exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation under non-equilibrium undercooled conditions. However observation of this phenomena must contend with the fact that cooler regions of the liquid become transparent, and it is the development of transparent regions that is taken to indicate phase separation. Since rapid cooling or large temperature gradients are needed to access the undercooled state, ambiguities occur. We observed that regions of different optical brightness formed in the liquid for rapidly cooled melts. The distribution of these regions was not related to the known temperature gradients that also occurred. Upon further cooling, the samples crystallized to form solids of different composition, which could occur whether or not liquid phase separation was present. The results suggest that liquid-liquid phase separation occurred, but further work is required to prove that the observation has no other interpretation. It may be necessary to perform undercooling experiments under more
The residual Cr\textsuperscript{3+} content of aluminum oxide was investigated in collaboration with Dr. A. Biswas (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) by performing LIF studies after containerless melt purification. It was demonstrated that containerless processing decreased the Cr\textsuperscript{3+} content by several orders of magnitude from the already small amount of a few ppm. Final Cr\textsuperscript{3+} contents of the samples were as small as $10^{12}$ atoms/cm\textsuperscript{3}. Figure 4 shows the Cr\textsuperscript{3+} concentration in processed specimens as a function of the processing conditions.

Additional liquid-phase processing experiments were performed on (i) glass formation in the calcium oxide-gallium oxide system with Professor Delbert Day and Dr. Chandra Ray from the University of Missouri-Rolla; (ii) levitation melting of basalt materials with Professor Reid Cooper and Mr. John Fanselow from the University of Wisconsin-Madison; and (iii) levitation melting of YBaCuO superconductors with Professor William Hofmeister and Mr. James Olive from Vanderbilt University.

Objectives of the Planned Research:

The continuation of the research develops from recent work on molten oxides which shows that melt structure does change in response to ambient oxygen fugacity [3-10]. This recent work provides the basis for the experimental hypothesis:

"The ambient oxygen fugacity and ionic:covalent ratio in a melt can be used to modify the metal coordination number and bonding in oxide melts and significantly affect liquid viscosity, surface tension, solidification behavior, and product structural and electronic properties."

Melts to be investigated are of low to medium viscosity (0.1 to 1000 poise) and formed from phase-pure aluminum oxide and mixtures of aluminum oxide with calcium, magnesium, silicon, yttrium and zirconium oxides. Specimens for levitation will be made by laser hearth melting [9]. Materials will be processed in containerless conditions using an aero-acoustic levitator with cw CO\textsubscript{2} laser beam heating [1,2]. Specimens will be processed under a range of ambient oxygen fugacities from 1 to about $10^{-7}$ bar by levitating them in gases with the appropriate composition.

We will make in-situ non-contact measurements of (i) viscosity, (ii) surface tension, (iii) undercooling, (iv) drop shape, and (v) growth front velocity during solidification. Viscosity and surface tension will be measured using surface fluctuation spectroscopy (SFS). An SFS instrument design for measurements on planar surfaces will be modified for operation with the curved surfaces of levitated liquids. Specimen temperature will be measured at a wavelength of 0.65 μm using an optical pyrometer with a 0.1 cm. spot size and at rates of up to 500 Hz. The levitated drop will be imaged using video cameras and image processing will be performed with a frame grabber and associated image analysis software. The video records will be used to identify conditions for liquid-liquid phase separation and for investigation of crystallization and solidification kinetics.
Melt properties will be measured as a function of the ambient oxygen fugacity, melt composition, temperature, and thermal history. Processed materials will be examined by SEM, XRD and optical microscopy. Chemical analysis will also be performed on selected specimens. Process-property relationships will be derived from the results. In separate work, we are performing liquid phase structural studies that will provide structural information for some of the molten systems of interest.

**Need for Microgravity:**

Containerless ground-based research capabilities will ultimately be insufficient to fully investigate the research hypothesis. Microgravity conditions will be required to achieve sufficient mechanical quiescence and thermal and chemical homogeneity while also obtaining the control of melt chemistry and purity provided in containerless experimental conditions. For example, in microgravity, chemical transport rates can be made sufficiently small, after isothermal equilibration with the ambient gas, that negligible composition changes during subsequent processing steps. Rapid stirring of the melts resulting in rapid composition changes is unavoidable on earth, due to natural convection, the forces required in levitation, and the Marangoni and the buoyant forces that result from intensive property gradients in the liquid specimens.

**References:**


Figure 1. Schematic layout of the aero-acoustic levitator and associated instruments.

Figure 2. Cooling curves showing undercooling and recalescence of liquid aluminum oxide formed from sapphire. (a) Slow cooling in argon, and (b) slow cooling in oxygen by programmed reduction of laser intensity. From ref. 5.
Figure 3. Spectral absorption coefficient at $\lambda = 0.633 \, \mu m$ of molten aluminum oxide at approximately 2400 K vs ambient oxygen pressure. From ref. 8.

Figure 4. Logarithm of normalized LIF intensity vs time for molten sapphire specimens processed in argon, air and oxygen. The lines represent least squares fits to the data obtained by constraining the intercept. From ref. 6.
Report of Proposed Research

This project will begin in June of 1996. Therefore, this description focuses on the proposed research. We are interested in the thermodynamics and dynamics of thin films, and the role they play in mediating a several phase change phenomena important in microgravity materials science. Our proposal is focused on experimental and theoretical studies of volatile thin liquid films that originate in two distinct physical settings, but which are linked by similar theoretical descriptions. The films are either (i) deposited on a substrate via direct adsorption from the vapor or (ii) formed at the interface between a solid and its vapor through the process of surface melting. The relevance to microgravity materials research lies in the fact that during wetting, drying, and spreading the configurations of fluid--solid interfaces control nucleation processes and directly affect heat and mass transfer rates. During Czochralski growth, laser welding, float-zone processing, nucleation on substrates, Ostwald ripening, physical vapor transport, and sintering, the shape of fluid--solid and fluid--vapor interfaces can control a materials structure and properties. Cohesion and adhesion of thin films in microgravity is dominated by intermolecular interactions and interfacial tensions, and inertial effects that are independent of gravity can control thin film dynamics in space. As the capillary length is extended, the thin film phenomenon we observe on earth may extend to much larger scales in space. Therefore, earth--based thin-film studies offer an ideal test bed for the phenomena that dominate space--based processes. The focus areas of our research plan are as follows.
Liquid Films on Inert Substrates

Attractive interactions between a substrate and the liquid, can stabilize sufficiently thin films in a subsaturated atmosphere. Partly due to this effect during the evaporation of an initially uniform, thick (greater than 1000Å) water film from a mica substrate, Elbaum and Lipson observed that the 'uniformly dry' state evolves through a highly nonuniform sequence of transitions: circular dry patches are nucleated and, while spreading, undergo a series of hydrodynamic instabilities that leave the surface decorated with evaporating droplets. The droplets continually evaporate while resting on the thin film. The film is completely wetting (zero contact angle) at equilibrium, yet beads up during evaporation, effectively preempting complete wetting. The finding is akin to a substrate mediated boiling, qualitatively similar to the droplet configuration assumed by water splashed on a hot pan. The dynamics controlling the pathway toward the minimum free energy state are rich and varied and remain elusive. We will study the dynamical mechanisms associated with this heterogeneous dewetting processes. Experiments will use the same two-cell system Elbaum and Lipson used. They will quantify the relation between the driving force and the spreading/dewetting rates. They will search for crossovers in which the breakup process is coupled to gravity. Theory seeks to determine the origin of the observed instabilities, so we can extend understanding to other vapor/liquid/substrate systems.

Addition of impurities to the film reveals another interesting phenomenon which Wettlaufer and Stone are investigating. The solute in the film is nonvolatile, and evaporation drives solidification of the solute. We have shown experimentally that a surface spreading phenomenon occurs; the original radius of the impure droplet is continually extended by the growing crystals. It represents novel growth process coupling evaporation with solidification and spreading. Using simple experiments, we will study the dynamics of the growth. Theoretically, we begin looking at the initial instability that drives the extension.

These processes are important because they have significant implications for fluid containment or transport. The dewetting/spreading behavior is a relatively unexplored area of the volatile wetting, and also displays the interaction between crystallization and thin film dynamics. Evaporation and condensation processes are continually encountered when handling liquids and, as they are driven or mediated by surface tension or surface interactions, we expect them to play a significant transport role in microgravity. Uniformity and composition of thin-film coating's will depend on the integrity of the wetting and dewetting processes. Interfacial phenomena also affect fuel handling, welding, brazing, soldering and other processing techniques. Finally, there are theoretical analogies between thin film stability and the interaction of biomembranes with substrates. We intend to explore these links experimentally.

Films on Crystal Surfaces

There are a host of mechanisms that can cause the stable existence of liquid at temperatures and pressures outside of the normal equilibrium range, including static and dynamic, chemical, mechanical, interfacial, and structural processes. "Interfacial premelting" or "surface melting" is one such process wherein a quasi-liquid disjoins the solid from its vapor or an inert wall at temperatures below the bulk melting transition. The process occurs in metals, semiconductors, solid rare gases and molecular solids, typically beginning with a film thickness of one or two monolayers, which thickens gradually with increasing temperature, and diverges at bulk melting point. The film thickness depends on the temperature and the types of interactions in the material.
Commonly one studies this surface phase transition within the context of either a Landau-Ginzburg or Solid-On-Solid model, depending on the nature of the interactions. The upper critical dimension $d^* = 3$ for short range forces and $d^* < 3$ for long-range forces. The relation between film thickness and temperature as the transition is approached is generally studied quasi-statically. However, novel nonequilibrium (nonisothermal) experiments on single crystal interfaces have teased out the fundamental flow behavior. We have recently developed a (mean field) dynamical theory that reveals the nature of the interactions responsible for the experimental melting behavior, and hence have explained the essential physics of so-called premelting dynamics. These dynamics may dominate sintering, annealing and whisker growth. Furthermore, in the case of complete interfacial melting, the film thickness diverges at the triple point, so that there is an important crossover where the premelted film couples with gravity. We will conduct theoretical studies of this coupling and the role it plays in the shape dynamics of growing crystals.

The controlled growth of single crystals has a long history in space-based materials processing. The role of surface melting in mediating growth from the vapor has not been investigated, and morphological instabilities originating in the diffusion field are major obstacles to the growth of uniform crystals in space. The presence of a liquid film between the solid and the parent vapor may act to suppress these instabilities, and control the redistribution of impurities. Modern ceramics are polycrystalline aggregates which densify through sintering processes that are driven by minimization of surface energy. Surface melting will enhance the sintering process due to the presence of a mobile surface--melted film. Finally, the role of gravity and surface tension in determining the shape of a surface melted layer must be investigated in order to assess the likelihood of whisker growth via this transport mechanism.
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Material Properties

The technologically very useful infrared detector properties of the alloy-type semiconductor Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te are well known. The band gap and related properties of this mixed crystal system change with composition, and are affected by structural imperfections such as vacancies and other crystallographic defects. For the use of this material in electronic devices, a high degree of compositional and structural microhomogeneity of the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te single crystals is necessary.

The complexity of this ternary semiconductor system is further increased owing to the thermodynamic properties of the material. These are reflected in the very high vapor pressures of mercury at practical growth temperatures, while those of the other components are several orders of magnitude lower. These properties have very important practical consequences for the growth of single crystals of this material.

Crystal Growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te

The inherent advantages of vapor phase crystal growth in terms of lower temperatures are useful to reduce the excessive Hg partial pressure. However, in order to reduce the vapor pressure differences between the components, separate source reservoirs and/or flow methods are required. These are presently not feasible under space flight conditions. The chemical vapor transport (CVT) technique allows the use of one source material in a closed container for the growth of single crystals. This method also excludes a priori any forced flow.

Scientific Basis of Proposed Experiments

Extensive ground-based studies of the unseeded bulk growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te and of the epitaxial growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te on CdTe substrates by CVT in closed containers demonstrated the effects of gravity-driven convection on the growth morphology and crystallinity of this material. In particular, these investigations showed the sensitivity of this system to even small convective disturbances, and led to the prediction that higher quality single crystals could be obtained under microgravity conditions.
The USML-1 experiments confirmed the above predictions and yielded Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te epitaxial layers on (100) CdTe substrates of significantly improved compositional and structural microhomogeneity and uniformity relative to ground-control test experiments. For the first time, it was observed that the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te/CdTe layer/substrate interface obtained in space had a considerably lower dislocation density than interfaces of ground test samples. The results to date of the USML-2 experiments for much shorter growth times (thinner layers) are consistent with those of the earlier experiments. In particular, the growth interfaces of the islands and of the thin layer have significantly fewer defects than those of ground samples. The combined observations strongly suggest that fluid flow interacts with processes at or near the growth interface and that these interactions are affected by gravity-driven convection. The comparative analysis also suggests that the interface morphology influences the subsequent growth morphology and properties of the single crystalline layers.

Objectives of Proposed New Experiments

For the further elucidation of fluid flow interactions with chemically active surfaces under normal and reduced gravity conditions, new experiments are proposed. Considerable experience has been gained with the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te/CdTe epitaxial growth system on ground and in microgravity. Because of this and the technological interest in this material, the employment of this growth system for the new research maintains continuity with the above discussed previous results.

It is generally known that the compositional and structural uniformity of single crystalline layers are affected by the crystallographic orientation (off-orientation) of the seed, by the quality of the substrate surface, by the growth rate and temperature, and by annealing. Our ground-based and microgravity experiments of the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te system and other investigations have demonstrated the effects of gravity-driven convection on the generation of defects. The combined influences of the above parameters on crystal growth and quality are most likely interrelated, yielding a rather complex mechanism of defect formation. The decoupling of the various origins of defect formation and their ultimate control represent major challenges in the field of crystal growth. These tasks require long range and comprehensive efforts.

The goals of this project are to perform new research towards the further elucidation of the interactions of the above parameters with the growth processes. In order to vary the effects of gravity-driven convection on fluid flow and crystal growth, the proposed experiments will be performed under different orientations of the density gradient relative to the gravity vector.

Experimental and Analytical Approach

In order to achieve the above objectives, high quality and low dislocation density substrates will be used for the epitaxial growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te layers by CVT on CdTe employing new experimental conditions, which have not been reported in the literature for this material. These include the investigation of the influence of
crystallographic orientation of the substrate on layer growth and quality for different orientations of the density gradient relative to the gravity vector. Similar experiments will be performed for the growth of epitaxial layers on vicinal surfaces to investigate the effects of substrate off-orientation on the morphology of grown layers. The influence of different growth rates on layer quality and properties can be studied by appropriate changes of the chemical vapor transport conditions. Employing different growth times and temperatures also reveals the effects of annealing on the growth properties of the layer.

To achieve the objectives, a detailed analysis of the compositional and structural microheterogeneity and of their spatial distributions within the epitaxial layer and interface are required. For the structural characterization of the substrate-layer interface and of the epitaxial layer, optical and electron microscopic techniques (SEM, TEM, WDS), X-ray diffraction (Laue, rocking curves) and topographic methods, chemical etching, spectroscopic techniques, and electrical measurements will be employed.

**Significance and Utility**

The above investigations are expected to provide valuable information concerning the influence of the individual growth parameters on the properties of epitaxial layers relative to gravity-driven convection effects. This will contribute to the better understanding of the complex defect generation mechanism. In addition, these investigations provide the basis for an evaluation of different methods for the in situ characterization of deposition and growth processes of epitaxial layers for this system. The combined results expected represent important ground-based data for the development of future flight experiments.
Material and Growth Technique

The alloy-type semiconductor Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te is one of the most important materials for variable energy gap intrinsic infrared detectors operating in the 3-5 and 8-14 μm regions. This material is a mixed crystal system with well-defined band structures, in which the energy gap and other band parameters vary with composition between their values for the constituent compounds. For the alloy composition with x=0.2, Hg$_{0.8}$Cd$_{0.2}$Te, the band gap is about 0.1 eV at 77K.

In order to optimize the infrared properties of this material for device applications, a high degree of compositional and structural microhomogeneity is required. The ternary nature and Hg-vacancy formation contribute to the structural complexity of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te crystals. In addition, the thermodynamic properties of this material are such that the resulting vapor pressures of the elemental and binary components differ by several orders of magnitude.

Under these conditions, the vapor growth of single crystals requires the use of separate source reservoirs and/or flow techniques which are presently not feasible for space flight conditions. The only method allowing the growth of single crystals of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te from one source material in a closed container is the chemical vapor transport (CVT) technique. This method combines the inherent advantages of vapor growth (lower temperatures, less contamination) with the a priori absence of forced flow. This enables the investigation to be focused on gravity-driven convection effects on crystal growth and properties of this important material.

Experiment Development

Extensive ground-based studies of the unseeded bulk growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te and of the epitaxial growth of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te on CdTe substrates by CVT in closed containers demonstrated the effects of gravity-driven convection on the growth morphology and crystallinity of this material. In particular, these investigations showed the sensitivity of this system to small convective disturbances, and led to the prediction that even better single crystals could be obtained under microgravity conditions.

The results of our USML-1 experiments [1] confirmed the above predictions and demonstrated considerably improved compositional and structural uniformity of
epitaxial layers grown in microgravity on CdTe substrates relative to ground-control samples. Most importantly it was observed, for the first time, that the layer-substrate interface of the Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe/CdTe system obtained in microgravity had a significantly lower dislocation density than those of the ground test samples. These observations strongly suggested that convective flow may affect growth processes at or near the growth interface.

Objectives of the USML-2 Experiments

The primary objectives of the USML-2 experiments were to observe microgravity effects on the early growth of the layer. This was not possible during the USML-1 mission because of the annealing of the layer during subsequent growth. Therefore, the epitaxial growth times of the USML-2 experiments were considerably shorter (2.5 and 1.5 hours) than those of the earlier mission (8 and 6 hours). The shorter growth times were selected to observe any annealing effects, and to possibly "bracket" the transition from island to layer growth.

The specific objectives include the observation and measurement of microgravity effects on
• the transient behavior and morphology of the growth islands and epitaxial layer,
• the compositional and structural microhomogeneity of the islands and layer,
• the growth interface morphology of islands and layers,
• the propagation of "birth" defects from the interface into the layer, and
• the properties of space-grown epitaxial layers.

The assessment and evaluation of the above effects is based on a direct comparison between microgravity and ground-based test experiments under otherwise identical conditions.

Results to Date of the USML-2 Experiments

The results to date are based on the characterization of space and ground samples employing optical and scanning electron microscopy, Laue X-ray diffraction techniques, infrared absorption methods, and chemical etching of the (011) substrate-layer cross-sections.

The present characterization results are summarized below.
• Both the islands (short growth time) and layer (longer growth time) obtained in microgravity environment are high quality single crystals as expected.
• The as-grown surface of the thin layer (Fig. 1, top) and facets of the islands (Fig. 2) obtained in space are considerably flatter than those of the ground-based test samples. These observations for a thinner layer (and islands) show that the morphology is affected by convection throughout the entire growth process.
• The compositional microhomogeneity of the epitaxial layer grown during the USML-2 flight is considerably greater than those of the deposits obtained on ground (Fig. 3). In order to further elucidate the effects of
convection on the composition of ground-grown layers and islands (Fig. 3b), attempts will be made to analyze individual islands.

- The interface morphology of the space-grown epitaxial layer of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te on (100) CdTe has a considerably lower dislocation density than those of the ground-based samples. A typical etched (011) cross-section of the layer/(100) substrate shows the growth interfaces observed on ground and under microgravity conditions. Similar differences are observed for space and ground-grown islands during the shortest growth times. The etched (011) cross-sections of the island/(100) substrate growth on ground and in microgravity in Fig. 2 show the different interface morphology. These observations are consistent with the above morphological and compositional improvements of the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te layer grown in microgravity.

The continued characterization of the USML-2 flight and ground-based experiments in terms of compositional analysis, electrical measurements and defect concentration is in progress.

**Significance and Utility**

The results to date of the USML-2 experiments significantly extend, confirm, and are consistent with those of the USML-1 flight.

In particular, the improved growth interface morphology of the layer and of the islands grown in space demonstrates the effects of gravity-driven convection on processes at or near the solid-vapor interfaces on ground. This experimental evidence strongly supports the conclusion that fluid flow interacts with solid surfaces on smaller dimensional scales than generally accepted.

The combined results are of basic scientific importance and of technological value for the better understanding of vapor deposition and growth processes of this and other vapor growth systems. The experimental observations provide basic data for future investigations and modeling of fluid flow interactions with solid-vapor interfaces.
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Morphology of as-grown surfaces of ground (a) and space (b) grown epitaxial layers of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te. Magnification 200 X.

Morphology of the growth interfaces of ground (a) and space (b) grown epitaxial layers of Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te/CdTe. The interface is marked by an arrow. Magnification 1000 X.

Fig. 1
Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te islands (short growth time) grown under microgravity (a) and normal gravity (b) conditions. Magnification (a) 800 X and (b) 1000 X.
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USE OF MICROGRAVITY TO CONTROL THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF EUTECTICS
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Summary
Our long term goal is to be able to control the microstructure of directionally solidified eutectic alloys, through an improved understanding of the influence of convection. The primary objective of the project described here is to test hypotheses for the influence of convection on the microstructure of three fibrous eutectics (MnBi-Bi, InSb-NiSb, Al3Ni-Al). A secondary objective is to determine the influence of convection on the microstructure of other eutectic alloys. Experimental and theoretical research will be carried out at Clarkson University and at Queen's University. The Queen's research is to be funded by the Canadian Space Agency, which has also been supporting the development of flight furnaces and experiments on the Priroda module of MIR. The present program will incorporate some experiments in this apparatus.

We reviewed the results of experimental research by ourselves and others on the influence of convection on rod eutectic microstructure, including solidification in space, mechanical stirring, use of a magnetic field, electric current pulses, and solidification at high gravity. We compared the experimental results with the predictions of mechanisms proposed for the influence of convection on eutectic microstructure. We concluded that vigorous mechanical stirring probably coarsens the microstructure by altering the concentration field in front of the freezing interface. On the other hand, our theoretical analyses showed that gentle buoyancy-driven convection does not alter the concentration field sufficiently to yield an observable change in the microstructure of either lamellar or fibrous eutectics. Thus, our hypothesis is that gentle convection alters the microstructure of a fibrous eutectic only when it causes a fluctuating freezing rate with a system for which the kinetics of fiber branching differs from that for fiber termination. These fluctuations may cause the
microstructure to coarsen or to become finer, depending on the relative kinetics of these processes. This is the primary hypothesis we plan to test.

**Background: directional solidification of fibrous eutectics**

A wide variety of microstructures are produced when eutectic alloys are directionally solidified. The class of eutectic microstructures of interest to us here is an array of fibers, more-or-less parallel to one another and more-or-less regular. Experimentally, one often finds that $\lambda^2 V$ is constant, where $\lambda$ is the average distance between fibers and $V$ is the macroscopic freezing rate. Hunt and Jackson developed the classical theory explaining this relationship, by estimating the influence of $\lambda$ on the compositional supercooling and the curvature supercooling at the freezing interface and then minimizing the total supercooling with respect to $\lambda$. Because the fibers and the matrix are of different composition, the composition in the melt varies out to a distance on the order of $\lambda$. Since $\lambda$ is small, on the order of a few $\mu$m, one would not expect gentle buoyancy-driven convection to influence $\lambda$. Thus it was surprising in 1976 when Larson reported from his Apollo-Soyuz Test Project experiment that directional solidification of MnBi-Bi in space caused a significant reduction in the MnBi fiber spacing $\lambda$.

Since Larson's ASTP experiment on Mn-Bi, a large number of experimental and theoretical studies have been performed to try to understand the influence of convection on fibrous eutectic microstructures. The relevant experimental results are summarized in the table on the following page. Note that conflicting results were obtained for the influence of microgravity. The challenge has been, and remains, to explain these surprising and conflicting results.

At Clarkson, over the last 20 years we have performed an extensive theoretical investigation of the influence of convection on eutectic microstructure. The bottom line is that gentle buoyancy-driven convection, by itself, should not produce a measurable change in $\lambda$. This led us to propose that convection influences the microstructure of a fibrous eutectic only when the following two conditions are met. First, that the convection is oscillatory or chaotic, leading to a fluctuating freezing rate. Second, that the kinetics of fiber formation differs from the kinetics for fiber termination. This hypothesis was tested by imposing electric current pulses during solidification.
Experimental results on influence of solidification conditions on microstructure of fibrous eutectics.

Basis: Directional solidification upward on earth, with eutectic composition in the melt.

Here λ is the average fiber spacing for rod-like microstructures, V is freezing rate, N ampoule rotation rate.
Note that L&P denotes work by Larson & Pirich, S&K by Smith & Kaya, M&K by Müller & Kyr,
F&dG by Favier & de Goer, W&R by Wilcox & Regel et al., B by Barczy et al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>MnBi-Bi</th>
<th>InSb-NiSb</th>
<th>Al₃Ni-Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic structure</td>
<td>Irregular MnBi fibers above 1 cm/hr freezing rate</td>
<td>Fibers</td>
<td>Al₃Ni rods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microgravity</td>
<td>λ ~40% smaller &amp; %MnBi smaller @ 3-49 cm/hr (L&amp;P)</td>
<td>λ ~14% smaller @ 0.6-10.8 cm/hr (M&amp;K)</td>
<td>λ ~15% larger @ 7.9-8.4 cm/hr (F&amp;dG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field,</td>
<td>λ ~40% smaller with 3-30 kG @30-50 cm/hr (L&amp;P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature gradient</td>
<td>No influence @ 3-30 cm/hr (L&amp;P, W&amp;R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal solidification</td>
<td>No change in λ @ 30 cm/hr, slightly larger @ 3 cm/hr (L&amp;P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidification downward (thermally unstable)</td>
<td>λ ~67% larger @ 3 cm/hr (L&amp;P) T fluctuations &amp; banding (S&amp;K)</td>
<td>λ increased 9% @ all freezing rates (M&amp;K)</td>
<td>λ decreased, independent of freezing rate (F&amp;dG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidification downward in centrifuge</td>
<td></td>
<td>λ increased 38% @ 5-30g (M&amp;K)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated Crucible Rotation Technique (spin-up/spin-down)</td>
<td>% increase in λ larger with higher N and lower V (W&amp;R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric current pulses</td>
<td>λ increased propor. to current amplitude and time (W&amp;R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation from eutectic comp’n</td>
<td>No discernible change (W&amp;R)</td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular, λ increase with % Ni (B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of MnBi-Bi eutectic\textsuperscript{1}. In qualitative agreement with our hypothesis, $\lambda$ increased with increasing current density and increasing pulse length. However, one could argue that current pulses generate convection due to heating and buoyancy, and so the only increased the convection in the melt. Such experiments need to repeated in microgravity.

Two other hypotheses remain to be tested completely. One, by Favier and de Goer, is that the melt is not exactly at the eutectic composition, so that even gentle convection would alter the average melt composition at the freezing interface. While the available experimental evidence appears to contradict this model, a complete test has not been performed. Another possibility that recently occurred to us is that a habit-modifying impurity could be responsible. It is known that the morphology of eutectics can be very sensitive to trace amounts of an impurity. Gentle convection could alter the impurity concentration at the growth interface and thereby change $\lambda$.

Thus we have three hypotheses for the influence of gentle convection on the microstructure of fibrous eutectics. The objective of this project is to test these hypotheses, by a combination of theory, experiments on earth, and experiments in MIR.

**Research planned**

We will select several fiber-forming eutectic systems for investigation, with a range of faceting tendencies (entropy of solution of minor component) and habit-modifying impurities. At Clarkson University, we will perform ground-based directional solidification experiments on one of these systems using a vertical Bridgman apparatus with a stabilizing temperature gradient. We will explore the influence of periodic current pulses on microstructure using a wider range of freezing rates and pulsing parameters (amplitude, frequency and duration) than we used with Mn-Bi. Experiments will also be performed with and without application of a magnetic field, with off-eutectic compositions, and with a habit-modifying impurity added. At Queen's University, similar ground-based experiments will be performed on other systems.

Flight experiments will be performed using the Queen’s University furnace, QUELD II. Two of

these rack-mounted gradient furnaces are in Priroda/MIR. Each furnace has 3 zones, programmable and automated, suitable for both isothermal diffusion and gradient freeze experiments. It is planned to modify the apparatus to permit thermocouple measurements inside the ampoules, so as to yield temperature gradients, freezing rates, and interfacial temperatures. If additional funding becomes available from Canadian Space Agency, current pulsing capability will be added to the flight furnace. Clarkson and Queen's personnel will collaborate on preparation of the flight ampoules, testing the flight furnace, and characterizing the flight samples. Eutectic, hypo-eutectic and hyper-eutectic samples will be solidified over a range of freezing rates and pulsing conditions, as suggested by the results of the ground-based experiments. In order to determine the freezing rate, periodically a large current pulse will be applied in order to mark the interface. Some melts will be held in a temperature gradient and then quenched, in order to determine the Soret coefficient.

All results will be compared with theoretical predictions. We will develop a new theoretical model for a fibrous microstructure with an oscillatory freezing rate. The composition field in the melt will be calculated numerically, using the following assumptions:

1. Regular hexagonal array of fibers.
2. Faceted fibers, with known growth kinetics on the fiber's sides and tips.
3. Non-faceted matrix, with known isotropic properties and growth kinetics.
4. Fiber branching when the supercooling at the tip reaches a specified value.

Starting conditions will be assumed for fiber spacing, projection of the fibers in front of the matrix, and fiber width. The structure will be allowed to evolve to a quasi-steady oscillatory state without assuming minimum supercooling.
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